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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In recent decades the method of studying biblical Hebrew grammar
has shifted. Since the beginning of biblical Hebrew grammatical studies, Jewish and
Christian scholars have turned to Arabic grammar to inform their analysis. Many recent
biblical Hebrew grammarians, however, are now employing modern linguistic theories to
analyze Hebrew syntax.
Proponents of modern linguistic theories argue that the classical philological
approach ultimately falls short of providing a satisfactory explanation of biblical Hebrew
syntax.1 Francis Andersen faults the classical philological method for failing to lay “an
agreed theoretical foundation” that provides consistent categories and definitions
necessary for grammatical study.2 Geoffrey Khan writes, “Whereas grammars of the
Semitic languages offer reasonably adequate descriptions of linguistic forms and their
functions on the level of phonology and morphology, this is hardly the case with regard to
many areas of syntax.” Although, he continues, Semitic grammars have documented and
classified “various syntactic structures” found in Semitic languages, “the treatment of
syntax is deficient . . . in the description and analysis of the functions of syntactic
1

The ‘classical philological approach’ refers to the traditional approach to the study of a
language whereby grammarians would compare one language with other related languages. Furthermore,
scholars would also consult native grammarians to determine how speakers of that language understood
their own grammar and syntax. See Joshua Blau, Phonology and Morphology of Biblical Hebrew: An
Introduction, Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic 2 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2010), 1-4.
2

Francis I. Andersen, The Sentence in Biblical Hebrew, Janua linguarum Series practica 231
(The Hague: Mouton Publishers, 1980), 18. See also Robert Dean Holmstedt, “The Relative Clause in
Biblical Hebrew: A Linguistic Analysis” (PhD diss., University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2002), 45.
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structures.”3 Christo van der Merwe echoes Khan, crediting the classical approach
primarily for providing scholars with an understanding of biblical Hebrew morphology,
but he faults the method for giving little syntactic information. Furthermore, van der
Merwe argues that the classical philological approach offers no help in understanding the
principles that determine which particular words and constructions are used to
communicate.4
In a recent commentary series, the Baylor Handbook on the Hebrew Bible,
several authors incorporate the principles and theories of modern linguistics into their
grammatical analysis. Dennis Tucker, author of the Jonah commentary in the series,
notes the “discontent” scholars have with traditional biblical Hebrew grammars; because
of this “discontent,” scholars have turned to modern linguistics for insight.5 Robert
Holmstedt, author of the commentary on Ruth, states that the standard reference
grammars are “inadequate” in describing both biblical Hebrew syntax and “the way that
the grammar is manipulated for rhetorical effect.”6
The comments by the authors listed above raise an important question: is the
traditional understanding of biblical Hebrew syntax truly “inadequate”? Does the
classical philological approach provide enough syntactic information to clearly and
3

Geoffrey Khan, Studies in Semitic Syntax, London Oriental Series 38 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1988), xxv.
4

C. H. J. van der Merwe, “From Paradigms to Texts, New Horizons and New Tools for
Interpreting the Old Testament,” Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages 22, no. 2 (1996):169. See also
Christo H. J. van der Merwe, Jackie A. Naudé, and Jan H. Kroeze, A Biblical Hebrew Reference Grammar,
Biblical Languages: Hebrew 3 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000), 20.
5

W. Dennis Tucker, Jonah: A Handbook on the Hebrew Text, Baylor Handbook on the Hebrew
Bible Series (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2006), 3.
6

Robert D. Holmstedt, Ruth: A Handbook on the Hebrew Text, Baylor Handbook on the
Hebrew Bible Series (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2010), 3. He lists as the standard reference
grammars: Gesenius-Kautzsch, Joüon-Muraoka, Waltke-O’Connor, and van der Merwe-Naudé-Kroeze.
The authors of the Baylor Handbook series do not apply one particular linguistic model throughout all four
volumes; rather, each author implements his own “particular linguistic approach.” Barry Bandstra, Genesis
1-11: A Handbook on the Hebrew Text, Baylor Handbook on the Bible Series (Waco, TX: Baylor University
Press, 2008), 1.
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effectively describe the syntactic and rhetorical functions of a clause in a particular
biblical Hebrew text?
Thesis
Although many scholars today express dissatisfaction with traditional
grammatical analysis, believing it now to be inadequate, this dissertation will
demonstrate that the classical philological method still provides an effective, sound
description of biblical Hebrew syntax.
Methodology
This dissertation contrasts modern linguistic methods with the traditional
Semitic approach, arguing that the traditional Semitic approach is a secure paradigm for
the study of biblical Hebrew grammar.7 Russell Fuller’s forthcoming biblical Hebrew
syntax provides the primary syntactic analysis for the traditional Semitic approach.8
Bandstra's commentary on Genesis, and Holmstedt’s commentary on Ruth, serves as the
bases of comparison with linguistic models. Textual critical problems are not addressed;
the masoretic text serves as the base text. Literary issues, theological interpretation, or
other similar matters for any given passage fall outside the scope of this dissertation.
Chapters 2 through 4 each focuses on one chapter from the Hebrew Old
7

By ‘traditional Semitic approach’ the author means the comparison of biblical Hebrew with
other Semitic languages, primarily Arabic. As chap. 1 will demonstrate below, Arabic served as the key to
understand biblical Hebrew and other Semitic languages like Ugaritic and Akkadian. Phrases such as
“Arabic grammar,” “Arab grammarians,” “native Semitic grammarians,” “Arabic grammar,” “classical
philological approach” will be used interchangeably throughout this dissertation. These phrases indicate
that true Semitic grammar often mirrors Arabic grammar. By ‘native Semitic grammarians’ the author does
not mean any Semitic speaker. Rather, the term refers to natives speakers expert in their respective
language and orthodox in their views of traditional Semitic (especially Arabic) grammar.
8

Fuller’s upcoming grammar was chosen because it is a more recent representation of Hebrew
grammar based on traditional Semitic grammar. Like Gesenius-Kautzsch and Joüon-Muraoka, Fuller
constantly appeals to Arabic grammar. Whereas Gesenius-Kautzsch and Joüon-Muraoka depart from
traditional definitions of the clause and other aspects of traditional Semitic grammar (Joüon-Muraoka
departs from the traditional definition of the Piel), Fuller’s grammar is consistent with the Arabic
grammatical tradition in these areas.

3

Testament (chap. 2—Gen 2; chap. 3—Gen 3; chap. 4—Ruth 1). Each chapter introduces
and illustrates various traditional Semitic grammatical categories. When a category is
first introduced, a relatively extensive definition is given and, if necessary, the Arabic
definition and description of that particular category. Subsequent mentions of a particular
grammatical category are shorter, and the reader is pointed back to the introduction of
that category. Chapters 2 through 4 also interacts with various biblical Hebrew linguists
in order to compare and contrast their respective methodologies and conclusions with
traditional Semitic methodologies and conclusions. The interactions with linguists are
often limited to Bandstra and Holmstedt. Bandstra and Holmstedt’s translations and
analyses are scrutinized when they contradict traditional translations and syntax.
Each chapter introduces two or three major issues in which linguists have
dramatically diverged from traditional analysis; for example, the claim that  היהis a
copula, the contention that participles are verbs, and the assertion that  ֵלאמֹרis not an
infinitive construct when introducing direct speech. With each major issue, the scope
broadens to other linguistic Hebraists. It is not possible to interact with every linguistic
Hebraists or with every divergent view; generally those linguists who deal extensively in
a particular issue are mentioned. These major issues serve to illustrate more clearly the
contrast between the classical philological method and modern linguistic methods.
History of Research
This brief history highlights the emphasis placed on Arabic grammar by
traditional Hebrew grammarians, and the shift towards modern linguistic methods by
recent biblical Hebrew grammarians.
Arabic and Biblical Hebrew
Grammar
From the inception of the study of biblical Hebrew grammar, grammarians
based their studies on Arabic grammar. Jewish and early Christian grammarians have
4

acknowledged the relationship Hebrew has with its sister language and have greatly
benefitted from the application of Arabic categories in their studies.
Early Jewish grammarians. The tenth century marks the beginning of
Jewish Hebrew grammatical studies. Saadiah Gaon wrote his grammar, Kutub al-Lugha,
and lexicon, Argon, to confront the low state of Hebrew among its speakers.9 In both his
lexicon and grammar, Saadiah uses Arabic as his model, often using Arabic labels for the
same categories found in Hebrew. For example, Saadiah employs Arabic labels for the
vowels.10 Saadiah also follows the Arabic division of words into the categories of noun,
verb, and particle.11 Saadiah compares Arabic and Hebrew to highlight similarities or
differences between the two languages in order to emphasize a certain point of grammar.
For example, in his discussion on objects attached to verbs, he observes that Hebrew does
not follow Arabic in attaching the first person singular, or plural, suffix to a verb in the
first person — “I found myself,” “I taught myself.”12 In employing Arabic grammar in
the study of biblical Hebrew, Saadiah paved the way for future generations of biblical
Hebrew grammarians.
Jewish grammarians subsequent to Saadiah continued to use Arabic grammar
to shed light on biblical Hebrew. Around 1000 BC, Hayyūj developed the principle of
the triliteral root, a principle found also in Arabic. Grammarians before Hayyūj argued
for bilateral roots because not all verbs exhibited three root letters. Employing Arabic
principles regarding weak verbs, Hayyūj developed his concept of “latent quiescent” and
9

Solomon Skoss, Saadia Gaon, The Earliest Hebrew Grammarian (Philadelphia: Dropsie
College Press, 1955), 58.
10

Ibid., 58-59. Saadiah does assign non-Arabic labels for items such as the definite noun, the
construct state, and the absolute state to name a few.
11

Ibid., 11.

12

Solomon L. Skoss, “A Study of Inflection in Hebrew from Saadia Gaon’s Grammatical Work
‘Katub al-Lughah’,” The Jewish Quarterly Review, n.s., 33 (1942-1943):191; Skoss, Saadia Gaon, 57.
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stated the case for the triliteral root in Hebrew.13 Samuel ha-Nagid and Ibn Janāh, writing
in Arabic, also produced grammatical works during this time. Their works often
concentrated on Ibn Janāh’s disagreements with Hayyūj, ha-Nagid’s teacher.14 Dan
Becker observes that Ibn Janāh makes about sixty references to Arabic in his Hebrew
grammar, Kitāb al-Luma‛.15 Moreover, Ibn Janāh states in his grammar that Arabic is
very beneficial in understanding Hebrew and that he would not hesitate to compare the
two languages.16
Toward the end of the eleventh century Ibn Barūn published his “thorough
treatment” of similarities and differences between Hebrew and Arabic grammar and
lexicography.17 Throughout his grammar, Ibn Barūn makes frequent references to Arabic.
For example, he employs the Arabic label for definite and indefinite nouns, and he
compares how the agreement between noun and adjective differs in Hebrew and Arabic.18
Ibn Barūn also highlights the similarity between Hebrew and Arabic regarding the
imperative and the use of the alerting ה.19 Describing the absolute object as the “truest
object,” Ibn Barūn appeals to the analyses of Arab grammarians.20 Furthermore, Ibn
Barūn provides Arabic examples to support his description of the object in biblical
13

Nasir Basal, “The Concept of Compensation (‛iwaḍ/ta‛wīḍ) as Used by Yehuda Ḥayyūj in
Comparison with Sībawayhi,” Journal of Semitic Studies 44, no. 2 (1999):227–29.
14

William Chomsky, “How the Study of Hebrew Grammar Began and Developed,” The Jewish
Quarterly Review, n.s., 35 (1944-1945):284, 285.
15

Dan Becker, “Linguistic Rules and Definitions in Ibn Janāḥ’s Kitāb al-Lumac (Sefer haRiqmah) Copied from the Arab Grammarians,” The Jewish Quarterly Review, n.s., 86, nos. 3–4 (1996):276.
16

Ibid., 275.

17

Pinchas Wechter, Ibn Barūn’s Arabic Works on Hebrew Grammar and Lexicography
(Philadelphia: The Dropsie College for Hebrew and Cognate Learning, 1964), 3.
18

Ibid., 29.

19

Ibid., 25, 40-41.

20

Ibid., 52.
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Hebrew.21
Another group of Hebrew grammarians, the Karaites, produced grammatical
works in the tenth and eleventh centuries. Although the Karaites worked separately from
the Rabbanite scholars (Saadiah, Ibn Janāh, etc.), the Karaites also applied Arabic
grammar to the study of biblical Hebrew.22 ’Abū Ya‘qūb Yūsuf ibn Nūḥ, a prominent
early Karaite grammarian, used Arabic terminology for the active participle. In his
grammatical commentary on Psalm 118:5, he notes that some translate “ ַה ֵמּ ַצרthe one
who causes distress.” He writes, “(According to this view), the form is a noun of
agent.”23 In another early Karaite text, the author appeals to Arabic for the correct
parsing and meaning of בּ ֵרְך.
ָ 24 Furthermore, in a Karaite beginning grammar, the subject
of a verb is called an “agent” ()פאעלא, similar to Arabic grammar.25 ’Abū al-Faraj Hārūn,
21

Wechter, Ibn Barūn’s Arabic Works, 52.

22

Geoffrey Khan contends that the Karaites also based their grammatical studies in the work of
the Masoretes and Rabbinic tradition. Geoffrey Khan, The Early Karaite Tradition of Hebrew
Grammatical Thought: Including a Critical Edition, Translation and Analysis of the Diqduq of ’Abū Ya‘qūb
ibn Nūḥ on the Hagiographa, Studies in Semitic Languages and Linguistics 32 (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 5.
23

Khan, Early Karaite Tradition of Hebrew Grammatical Thought, 98-99, 332-33. The ‘noun
of agent’——אסם אלפאעלis the Arabic term for the active participle: ’( ﺃأَ ْﺳ َﻤﺂ ُء ْﭐٱﻟﻔَﺎ ِﻋ ِﻞismā’u l-fā‘ili “the noun
of the agent”). Likewise, Ibn Nūḥ labels the passive participle ‘noun of patient’ (( )אסם אלמפעולibid., 98,
178-79). Arab grammarians label the passive participle ُﻮﻝل
ِ ’( ﺃأَﺳْﻤﺂ ُء ْﭐٱﻟ َﻤ ْﻔﻌismā’u l-maf‘ūli “the noun of
patient”). See W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language: Translated from the German of Caspari
and Edited with Numerous Additions and Corrections, 3rd ed., ed. W. Robertson Smith and M. J. de Goeje
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1951), 1:§229. Khan observes that Ibn Nūḥ always translates a
‘noun of agent’ into Arabic as a participle “rather than a verbal form, since he believes the distinction
between a participle and finite verb should be expressed in the interpretation of the text” (Khan, Early
Karaite Tradition of Hebrew Grammatical Thought, 99). Ibn Nūḥ, in his translation of active participles,
follows the Arab grammarians’ distinction between the participle and the verb. Furthermore, an anonymous
Karaite beginning Hebrew grammar also uses Arabic terminology for the participle. Nadia Vidro, A
Medieval Karaite Pedagogical Grammar of Hebrew: A Critical Edition and English Translation of Kitāb
al-‛Uqūd fī Taṣārīf al-Luġa al-‛Ibrāniyya, Cambridge Genizah Studies Series 6 (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 129,
290-91.
24

Geoffrey Khan, Early Karaite Grammatical Texts, Masoretic Studies 9 (Atlanta: Society of
Biblical Literature, 2000), 80. Khan posits that the author of this text is not Saadiah Gaon, but a
grammarian named Sa‘īd who “he, as well as his commentator, must have been Karaites close to the circle
of Ibn Nūḥ” (ibid., 17).
25

Nadia Vidro, “A Karaite Tool-kit for Teaching Hebrew Grammar,” Journal of Jewish Studies
64, no. 1 (2013):107.
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another prominent Karaite grammarian, argued for the infinitive as the basic verbal form
based on the Arabic term for infinitive, maṣdar.26 In his grammar al-Kitā b al-Kā fı̄ fı̄ alLuġ a al-ʻIbrā niyya, ’Abū al-Faraj makes numerous comparisons to Arabic. For example,
he compares the use of  ֶפּןto differentiate the future from the present use of the imperfect
in biblical Hebrew, and the use of יכה
ָ  ֵאbefore the verb, with similar phenomena in
Arabic. Al-Faraj also uses Arabic categories and terminology to describe maf‛ūl in
biblical Hebrew. Because Hebrew dropped the case endings, al-Faraj notes that the
maf‛ūl in biblical Hebrew “is only possible to adduce . . . in the form that they have come
down to us” in order to compare the forms in Hebrew “that correspond to the maf‛ūl
muṭlaq and its other categories according to the terminology of the Arabic
grammarians.”27
Biblical Hebrew grammarians in the twelfth century continued to promulgate
the works of the Rabbanite scholars Saadiah, Hayyūj, ha-Nagid, and Ibn Janāh. The
grammarians of the twelfth century wrote their works in Hebrew, making Hebrew
grammar more accessible to non-Arabic speaking Jews of Western Europe.28 Abraham
Ibn Ezra wrote many commentaries and works on Hebrew grammar in this period, often
quoting Saadiah.29 David Ḳimḥi also published his influential grammar during this time.
As with Ibn Ezra, Ḳimḥi did not develop new grammatical principles, but rather made the
older grammatical works clearer and more concise, primarily the works of Hayyūj and
26

Geoffrey Khan, “’Abū al-Faraj Hārūn and the Early Karaite Grammatical Tradition,” Journal
of Jewish Studies 48, no. 2 (1997):319.
27

Geoffrey Khan, María Ángeles, and Judith Olszowy-Schlanger, The Karaite Tradition of
Hebrew Grammatical Thought in its Classical Form: A Critical Edition and English Translation of al-Kitāb
al-Kāfī fī al-Luġa al-‘Ibrāniyya by ’Abū al-Faraj Hārūn ibn al-Faraj, Studies in Semitic Languages and
Linguistics 37 (Leiden: Brill, 2003), 40, 44, 156. Khan defines maf‛ūl as “verbal complement.” See also
Aharon Maman’s observations of ’Abū al-Hārūn’s use of Arabic. Aharon Maman, “An Eleventh-Century
Karaite Hebrew Grammar,” The Jewish Quarterly Review 101, no. 3 (2011):469-70.
28

David Téné, Aharon Maman, and James Barr, “Linguistic Literature, Hebrew,” in
Encyclopaedia Judaica, ed. Fred Skolnik, 2nd ed. (Detroit: Thomson Gale, 2007), 13:34.
29

Chomsky, “Study of Hebrew Grammar,” 282.
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Ibn Janāh.30 However, Ḳimḥi’s analysis remains consistent with Semitic grammar, as in
his description of the absolute object and the disagreement in number and gender
between subjects and verbs.31 David Téné credits these grammarians, and other
grammarians of this era, for saving Hebrew grammar “from oblivion” and setting the
pattern for Hebrew grammatical expression that is found in many of the grammars that
followed.32
More recently, Isaac Jerusalmi, retired Professor of Bible and Semitic
Languages from Hebrew Union in Cincinnati, produced grammatical works for his
biblical Hebrew students.33 In his preface to The Story of Joseph, Jerusalmi notes that
Arabic is “the noblest of all Semitic languages and our most natural model, worthy of our
constant study and steady imitation.”34 Jerusalmi acknowledges that since Saadiah Gaon
Arabic has served as the paradigm for biblical Hebrew grammar:
From Sa’adia Gaon al-Fayyumī and on, Jews, with their knowledge of Hebrew,
Aramaic and Arabic, have been officially on record as founders and expounders of
comparative Semitics.35
Jerusalmi provides many Arabic examples, demonstrating the similarity between various
biblical Hebrew and Arabic constructions.36 Commenting on Genesis 37:4, he labels
30

William Chomsky, David Ḳimḥi’s Hebrew Grammar (Mikhlol): Systematically Presented and
Critically Annotated (New York: Bloch Publishing, 1952), 9.
31

Ibid., 341-42, 345-47. Regarding the absolute object, see Wechter, Ibn Barūn’s Arabic Works,

32

Téné, Maman, and Barr, “Linguistic Literature, Hebrew,” 13:34.

52.

33

These works are available to the wider public.

34

Isaac Jerusalmi, The Story of Joseph (Genesis 37; 39-47): A Philological Commentary, 2nd
rev. ed., Auxiliary Materials for the Study of Semitic Languages 1 (Cincinnati: Hebrew Union CollegeJewish Institute of Religion, 1981), v.
35

Ibid., ii.

36

Ibid., 8, 9. The examples on these two pages are a small sampling of the many Arabic
examples given.

9

 ְל ָשׁלו ֺםthe adverbial accusative, a similar grammatical construction in Arabic (ḥal).37 He
appeals to Arab grammarians in his analysis of Genesis 42:6 to illustrate how an
adverbial accusative construction is similar to a construction with a circumstantial vav.38
In Genesis 41:40, Jerusalmi argues that  ַה ִכּ ֵסּאis “a classical example” of the accusative of
specification, an adverbial accusative found in Arabic (tamyīz).39
Saadiah Gaon had established a pattern of comparative philology that his
successors also employed. Arabic served as the model for Hebrew grammatical analysis
and would continue to do so as Christians began to write their own biblical Hebrew
grammars.
Christian grammarians. According to James Barr, no influential Christian
Hebraist existed in the centuries between the time of Jerome and the sixteenth century.
This does not mean Christians were ignorant of Hebrew during that time. Christians had
gleaned the Hebrew they knew from Jewish works, but Christian Hebraists “contributed
little or nothing” to the study of Hebrew grammar.40 With the Reformation’s emphasis on
original sources, Christians began to show interest in biblical Hebrew.
37

Jerusalmi, The Story of Joseph, 8. See also pg. 116.

38

Ibid., 116.

39

Ibid., 102. In his work on biblical Aramaic, Jerusalmi also bases his grammatical analyses on
traditional Semitic grammar. Isaac Jerusalmi, The Aramaic Sections of Ezra and Daniel: A Philological
Commentary, Auxiliary Materials for the Study of Semitic Languages 7 (Cincinnati: Hebrew Union
College-Jewish Institute of Religion, 1982), 16, 17, 26, 42, 48, 55, 58, 128, 136. Joshua Blau also contends
that comparative Semitic studies is the most effective method for the study of biblical Hebrew (Blau,
Phonology and Morphology of Biblical Hebrew, 2-4, 13-16). It appears that Blau does not grant priority to
Arabic; rather, he considers all Semitic languages equally. For example, he contends that the use of the
infinitive absolute to strengthen a verb in biblical Hebrew is not the same construction found in Arabic due
to the difference in word order. Blau posits that the absolute object in biblical Hebrew is most likely
similar to Ugaritic (ibid., 215). Much of Blau’s works deal with morphology and phonology, though his
syntactic analyses largely follow traditional Semitic grammar. For example, he asserts that the participle in
biblical Hebrew has not been incorporated into the verbal system (ibid., 225-26; cf. Joshua Blau, A
Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, Porta Linguarum Orientalium: Neue Serie 12 [Wiesbaden: Otto
Harrassowitz, 1976], 82). Furthermore, he describes the Piel as intensive and acknowledges casus pendens
constructions (Blau, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, 52, 110; Blau, Phonology and Morphology, 229).
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Johann Reuchlin is the first major Christian grammarian of note, publishing his
grammar in 1506. Reuchlin first learned Hebrew from a Jewish physician, Jacob Jehiel
Loans, and later received lessons from Rabbi Obadiah Sforno.41 Reuchlin’s grammatical
works depended on the works of older Jewish grammarians, especially Ḳimḥi.42 While
Reuchlin and other early Christian grammarians relied on Jewish grammars, they wrote
their biblical Hebrew grammars into Latin and other European languages. Jewish
grammatical labels, therefore, gave way to more familiar terms. For example, certain
standard terms used in modern grammars can be attributed to Reuchlin, such as the
“absolute state.”43
While many grammarians who followed Reuchlin merely reproduced the
works of their Jewish counterparts, Schultens played an important role in reinstating the
classical philological method.44 Schultens strongly emphasized the application of Arabic
to elucidate difficulties in biblical Hebrew.45 In his dissertation, “Dissertatio theologicophilologica de utilitate linguae Arabicae in interpretanda sacra lingua,” he demonstrates
how difficult Hebrew words could be understood when compared to Arabic cognates.46
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In his Hebrew grammar, Institutiones ad fundamenta linguae Heabraeae, Schultens
makes numerous comparisons with Arabic in order to explain or illustrate various
morphological principles. For example, he employs Arabic in his discussion on the
Hebrew letters, the dagesh forte, the dual ending, and the personal pronoun נַחְנוּ.47
Schultens follows traditional Semitic grammar by dividing his syntax into nouns,
particles, and verbs; he explains that Hebrew grammarians follow Arabic grammar in this
regard.48 He describes the Piel as intensifying the Qal stem, according to traditional
Semitic grammar.49 Subsequent Christian grammarians followed Schultens’ lead by
employing Arabic, and eventually other Semitic languages, in their studies.
H. F. Wilhelm Gesenius’ biblical Hebrew grammar, first published in 1813 and
republished in many revised editions, employs the classical philological method.
Gesenius describes the syntactic phenomena of biblical Hebrew by comparing them with
other occurrences in biblical Hebrew and in her “sister languages.”50 For example, he
looks to Arabic to explain the possible origin of the Hebrew interrogative ה.51 He also
compares the use of the infinitive absolute as an absolute object in biblical Hebrew with
the Arabic maṣdar.52 Furthermore, he argues that biblical Hebrew still employs the
nominative, accusative, and genitive cases, although most case endings are no longer
(Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2008), 792.
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extant.53 Kautzsch, in his twenty-eighth edition of Gesenius’ grammar, appeals to Arabic
to support the claim that Hebrew still exhibits the function of accusative, even though a
noun functioning as an accusative may lack the case ending.54 Consistent with Arabic
grammar, he describes the perfect as indicating completed action and the imperfect as
indicating continuous or incomplete action.55
Eduard König and G. H. Ewald, experts in Arabic and Hebrew, employ Arabic
categories in their analysis of biblical Hebrew.56 For example, König describes
‘specification’ as one function of the accusative. After giving some examples from
biblical Hebrew, König compares this phenomenon to Arabic grammar. He notes, with
specific reference to Ezekiel 7:17 ()תּ ַל ְכנָ ה ָמּיִם,
ֵ that the Arab grammarians rightly call this
accusative tamyīzun (specification) and not an accusative of object.57 Furthermore, he
emphasizes how the Arabic maṣdar functions as the absolute object of biblical Hebrew.58
Consistent with early Jewish grammarians, König describes the Piel as having an
intensive/extensive meaning.59 Ewald also makes numerous comparisons between
Hebrew and Arabic when, for example, he explains the Hebrew article, the existence and
use of the accusative, and the use of the infinitive absolute.60
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Samuel R. Driver, in his influential work on the Hebrew verb, demonstrates
how Arabic grammar informs his study of the Hebrew verb and, more generally, the study
of biblical Hebrew syntax. For example, he compares the vav+volitive in biblical
Hebrew and the ﻑف+subjunctive in Arabic.61 Driver looks to Arabic to defend his claim
that, in hypothetical clauses, imperfect verbal forms following an imperative are often
jussive forms.62 Furthermore, Arabic informs Driver’s discussion of apposition in biblical
Hebrew.63
This survey of Christian grammarians concludes with another well-known
biblical Hebrew grammar, Paul Joüon’s Grammaire de l’Hèbreu Biblique. In his preface,
Joüon states that familiarity with Arabic, Aramaic, and Syriac are important if the reader
wants to better understand biblical Hebrew.64 His description of certain functions of the
noun is congruous with traditional Jewish grammar. For example, he describes the
predicative accusative of state, a function of the accusative also found in Arabic
he criticizes grammarians who depend too much on native grammarians. For example, T. Witton Davies
describes Ewald’s dissatisfaction with Henry Thomas Colebrooke’s work on Sanscrit poetry. Colebrooke
bases his work on the writings of ancient Indian scholars on Sanscrit poetry, a method Ewald does not
support. Davies also details Ewald’s similar criticism of two prominent Arabists, Silvestre de Sacy and
Georg W. Freytag. Ewald faults de Sacy and Freytag because they “had followed blindly the native
grammarians.” According to Davies, Ewald would have preferred that de Sacy and Freytag would study
Arabic for themselves and then formulate their own conclusions. T. Witton Davies, Heinrich Ewald,
Orientalist and Theologian, 1803-1903: A Centenary Appreciation (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1903),
44-45. Cf. Walter Gross, “Is There Really a Compound Nominal Clause in Biblical Hebrew?,” trans. John
Frymire, in The Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew: Linguistic Approaches, ed. Cynthia L. Miller,
Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic 1 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1999), 23n12. Despite his
position on the use of native grammarians, Ewald certainly recognizes the benefit of Arabic to illustrate
biblical Hebrew grammar.
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grammar.65 Joüon is consistent with Arab grammarians when he argues that the verb היה
takes a predicative in the accusative case.66 Furthermore, Joüon applies Arabic to explain
the Hebrew finite verb with a vav prefix.67 Joüon also follows traditional Semitic
grammar by labeling the meaning of the Piel as intensive.68
Arabic as the paradigm of biblical Hebrew grammar. Early in the history
of biblical Hebrew grammar Arabic played an important role, an importance apparent
even with Christian grammarians. Early Christian Hebrew grammarians followed their
Jewish predecessors in using Arabic in their study of biblical Hebrew. Following the
example of native grammarians provides a safeguard in the study of biblical Hebrew or
any language. Mortimer Sloper Howell, in his voluminous Arabic grammar, argues in
support of native Arab grammarians. He writes that
the learner should have recourse to the teaching of the native Grammarians, and
eschew the unauthorized conjectures of foreign scholars. This method possesses 3
obvious advantages:–the native teachers are more likely to be safe guides than their
foreign rivals; their works form a better introduction to the commentaries and
glosses indispensable for the study of many works in Arabic literature; and their
system of grammar must be adopted as the basis of communication with
contemporary scholars of Eastern race.69
Moreover, Howell explains that even non-Arabs who have mastered the Arabic language
are considered to be on equal footing with native Arab grammarians. He notes that
the superficial objection that many of the old masters, like Sībawaih, AlFārisī, and
AzZamakhshari, were foreigners has been anticipated by Ibn Khaldūn, who replies
that they were foreigners only by descent, while in education and language they
were on the footing of native Arabs.70
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Although Howell writes in regard to Arabic grammar, his principles still apply to biblical
Hebrew. Jewish grammarians recognized the benefit of Arabic grammar and used the
Arabic model and categories in biblical Hebrew grammar. The practice of Jewish
scholars to look to Arabic grammar has and should serve as a “safe guide” for the learner
of biblical Hebrew grammar.
Driver contends that a simple glance at the vocabulary and syntax of Arabic
and biblical Hebrew reveals their common origin and their close relationship to one
another.71 He goes on to add that neither Hebrew nor Arabic—nor any other Semitic
language—can claim the status as the one language from which all other Semitic
languages are derived. However, “they are the descendants of a deceased ancestor,
whose most prominent characteristics, though with different degrees of clearness and
purity, they all still reflect.” Although the Semitic languages have a common origin each
language developed differently, one language retaining a particular grammatical feature
while another discarding it. Despite their “uneven development,” unclear grammatical
and William Wright’s Arabic grammars. He writes, “the main sources the author cites [Wright and Howell]
are NOT native Arab grammarians at all.” John A. Cook, external reader report of author’s dissertation,
August 9, 2014. However, Howell and Wright are eminent Arabists and are considered “on the footing of
native Arabs.” Furthermore, Howell and Wright are not simply providing their informed opinions on
Arabic grammar; rather, they are continuing a grammatical tradition passed down by centuries of Arabic
grammarians. In his detailed history of Arabic grammar, Howell provides a long list of Arabic grammatical
works he used to write his own grammar (Howell, Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language, 1:xxvixxxviii). In the preface to his grammar, Wright also lists ancient and modern works on Arabic grammar by
Arab grammarians he consulted in writing his work; he also consulted prominent European Arabists, such
as Silvestre de Sacy (Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:v). Howell’s dependence on Arabic
grammatical tradition is illustrated by the numerous abbreviations interspersed throughout his grammar that
refer to Arab grammarians; see for example Howell, Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language,
1:546-549. Wright’s dependence on this grammatical tradition is also evidenced by his constant recourse to
phrases like “Arab grammarians say . . . .” (Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§7 Rem., §8 Rem.
b, §12 Rem., §15 Rem. b, §23 Rem. a, §24, §29 Rem. b, §35, §36 Rem. a, §38 Rem. e, §75 Rem). See also
Jerusalmi, Story of Joseph, 75; Griess, Syntactical Comparisons, 133, 134, 157. Furthermore, in their
modern Arabic grammar, Farhat J. Ziadeh and R. Bayly Winder reference “Orthodox Arabic grammarians,”
indicating that they recognize an Arabic grammatical tradition. Farhat J. Ziadeh and R. Bayly Winder, An
Introduction to Modern Arabic (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1966), 20. Howell, Wright,
Jerusalmi, ‛Id, Griess, Ziadeh, and Winder are demonstrating that they are not conveying mere grammatical
opinions, but are basing their grammatical analyses on a long standing grammatical tradition.
71
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features in one language may be retained in its original construction in another. This
situation allows the grammarian to use one Semitic language to explain another “even
when the relationship lies no longer in a direct line.”72 Arabic retains many features that
help elucidate biblical Hebrew grammar.
Along with Howell’s and Driver’s assessments of Arabic, there are four
additional arguments in support of Arabic as the paradigm for biblical Hebrew
grammatical studies.
1. Arabic, in its morphology and phonology, is often closer to proto-Semitic
than other Semitic languages, demonstrating the conservative nature of Arabic.
2. Arabic preserves the full case system for nouns and an extensive conjugation
system for verbs.
3. Arabic inherently groups words syntactically. The system of accents in biblical
Hebrew often groups words similarly. For example, in verbal clauses the verb and the
agent are usually grouped together. In nominal clauses, the initiator is often separated
from the announcement with a disjunctive accent.
4. Arabic is still a spoken language with a long history of native grammarians. Because
of the existence of native grammarians, Arabic categories provide a sound basis to
analyze biblical Hebrew.73
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Griess, Syntactical Comparisons, 292. Chrys Caragounis makes a similar argument with
regard to native grammarians in New Testament Greek studies. Caragounis, a native Greek speaker,
contends that many New Testament Greek scholars—based on the supposed pronunciation of ancient Greek
proposed by Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam (1528)—have erroneously divided Greek into two periods:
ancient and modern. He argues, “The advocates of this artificial division failed to consult the Greeks, who
down to the close of the Middle Ages had continuously used and commented upon the writings of their
forbears, and were, therefore, excellently equipped to speak to the feasibility of dividing Greek into ancient
and modern.” Chrys C. Caragounis, The Development of Greek and the New Testament: Morphology,
Syntax, Phonology, and Textual Transmission (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2006), 3. He goes on to
write, “I considered it a service to my colleagues to apprise them of the existence of much relevant
literature in Greek as well as of the fact that Greeks do not consider Greek a dead language, and
furthermore, that they treat the entire history of Greek as phases of one and the same language. Hardly
anyone would demur if I state that the Greek perspective on the Greek language has at least as much right
to be heard as any. More than that, I would venture to claim that it can contribute new dimensions and new
perspectives that have been absent before” (ibid., 12; emphasis added). Caragounis also demonstrates that
a native Greek perspective cannot support Stanley Porter’s (and Kenneth McKay’s and Buist Fanning’s)
claim that the Greek verb only expresses aspect and not time. Caragounis writes, “Such ponderous claims
make it incumbent on me, both as a NT scholar with a keen historical and linguistic interest in Greek and as
a user of the Greek language as my mother tongue, to critically examine the views advanced and the
grounds on which they have been founded” (ibid., 316-17). He continues, “While a Greek would never
deny or minimize the importance of Aspect, he would, at the same time, insist that the verb signals not only
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Arabic is ideally suited to provide sound and accurate descriptions of biblical Hebrew
grammar.
Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Biblical
Hebrew Grammar
From the mid-seventeenth century, Christian biblical Hebrew grammarians
began to take into account other Semitic languages. These newly discovered languages
shed light on the development of biblical Hebrew, and scholars began to turn to them to
provide answers for difficult grammatical issues in biblical Hebrew. As time progressed,
these new Semitic languages began to replace Arabic as the paradigm for biblical Hebrew
studies.
Akkadian. With the discovery of Akkadian, Paul Haupt claims that Semitic
studies now have the “Sanskrit of the Semitic languages.”74 Anticipating disagreements
aspect, but also time, and that the two are equally pronounced” (ibid., 317). In response to Porter’s claim
that the Greeks misunderstood their own verb, Caragounis writes, “A language has no existence outside the
group that speaks it. It is their means of communication with one another. The use of the language by the
totality of its members (speakers), must, of necessity, represent all the uses (meaning-units) that the
language is capable of. That is, the wealth of the language in forms, constructions, meanings, etc., must be
in correspondence to the things that the group in its totality has expressed, or has ‘meant’ at different times.
Theoretically it is possible that the potential of a language might include more possibilities, but if these
hypothetical possibilities have never been realized or ‘meant’ in actual communication by anyone in the
group, they are no part of the language. This means that the language can never ‘mean’ anything that
anyone within the totality of its speakers has never ‘meant’ at some particular point of time. Nothing that
has never been ‘meant’ by any of its speakers can be said to have objective existence in a language. This
applies to all languages without distinction. In our case, it implies that the Greek language can never
‘mean’ anything that Greeks have never ‘meant’ by and through it. Thus, we must lay down that, if a nonGreek claims to have found a use in the language which no member of the group has ever used or ‘meant,’
that ‘use’ is no valid part of the Greek language. Conversely, if the Greeks claim that when they use their
verbs they intend, ‘mean,’ and express both time and aspect, a non-Greek has no justification for claiming
that the Greek verb expresses only aspect” (ibid., 325-26; emphasis added). Caragounis’ defense of native
grammarians is applicable to the study of Arabic and biblical Hebrew. If Semitic grammarians contend that
Semitic languages do not have a verbal form that expresses the copula “to be,” then linguistic Hebraists
cannot label  היהas a copula (see Gen 3:1a in chap. 3). Furthermore, if Semitic grammarians do not
describe the participle as a verb, then linguistic Hebraists must follow their lead (see Gen 2:10a in chap. 2,
and Ruth 1:8d in chap. 4). Similar to Greek, Arabic has a long history of native grammarians and speakers,
who provide sound and accurate categories for the study of Semitic languages. Furthermore, Jewish
grammarians have for centuries based their studies on Arabic grammar, providing a sound method with
which to study biblical Hebrew.
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concerning his claim, Haupt argues that the Akkadian Present (iqátal), along with the
Ethiopic imperfect (yěqátěl), is the oldest Semitic verbal form. Therefore, he concludes
that the “common Semitic Perfect,” also found in biblical Hebrew, is a later development.
Haupt argues that if his conclusions can be established, then the “whole structure of
Semitic morphology . . . will be simply overthrown” and all Semitic grammars will have
need of revision.75 Writing in the late nineteenth century, Haupt proclaims that Akkadian
“is destined to become . . . the indispensable preliminary and necessary foundation” of
the study of Semitic languages.76
Scholars began to employ Akkadian to reconsider various aspects of biblical
Hebrew grammar, especially the verbal system. In light of Akkadian, G. R. Driver
concludes that the biblical Hebrew language is “an amalgam of several languages” and
that the verbal system of biblical Hebrew “represents a conflation of several systems.”77
Albrecht Goetze, in his article “The So-Called Intensive of the Semitic Languages,”
defined the Akkadian D-stem (the Hebrew Piel) apart from the traditional Hebrew-Arabic
definitions. He found that the Akkadian D-stem is “in parallelism with statives” of the Bstem (the Hebrew Qal).78 He argues that this conclusion offers a “uniform explanation”
of the D-stem verb.79 Ernst Jenni continued Goetze’s study in his book, Das hebräische
Pi‛el, looking to Akkadian as the model to decipher the Piel.80 Jenni concluded that the
Reference to Assyrian,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland 10, no. 2 (April
1878):244, accessed August 21, 2012, http://www.jstor.org/stable/25196799.
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Piel does not have an intensive meaning; rather, the Piel expresses the coming about of a
state indicated by the adjectival base stem.81 As scholars devoted more attention to
Akkadian, Akkadian began to displace Arabic as the paradigm for biblical Hebrew
grammar.
Ugaritic. The study of biblical Hebrew grammar also changed with the
discovery of Ugaritic. W. F. Albright, in his review of C. H. Gordon’s Ugaritic
Grammar, hails the importance of Ugaritic for historical Hebrew grammar, saying that it
“cannot be overestimated.”82 Leo Deuel observed in 1965 that in many schools Ugaritic
had replaced Arabic as “a linguistic basis” for biblical Hebrew.83 “Few areas of Hebrew
grammar,” writes William Moran, “have remained unaffected” by the discovery and
application of Ugaritic.84
Scholars applied Ugaritic to many areas of biblical Hebrew grammar, such as
the enclitic mem. Horace Hummel argues in his article that the discovery of the enclitic
mem in Ugaritic gives evidence that it once was common in biblical Hebrew. The enclitic
mem eventually fell out of use in biblical Hebrew only to be retained in poetry and
“misconstrued or mispointed” by the Masoretes.85 After listing occurrences of the enclitic
mem in biblical Hebrew, he states that this feature in biblical Hebrew does not have the
Verbalform im Alten Testament (Zurich: EVZ-Verlag, 1968), 12.
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same “conjunctive force” exhibited by the Akkadian –ma since Ugaritic lacks this
“conjunctive force.”86 He goes on to argue that one cannot prove or disprove whether the
Hebrew enclitic mem at one time indicated emphasis, or if it was a meaningless feature.
The enclitic mem, Hummel concludes, does serve to indicate the age of a given text in
biblical Hebrew.87
Another Ugaritic scholar, John Huesman, reexamines the infinitive absolute in
biblical Hebrew in light of Ugaritic and the Amarna Letters. First, because of his
observations of the infinitive absolute in Ugaritic, Phoenician, and Amarna Akkadian,
Huesman argues that the infinitive absolute in biblical Hebrew indicates a “finite
action.”88 Second, on the basis of his first argument, Huesman addresses a list of about
fifty weak (not conversive) vav-perfects in biblical Hebrew that S. R. Driver categorizes
as “isolated irregularities.” Huesman argues that these vav-perfects were mispointed and
are in fact infinitive absolutes functioning as finite verbs in the past tense.89
In other works in Ugaritic, scholars continue to reanalyze various aspects of
biblical Hebrew grammar. E. A. Speiser claims that Ugaritic disproves the theory that the
locative he in biblical Hebrew is “connected . . . with the Semitic accusative ending –a.”90
Mitchell Dahood praises the discovery of Ugaritic because it, along with Arabic and
Akkadian, “can bring to difficult passages grammatically impeccable analyses.”91 In his
two-volume commentary on Psalms, Dahood seeks to use Ugaritic to “resolve”
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grammatical problems found in the Psalter.92 This brief survey of works gives a small
hint of the wide spectrum of topics covered by Ugaritic research.
Influence on Hebrew grammar. As time passed, scholars began to
incorporate the conclusions from Akkadian and Ugaritic research into biblical Hebrew
grammars. Generally, grammarians of the late nineteenth century include little, if any,
Akkadian in their syntactic analysis of biblical Hebrew. In the twentieth century,
however, grammarians increasingly employed Akkadian and Ugaritic.
One grammatical feature in particular highlights this progression: the Hebrew
Piel. Many grammarians from Ḳimḥi to Schultens to those in the nineteenth century—
such as Ewald, König, and Gesenius-Kautzsch—identify intensiveness as the primary
meaning of the Piel.93 Even in the early twentieth century, Joüon remains consistent with
prior scholarship regarding the Piel.94 Recently, however, grammarians have cast doubt
on the intensive meaning.
Two grammars in particular take into consideration recent scholarship on the
Piel. T. Muraoka, in his translation and revision of Joüon’s grammar, references works
on Akkadian by Goetze and Jenni to inform his study of the Piel. He does not list
‘intensiveness’ as a possible meaning of the Piel, stating that to identify one overarching
meaning for the Piel does “violence to all the evidence available.”95 Muraoka goes on to
add that the grammarian can only indicate several “distinct meaning categories” by which
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to describe verbs in the Piel.96 Bruce Waltke and Michael O’Connor also depart from the
traditional analysis of the Piel. They argue that the traditional analysis is “awkward” and
that the traditional grammarians could not reach a “fundamental consensus” on the
meaning of the Piel.97 Waltke and O’Connor base their discussion on the Piel primarily
on Jenni’s work.98
Likewise, studies in Ugaritic have influenced recent grammarians to reconsider
certain features, such as the locative ה. Grammarians as early as Ibn Barūn categorized
the unaccented final qamets he as an accusative of place.99 König and Ewald identify this
particular ending as a remnant of the old accusative ending.100 Gesenius-Kautzsch claims
that this ending is “certainly and clearly” the preservation of the old accusative ending.101
Joüon follows the traditional understanding of the locative  הin the French edition of his
grammar; however, Muraoka revises Joüon’s original conclusion. Muraoka states that, in
light of Ugaritic, scholars no longer categorize the locative  הas the remnant of the old
accusative ending. Muraoka labels the locative  הas a “paragogic vowel” final qamets
he.102 Waltke and O’Connor echo Muraoka, and assert that the final qamets he in biblical
Hebrew is “a distinct adverbial suffix” identical to the adverbial suffix  הfound in
Ugaritic.”103
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Akkadian and Ugaritic as a paradigm for biblical Hebrew grammar.
Traditional grammarians do see Akkadian and Ugaritic as useful in the study of biblical
Hebrew, especially in the following three areas:
1. Akkadian and Ugaritic assist in the classical philological method by providing
grammarians with more languages with which to compare the various Semitic
languages.
2. Akkadian and Ugaritic are beneficial in lexicography.
3. Ugaritic especially proves valuable in the study of biblical Hebrew poetry and
parallelism.
However, Arabic is the key language used in understanding Akkadian and Ugaritic. In
his Ugaritic Manual, Cyrus Gordon advises the student of Ugaritic to know Hebrew and
Arabic because the study of Ugaritic “leans so heavily on cognate phenomena.”104
Moreover, Akkadian and Ugaritic lack native speakers and native grammarians, whereas
Arabic has both, spanning over a thousand years. Arab grammarians still apply the same
grammatical categories used in prior centuries. Furthermore, biblical Hebrew is closer to
Arabic in syntax and morphology than it is to Akkadian. For example, some aspects of
the Akkadian verbal system are unique to Akkadian, and placing the verb last in
Akkadian clauses may reflect Sumerian influence.105 Although Akkadian and Ugaritic are
valuable for the study of biblical Hebrew grammar, they are still secondary to Arabic.106
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Modern Linguistics and Biblical
Hebrew Grammar
Modern linguistic Hebraists generally fault traditional grammars, especially
those of the nineteenth century, for providing little help in regards to the syntax of
biblical Hebrew. This critique finds its source in Ferdinand de Saussure, considered by
many the father of modern linguistics. Saussure criticizes the comparative philological
movement of the nineteenth century, specifically with respect to Indo-European language
studies, because the method “failed to seek out the nature of its object of study.”107
Comparative philology failed to determine the “meaning of their comparisons or the
significance of the relations that they discovered.”108 Saussure argues that the subject
matter of linguistic study is all forms of human language: written or spoken.109 One of
the three main goals of linguistics, he argues, is to determine the universal principles of
all languages and to “deduce the general laws to which all specific historical phenomena
can be reduced.”110 Grammarians of biblical Hebrew eventually applied de Saussure’s
critique to the study of Hebrew grammar, employing modern linguistics to inform biblical
107
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Hebrew syntax.
Over the past several decades, a number of linguistic Hebraists have expressed
discontent regarding the classical philological method. Walter Gross questions the use of
Arab grammarians in the study of biblical Hebrew. He argues that native Arab
grammarians “lacked concepts of linguistic development” and that their grammatical
studies extend “only through a few of its literary manifestations.” He criticizes the use of
“Greco-Roman” labels for Arabic categories: “the correspondence of the one to the other
is, at best, only partial.”111 In his dissertation Robert Holmstedt argues that the classical
philological method is helpful today only in providing new insights into the lexicography
and historical grammar of biblical Hebrew; however, it cannot offer “new and
significant” insights into the syntax of biblical Hebrew.112 He praises “discourse-based”
models that focus on “grammatical units larger than the sentence” and seeks to
understand how particular linguistic features are used in biblical Hebrew.113 Christo van
der Merwe echoes this sentiment towards traditional grammars. According to van der
Merwe, the “state of affairs” of biblical Hebrew grammar is one in which more is known
about its morphology than its syntax: little is known about the reasons why certain words
and phrases were chosen to communicate.114 Writing on direct and indirect speech in
biblical Hebrew, Cynthia Miller states that while traditional grammars discuss certain
features of “reported speech,” they do not describe the syntax of each type of direct or
indirect speech.115 Furthermore, Alviero Niccacci contends that traditional grammars
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cannot adequately analyze the biblical Hebrew verbal system because they focus on the
sentence and not larger units of text.116 Because modern grammarians are dissatisfied
with the traditional comparative-philological method, various linguistic models have been
employed in the study of biblical Hebrew syntax.
Modern linguistic monographs. Numerous recent monographs on biblical
Hebrew employ modern linguistic principles. A few notable works published in English
are mentioned below to demonstrate the various models used to analyze different aspects
of biblical Hebrew syntax.
Francis I. Andersen analyzes the biblical Hebrew verbless clause (1970) and
the biblical Hebrew sentence (1974) by using the tagmemic model.117 As described by
Andersen, tagmemics analyzes the relationship between various tagmemes in a given
construction. He defines a tagmeme as a slot in a particular construction that performs a
certain grammatical function. This slot contains any number of related words or phrases
that can be substituted to perform the grammatical function.118 Andersen describes his
use of tagmemic linguistics in the study of the biblical Hebrew sentence as “a taxonomy
of Hebrew inter-clause constructions.”119
Cynthia Miller employs metapragmatics in analyzing reported speech in
biblical Hebrew narratives. She explains that metapragmatics is based upon
metalanguage, a more general term used by Alfred Tarski to “refer to a technical language
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that describes or characterizes an object language.”120 Miller cites Roman Jakobson who
further defines metalanguage as the “reflexive use of natural language that describes or
characterizes various aspects of language itself.”121 Miller and Jakobson contend that
reported speech is one of two common uses of metalanguage. Miller argues that
metapragmatics “further refines” Jakobson’s categorization of reported speech as one
function of metalanguage: reported speech is metapragmatic in that it describes the
“intentional, purposive, social behavior” and contextual aspects of an “original
locution.”122 According to Miller, metapragmatics analyzes the original utterance
(locution) of the speech made by the original speaker, the utterance (locution) of the one
who reports the speech, and how these two locutions are put together in one instance of
reported speech.123
In his analysis of the verb in biblical Hebrew prose, Alviero Niccacci builds
upon the text linguistic model as put forth by Harald Weinrich, a model that was later
applied to biblical Hebrew in Wolfgang Schneider’s Hebrew grammar. Niccacci quotes
Weinrich’s definition of text linguistics, pointing out that the goal of this method is to
“describe all the elements of a language” and how these elements are used in written and
oral communication.124 The goal of his method is to identify “different sentence types,
relationships among sentences, paragraphs, links among paragraphs and sections, and
finally text structures.”125 Weinrich, based on his study of “modern literary texts,”
identifies two groups of verbal tenses: the first group functioning as “discourse” and the
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second group functioning as “narrative.”126 With respect to the narrative tenses, Weinrich
identifies three different aspects. The first aspect is “linguistic attitude,” or narrative/
commentary. The second aspect is “emphasis,” or foreground/background. The third
aspect is “linguistic perspective:” background or “anticipated information.”127 In his
study, Niccacci follows to some degree Schneider’s application of Weinrich’s study to the
Hebrew verb.128
John A. Cook, in his analysis of the biblical Hebrew verbal system, uses
diachronic typology and grammaticalization theories.129 In diachronic typology
languages are classified according to a particular linguistic structure, such as tenseaspect-mood systems. Generalizations are then made “regarding the pattern of a given
linguistic structure across languages.”130 Because languages shift over time between
structure types, diachronic typology also classifies languages according to shifts in
types.131 Grammaticalization describes a process in which a particular word and its
particular meaning “develops into an auxiliary word” and may continue to develop into a
“grammatical marker.”132 For example, the simple past meaning of the biblical Hebrew
qatal is a grammaticalized form developed from an original ‘resultative’ and ‘completive’
meaning.133 Grammaticalization theories include the various principles of how linguistic
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features become grammaticalized, taking into account “various cross-linguistic
phenomena and universal tendencies in language change.”134
Robert Holmstedt analyzes the relative clause in biblical Hebrew according to
a particular model of generative linguistics: Chomsky’s Minimalist Program. As
described by Holmstedt, this model understands any given language to be the expression
of certain principles of the Universal Grammar. As described by Holmstedt, Universal
Grammar is “the theory of the initial state” of language and its attributes.135 The
Universal Grammar comprises of “principles of language”; each particular language
contains certain “parameters” that determine how it expresses the principles of the
Universal Grammar.136
Modern linguistics and biblical Hebrew grammars. Most of the works
listed above tend to focus on one particular aspect of biblical Hebrew grammar.
However, there are two notable biblical Hebrew grammars that have applied modern
linguistic principles.
An Introduction to biblical Hebrew Syntax by Bruce K. Waltke and Michael
O’Connor, which has quickly become a standard grammar, combines the classical
philological approach and modern linguistics. They argue that biblical Hebrew is best
understood when compared with other Semitic languages, as in the comparative
philological method. However, they add that biblical Hebrew is also better understood
“in light of languages in general.”137 A person who desires to study biblical Hebrew, they
claim, is expected to be familiar with both Semitic languages and modern linguistic
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principles.138
Waltke and O’Connor observe that traditional grammars focus on the level of
the clause. These traditional grammars understand syntax as “the study of the use of
individual words, phrases, and clauses.”139 They explain that linguists have recently
expressed dissatisfaction with this limitation and have sought to broaden the limits of
analysis to larger groups of sentences. Many linguists employ discourse analysis to
determine the grammatical patterns of various types of discourse texts. For example,
hortatory texts exhibit certain grammatical patterns which discourse analysis seeks to
detail. Waltke and O’Connor argue for keeping the level of analysis at the clause, staying
in line with traditional grammars.140
Waltke and O’Connor do provide some analysis that one would find in
traditional grammars. Similar to traditional grammars, Waltke and O’Connor have
separate discussions of the nominative, genitive, and accusative in biblical Hebrew.
While they state that cases are not used in biblical Hebrew, and make reference to works
that argue against such a system in biblical Hebrew, they believe the case system
“provides a convenient framework” for studying nouns.141 Moreover, they assign labels
for particular functions consistent with traditional grammars, such as the accusative of
specification.142 They also maintain the traditional understanding of the vav-perfect.143
Furthermore, Waltke and O’Connor acknowledge the importance of comparative Semitic
studies, and throughout their grammar references are made to various Semitic languages
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to highlight various aspects of biblical Hebrew grammar.144
Despite these similarities with traditional grammars, Waltke and O’Connor’s
grammar departs from traditional grammars. Waltke and O’Connor do not present
detailed discussions of various linguistic theories; however, the reader will find many
references to modern linguistic works and applications of broad linguistic principles that
Waltke and O’Connor believe inform biblical Hebrew grammar. For example, their
discussion of the nominal (verbless) clause is based primarily on the works of Francis
Andersen, who employs the tagmemic model.145 Waltke and O’Connor also broaden the
basis of comparison with biblical Hebrew from related Semitic languages to all languages
of the world.146 In keeping with this principle, they describe the Niphal in terms of
ergativity, a concept Waltke and O’Connor claim is found in Basque and Eskimo
languages.147 While Waltke and O’Connor’s grammar retains some features found in
traditional grammars, their work begins to incorporate modern linguistic principles.148
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What Waltke and O’Connor start, C. H. van der Merwe, Jackie A. Naudé and
Jan H. Kroeze fully embrace. Van der Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze write their
intermediate grammar with the express purpose of helping their readers interpret biblical
Hebrew. With this in mind, they limit their grammatical analysis to the level of the
clause. However, they do introduce, when necessary, more recent findings from
linguistic studies.149 Various aspects of the authors’ analyses include “existing knowledge
of BH,” and the structure of the grammar does not stray far from traditional grammars.
However, the influence of modern linguistic principles is noticeable, particularly in their
definition of the clause. As in Waltke-O’Connor, a nominal clause is defined as a clause
without a verb, and a verbal clause is a clause that contains a verb. A clause in which a
noun precedes a verb is not a nominal clause (the traditional Semitic definition), but it is
rather the “fronting of a constituent” which has several semantic-pragmatic functions.150
While the authors intentionally keep linguistic matters in the background, they concede
that their own linguistic interests “played an unconscious role” in writing the grammar.151
also includes the ability to understand the use of the above-mentioned linguistic constructions (pragmatics
and sociolinguistics)” (ibid.; parenthetical statement original). It appears, therefore, that their reference
grammar focuses on the first part of knowing Hebrew (its ‘grammar’ and ‘syntax’), structured for teaching
purposes after traditional grammars. Van der Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze state that they have plans for a
second volume in which they will cover the second part of learning Hebrew (‘pragmatics’ and
‘sociolinguistics’) (ibid. See n. 149 below). Van der Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze admit, then, that the
traditional method still works, otherwise they would not have used it for “didactic reasons.” Van der
Merwe’s, Naudé’s, and Kroeze’s need for a second volume demonstrates the impracticality of their system
because they need supplemental volumes to explain their particular system. Van der Merwe’s, Naudé’s, and
Kroeze’s use of a traditional structure for didactic reasons indicates that their system does not teach well.
As will be seen in the discussion of Robert Longacre’s work below, linguistic methods that seek to describe
units beyond the clause force paradigms upon the Hebrew text that fail to adequately and accurately
describe the syntax of clauses and passages as a whole. Furthermore, a study that takes into account units
larger than the clause is better left to commentaries and studies of entire biblical books, not a grammar (see
Waltke and O’Connor, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 54). The study of larger units of text cannot
be undertaken until the relationship of clauses is understood.
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Van der Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze fail to make comparisons between
Arabic—or any other Semitic language—and biblical Hebrew in their analyses, the most
evident shift from the classical philological method. Additionally, they make no mention
of the benefit that Arabic, or any other Semitic language, has in explaining difficult
grammatical issues in biblical Hebrew. For example, in their analysis of the Piel, they do
not list intensiveness as a meaning of the stem, nor do they compare the biblical Hebrew
Piel with identical forms in other Semitic languages.152 Modern linguistic principles
serve as their model; this model is evident in the terminology employed throughout the
grammar. For example, a clause with a fronted preposition may indicate that an “anterior
construction is involved” and has a “discourse active referent.”153 While the authors
utilize “existing knowledge” of biblical Hebrew in their grammar, they have moved the
study of biblical Hebrew further from its classical philological roots.154
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The influence of modern linguistics on biblical Hebrew grammar.
Textlinguistics, or discourse analysis, has played a large role in the study of biblical
Hebrew grammar. This particular method details the syntactic characteristics prevalent in
various types of text. Robert Longacre, whose work is reviewed below, employs this
method.
Longacre, in his influential work Joseph: A Story of Divine Providence, applies
his textlinguistic method to the Joseph story in Genesis. Before he gives his analysis of
the story, Longacre describes his verbal ranking system for various types of text. For
example, Longacre develops for narrative texts a “verbal spectrum” that moves from
“relatively dynamic” clauses to “relatively static” clauses.155 A clause is placed higher or
lower on the spectrum with respect to how the clause moves the narrative forward.
Longacre also provides rankings schemes for clauses found in hortatory and predictive
paragraphs.156 The verbal ranking scheme for narrative texts is given below in table 1.157
Longacre also identifies nine different paragraph types that may occur in any
given discourse. These nine paragraph types (sequence, simple, reason, result, comment,
amplification, paraphrase, coordinate, and antithetical) are structured differently relative
to the type of discourse. For example, a sequence paragraph found in a narrative
discourse will not necessarily resemble a sequence paragraph found in predictive
discourse. Longacre then applies his verbal ranking scheme and paragraph analyses to
the story of Joseph. Though Longacre appears thorough, his study is cumbersome and
learning the particular linguistic system than learning biblical Hebrew. Waltke-O’Connor and van der
Merwe-Naudé-Kroeze are relatively simpler and clearer, and able to reach more students.
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Robert E. Longacre, Joseph: A Story of Divine Providence; A Text Theoretical and
Textlinguistic Analysis of Genesis 37 and 39-48 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2003), 78.
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Longacre identifies another type of paragraph—expository—but does not provide a verbal
ranking scheme for this type of paragraph. He argues that a need exists for more study on expository texts
in the Hebrew Bible before a verbal spectrum can be developed (ibid., 111).
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Ibid., 79.
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difficult to follow.158

Table 1. Longacre’s verbal ranking scheme for narrative texts.
Band 1: Storyline
Band 2: Secondary
Band 3: Backgrounded Activities

Band 4: Setting + terminus
Band 5

1. Preterite Primary
2.1 Perfect initial (without vav)
2.2 Noun + perfect
3.1  ִהנֵּה+ participle
3.2 Participle
3.3 Noun + participle
4.1 Preterite of היה
4.2 Perfect of היה
4.3 Nominal clause
4.4 Existential clause with י ֵשׁ
5. Negation of verb clause

Describing the impetus of his analysis, Longacre notes that he “exploits” two
clues regarding “Hebrew discourse structure” found in Gesenius-Kautzsch and elaborates
on them in light of linguistic research.159 First, he argues that Gesenius-Kautzsch’s
description of the vav-consecutive as the “special narrative tense” supports discourse
grammarians’ observation that every language prefers a particular tense to carry the
storyline.160 Second, he argues that the traditional Arabic definition of verbal and
nominal clauses indicates that Arab grammarians “had a feel for the difference in
discourse function” between the verbal and nominal clause. However, he does not believe
the “grand dichotomy” between verbal and nominal clauses, as defined by Semitic
grammarians, to be constructive. Longacre instead “absorbs” verbal and nominal clauses
158

In Longacre’s defense, Dawson contends that the complexity of Longacre’s work is evidence
that his primary audience was linguists, not Hebraists (Dawson, Text-Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew, 64).
In contrast to the cumbersome and often confusing analysis of Longacre, Dawson provides a clear and
concise summary of Longacre’s methodology and conclusions.
159

Longacre, Joseph, 63.
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Ibid., 62. See Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §142a.
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into his verbal ranking system, and follows Kautzsch’s redefinition of a clause with
Subject-Verb word order. Verbal and nominal clauses are merely points along his verbal
spectrum for narrative texts.161 Longacre’s ranking scheme, however, is subjective. He
ranks a  ִהנֵּה+ participle clause higher than a noun + participle clause, but provides no
criteria for this hierarchy. His overall scheme ultimately depends on context, and not, as
he argues, on the deviation from a “preterite primary” clause. Context, not a verbal
ranking scheme, determines whether a clause provides supplemental material or the
mainline of the narrative.
Longacre contends that, in narrative texts, the story is carried by preterite
initial clauses: any clause that is not fronted by a preterite contains supplemental
information. He argues, for example, that a noun+perfect clause (traditionally a nominal
clause) indicates secondary or “preparatory” action.162 Hebrew narrative, however, can
be carried by noun+perfect clauses. For example, noun+perfect clauses carry the
narrative in the Joseph story (Gen 44:2b-3):
וַ יַּ ַעשׂ ִכּ ְד ַבר יו ֵֺסף ֲא ֶשׁר ִדּ ֵ ֽבּר׃
יהם׃
ֽ ֶ ַהבּ ֶֹקר ֑או ֺר וְ ָה ֲאנָ ִשׁים ֻשׁ ְלּחוּ ֵה ָמּה וַ ֲחמ ֵֹר
ל־בּיתו ֺ קוּם ְרד ֹף ַא ֲח ֵרי ָ ֽה ֲאנָ ִ ֑שׁים
ֵ ת־ה ִעיר לֹא ִה ְר ִחיקוּ וְ יו ֵֺסף ָא ַמר ַל ֲא ֶשׁר ַע
ָ ֵהם ָי ְֽצאוּ ֶא
וְ ִה ַשּׂגְּ ָתּם וְ ָא ַמ ְר ָתּ ֲא ֵל ֶהם ָל ָמּה ִשׁ ַלּ ְמ ֶתּם ָר ָעה ַתּ ַחת טו ָ ֺֽבה׃
161

Longacre, Joseph, 78. Although Longacre dismisses the “grand dichotomy” between verbal
and nominal clauses, Semitic grammarians greatly emphasized the differences between the two. In his
Arabic grammar, William Wright notes that Arab grammarians “attach no small importance” to the
distinction between verbal and nominal clauses (Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§113).
Kautzsch, despite rejecting the traditional definition, notes that the definition “is indispensable to the more
delicate appreciation of Hebrew syntax” (Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §140e).
Furthermore, Kautzsch admits that the traditional definition is “at least relatively correct,” and “is often of
great importance in Hebrew” (ibid., §140f). If such a distinction is of great importance to native Semitic
grammarians, modern grammarians would be remiss to disregard such an important difference. The
distinction between the two types of clauses lies on the focus of each clause. The nominal clause,
beginning with the subject, focuses on the identity, description, or state of the subject. On the other hand,
the verbal clause, beginning with the verb, centers on the action. This is the criterion by which Semitic
grammarians differentiated clauses. Russell T. Fuller and Kyoungwon Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax: A
Traditional Semitic Approach (Grand Rapids: Kregel, forthcoming), §38c. See Gen 3:1a and 3:7d in chap.
3.
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Longacre, Joseph, 71. Arab and Jewish grammarians would reject this notion that
noun+perfect clauses are secondary or preparatory.
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And he did according to the word of Joseph, which he spoke. The morning became
light, and the men were sent, they and their donkeys. They had gone out of the city,
they had not gone far, and Joseph said to him who was over his house, “Rise, pursue
after the men. Then overtake them and say to them, ‘Why have you paid evil
instead of good?’”163
Longacre ranks clauses beginning with  ַויְהִיin the fourth band of his verbal
scheme. He maintains that these clauses provide the setting of a narrative or they close
the story. He supports this claim by stating that the verb ( היהbe), “is typically descriptive
and depictive” and does not move the narrative forward.164 This is a misunderstanding of
the verb היה: the verb  היהis a real verb depicting real action. Hebrew, as well as Arabic,
does not have a verbal form that means “to be.”165
Dismissing traditional grammatical categories, Longacre applies his particular
linguistic model in order to describe biblical Hebrew narrative.166 Longacre’s work is
163

According to traditional Semitic grammar, the nominal clause is employed in Gen 44:3
because the author wants to shift the focus momentarily on the brothers and not on their actions. The flow
of the narrative is not interrupted and the actions depicted in v. 3 are not preparatory or secondary. Other
examples of noun+perfect clauses carrying a narrative are Gen 1:2, 27; 4:4; Exod 1:7; Josh 6:24; Ruth 1:14.
For a discussion on word order and narrative see Ruth 1:1b in chap. 4. See also Gen 3:1a in chap. 3.
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Longacre, Joseph, 64.
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This is evident in that the predicate of the verb  היהis in the accusative (Wright, Grammar of
the Arabic Language, 2:§40, §122; Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §125w; Fuller
and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §13aa n44). See Gen 3:1a in chap. 3 above. Joüon, however, does
argue for  היהas copula “when one wishes to specify the temporal sphere of a nominal clause” (Joüon,
Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §154m; Ziadeh and Winder, Introduction to Modern Arabic,
75). According to traditional Semitic grammar, however, the verb  היהmeans that someone or something
existed, or that an event happened. While  וַ יְ ִהיmay provide the setting of a narrative, it often depicts the
occurrence of an event. In Ruth 1:1, for example, the verb  היהrelates an event. Ruth 1:1 reads,
וּשׁנֵ י ָב ָנֽיו׃
ְ ֺ הוּדה ָלגוּר ִבּ ְשׂ ֵדי מו ָֺאת הוּא וְ ִא ְשׁתּו
ָ ְימי ְשׁפֹט ַהשּׁ ְֹפ ִטים וַ יְ ִהי ָר ָעב ָבּ ָ ֑א ֶרץ וַ יֵּ ֶלְך ִאישׁ ִמ ֵבּית ֶל ֶחם י
ֵ “( וַ יְ ִהי ִבּAnd it
happened in the days of the judging of the judges, and a famine happened in the land. And a man from
Bethlehem of Judah went to sojourn in the fields of Moab—he, his wife, and his two sons.”). In this verse,
 וַ יְ ִהיindicates that a famine happened; the verb does not simply state that there was a famine. Contrary to
Longacre,  וַ יְ ִהיmay be used to move a narrative forward. For example, the two verbal clauses
י־ע ֶרב וַ יְ ִהי־ב ֶֹקר
ֶ  וַ יְ ִהthat occur throughout Gen 1 move the creation account from one day to the next day.
Other examples include Judg 6:40; 11:29; 1 Sam 15:10; 2 Sam 3:1; 2 Kgs 3:27.
166

Longacre’s method repudiates the traditional understanding of clauses, leading him to place
over Hebrew grammar an artificial and subjective verbal ranking system. A particular clause may or may
not function in the role Longacre assigns it; ultimately context must determine whether or not a given
clause serves in these functions. Moreover, Longacre’s assertion that noun+perfect clauses always
represents secondary action in narrative texts does not always account for the evidence. He provides no
criteria to determine how a  ִהנֵּה+participle clause outranks a noun+participle clause. His examination
becomes too complex when he adds ranking schemes for hortatory and predictive texts. The traditional
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indicative of how linguistic Hebraists approach biblical Hebrew grammar.
Modern linguistics as a paradigm for biblical Hebrew grammar. Due to
their discontent with traditional grammars, linguistic Hebraists have altered the study of
biblical Hebrew grammar:
1. Linguistic Hebraists rarely, if ever, avail themselves of native Semitic grammarians.
Furthermore, even many references to other languages are through the research of
other linguists, not native grammarians.167
2. Linguistic Hebraists often place Arabic below Akkadian and Ugaritic, and some
linguistic Hebraists appeal to non-Semitic languages more than Arabic. All languages
of the world are capable of elucidating biblical Hebrew grammar; Arabic no longer
holds a privileged position in biblical Hebrew grammar.168
3. Linguistic Hebraists employ various and numerous linguistic models in order to
explain biblical Hebrew grammar. Methods and models usually differ from one
linguistic Hebraist to the next.169
Semitic definition of clauses, however, provides a simpler and clearer analysis and is applicable in any text
type.
167

For example, describing the choice between perfective or imperfective aspects with ‘gnomic
expressions,’ Cook cites Östen Dahl’s observations on Slavic languages (Cook, “The Biblical Hebrew
Verbal System,” 222). Holmstedt, discussing the issue of word order and the frequency of particular forms,
refers to Matthew Dryer’s observations on the Auk dialect of Tlingit. Robert D. Holmstedt, “Word Order
and Information Structure in Ruth and Jonah: A Generative-Typological Analysis,” Journal of Semitic
Studies 54, no. 1 (2009):117-18. Khan develops his grammars for various Neo-Aramaic dialects through
the lens of discourse analysis, not native grammarians. Geoffrey Khan, A Grammar of Neo-Aramaic: The
Dialect of the Jews of Arbel, Handbuch der Orientalistik; Erste Abteilung: Der Nahe und Mittlere Osten
(Leiden: Brill, 1999), 14; Khan, Studies in Semitic Syntax, xxxiv; Geoffrey Khan, The Jewish Neo-Aramaic
Dialect of Urmi, Gorgias Neo-Aramaic Studies 2 (Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press, 2008), xviii; Geoffrey
Khan, The Neo-Aramaic Dialect of Qaraqosh, Studies in Semitic Languages and Linguistics 36 (Leiden:
Brill, 2002), 20.
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As mentioned above, Waltke and O’Connor describe the Niphal as ‘ergative,’ a concept
found in Eskimo, Basque, and languages of European Georgia (Waltke and O’Connor, Introduction to
Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 382). They also appeal to Slavic languages to describe the Hebrew verbal system
as an imperfective/perfective system (ibid., 348). Cook notes that the “majority position” that biblical
Hebrew is a V-S language is called into question by the mere fact that most of the world’s languages are SV: “SV languages outnumber VS languages by almost six to one. Thus, a priori, there is a better chance
that BH is SV rather than VS” (Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 235-36). Cynthia Miller-Naudé
and C. H. J. van der Merwe cite Tsafiki—“a Barbacoan language spoken in the western lowlands of
Ecuador”—to elucidate the particle הנֵּ ה.
ִ Cynthia Miller-Naudé and C. H. J. van der Merwe, “ ִהנֵּ הand
Mirativity in Biblical Hebrew,” Hebrew Studies 52 (2011):59.
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Van der Merwe explains that linguists who use functional approaches to grammar
“commence with a hypothesis or theoretical frame of reference on specific linguistic notions and try to
explain hitherto problematic Biblical Hebrew phenomena in terms of this hypothesis.” Linguists who use
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Conclusion
Since its inception, Arabic served as the basis of the study of biblical Hebrew
grammar. While Hebrew does not share all of the features of Arabic grammar, the
description of biblical Hebrew grammar is benefitted by her sister language. Saadiah
Gaon and those who followed him saw this benefit, and the use of Arabic grammar
continued for centuries. It has not been until recently that biblical Hebrew grammarians
have looked elsewhere for the basis of their analyses. With the advent of modern
linguistic studies, the description of biblical Hebrew grammar has strayed further from its
Semitic roots. This dissertation reintroduces the reader to a study of biblical Hebrew
syntax based on a traditional Semitic approach.

generative approaches, “try to explain linguistic phenomena in terms of hypotheses concerning mankind’s
inherent ‘language machine.’” Christo H. J. van der Merwe, “Discourse Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew
Grammar,” in Biblical Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics, ed. Robert D. Bergen (Dallas: Summer Institute
of Linguistics, 1994), 17, 18. In his response to this dissertation, Cook critiques the author’s thesis, noting
that the author pleads “that we reestablish the long-lost, pre-Akkadian days in which Arabic held ‘a
privileged position in biblical Hebrew grammar’” (John A. Cook, external reader report of author’s
dissertation, August 9, 2014). Elsewhere he asserts that the author offers as a paradigm for biblical Hebrew
“a particular grammatical tradition originating among early Jewish and Arab grammarians and becoming
codified by European scholars in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries prior to the discovery of Akkadian
and the development of structuralist linguistics” (ibid.). Cook’s comments highlight two things. First,
Cook apparently places Akkadian above, or on equal footing with, Arabic (see above). Second, Cook’s
mention of structuralist linguistics demonstrates that he considers linguistics to be the paradigm for biblical
Hebrew study. Cook’s comments clarify the stark difference between modern linguistic Hebraists and
traditional Semitic grammar.
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CHAPTER 2
GRAMMATICAL ANALYSES AND METHODOLOGICAL
COMPARISONS BASED ON GENESIS 2:1-25
This chapter provides an example of a grammatical analysis of Genesis chapter
2 according to a traditional Semitic grammar. Many traditional Semitic grammatical
categories and definitions are introduced that are used throughout the dissertation. The
analysis does not proceed verse-by-verse but is more selective to allow for more detailed
interactions with various linguistic views. Barry Bandstra’s commentary on Genesis in
the Baylor Press series serves as the primary basis of comparison; other linguistic
Hebraists are mentioned when appropriate.
Grammatical Analysis
The division of verses into smaller sections typically follows the breaks
marked by the stronger disjunctive accents athnach, zaqeph, and tiphcha. The divisions
serve as a means for quick reference, and to break the verses into smaller, manageable
parts.
2:4a []א ֶלּה תו ְֺל ֧דו ֺת ַה ָשּׁ ַ ֛מיִ ם וְ ָה ָ ֖א ֶרץ
ֵ֣
The account of the creation of man begins with a nominal clause. In biblical
Hebrew there are two general clause types: verbal and nominal clauses. The distinction
between the two types is essential not only in biblical Hebrew grammar but also in Arabic
grammar.1 The nominal clause consists of a subject—the initiator—and a predicate—the
1

W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language: Translated from the German of Caspari and
Edited With Numerous Additions and Corrections, 3rd ed., ed. W. Robertson Smith and M. J. de Goeje
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1951), 2:§113; E. Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, 28th
ed., trans. A. E. Cowley, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), §140e. The same distinction is made in
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announcement. Arab grammarians call the initiator “that with which a beginning is
made”: ُ( ﺍاَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ْﺒﺘَﺪَﺃأal-mubtada’u).2 The announcement—ُ( ﺍاَ ْﻟ َﺨﺒَﺮal-khabaru)—describes or
identifies the initiator. The nominal clause, therefore, focuses on the initiator.
The verbal clause, on the other hand, focuses primarily on the action of the
verb. The subject of a verbal clause is the agent, ( ﺍاَ ْﻟﻔَﺎ ِﻋ ُﻞal-fā‘ilu). While the agent is the
doer of the action, the agent is not the focus of the verbal clause.3 Hebrew narrative is
predominately carried by verbal clauses. Nominal clauses, on the other hand, are often
used to introduce a new subject, topic, or story. A nominal clause in Genesis 2:4a begins
a new account, the account of the creation of man.
In a verbless clause both the initiator and the announcement are in the
nominative; however, some grammarians argue that the terms ‘nominative,’ ‘accusative,’
and ‘genitive’ are not sufficient for biblical Hebrew syntax. For example, Jan Kroeze
argues for new terms to replace ‘nominative’ and ‘accusative,’ contending that the terms
‘nominative’ and accusative’ refer primarily to particular case endings, which have
dropped out of biblical Hebrew.4 Kroeze states that although an argument could be made
for the accusative and nominative functions in biblical Hebrew through comparative
Semitic philology, “that doesn’t help the student” because the student usually does not
modern Arabic; Farhat J. Ziadeh and R. Bayly Winder, An Introduction to Modern Arabic (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1966), 23-24.
2

This dissertation uses the International Journal of Middle East Studies (IJMES) transliteration
system for Arabic.
3

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§113. The word order of the verbal and nominal
clauses highlights the function of each clause. In the nominal clause the initiator is typically first, with the
announcement following. In the verbal clause, the verb is first with the subject, or agent, following. A
clause in which a subject precedes the verb is still a nominal clause and focuses on the initiator. For more
on the word order of clauses see chap. 4 below. Russell T. Fuller and Kyoungwon Choi, Biblical Hebrew
Syntax: A Traditional Semitic Approach (Grand Rapids: Kregel, forthcoming), §11b-c, §38.
4

Jan H. Kroeze, “Alternatives for the Nominative in Biblical Hebrew,” Journal of Semitic
Studies 46, no.1 (2001):33; idem., “Alternatives for the Accusative in Biblical Hebrew,” in Studien zur
hebräischen Grammatik, ed. Andreas Wagner, Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis 156 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1997), 11.
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know other Semitic languages and “can’t see” the accusative or nominative in biblical
Hebrew.5 He adds that even among Semitic languages with case endings, the nominative,
genitive, and accusative are not used in “exactly the same way.” For example, Kroeze
explains that in Arabic the accusative follows the copula, whereas in other Semitic
languages the nominative follows.6
Kroeze’s solution is to “differentiate between the morphological, syntactic and
semantic aspects associated” with the nominative and the accusative functions.7 In the
first part of this three-tiered analysis, Kroeze identifies any morphological markers that
identify the accusative or the nominative. For the nominative, he observes that there are
no morphological markers except in the pronouns (nominative  ;אתהaccusative  ;א ְֺתָךthe
genitive suffixes  ַ י- and ) ִ י. Aside from the pronoun, word order determines the
function of a noun in the nominative.8 As with the nominative, Kroeze notes that the
accusative lacks morphological markers. The particle  ֶאתis used, however, to mark the
direct object, and often the indefinite direct object and the “nominal adjunct.”9
Kroeze’s second level of analysis pertains to the structure of clauses with
nouns in the nominative or accusative function: syntax.10 With regard to the nominative,
5

Kroeze, “Alternatives for the Accusative,” 12. The italics are original to the quote. See also
idem., “Alternatives for the Nominative,” 33.
6

Kroeze, “Alternatives for the Nominative,” 33. Although he does not explicitly state so, by
“other languages” he apparently includes biblical Hebrew. See for example his analysis of Gen 1:2 (ibid.,
47). Contrary to Kroeze, Semitic languages do use cases similarly, as even the most basic comparison
between Arabic and other Semitic languages demonstrates. A comparison between Arabic and biblical
Hebrew reveals that although biblical Hebrew lacks the case endings, it still retains the case functions.
Furthermore, Kroeze misunderstands the verb  ;היהsee 3:1a in chap. 3 below.
7

Kroeze, “Alternatives for the Accusative,” 12; idem., “Alternatives for the Nominative,” 33.

8

Kroeze, “Alternatives for the Nominative,” 34-35.

9

Kroeze, “Alternatives for the Accusative,” 12-15. A ‘nominal adjunct’ is called in traditional
terms an ‘adverbial accusative.’ See his examples of nominal adjuncts (ibid., 22).
10

Christo H. J. van der Merwe, Jackie A. Naudé, and Jan H. Kroeze, A Biblical Hebrew
Reference Grammar, Biblical Languages: Hebrew 3 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000), 367.
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the subject of a verb is contained in the verb, or it may be explicitly stated by a noun or
pronoun. The subject typically agrees with the verb in gender and number.11 The
vocative, or ‘addressee,’ is an “extra-clausal constituent” that is not joined to the main
clause. The addressee, according to Kroeze, should not be regarded as the subject of a
verb because it does not determine the person, gender, or number of a verb.12 With regard
to the accusative, the verb may directly govern a noun: a direct object, or in Kroeze’s
terminology ‘complement.’ Verbs of answering, commanding, etc. may take two objects.
Nouns which act adverbially, ‘nominal adjuncts,’ may be omitted or may provide
additional information to the clause.13
The third level of analysis examines the meaning of the relationships of words
in the nominative or accusative function with the rest of the clause: semantics.14 On this
level, Kroeze identifies, for example, the function of a direct object as an affected or
effected patient. Nominal complements may function as content, material, or location.15
Subjects may function as an agent, a positioner (or one who controls a state), processed
(one who goes through a Process), force (a “non-controlling entity” that starts a Process),
or zero (“an entity primarily involved in a State”).16
11

Kroeze, “Alternatives for the Nominative,” 36.

12

Ibid., 40-41.

13

Kroeze, “Alternatives for the Accusative,” 16, 18.

14

See van der Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze, Biblical Hebrew Reference Grammar, 365.

15

Kroeze, “Alternatives for the Accusative,” 19, 21.

16

Kroeze, “Alternatives for the Nominative,” 44. For the definitions of the nominative
functions, see Simon C. Dik, The Theory of Functional Grammar, Part 1, The Structure of the clause, 2nd
rev. ed., ed. Kees Hengeveld, Functional Grammar Series 20 (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1997), 114, 118.
In their reference grammar, van der Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze do not employ the labels ‘nominative,’
‘accusative,’ or ‘genitive’ because biblical Hebrew does not have case endings. In their glossary, they note
that these labels are used in “languages that express grammatical relations explicitly” with endings. For the
genitive they introduce Hebrew terms. A word in the absolute form is called נִ ְפ ָרד, and the relationship
between words in a construct package is called “( ְס ִמיכוּתsupport”). The head noun is “( נִ ְס ָמְךsupported”),
and the noun following is the “( ס ֵֹמְךsupporter”) (van der Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze, Biblical Hebrew
Reference Grammar, 191-92, 241-47, 247-49, 351, 358, 361). Waltke and O’Connor readily admit that the
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It is not clear how Kroeze’s analyses and suggestions contribute to the
discussion of case in biblical Hebrew.17 Kroeze decries the terms ‘nominative’ and
‘accusative’ because students cannot “see” the nominative or accusative. In their place,
he supplies idiosyncratic terms that lack historical usage or understanding: ‘zero,’
‘processed,’ ‘force,’ ‘positioner.’ He relabels the accusative of direct object as “nominal
complement’ and the adverbial accusative as ‘nominal adjunct.’ The term ‘vocative,’
argues Kroeze, is inadvisable because it is “also the name of a case in Latin with
distinctive endings.” Kroeze submits, therefore, the new label ‘addressee’ in place of
‘vocative.’18 In order for Kroeze’s suggestions to be beneficial, the student must be
aware that Kroeze is adopting a portion of Simon Dik’s terms, and the student must have
a working knowledge of functional grammar. This criticism is not limited to Kroeze; the
same could be said for Bandstra. The student must be aware that Bandstra grounds his
particular functional grammar model on M. A. K. Halliday’s model. In his analysis of
Gen 3:15, Bandstra throws in a litany of terms the student must learn.19
Kroeze’s solutions do not make the situation any easier for the student of
biblical Hebrew. Whether one prefers traditional terms or Kroeze’s, the reader must
depend on word order, context, or other indicators to determine the function of a word.
The terms ‘nominative,’ ‘accusative,’ and ‘genitive’ still serve as helpful labels that
accurately describe the phenomena in the text. These terms have their Arabic equivalents
and have historical usage and understanding, even though the use of a case may at times
use of a case system “as a component of advanced Hebrew grammatical study” has come under scrutiny.
However, they draw attention to the fact that “its usefulness as a tool of pedagogy and comparative study
cannot be denied.” Bruce K. Waltke and M. O’Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax
(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 125n1.
17

See Gen 2:14c for his view of the pronoun as copula and a refutation of his view. See Gen
3:1a regarding the verb  היהas a copula.
18

Kroeze, “Alternatives for the Nominative,” 34n3.

19

See Gen 3:15c in chap. 3 below.
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vary. ‘Accusative’ is still an appropriate term because it describes a word governed by a
verb directly (direct object, absolute object) or indirectly (adverb). Although the case
endings have dropped out, the case functions are still prevalent in biblical Hebrew.20
Case usage between Arabic and biblical Hebrew are virtually identical.
For example, the construct package in 2:4a——תו ְֺלדו ֺת ַה ָשּׁ ַמיִ ם וְ ָה ָא ֶרץis the
predicate, or announcement, of the nominal clause. The head noun in a construct package
may be in the nominative, genitive, or accusative case, depending on its function in the
clause.21 In 2:4a, the head noun  תו ְֺלדו ֺתis in the nominative because it is the predicate of
the verbless nominal clause; the two nouns  ַה ָשּׁ ַמיִ םand  ָה ָא ֶרץare in the genitive. When
compared to the same clause in Van Dyke’s Arabic translation of the Hebrew Bible, the
same construction is used, and the relationship of the words are made explicit by the case
endings:
ﺽض
ُ ٰﻫﮬﮪھ ِﺬ ِﻩه َﻣﺒَﺎ ِﺩد
ِ ﺉئ ﭐٱﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤﺎ َﻭوﺍا
ِ ْﺕت َﻭوﺍاﻷَﺭر
hādhihi mabādi’u as-samāwāti wāl-’arḍi
These (are) the beginnings of the heavens and the earth.
The head noun ﺉئ
ُ ( َﻣﺒَﺎ ِﺩدmabādi’u) has the nominative case ending -u because it is the
announcement of the nominal clause. The two nouns ﺕت
ِ ( ﺍاﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤﺎ َﻭوﺍاas-samāwāti) and ﺽض
ِ ْﺍاﻷَﺭر
(al-arḍi) have the genitive case ending -i because they are in the genitive to the head
noun.22 Arabic, with its extant case endings, provides a correct paradigm for
understanding biblical Hebrew nouns.
The initiator of the nominal clause in 2:4a is the demonstrative pronoun
א ֶלּה.
ֵ Because it is indeclinable, the pronoun is in the place of the nominative.23
20

Russell Fuller provides a helpful hint in determining the case function of a Hebrew word:
“As a general rule, if a word (noun) is not a subject of a verb, a genitive, a vocative, or a word in apposition
to these, the word is in the accusative” (Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §13a).
21

Ibid., §12a;

22

The Modern Standard Arabic translation of the Old Testament—The Book of Life, or The
New Arabic Version (NAV)—also has the same construction with the same endings.
23

The same is true of the pronoun  ٰﻫﮬﮪھ ِﺬ ِﻩهin Arabic.
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Demonstrative pronouns—ﭐٱﻹ َﺷﺎ َﺭر ِﺓة
ِ ْ ’( ﺍاِ ْﺳ ُﻢismu l-’ishārati “the noun of indication”)—always
have a referent. The referent for the pronoun in 2:4a is the account of the creation of man
in the following verses.24 The announcement, תו ְֺלדו ֺת ַה ָשּׁ ַמיִ ם וְ ָה ָא ֶרץ, provides the identity
of the initiator: the following accounts are identified as the generations of the heaven and
earth.25
Construct packages are categorized by Semitic grammarians as ‘annexation’:
the addition of one word to another. There are two types of annexation: proper and
improper. In improper annexation, the genitive does not describe or define the head
noun. Improper annexation—ﺿﺎﻓَﺔُ َﻏ ْﻴﯿ ُﺮ ْﭐٱﻟ َﺤﻘِﻴﯿﻘِﻴﯿﱠ ِﺔ
َ ( ﺍاَ ْ ِﻹal-’iḍāfatu ghayru l-haqīqīyati “the
improper annexation”), or ﻀ ِﺔ
َ ( ﺍاَ ْ ِﻹal-’iḍāfatu ghayru l-mahḍati “the impure
َ ْﺿﺎﻓَﺔُ َﻏ ْﻴﯿ ُﺮ ْﭐٱﻟ َﻤﺤ
annexation”)—consists of two or more words brought together for ease of expression. In
improper annexation, the words in construct do not form one conceptual unit. The head
noun must be a participle or adjective, and the genitive functions in the place of an
accusative of specification or an accusative of direct object to the head noun.26 For
example, Genesis 39:6 reads:
יפה ַמ ְר ֶאה׃
ֵ ִוַ יְ ִהי יו ֵֺסף יְ ֵפה־ת ַֹאר ו
Now Joseph became handsome with respect to form and handsome with respect to
appearance.
In both genitive constructions the head noun is the adjective יָ ֶפה. In both instances the
24

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:§190d.

25

Much has been written on Gen 2:4 trying to determine if the verse should be placed with
1:1-2:3 or with the following verses. In BHS, paragraphs ( פסקותpisqot or  פרשיותparashiyyot) are marked
either “( פopen,”  פתוחהpetuḥah) or “( סclosed,”  סתומהsetumah), depending on the line position of the
new paragraph. Israel Yeivin, Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah, trans. and ed. E. J. Revell, The Society
of Biblical Literature Masoretic Studies 5 (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1980), #74. The section markers
 פand  סwere not lightly regarded by Jewish scribes and scholars. The Sifre to Deuteronomy instructs that
scrolls mislabeling petuḥah and setumah should be thrown out. Jacob Neusner, trans., Pisqaot One through
One Hundred Forty-Three: Debarim, Waethanan, Eqeb, Re'eh, vol. 1 of Sifre to Deuteronomy: An
Analytical Translation (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987), 101. Gen 2:3 and 2:4 are separated by a closed
paragraph; v. 4 should not be joined with v. 3 and the preceding section.
26

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§75; Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax,
§12f. See Gen 2:9b below for a discussion on the accusative of specification.
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adjective is followed by a noun specifying in what terms Joseph was handsome.
In contrast, proper annexation—ُﺿﺎﻓَﺔُ ْﭐٱﻟ َﺤﻘِﻴﯿﻘِﻴﯿﱠﺔ
َ ( ﺍاَ ْ ِﻹal-’iḍāfatu l-ḥaqīqīyatu “the
proper annexation”), or ُﻀﺔ
َ ( ﺍاَ ْ ِﻹal-’iḍāfatu l-mahḍatu “the pure annexation”)—
َ ْﺿﺎﻓَﺔُ ْﭐٱﻟ َﻤﺤ
involves annexing two or more words to form one unit of meaning. For example,
 ִדּ ְב ֵרי־יהוהforms one unified thought; if the two words are separated they no longer form
one concept.27 In proper annexation the word in the genitive describes or defines the
head noun. In the example דּ ְב ֵרי־יהוה,ִ the words are not any particular words but the
words of the Lord only.
The relationship between the head noun and its genitive in proper annexation
may be understood by an implied preposition between the two words. The  בpreposition
indicates that the noun is a genitive of time or location. The  מןpreposition is used for
superlatives, partitives, or the genitive of material. For the genitive of possession and
other various meanings, the  לpreposition may be implied.28 In Genesis 2:4a, the
annexation is proper and a  לpreposition may be implied between  תו ְֺלדו ֺתand ה ָשּׁ ַמיִם:
ַ the
generations with reference to the heavens.29
When two genitives are governed by the same head noun, the head noun may
or may not be repeated.30 Although the head noun is not repeated in 2:4a, the last noun in
27

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§75; Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax,

§12b.
28

There are instances in which the preposition is explicit. In 2 Sam 1:21 the  בpreposition
stands between the head noun and its genitive: ה ֵרי ַבגִּ ְלבּ ַֹע.
ָ See also Gen 2:21c below for an explicit מן.
ִ
29

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §12c-e. The rules laid out above for proper and
improper annexation in biblical Hebrew are the same rules in Arabic. See Ihab Joseph Griess, Syntactical
Comparisons Between Classical Hebrew and Classical Arabic: A Study Based on the Translation of
Mohammad ∁Id’s Arabic Grammar (Lewiston, NY: The Edwin Mellen Press, 2008), 182-85; Wright,
Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§75-77.
30

See Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §128a; Paul Joüon, A Grammar
of Biblical Hebrew, trans. and rev. T. Muraoka, Subsidia Biblica 14 (Rome: Editrice Pontificio Istituto
Biblico, 2000), §129b. Examples in which the governing noun is not repeated are Gen 14:19; 27:28; Exod
22:21; 28:33. Examples in which the head noun is repeated are Gen 8:19; 24:53; 26:14; Exod 35:9; 2 Kgs
7:6.
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the clause, וְ ָה ָא ֶרץ, is also in the genitive. The genitive  ָה ָא ֶרץis in apposition to ה ָשּׁ ַמיִם.
ַ
The particular type of apposition is ‘conjunctive.’ Conjunctive apposition links two
words that are in the same case; words in conjunctive apposition are typically joined by
the particles לֺא, ֺ או,  ָו/ ְו, or כּי.
ִ 31 In 2:4a, both  ַה ָשּׁ ַמיִםand  ָה ָא ֶרץare in the genitive and are
linked by the conjunctive vav.32
2:4b []בּ ִה ָ ֽבּ ְר ָ ֑אם
ְ
The infinitive construct with the  בpreposition often expresses a temporal
clause. Prepositional phrases often stand in the place of adverbial accusatives.33
This particular prepositional phrase is literally translated “in the act of their
being created.” The infinitive construct is not a verb but a verbal noun expressing a
verbal action in the abstract. Arab grammarians call the infinitive ( ﺍاَ ْﻟ َﻤﺼْ َﺪ ُﺭرal-maṣdaru
“the place whence anything goes forth, where it originates”) because it is from the
infinitive they derive the finite verb.34 Infinitives are not limited by person, number, and
gender like the finite verb. The infinitive construct does not describe the origination of
act of being created, and that action’s movement to completion, as a finite verb describes
an action: “and he was created, and then . . .” Rather, the infinitive construct describes in
the abstract the act itself of being created.35
Because the infinitive construct has noun characteristics it may be in the place
of a genitive, nominative, or accusative. In 2:4a, the infinitive construct is in the genitive
to the  בpreposition. If the infinitive construct has a suffix, the suffix may be either an
31

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §25a.

32

See Gen 3:5e in chap. 3 regarding apposition.

33

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §12a fn18. The same is true in Arabic. See
Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§43.
34

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:§195.
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §15. For a description of the reflexive Niphal see
Ruth 1:3b in chap. 4 (ibid., §7a).
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object or the subject of the infinitive. In 2:4a, the suffix is the subject of the infinitive
construct.36
2:4c [ֹלהים
֖ ִ הו֥ה ֱא
ָ ְ]בּי֗ ו ֺם ֲע ֛שׂו ֺת י
ְ
As mentioned above, prepositional phrases often stand in the place of adverbial
accusatives. The temporal clause in 2:4b consists of the  בpreposition with an infinitive
construct. Another means for temporal expression is the  בannexed to a temporal noun,
like  יו ֺםin 2:4c. Van Dyke’s Arabic translation highlights the accusative function of בּיו ֺם.
ְ
Notice that  ﻳﯾَﻮ َﻡمyawma—with the accusative ending -a—is an accusative of time
functioning adverbially to the verb ‘ َﻋ ِﻤ َﻞamila:
ﺕت
َ ْﭐٱﻹﻟﻪﮫُ ﺍاﻷَﺭر
ِ ﺽض َﻭوﭐٱﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤﺎ َﻭوﺍا
ِ ﻳﯾَﻮْ َﻡم َﻋ ِﻤ َﻞ ﭐٱﻟﺮﱠﺏبﱡ
yawma ‘amila ar-rabbu l-’ilahu l-’arda wās-samāwāti
On the day the Lord God made the earth and the heavens.
The temporal clause in 2:4c adds more detail to the time in which God created the
heavens and the earth. Bandstra, however, argues that the temporal clause in 2:4c
modifies the verbal clause in 2:7.37 For an explanation of his reasoning, and a refutation
of his conclusion, see 2:4d below.
The day referred to by  ְבּיו ֺםis further defined by the following infinitive
construct עשׂו ֺת.ֲ The proper name ֹלהים
ִ  יְ הוָ ה ֱאis the subject of the infinitive construct.
The infinitive construct also governs an object ( ֶא ֶרץ וְ ָשׁ ַמיִ םsee 2:4d below). The typical
word order when an infinitive construct has both a subject and an object is the subject
follows the infinitive, and the object follows the subject.38 As in 2:4b, the infinitive
construct does not depict an event occurring (“God created”); rather, the infinitive
construct describes the verbal action in the abstract (“the creating of God,” “the act of
36

Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §115; Joüon, Grammar of Biblical
Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §124g-j.
37

Barry Bandstra, Genesis 1-11: A Handbook on the Hebrew Text, Baylor Handbook on the
Bible Series (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2008), 118.
38

Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §115h.
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God creating”).39
2:4d []א ֶרץ וְ ָשׁ ָ ֽמיִם׃
ֶ֥
These two nouns are the accusatives of direct object to the infinitive construct
עשׂו ֺת.ֲ Word order and context make it clear that these two nouns are the objects, not the
subjects of the infinitive construct.
Since the two accusatives are indeterminate, Bandstra states that perhaps ָשׁ ַמיִם
and “ ֶא ֶרץhave not been defined or made known to the hearer.” He suggests that after the
athnach in verse 4 the account of creation begins anew, starting back at the beginning of
creation.40 Indeterminate nouns typically introduce grammatically unknown people or
things in biblical Hebrew narrative.41 Although  ֶא ֶרץand  ָשׁ ַמיִםdo not have the article,
they have been made known and defined to the reader earlier in verse 4. By using the
indefinite terms Moses may be describing the matter or essence of heaven and earth. Or,
Moses may view these terms as unique and, therefore, definite.42
Bandstra’s contention that  ֶא ֶרץand  ָשׁ ַמיִםare unknown and undefined to the
hearer or reader hinges on his emendation of the text. Bandstra argues that the temporal
clause introduced by  ְבּיו ֺםdoes not modify the previous temporal clause in verse 4, but
begins a new account. He translates verse 4 after the athnach as the first of five
temporal/circumstantial clauses modifying the main verbal clause in verse 7. He revises
the text by placing a period after the first temporal clause (at the athnach) and connecting
the remainder of verse 4 with verse 5. His translation of verses 4 and 5 reads:
4a

These are the outcomes of the heavens and the earth when they were created.
39

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §15.
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Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 119.
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §33.
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For example,  ֶשׁ ֶמשׁoften occurs with the article because it is unique. However, there are
examples in which it does not have the article: Deut 4:41, 47; 33:14. In these examples  ֶשׁ ֶמשׁis still
considered definite because there is only one sun. In Ps 148:13  ֶא ֶרץand  ָשׁ ַמיִםare still definite despite
lacking the article.
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4b

When in the day YHVH deity made earth and heavens, 5and before all of the bush
of the field will be in the earth, . . .”43
Bandstra goes against the masoretic accents. Furthermore,  תּו ְֺלדו ֺתalways
refers to what is following, never to what is before.44
2:5a [יח ַה ָשּׂ ֶ ֗דה ֶ֚ט ֶרם יִ ְֽה ֶי ֣ה ָב ָ֔א ֶרץ
ַ ]וְ ֣כֹל ִ ֣שׂ
Verse 5 begins with a nominal clause. In biblical Hebrew narrative, nominal
clauses are descriptive. Moses uses the nominal clauses in verse 5, and in verse 6, to
describe the condition of the earth before God created man.
The nominal clause in 2:5a has יח ַה ָשּׂ ֶדה
ַ  כֹל ִשׂas its initiator. Unlike the
nominal clause in 2:4a, this nominal clause has a verbal clause as the announcement:
ט ֶרם יִ ְהיֶ ה ָב ָא ֶרץ.
ֶ Nominal clauses with verbal clauses as the announcement—compound
nominal clauses—center on the initiator and its description, not on the action of the
verbal clause. Compound nominal clauses are described as having “two faces” because
they provide the description of the nominal clause and partake in the action of the verbal
clause.45 The accents often set the initiator apart in a compound nominal clause. In this
43

Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 118-19. Verse divisions ‘4a’ and ‘4b’ are not original to Bandstra.
They were given to illustrate how he divides v. 4. The NJPS, NIV, and NRSV also follow this division.
The NASB, ESV, and ASV, however, follow the masoretic division. See Ruth 1:4a in chap. 4 for a defense
of the importance of the masoretic accents for biblical Hebrew syntax.
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Scholars in general often emend the text in this manner to fit their particular theory of
creation. In his response to this dissertation, John A. Cook critiques the author’s assertion that Bandstra
emends the text in Gen 2:4-5. Cook writes, “This is a misunderstanding of source criticism; no emendation
is going on.” John A. Cook, external reader report of author’s dissertation, August 9, 2014. However, in
chap. 1, the author clearly states that the Masoretic Text will serve as the basis of analysis. Bandstra,
however, clearly follows the emendation proposed in the BHS. The editors of BHS place Gen 2:4a before
the athnach with Gen 1:1-2:3, beginning the new creation account with Gen 2:4b. Compare BHS with
Aron Dotan’s Biblia Hebraica Leningradensia to notice the emendation. The Masoretes separate vv. 3 and
4 with an open paragraph (see n. 25 above); these two verses cannot go together. Furthermore, the sof
pasuq dividing vv. 3 and 4 prevent Bandstra and the editors of BHS from placing these verses together, thus
separating Gen 1:1-2:3 and 2:4ff. Moreover, the sof pasuq between vv. 4 and 5 demand that these verses
remain separate. BHS’s and Bandstra’s emendation clearly goes against the Masoretic text; they base their
speculations on their preconceived ideas of source criticism or their view of multiple creation accounts.
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §11c n4; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic
Language, 2:§120. The compound nominal clause is a type of casus pendens (see 2:14c below, and 3:12c
in chap. 3, for a discussion on casus pendens).
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particular clause, the rebia is the strongest disjunctive accent in the zaqeph segment,
marking off the initiator.46
The verb  יִ ְהיֶ הis preceded by the adverbial particle of time ט ֶרם.
ֶ Verbal clauses
invariably follow a Verb-Subject word order; however, the verb may have an object or
adverb before it.47 The particle  ֶט ֶרםin 2:5a is functioning as an adverbial accusative of
time: the shrubs had not yet come about in the fields.
Bandstra translates the verb  יִ ְהיֶ הas a future: “and before all of the bush of the
field will be in the earth.” He contends that  ֶט ֶרםis followed by a non-past finite verb;
however,  ֶט ֶרםtypically occurs before a preterite.48 Furthermore, the ancient translations
clearly indicate that  יִ ְהיֶ הis in the past tense. Targum Onqelos reflects this understanding
by rendering the preterite with a perfect:
רעא
ָ ד־לא ֲהוו ֺ ְב ַא
ָ קלא ַע
ָ וְ כֹל ִא ָילנֵ י ַח
And all the trees of the field had not yet existed on the earth.
The LXX translates the preterite with the preposition πρὸ followed by an articular
infinitive:
καὶ πᾶν χλωρὸν ἀγροῦ πρὸ τοῦ γενέσθαι ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς
And before all the green of the field had come upon the earth
The Vulgate expresses the preterite with the imperfect:
et omne virgultum agri antequam oreretur in terra
And before all of the thickets of the field were sprouted in the earth
The Van Dyke Arabic translation uses the negative particle  ﻟَ ْﻢlam with the jussive to
negate the past action:49
ﺽض
ِ ُْﻛﻞﱡ َﺷ َﺠ ِﺮ ْﭐٱﻟﺒَﺮﱢ ﻳﯾﱠ ِﺔ ﻟَ ْﻢ ﻳﯾَ ُﻜ ْﻦ ﺑَ ْﻌ ُﺪ ﻓِﻲ ْﭐٱﻷَﺭر
kullu shajari l-barriyyati lam yakun ba‘du fī l-’arḍi
And all of the trees of the earth had not yet existed in the earth
46

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §11b n2.
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Ibid., §11uu. See Ruth 1:1b in chap. 4 below for a discussion on biblical Hebrew word order.
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Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 116, 120; cf. Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §80e.
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Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§12.
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2:5b [ל־ע ֶשׂב ַה ָשּׂ ֶ ֖דה ֶ ֣ט ֶרם יִ ְצ ָ ֑מח
֥ ֵ ]וְ ָכ
The analysis for this clause, and the critique of Bandstra’s translation, is
identical to 2:5a.
2:5c [ל־ה ָ֔א ֶרץ
ָ ֹלה ֙ים ַע
ִ הו֤ה ֱא
ָ ְ]כּי֩ ֨לֹא ִה ְמ ִ֜טיר י
ִ
The particle  ִכּיintroduces a causal clause, giving the reason why shrubs and
herbs were not in the field. As in Arabic, particles do not have inherent meaning; it is not
“independently intelligible.” The meaning of a particle must be derived from context.50
The predicate  ִה ְמ ִטירis a Hiphil perfect. Verbs communicate aspect, time, and
mood. Aspect is the manner in which the author conceives verbal action: completed or
continuous. The aspect of the perfect is completed action, which is indicated by the
suffixed pronoun on the verbal root. For example, the verbal root “ קטלkilling” attaches
the first person pronoun—“ קטלתיkilling, I,” or “killing completed by me”— to indicate
completed action. Because the verb is followed by the suffixed pronoun, the perfect
places the action in the forefront.51 The mood of the perfect in narrative is indicative.
The context, particles, and adverbs serve to determine the tense of the perfect or
50

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §1. The Hebrew definition of a particle is similar
to that of the Arabic particle. A Karaite beginning Hebrew grammar defines a particle as “what expresses a
meaning with reference to something else and does not imply time . . . which do not express a meaning
unless you combine them with other words . . . The difference between a noun and a particle is that a noun
conveys a meaning with reference to itself and a particle conveys a meaning with reference to something
else.” Nadia Vidro, A Medieval Karaite Pedagogical Grammar of Hebrew: A Critical Edition and English
Translation of Kitāb al-‛Uqūd fī Taṣārīf al-Luġa al-‛Ibrāniyya, Cambridge Genizah Studies Series 6
(Leiden: Brill, 2013), 40-41 (translation Vidro’s). In Arabic, Mortimer Howell explains, the particle “is
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the second and third volumes, the page numbers are continuous through the two volumes; and the sixth and
seventh books contain the fourth volume, the page numbers are continuous through the two books. The
volume numbers ‘2-3’ given in the citation refer to vols. 2 and 3 in bk. 5.
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §2a. Arabic verbs also follow this pattern (Wright,
Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:§94).
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imperfect. The context of 2:5c indicates a past tense. The negative particle  לֹאnegates
the perfect and the statement of fact made by the indicative mood.
The Hiphil is the causative stem of the Qal; however, not all verbs in the Hiphil
are translated as causatives. For a verb to be translated as a Hiphil causative, the verbal
root also typically occurs in Qal finite forms. Most denominative verbs, on the other
hand, do not occur in the Qal, but rather in the Hiphil or Piel. As a denominative, the
Hiphil of  מטרderives it meaning from the noun מ ָטר.
ָ Moreover, the Hiphil denominative
does imply some causation: “cause to rain.”52
2:6a [ן־ה ָ ֑א ֶרץ
ָ ]וְ ֵ ֖אד ַי ֲֽע ֶל֣ה ִמ
Contrary to the perfect, which indicates completed action by suffixing
pronouns to the verbal root, the imperfect indicates incomplete action by means of the
preformative letters. The preformatives  איתןare not pronouns but substitutes for
pronouns, indicating that the aspect of the verb is incomplete. For example, “ אקטלI,
killing” or “I am killing.”53 As with the perfect, context, particles, and adverbs must
determine the tense of the imperfect. The context indicates that  יַ ֲע ֶלהis describing an
action in the past and describes a frequentative action: “a mist would frequently go up
from the earth.”54
2:6b [ֽי־ה ֲא ָד ָ ֽמה׃
ֽ ָ ל־פּ ֵנ
ְ ת־כּ
ָ ]וְ ִה ְשׁ ָ ֖קה ֶ ֽא
The vav on the perfect  וְ ִה ְשׁ ָקהcan be either an energic vav continuing the tense
and aspect of the previous imperfect, or it can be a simple conjunctive vav. Context must
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The following are examples of the frequentative imperfect: Gen 29:2, 37:7; Exod 13:22,
17:11, 40:36; Deut 2:11, 20; Judg 11:40; 1 Sam 9:9, 16:23, 23:13; Job 1:5. Examples in biblical Aramaic
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determine how the vav on the perfect is functioning. In 2:6b the vav “converts” the
perfect into the aspect and tense of  יַ ֲע ֶלהin 2:6a. The verb  ִה ְשׁ ָקהdescribes a frequentative
action in the past: the mist would frequently, or repeatedly, water the face of the ground.55
Bandstra argues that because the verbs in verse 6— יַ ֲע ֶלהand —ה ְשׁ ָקהare
ִ
“nonpast tense” they may be implying the particle  ֶט ֶרםfrom verse 5, continuing the “precreation” description from 2:4b. He translates verse 6 in the following manner: “and
(before) a mist will rise from the earth and will water all of the surface of the ground.”56
While negative particles may govern more than one verb, the ancient
translations indicate that the verbs in 2:6b are frequentative. Targum Onqelos reads,
מתא׃
ָ שׁקי יָת ָכל ַא ֵפי ֲא ַד
ֵ וּמ
ַ רעא
ָ וַ ֲענָ נָ א ֲהוָ ה ָס ֵליק ַעל ַא
And the mist existed in the status of one that would go up upon the earth and in the
status of one that would water all the face of the land.
The participles  ָס ֵליקand שׁקי
ֵ  ַמare accusatives of situation to the verb ;הוָ ה
ֲ the participles
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Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 116, 123. Bandstra aligns himself with those grammarians who
contend that the biblical Hebrew verb primarily expresses time. He writes, “As we develop an analytic
framework, tense turns out to be one of the core parameters of the Finite component of the Mood system.
Our analysis distinguishes only past (wayyiqtol and qatal) from non-past (yiqtol and weqatal). Aspect, in
so far as it is represented in the verbal system, is viewed here as a component of the Transitivity system,
where it is viewed primarily as a feature of lexicon (root and stem), rather than a feature of the Finite
component of the Mood system” (Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 34). Ibn Barūn defines a verb as a word that
expresses “time and action.” Pinchas Wechter, Ibn Barūn’s Arabic Works on Hebrew Grammar and
Lexicography (Philadelphia: The Dropsie College for Hebrew and Cognate Learning, 1964), 36. Ḳimḥi
apparently views tense as primary in the verb as he categorizes the participle as the present tense. He also
notes that the imperfect is used in the “past sense” after the particle אז.
ָ William Chomsky, David Ḳimḥi’s
Hebrew Grammar (Mikhlol): Systematically Presented and Critically Annotated (New York: Bloch
Publishing, 1952), 340. More recently, Joshua Blau defends tense as the primary mark of the biblical
Hebrew verb. Joshua Blau, Phonology and Morphology of Biblical Hebrew: An Introduction, Linguistic
Studies in Ancient West Semitic, vol. 2 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2010) 189-92. Bandstra, however,
appears to hold strictly to the “non-past” tense for the imperfect, as evidenced by his translation of Gen
2:6b (Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 34, 116, 123). Ḳimḥi and Blau, on the other hand, recognize that the
imperfect describes frequentative action in the past (Chomsky, David Ḳimḥi’s Hebrew Grammar, 340;
Blau, Phonology and Morphology of Biblical Hebrew, 192). It could be argued that even if the verb
primarily marks time, aspect is still in view. For example, the prophetic perfect is used for events that will
occur in the future, but in the mind of the speaker the action is already completed. The completed action of
the perfect explains why it is preferred over an imperfect for prophesied actions. Note Ḳimḥi’s comment
on the prophetic perfect: “The Perfect is particularly common in place of the Imperfect in the prophetic
style, where the event or action is imminent beyond any doubt in the mind of the speaker or writer and is
already regarded as accomplished” (Chomsky, David Ḳimḥi’s Hebrew Grammar, 340; emphasis added).
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also describe an agent in a continuous state.57 The LXX renders the frequentative actions
with imperfects:
πηγὴ δὲ ἀνέβαινεν ἐκ τῆς γῆς καὶ ἐπότιζεν πᾶν τὸ πρόσωπον τῆς γῆς.
And a spring would go up out of the earth and would water all the face of the earth.
The Vulgate uses an imperfect and a participle to describe the continuous action:
sed fons ascendebat e terra inrigans universam superficiem terrae
But a spring would go up out of the earth, watering all the face of the earth.
Moreover, the Van Dyke Arabic version has two imperfects following the verb ﺎﺏب
َ  َﻛkāna:
ْ
ﺽض
َ َﺛُ ﱠﻢ َﻛﺎﻥن
ِ ْﺿﺒَﺎﺏبٌ ﻳﯾَﻄﻠَ ُﻊ ِﻣﻦَ ْﭐٱﻷَﺭر
ِ ْﺽض َﻭوﻳﯾَ ْﺴﻘِﻲ ُﻛ ﱠﻞ َﻭوﺟْ ِﻪﮫ ْﭐٱﻷَﺭر
thumma kāna ḍabābun yaṭla‘u mina l-’ardi wayasqī kulla wajhi l-’ardi
Then a mist would go up from the earth and would irrigate all of the face of the
earth.
Wright explains that َ َﻛﺎﻥنfollowed by an imperfect is translated like the Greek
imperfect.58 Arabic and the ancient translations do not support Bandstra’s analysis.
2:7a [ת־ה ָא ָ ֗דם
ֽ ָ ֹלהים ֶא
ִ֜ הוה ֱא
ָ ֙ ְיצר֩ י
ֶ ִ]וַ יּ
Biblical Hebrew has two types of articles: a definite article and a non-definite
article. The definite article defines a particular person(s) or thing(s) from its genus. The
non-definite article is used for nouns that are definite in themselves, like proper nouns
()היַּ ְר ֵדּן.
ַ Non-definite articles on proper names are labeled ‘excessive articles.’59 The
non-definite article may also occur on a noun used as a proper name. For example, ַה ָשּׂ ָטן
(“the adversary”) has become the proper name “Satan,” the article is the ‘article of
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See Gen 2:7d regarding the accusative of situation, and Gen 2:10a regarding the participle.
William Stevenson describes היה+active participle as a “compound perfect.” Stevenson states that the
compound perfect may be “used to describe an act or state extending over a period of time.” William B.
Stevenson, Grammar of Palestinian Jewish Aramaic (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1924), 59. However, the
description of the participles in Gen 2:6 of Targum Onqelos (see above) is more accurate to Semitic
grammar.
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Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§9. Moreover, if more than one imperfect is
used, َ َﻛﺎﻥنis needed only before the first imperfect.
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dominance.’60 The article on  ָא ָדםin 2:7a is the article of dominance. As the first man in
creation, Adam is referred to as “the man,” the man above all others. It could be argued
that the article is the generic definite article indicating the entire class of mankind. The
appearance of the 3ms suffix later in 2:7c (א ָפּיו,
ַ “his nostrils”) makes it more likely that
Adam, the first created man, is in view.61
2:7b [ן־ה ֲא ָד ָ֔מה
֣ ָ ]ע ָפ ֙ר ִמ
ָ
The noun  ָע ָפרis the second accusative of direct object to the verb יצר
ֶ ִוַ יּ. Some
verbs may take two objects; as in Arabic, the two objects may be classified as ‘unrelated’
or ‘related.’ Related objects share the relationship of subject and predicate: the two
objects may be converted into a nominal clause. Unrelated objects, on the other hand, are
“in no way connected with” each other.62 Related objects are common for verbs of
making, as in 2:7b. When the two objects are converted to a nominal clause,  ָה ָא ָדםis the
initiator and  ָע ָפרis the announcement: ה ָא ָדם ָע ָפר,
ָ “The man (is) dust.”
2:7d [ַ ֽ]ו יְ ִ ֥הי ָ ֽה ָא ָ ֖דם ְל ֶנ ֶ֥פשׁ ַח ָיּֽה׃
For a discussion on wayyiqtol verbs and word order, see Ruth 1:1b in chapter 4
below.
Bandstra maintains that the verb  היהaccompanied with the preposition “ לhas
the meaning become.”63 While “become” is a good English translation for this
60
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The LXX has τὸν ἄνθρωπον, and the Vulgate has hominem: neither are proper names. The
first occurrence of the proper name Adam in the LXX is 2:16, and in the Vulgate 2:19. Targum Onqelos
has א ָדם,
ָ which may be the proper name “Adam” or “man.” In his translation, Bernard Grossfeld translates
the Aramaic  ָא ָדםinto the proper name “Adam.” He notes that from the moment Adam is created in Gen
1:27, Targum Onqelos treats  ָא ָדםas “referring to an actual individual, hence Adam.” Bernard Grossfeld,
The Targum Onqelos to Genesis: Translated, with a Critical Introduction, Apparatus, and Notes, The
Aramaic Bible: The Targums, vol. 6 (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1990), 43n11.
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construction, a more accurate analysis describes  ְלנֶ ֶפשׁas a substitute for an accusative of
situation.64 The verb —היהa real verb, not a copula—takes an accusative.65
The Arabic equivalent to the biblical Hebrew  היהis the verb َ( َﻛﺎﻥنkāna). Like
biblical Hebrew, kāna takes an accusative; Wright notes specifically that the accusative to
kāna is adverbial.66 He explains that the “general idea of existence”—as indicated by the
verb kāna—“is in this case limited and determined” by the accusative. Take for example
a verse from the Qur’an chapter 2:97:
َﻣﻦ َﻛﺎﻥنَ َﻋ ُﺪ ًّﻭوﺍا ﻟﱢ ِﺠﺒ ِْﺮﻳﯾ َﻞ
man kana ‘aduwwan lijibrīla
Who exists in the status of an enemy to Gabriel?
See also chapter 3:93:
ُﻛﻞﱡ ﭐٱﻟﻄﱠ َﻌ ِﺎﻡم َﻛﺎﻥنَ ِﺣ ًّﻼ ﻟﱢﺒَﻨِ ٓﻰ ﺇإِﺳ ٰ َْٓﺮ ِءﻳﯾ َﻞ
kullu ṭ-ṭa‘āmi kana ḥillan libanī ‘isrā’īla
All of the food existed in the status of permitted to the sons of Israel.
The words ‘( َﻋ ُﺪ ًّﻭوﺍاaduwwan) and ( ِﺣ ًّﻼḥillan) describe the status in which the subjects of
the verbal clauses exist; therefore, they are in the accusative.
Biblical Hebrew is similar to Arabic. The accusative after  היהis typically the
accusative of situation. The accusative of situation—ُ( ﺍاَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎﻝلal-ḥalu “the situation,
condition”)—describes the situation, status, or condition of a noun.67 This particular
accusative answers the question “in what manner” with respect to the verb, or “in what
condition or status” with respect to a definite subject or definite object.68 The word in the
accusative is typically a descriptive noun, an adjective or a participle, or an indefinite
primary noun. A noun with an affixed  כor  לoften stands in place of the accusative of
64
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Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§122; Ziadeh and Winder, Introduction to
Modern Arabic, 75.
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situation, often after the verb היה, as in 2:7d.69 The verbal clause in 2:7d describes the
state in which Adam existed: he existed in the state of a living being.
The adjective  ַחיָּ הis in apposition to the noun נֶ ֶפשׁ. Appositives modify or
restrict words; an appositive typically agrees in gender, number, case, and definiteness
with the word it modifies. Adjectives, such as חיָּ ה,
ַ that express apposition are termed
‘qualified’: descriptive nouns that describe the qualities of the modified noun. In 2:7d,
man became not merely a soul, but a soul that lives: a living soul.70
2:8a [ן־בּ ֵ ֖ע ֶדן ִמ ֶ ֑קּ ֶדם
ְ ַֹלהים גּ
֛ ִ הו֧ה ֱא
ָ ְ]וַ יִּ ַ֞טּע י
The indefinite noun  גַּ ןfunctions as the accusative of direct of object. The noun
is indefinite because it is grammatically unknown; verse 2:8a is the first time  גַּ ןis
mentioned in the narrative. Moses specializes, or limits, the indefinite  גַּ ןby the
prepositional phrase בּ ֵע ֶדן.
ְ 71 Moses does not refer to any garden, but a garden which is in
Eden. The prepositional phrase “( ִמ ֶקּ ֶדםfrom the east,” “eastward”) is substituting for the
adverbial accusative of place.72
2:8c []א ֶ ֥שׁר יָ ָ ֽצר׃
ֲ
Like adjectives, relative clauses modify nouns: defining and explaining
definite nouns and specializing indefinite nouns. Relative clauses make indicative
statements about the modified noun; they do not express commands, wishes, or questions.
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Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§136ff). See Gen 3:5e in chap. 3 below.
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Targum Onqelos, the Vulgate, and Nahmanides translate  ִמ ֶקּ ֶדםtemporally: “formerly.” Jacob
Newman, The Commentary of Nahmanides on Genesis 1-6:8, Pretoria Oriental Series 4 (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
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Pentateuch with Targum Onkelos, Haphtaroth and Prayers for Sabbath and Rashi’s Commentary: Genesis
(London: Shapiro, Vallentine & Co., 1946), 10.
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Relative clauses are made up of nominal, verbal, or adverbial clauses. Each relative
clause consists of a retrospective pronoun: a pronoun that points back to the antecedent
noun.73 The retrospective pronoun may be explicit or implicit; if the pronoun functions as
the accusative of direct object it is typically omitted.74 The relative clause in 2:8c consists
of a verbal clause. The retrospective pronoun is implied: whom He had formed him.75
2:9b [ל־עץ נֶ ְח ָ ֥מד ְל ַמ ְר ֶ ֖אה וְ ֣טו ֺב ְל ַמ ֲא ָכ֑ל
֛ ֵ ]כּ
ָ
The participle  נֶ ְח ָמדis a qualifier appositive to the noun עץ.
ֵ When a participle
is in apposition to a noun, it functions similarly to an adjective. Appositive participles
usually agree in definiteness with their antecedents.76 Context must determine the aspect
of a participle. The aspect of the participle in 2:9b is that of the perfect, describing an
abiding quality of the tree.77
The prepositional phrase  ְל ַמ ְר ֶאהis in the place of an accusative of
specification. The accusative of specification—( ﺍاَﻟﺘﱠ ْﻤﻴﯿِﻴﯿ ُﺰal-tamyīzu “the specification”)—is
similar to an accusative of situation in that it limits another noun in a nominal clause, a
subject and its verb, or an object and its verb.78 Unlike the accusative of situation, which
takes a descriptive noun, specification requires a primary noun. The accusative of
specification answers the questions “in terms of what,” “by what specifically,” or “with
respect to what.”79 In 2:9b,  ְל ַמ ְר ֶאהlimits the preposition נֶ ְח ָמד: every tree desirable with
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respect to appearance.
2:9d []וְ ֵ ֤עץ ֽ ַה ַחיִּ ֙ים ְבּ ֣תו ְֺך ַה ֔ ָגּן
The garden was introduced in verse 8, where it was indeterminate. Because it
is now grammatically known,  גַּ ןis marked with the article. The function of the article in
2:9d is the repetition use of the particular definite article. The repetition use of the
definite article is for words previously mentioned in a narrative.80
2:10a []וְ נָ ָה ֙ר י ֵֹצ֣א ֵמ ֵ֔ע ֶדן
Bandstra apparently views the participle  י ֵֹצאfunctioning as a finite verb. He
translates this clause, “And a river exits from Eden.”81 In his analysis of the clause in
2:10a, Bandstra classifies the participle as: ‘Mood>Finite.’ In his introduction he
describes ‘Finite’ as “the main verb of a clause.”82 He refers his readers to the works of
Jan Joosten and Mark S. Smith regarding the participle.83
Joosten argues that the participle is the present-tense form in biblical Hebrew.
The “normal” expression of the present tense is the predicative participle: a verbless
clause with a subject and a participle as the predicate.84 In this construction Joosten
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In his description of Gen 1:2 Bandstra explicitly states that he interprets the predicative
participle as the main verb of the clause: ל־פּנֵ י ַה ָמּיִם
ְ ֹלהים ְמ ַר ֶח ֶפת ַע
ִ רוּח ֱא
ַ ְו, “and a wind of deity hovers on the
surface of the waters” (ibid., 41, 47; the translation is Bandstra’s, the emphasis is added). See also Jan
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contends that the participle “has taken its place, aside PC [perfect] and SC [imperfect], in
the conjugational system.”85
predicative participles see Gen 3:5a in chap. 3.
85

Joosten, “Predicative Participle in Biblical Hebrew,” 128. Muraoka also views the
predicative participle as a temporal form: “Despite its distinct morphology and some aspects of its syntax,
which set the participle apart from the imperfect and perfect, the participle needs to be considered as an
integral part of the Hebrew tense system.” T. Muraoka, "The Participle in Qumran Hebrew with Special
Reference to it Periphrastic Use," in Sirach, Scrolls, and Sages: Proceedings of a Second International
Symposium on the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Ben Sira, and the Mishnah, held at Leiden University,
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(Leiden: Brill, 1999), 191. Although they maintain that the predicative participle is a temporal form,
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conventional” view that the participle is durative in aspect (ibid., 192; Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew,
trans. Muraoka, §121a, c; Joüon, Grammaire de l’Hébreu Biblique, §121a, c). Concerning participial
phrases like that found in Lev 23:10 (ל־ה ָא ֶרץ ֲא ֶשׁר ֲאנִ י נ ֵֹתן ָל ֶכם
ָ י־תבֹאוּ ֶא
ָ )כּ,
ִ Muraoka argues that “there is
really nothing durative about” the participle in this verse. He also gives Deut 7:1 and 11:8 as examples for
the non-durative participle (Muraoka, "The Participle in Qumran Hebrew,” 192). However, the participle
may have the aspect of a perfect, as well as an imperfect. If a participle has the aspect of a perfect, it may
indicate an abiding state (Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §16a). Wright explains that a participle
with the aspect of a perfect “results from its use as a fixed immovable substantive” (Wright, Grammar of
the Arabic Language, 1:§230, 2:§7). Therefore, the participle  נ ֵֹתןin Lev 23:10 (Muraoka’s example given
above) may have the aspect of a perfect, indicating a substantive in an abiding state: “when you will come
unto the land which I (am) One Who is a giver to you.” Smith claims that Driver's comments on the
“participle set in the present” may contain a “key” to understanding the predicative participle (Smith,
“Grammatically Speaking,” 282). Driver writes: “When there is nothing to imply that the state denoted by
the ptcp. extends beyond the moment of speaking, the force of the phrase is as nearly as possible that of the
true English present.” S. R. Driver, A Treatise on the Use of the Tenses in Hebrew and Some Other
Syntactical Questions, Ancient Language Resources (1892; repr., Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock Publishers,
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distinct.” S. R. Driver, Notes on the Hebrew Text and the Topography of the Books of Samuel (1913; repr.,
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1960), 43; Driver, Treatise, 169. Van der Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze categorize
the participle as a non-finite verbal form. They define non-finite verbal forms as those forms “that are not
marked in terms of person [e.g. participles], or in terms of person, gender and number [e.g. the infinitive]”
(van der Merwe, Naudé, Kroeze, Biblical Hebrew Reference Grammar, 153). They later define the
participle as a verbal adjective that may “function” as a verb when the word order of the clause is “subject
+ verb + other phrases” (ibid., 162). In their study on the nominal clause, Janet W. Dyk and Eep Talstra
note that “a participle never became only a verb” in biblical Hebrew but upheld its “double potential,”
namely its verbal and nominal potential. Janet W. Dyk and Eep Talstra, “Paradigmatic and Syntagmatic
Features in Identifying Subject and Predicate in Nominal Clauses,” in The Verbless Clause in Biblical
Hebrew: A Linguistic Approach, ed. Cynthia L. Miller, Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic 1
(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1999), 165. In another work, Dyk posits that the participle may be
“reanalyzed” as the main verb of a clause and not a nominal predicate. She concludes, “For the participle
to be able to undergo reanalysis and function as the main verb, there must be an absence of elements which
would force a nominal analysis of the participle.” J. W. Dyk, Participles in Context: A Computer-Assisted
Study of Old Testament Hebrew, Applicatio 12 (Amsterdam: VU University Press, 1994), 136, 138. John
A. Cook argues that participles are in the class of ‘adjectives’ because they are “encoded” like adjectives:
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According to Joosten, the predicative participle is often used in biblical
Hebrew to relate an action that is occurring at the “moment of speaking.”86 The participle
may express an action that took place in the past, or will happen in the future; however,
with the use of the predicative participle the speaker represents the action as present.87
For the predicative participle as present tense, he gives as an example 2 Samuel 18:27:
אשׁו ֺן
֔ רוּצת ָה ִר
ַ ת־מ
ְ אמר ַהצּ ֶֹפה ֲאנִ י ר ֶֹאה ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ יּ
And the watcher said, “I am seeing the first runner.”
Joosten comments that the watcher is reporting “exactly his visual impressions” at the
moment of speaking.88 The participle, he concludes, is not expressing a state (a
descriptive noun), but a verbal action.
According to Joosten, the participle as the present tense may also represent the
historic present. He contends that an author may “become so involved in his story that he
forgets, or ignores” how great the interval of time is between the event and the narration.
Joosten goes on to say that the gap between “the ‘then’ of the story and the ‘now’ of the
speaking situation is obliterated” and the narrator presents the event as if it were
happening in the present.89 He gives as one example Judges 11:34:
וּב ְמח ֹ֑לו ֺת
ִ ל־בּיתו ֺ וְ ִה ֵנּ֤ה ִבתּו ֺ י ֵֹצאת ִל ְק ָראתו ֺ ְב ֻת ִפּים
ֵ וַ יָּבֹא יִ ְפ ָתּח ַה ִמּ ְצ ָפּה ֶא
“they appear in zero-copula, pronominal-copula, particle-copula, and verbal-copula predicates.” John
Cook, “The Hebrew Participle and Stative in Typological Perspective,” Journal of Northwest Semitic
Languages, 34, no. 1 (2008), 9; John A. Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb: The Expression of
Tense, Aspect, and Modality in Biblical Hebrew, Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic 7 (Winona
Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2012), 224-28. See appendix 2 for a critique of Cook’s position. Waltke and
O’Connor argue that the participle “does not function in Biblical Hebrew as a finite verb with a distinct
time reference.” They do observe that the predicative participle does approach the imperfect, but it is
different in that the participle describes “a durative circumstance” (Waltke and O’Connor, Introduction to
Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 624). Semitic grammar maintains that while the participle may take an object, it is
still a verbal noun, not a verb (Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§72; Howell, Grammar of the
Classical Arabic Language, 1:1606; Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §116a; Driver,
Treatise, 165).
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Joosten, “Predicative Participle in Biblical Hebrew,” 129.
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Ibid.
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Ibid., 132.
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Ibid., 142.
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And Jephthah came to his home in Mizpah and behold, his daughter is coming out
to meet him with timbrels and with dances.90
Although he does not describe the participle functioning as the historic present,
Bandstra’s translation of 2:10a indicates that he is seeing the participle as the historic
present: “And a river exits from Eden to water the garden.”91
Although the English present tense may provide a smooth translation for the
biblical Hebrew participle, the participle is not a present tense verb. The participle and
the verb do share characteristics: tense, aspect, and voice. The tense of a participle is
determined by context.92 Although the participle has verbal characteristics, it is a verbal
noun.93
According to traditional Semitic grammar, the participle “designates a person
or thing, to which the verbal idea closely attaches itself and consequently remains
unmovable.”94 The participle focuses on the person or thing in a fixed state, not on the
action. The verb, on the other hand, centers on an action coming into being and the
movement of that action. G. H. Ewald explains,
The participle does not represent the action as proceeding from a person (as the
person of a verb does), but it represents a person (or thing) as that to which the
action is to be attributed; the chief thing in it is the idea of the personal noun, to this
90

Joosten, “Predicative Participle in Biblical Hebrew,” 143. The translation is Joosten’s;
however, emphasis is added.
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Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 130.
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See Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §116d; Driver, Treatise, 166.
Citing Ibn Ezra, David Ḳimḥi makes the observation that Arabic does not have a present tense (Chomsky,
David Ḳimḥi’s Hebrew Grammar, 340). A Karaite beginning Hebrew grammar explains that Hebrew does
not have a present tense verbal form: “As to the present tense, it does not have a form specifically
associated with it, as is the case with the past [perfect] and the future [imperfect]. Instead, the future verb
form is extended (in grammatical function) to denote the present. . . . The present tense (meaning) requires
a context word such as  ַע ָתה, נָ א, or ”הנֵ ה
ִ (Vidro, Medieval Pedagogical Grammar of Hebrew, 38-39).
Joüon, on the other hand, argues that the predicate participle “has become, in Hebrew, a temporal form: it is
like a substitute for the yiqtol” (Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §121a).
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §16a.
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Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§72. See Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew
Grammar, trans. Cowley, §116a; Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §16a.
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person, however, the action is simply ascribed as belonging to it.95
While the imperfect may resemble the participle, Arab grammarians explain the idea of
the imperfect as one of “constant renewal or repetition.” The participle, according to Arab
grammarians, is the idea of “fixedness, immobility.”96
Deuteronomy 3:20 illustrates the difference between the fixed state of a
participle, and the origin and movement of a verbal action:
יכם
ֶ ֹלה
ֵ ת־ה ָא ֶרץ ֲא ֶשׁר יְ הוָ ה ֱא
ָ ם־הם ֶא
ֵ ַיכם ָכּ ֶכם וְ יָ ְרשׁוּ ג
ֶ יח יְ הוָ ה ַל ֲא ֵח
ַ ִַעד ֲא ֶשׁר־יָ נ
נ ֵֹתן ָל ֶהם ְבּ ֵע ֶבר ַהיַּ ְר ֵ ֑דּן וְ ַשׁ ְב ֶתּם ִאישׁ ִל ֻיר ָשּׁתו ֺ ֲא ֶשׁר נָ ַת ִתּי ָל ֶ ֽכם׃
Until when the Lord will give rest to your brothers as to you, and they—moreover,
they—possess the land which the Lord your God is One Who is a giver to them
beyond the Jordan. And you will return, each to his possession which I have given
to you.
The participle  נ ֵֹתןdescribes God as an agent Who gives land: God is in the state of a
giver. In the relative clause at the end of the verse, on the other hand, the perfect נָ ַת ִתּי
expresses the origination of an act and its movement to completion. The verb focuses the
reader on the event of God giving the land; although the Israelites did not have possession
of the land, God communicates with the perfect of  נתןthat the giving of the land is
completed.97
Moreover, Kautzsch rightly notes that Genesis 2:10 illustrates the difference
between a participle and an imperfect:
אשׁים׃
ִ וּמ ָשּׁם יִ ָפּ ֵרד וְ ָהיָ ה ְל ַא ְר ָבּ ָעה ָר
ִ ת־ה ָ ֑גּ ן
ַ וְ נָ ָהר י ֵֹצא ֵמ ֵע ֶדן ְל ַה ְשׁקו ֺת ֶא
And a river (was) one that would go out from Eden to water the garden. And it
would divide and it would become a quartet with respect to heads.
According to Kautzsch, the participle  י ֵֹצאis more static, describing the river in a
“continuous uninterrupted stream.” The participle denotes the river as a doer: the river is
95

Geo. Henry Aug. Ewald, A Grammar of the Hebrew Language of the Old Testament, trans.
John Nicholson (London: Williams and Norgate, 1836), 221. See also Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew
Syntax, §16a.
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Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§72n.
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Other verses that illustrate the difference between verb and participle are Gen 9:6; Exod
20:18; Num 36:8; Deut 21:18; Judg 1:21. Even Modern Arabic views the participle as a noun, not as a verb
(Ziadeh and Winder, Introduction to Modern Arabic, 75).
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an agent that divides. The imperfect יִפּ ֵרד,
ָ on the other hand, describes an event; the river
begins to divide and continues in the process of dividing. According to Kautzsch, the
imperfect יִפּ ֵרד
ָ depicts the dividing of the river as “always taking place afresh.”98
2:10d [אשׁים׃
ֽ ִ ]וְ ָה ָי֖ה ְל ַא ְר ָבּ ָ ֥עה ָר
Numerals consist of two parts: the numeral (or number), and the numerable
(the thing counted). Often masculine numerables have feminine numbers (as in 2:10d),
and feminine numerables have masculine numbers. Word order determines if the number
is a substantive (a duo, a triad, a quartet, etc.), or if it is a semi-descriptive noun that
functions as an adjective (two, three, four, etc.). When the number precedes the
numerable, as in 2:10d, the number is a substantive and the numerable is an accusative of
specification: a quartet in terms of heads.99
2:11c [ר־שׁם ַהזָּ ָ ֽהב׃
֖ ָ ]א ֶשׁ
ֲ
This relative clause modifies and clarifies the antecedent from the previous
clause in 2:11, ל־א ֶרץ ַה ֲחוִ ָילה
ֶ כּ.
ָ The adverbial particle  ָשׁםmay substitute for the
retrospective pronoun when the antecedent is a noun of place.100 Functioning as the
retrospective pronoun,  ָשׁםdefines the role of  ַה ֲחוִ ָילהin the relative clause: the antecedent
is the announcement of the nominal clause. Because the announcement is an adverbial
phrase, it may precede the initiator.101
2:13a [יחו ֺן
֑ ִם־הנָּ ָ ֥הר ַה ֵשּׁ ִנ֖י גּ
ַ ]וְ ֵ ֽשׁ
The ordinal number  ֵשׁנִ יis functioning as a semi-descriptive noun in qualifier
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apposition to הנָּ ָהר,
ַ matching the modified noun in definiteness. The hireq yod on the
ُ َ ﺍاَﻟﻨﱢ َﺴﺒmeans “pertaining to” or “in relation to.”
ordinal  ֵשׁנִ יis the nisbah ending. Nisbah ﺎﺕت
This ending is used to change nouns to adjectives; for example the noun “ ִמ ְצ ַריִםEgypt”
changes to “ ִמ ְצ ִריEgyptian.” The nisbah ending also changes cardinal numbers to ordinal
numbers: “ ְשׁנַ יִםtwo” changes to “ ֵשׁנִ יsecond,” or more literally “pertaining to two.”102
2:14c [יעי ֥הוּא ְפ ָ ֽרת׃
֖ ִ ]וְ ַהנָּ ָ ֥הר ָ ֽה ְר ִב
Some linguistic Hebraists view the independent pronoun  הוּאas a copula. In
his search for alternatives to the term ‘nominative,’ Kroeze maintains that the pronoun is
a copula, giving Deuteronomy 4:35 as an example:
ֹלהים
ִ ִכּי יְ הוָ ה הוּא ָה ֱא
“Because the Lord is God”
Kroeze contends that  הוּאas copula is “preferable” to the traditional casus pendens due to
examples of the disagreement of  הוּאwith the subject or predicate of the nominal clause.
For example,  הוּאdoes not agree in person with the 2ms pronoun in 2 Samuel 7:28:
ֹלהים
ִ אתּה־הוּא ָה ֱא
ָ
“You are God”
Kroeze emphasizes that 2 Samuel 7:28 is not translated like a casus pendens: “with
regard to you, he is God.”103
Cook briefly mentions the pronoun as copula in his article on the Hebrew
participle and stative verb. He, like Kroeze, gives credence to the  הוּאcopula based on
examples like 2 Kings 19:15, which is the exact construction of 2 Samuel 7:28. He also
cites Lamentations 1:18 as another “possible” example of the copula pronoun:
ַצ ִדּיק הוּא יְ הוָ ה
102

See Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:§249; Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew

Syntax, §23j.
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Kroeze, “Nominative,” 40. The translations of Deut 4:35 and 2 Sam 7:28, and the emphasis
in each verse, are original to Kroeze.
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“Righteous is Yhwh.”104
Cook maintains that, unlike 2 Kings 19:15 and 2 Samuel 7:28, Lamentations 1:18
exhibits person and number agreement, making the example in Lamentations 1:18 “less
certain.” He concludes, however, that the “pronominal copula analysis is possible”.105
In his article on text critical issues in Leviticus 1:17 and 25:33, Holmstedt
constructs a more detailed argument in favor of the third person pronoun as copula.
Holmstedt bases his argument on the work of Charles N. Li and Sandra A. Thompson.
According to Holmstedt, Li and Thompson contend that in many languages of the world
the copula pronoun developed out of casus pendens constructions.106 The anaphoric
pronoun in casus pendens-type constructions ceases to refer back to its antecedent; “it
grammaticalizes, moving from anaphoric device to copula marker.”107 Holmstedt makes
104

Cook, “The Hebrew Participle and Stative,” 8. The translation of Lam 1:18 is Cook’s.
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Ibid., 10; italics are original. It should be noted that Cook’s article is a study on the
participle, not the pronominal copula. Moreover, Cook contends that the validity of the pronominal copula
theory “has no bearing” on his main argument. Cook was primarily cited here as an example of a
grammarian who gives credence to the pronominal copula. Like Holmstedt below, Cook’s work indicates
that he posits that non-verbal elements may function as copulas (see also Ruth 1:12c in chap. 4). Cook,
who bases his analysis of the Hebrew participle on Leon Stassen’s study of intransitive predication, seems
to follow Stassen regarding non-verbal copulas (ibid., 6; Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 225).
Regarding non-verbal copulas, Stassen writes, “we find languages in which encoding of predicate nominals
requires an overt support item which cannot be classified as a full-fledged verb. Although these items
function as a linking morpheme between subject and predicate in predicate nominal sentences, they
typically lack the morphological features (such as PNG-marking, or tense-mood-aspect-marking) which
distinguish the class of verbs in the language.” Leon Stassen, Intransitive Predication, Oxford Studies in
Typology and Linguistic Theory (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 76 (parenthetical statement original to
quote).
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the observation that in some languages—Mandarin Chinese, for example—the pronoun
fully functions as a copula and “no longer functions as an anaphor in any environment.”
In other languages—Modern Israeli Hebrew, Arabic, biblical Hebrew—the pronoun
retains its anaphoric function while in some cases it functions as a copula.108
Holmstedt identifies three lines of evidence that indicate the pronoun in casus
pendens type constructions has begun to function as a copula in biblical Hebrew. First,
Holmstedt argues that examples in which the pronoun does not fully agree with the
hanging subject “provide strong evidence that the pronoun has been reanalyzed as a
copula.” He cites 2 Kings 19:15 (see the discussion of Cook’s view at the beginning of
2:14c) and Joshua 13:14 (given below):
ֺ ֹלהי יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵאל הוּא נַ ֲח ָלתו
ֵ ַרק ְל ֵשׁ ֶבט ַה ֵלּוִ י לֹא נָ ַתן נַ ֲח ָל֑ה ִא ֵשּׁי יְ הוָ ה ֱא
“Only to the tribe of Levi he did not give an inheritance; the fire offerings . . . of
YHWH, the God of Israel, . . . (is/are) its inheritance”
In Joshua 13:14 the pronoun  הוּאdoes not agree in number to the head noun א ֵשּׁי,
ִ
demonstrating—according to Holmstedt—that the pronoun has “developed” into a
copula.109 Second, Holmstedt points to demonstrative pronouns in a casus pendens “or
similar type” construction that have developed into copulas. For example, Genesis 27:21:
ַה ַא ָתּה זֶ ה ְבּנִ י ֵע ָשׂו ִאם־לֹא
links a subject and predicate. Robert D. Holmstedt and Andrew R. Jones, “The Pronoun in Tripartite
Verbless Clauses in Biblical Hebrew: Resumption for Left-Dislocation or Pronominal Copula?”, Journal of
Semitic Studies 59.1 (2014):58-59; cf. Geoffrey Khan, Studies in Semitic Syntax, London Oriental Series 38
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), 50. Although they would not call the pronominal copula a verb,
Holmstedt and Jones do bring the copula pronoun into the Hebrew verbal system. They write, “while the
verbal copula appears to make the past and non-past semantics of the situation explicit, the copular pronoun
is used to establish the present tense” (ibid., 61). Elsewhere they label the third person pronoun as “a
present tense copular item” (ibid., 73; cf. a critique of Geoffrey Khan’s verbal pronominal copula theory in
appendix 1). Traditionally, ‘copula’ has been understood to be a verb. See B. L. Gildersleeve and G.
Lodge, Gildersleeve’s Latin Grammar (1894; repr., Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 2009), §205, §206;
Herbert Weir Smyth, Greek Grammar, rev. ed. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1963), §917;
Waltke and O’Connor, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 72. The pronoun  הוּאis not part of the
verbal system. Semitic grammarians have observed the disagreement in person and number between the
third person pronoun and the subject, and yet they still categorize the third person pronoun as a ‘separating
pronoun.’
108
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“You . . . (are) my son Esau, or no?”110
Third, Holmstedt contends that many Semitic languages employ the anaphoric or
demonstrative pronoun as copula.111 According to Holmstedt, these three lines of
evidence make it clear that the pronoun functioned as a copula in biblical Hebrew. He
suggests that the pronoun began to be “reanalyzed” in biblical Hebrew, though the
pronoun was never fully grammaticalized.112
110

Holmstedt, “Nexus between Textual Criticism and Linguistics,” 487. The translation of Gen
27:21 is Holmstedt’s.
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Ibid., 490. The argument for the pronoun as copula is not a recent phenomenon. C.
Albrecht argues in favor of the third person pronoun as copula in his 1888 article. C. Albrecht, “Die
Wortstellung im hebräischen Nominalsatze,” Zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 8
(1888):250-51. Waltke and O’Connor are less clear on their view of the pronoun, though it appears they
lean toward a copula function. When they first mention the third person pronoun, they describe the
pronoun as a “pleonastic or dummy pronoun.” According to Waltke and O’Connor, the verbless nominal
clause is a proper grammatical construction; therefore, the pronoun is redundant. However, they do
maintain that the pronoun “effects” the relationship between the subject and predicate (Waltke and
O’Connor, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 131). Elsewhere in their grammar, Waltke and
O’Connor note that the pronoun may function “in a copula role” or as a “so-called copula or pleonastic
pronoun” (ibid., 297). Geoffrey Khan compares biblical Hebrew to Neo-Aramaic dialects to determine if
the biblical Hebrew pronoun functions as a copula. He concludes that in biblical Hebrew the process of the
pronoun developing into a copula has begun, though the pronoun has not “acquired the full complement of
copula properties.” Geoffrey Khan, “Some Aspects of the Copula in North West Semitic,” in Biblical
Hebrew in its Northwest Semitic Setting: Typological and Historical Perspectives, ed. Steven E. Fassberg
and Avi Hurvitz (Jerusalem: Hebrew University Magnes Press and Eisenbrauns, 2006), 158-60, 162, 170,
172-75 (see appendix 1 for a critique of his position). Others, however, disagree with the copula pronoun
theory. Ewald explains that the pronoun “indicates” our ‘to be’ verb, but it is used “specially only when it
is most necessary to separate the subject from the predicate, because both of these are definite” as in Deut
12:23 ה ָדּם הוּא ַהנֶּ ֶפשׁ.
ַ Furthermore, he states that because  הוּאalways contains the predicate, it is used
“quite correctly, along with one of a different person.” However, he does posit that the pronoun “gradually
comes to be frequently used as the copula in other cases also, and to a very large extent, for instance, in
Ecclesiastes; also with an indefinite subject” as in Jer 50:25 (אכה ִהיא ַלאד ֹנָ י יְ הוִ ה ְצ ָבאו ֺת
ָ י־מ ָל
ְ )כּ.
ִ G. H. Ewald,
Syntax of the Hebrew Language of the Old Testament, trans. James Kennedy, Ancient Language Resources
(1891; repr., Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2004), 135-36 (italics are original). Driver, in reference to the
3mp pronoun in Gen 34:21, emphasizes that the pronoun is not a copula. He contends that ְשׁ ֵל ִמים ֵהם ִא ָתּנוּ
“implies the copula, and is a complete sentence in itself” (Driver, Treatise, 268). More will be said
regarding the implied copula below. Gesenius-Kautzsch state that the subject and predicate of a nominal
clause are “as a rule” juxtaposed “without a copula of any kind” (Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar,
trans. Cowley, §141f). Muraoka emphasizes in his translation of Joüon that the third person pronoun in
nominal clauses “is not a mere ‘copula’ in the sense of the term as used in Indo-European grammars”
(Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §154i). Muraoka contends elsewhere that “the
existence of the copula in any Semitic language” cannot be proven. Moreover, Muraoka continues, even
Modern Hebrew, “a heavily Europeanized language,” does not use the pronoun as a copula. Takamitsu
Muraoka, “The Tripartite Nominal Clause Revisited,” in The Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew: A
Linguistic Approach, ed. Cynthia L. Miller, Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic 1 (Winona Lake,
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Holmstedt misunderstands the function of the third person pronoun. Arabic
provides clear descriptions of how the pronoun functions in nominal clauses. Wright
explains that in Arabic the third person pronoun is often placed between a definite subject
and a definite predicate “to prevent any possibility of the predicate being taken for a mere
apposition.” Arab grammarians label this function of the third person pronoun ﺿ ِﻤﻴﯿ ُﺮ ْﭐٱﻟﻔَﺼْ ِﻞ
َ
(ḍamīru l-faṣli “the pronoun of separation”).113 Howell references another term, ُﺍاَﻟ ﱢﺪﻋَﺎ َﻣﺔ
(ad-d‘āmatu “support”), to describe this pronoun. He explains that the third person
pronoun keeps the predicate of the nominal clause from “falling from the status” of
announcement, “as the support in the house keeps the roof from falling.”114
For example, 1 Kings 18:39 reads:
ُ•ﭐٱﻟﺮﱠﺏبﱡ ﻫﮬﮪھُ َﻮ ﭐٱ
r-rabbu huwa l-llāhu
The Lord—He (is) God
IN: Eisenbrauns, 1999), 199. Tamar Zewi concludes her study on the tripartite nominal clause by stating
that the third person pronouns do not function as a copula. Tamar Zewi, “The Definition of the Copula and
the Role of 3rd Independent Personal Pronouns in Nominal Sentences of Semitic Languages,” Folia
Linguistica Historica 17 (1996):52, http://www.deepdyve.com/lp/de-gruyter/the-definition-of-the-copulaand-the-role-of-3rd-independent-personal-dsEzZ5EyO7 (accessed January 24, 2014 and January 31, 2014).
Niccacci, in his chapter on the nominal clause, studies Deut 9:3 and five other verses “in order to prove that
the ‘copula’ does not have a place in BH.” Alviero Niccacci, “Types and Functions of the Nominal
Sentence,” in The Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew: A Linguistic Approach, ed. Cynthia L. Miller,
Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic 1 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1999), 228n46. Van der
Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze do not categorize pronouns as copulas (van der Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze,
Biblical Hebrew Reference Grammar, 252-53).
113

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§124. For a critique of Khan’s use of
comparative Semitics in the study of the third-person pronoun, see appendix 1. Like Holmstedt, Khan has
reinterpreted Semitic grammar in light of his particular linguistic model. Khan notes that the predicate
following the pronoun is often indefinite; he therefore relabels the pronoun as copula. Khan fully
recognizes that Arab grammarians address this issue. He writes, “In fact the Arab grammarians recognised
that this pronoun, which they call the ‘pronoun of separation’ (ḍamīru lfaṣli), may occur when the predicate
nominal is not strictly definite, cf. Sīb. [Sībawayhi] I, 347.25ff.: wa‛lam ’anna huwa la yaḥsunu ’an takūna
faṣlan ḥattā yakūna ba’dahā mu‛arrafatun ’aw mā ’ašbaha lmu‛arrafata mimmā ṭāla . . . naḥwa ḵayrun
minka wamiθluka—‘Know that it is not correct for huwa to act as a separative unless it is followed by a
definite noun or some noun with a long modifier, which is like a definite noun, such as ḵayrun minka,
miθluka.’ However, they still held that the essential function of the pronoun was to disambiguate.”
Geoffrey Khan, Studies in Semitic Syntax, London Oriental Series 38 (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1988), 50. Although Sībawayhi accounted for the seeming discrepancy in definiteness between subject and
predicate, Khan dismisses Sībawayhi and reinterprets Semitic grammar in light of discourse analysis.
114

Howell, Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language, 1:546-47.
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The third person singular pronoun  ﻫﮬﮪھُ َﻮindicates that the nominal clause should be read as a
statement and not as an apposition “the Lord God.” The Qur’an contains many examples
of the separating pronoun. In chapter 9:67 the following construction occurs:
َْﭐٱﻟ ُﻤ ٰﻨَﻔِﻘِﻴﯿﻦَ ﻫﮬﮪھُ ُﻢ ْﭐٱﻟ ٰﻔَ ِﺴﻘُﻮﻥن
l-munāfiqīna humu l-fāsiqūna
The hypocrites—they (are) the ones who are defiantly disobedient
Notice that both words before and after the pronoun  ﻫﮬﮪھُ ُﻢhumu are definite. The pronoun
prevents the reading “the defiantly disobedient hypocrites.” The nominal clause in 9:67
is a statement, not apposition.115
The third person pronoun in biblical Hebrew functions in the same manner as
in Arabic. The verbless clause with the separating pronoun makes an emphatic statement;
the announcement is exclusively identified with the initiator. Take for example Genesis
9:18:
וְ ָחם הוּא ֲא ִבי ְכנָ ַען
And Ham—he (is) the father of Canaan.
Ham is absolutely identified as the father of Canaan. Moreover, this nominal clause is a
statement and not the appositional phrase “Ham, the father of Canaan.”116
Holmstedt, Cook, and Kroeze point to the lack of agreement between the
pronoun and its referent as evidence that the pronoun is a copula. Whereas Holmstedt,
Cook, and Kroeze view this as a problem to be solved, Semitic grammarians do not
consider the lack of agreement between the subject and pronoun as a problem.117 Wright
115

The Arabic translation of 1 Kgs 18:39 was taken from the Van Dyke version. Other
examples from the Van Dyke version include Deut 4:39; 10:9, 17; 12:23; 1 Sam 4:8; Isa 33:6; Hos 11:5;
Neh 8:10. Examples of the separating pronoun in the Qur’an also include 2:120, 121, 157, 177, 229, 254;
4:151; 5:17, 45, 47, 56, 72, 76; 6:71, 119; 7:8, 157, 178, 179; 9:10, 20, 23, 69, 72, 104, 111, 118; 10:64;
11:66; 14:18; 22:6, 11, 62; 24:50, 51; 40:39; 79:39, 41.
116

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §11v. Other examples in biblical Hebrew include
Gen 25:16; 36:8; Lev 23:2; Num 3:20, 21; Deut 10:9; 18:2, Josh 13:33; Isa 33:6; Hos 11:5.
117

Ḳimḥi simply states that the pronoun “agrees mostly” with the predicate (Chomsky, David
Ḳimḥi’s Hebrew Grammar, 347). For the difference of gender between the pronoun and the preceding
subject in Arabic, see Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§152e. Moreover, biblical Hebrew
verbs often disagree in number and gender with their subjects. For example, in Ruth 1:8 the masculine
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notes that in Arabic the third person pronoun is used even if the subject is a first or
second person pronoun.118 For example, 2 Samuel 7:28 reads:
ُ•ﺃأَ ْﻧﺖَ ﻫﮬﮪھُ َﻮ ﭐٱ
’anta huwa allāhu
You (are) He—God119
A smoother translation of 2 Samuel 7:28 would read: “You are He Who is God!” In
biblical Hebrew the third person pronoun also follows pronouns in the first or second
person. Kautzsch notes that the third person pronoun “strengthens” the subject, as in
Isaiah 43:25:
ָאנ ִֹכי ָאנ ִֹכי הוּא מ ֶֹחה ְפ ָשׁ ֶעיָך
I, even I—He Who (is) One Who wipes out your transgressions
A smoother translation of Isaiah 43:25 would read: “it is I—I am He Who is the One Who
wipes out your transgression.”120
In biblical Hebrew and in Arabic pronouns do not always agree with their
verb יתם
ֶ  ֲע ִשׂhas the feminine subjects of Ruth and Orpah. See Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar,
trans. Cowley, §110k, §144a. The Arabic verb often disagrees with the subject with regard to gender and
number (Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§142-51). However, the disagreement between verb
and subject is not a complication for Semitic grammarians. See also Ruth 1:1e in chap. 4.
118

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§124. See Howell, Grammar of the Classical
Arabic Language, 1:546.
119

Other examples in the Van Dyke version include 2 Kgs 19:15; Isa 37:16; 43:25; 51:10, 12;
52:6; Jer 14:22; Ps 44:4; Neh 9:6, 7; 1 Chr 17:26; 2 Chr 20:6. Examples in the NAV are 2 Sam 7:28; Isa
43:25; 51:12; 52:6; Ps 44:4; Neh 9:6, 7; I Chr 17:26. Wright footnotes that the third personal pronoun
following a first or second personal pronoun is a “post-classical” construction (Wright, Grammar of the
Arabic Language, 2:§124). A search of the Qur’an for third person pronouns following pronouns in the
first or second person yielded no results. The search was performed using the concordance and resources
found on http://corpus.quran.com, accessed February 2, 2014 through February 5, 2014.
120

Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §141h; Joüon, Grammar of Biblical
Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §154i-j. Holmstedt also cites Lev 1:17 in support of his copular pronoun thesis:
יח נִ יח ַֹח ַליהוָ ה
ַ ( ע ָֹלה הוּא ִא ֵשּׁה ֵרHolmstedt, “Nexus between Textual Criticism and Linguistics,” 475ff). The
pronoun  הוּאin Lev 1:17 is not an anaphoric pronoun that has lost its referential function. It is not even a
separating pronoun due to the fact that the initiator  ע ָֹלהis indefinite. Usually the initiator and the
announcement are definite for the pronoun to be a separating pronoun (see appendix 1 for situations which
allow for an indefinite announcement to follow the separating pronoun). In Lev 1:17, the indefinite noun
 ע ָֹלהis the announcement of the nominal clause with the pronoun  הוּאfunctioning as the initiator. The
announcement may precede the initiator when the two cannot be confused, as when the announcement is
indefinite and the initiator is definite (Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §11hh). The clause
beginning with  ִא ֵשּׁהin Lev 1:17 is in qualifier apposition to הוּא. See 3:5e in chap. 3 regarding apposition.
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referents. For example, in chapter 18:19 of the Qur’an, the demonstrative pronoun does
not agree with its referent with respect to gender:
ﻓَﭑ ْﺑ َﻌﺜُ ٓﻮ ْﺍا ﺃأَ َﺣ َﺪ ُﻛﻢ ﺑِ َﻮ ِﺭرﻗِ ُﻜ ْﻢ ٰﻫﮬﮪھَ ِﺬ ِﻩه
fa-ib‘athū ’aḥadakum biwariqikum hādhihi
So send one of you with this your silver coin
The noun ( َﻭو ِﺭرﻕقwariq) is masculine in form while the demonstrative pronoun ( ٰﻫﮬﮪھَ ِﺬ ِﻩهhadhihi)
is feminine. However, Arab grammarians offer an explanation for this seeming
discrepancy. The noun ( َﻭو ِﺭرﻕقwariq) is a ‘broken plural’; according to Wright, broken
plurals are “all of the feminine gender.”121 However, broken plurals can be used as a
masculine “only by a constructio ad sensum” as in 18:19 above.122 As Holmstedt points
out, the pronoun in Leviticus 25:33 disagrees in gender with its referent:
ִכּי ָב ֵתּי ָע ֵרי ַה ְלוִ יִּ ם ִהוא ֲא ֻחזָּ ָתם
For the houses of the cities of the Levites—it (is) their possession
The pronoun  ִהואis feminine and singular while its referent  ָב ֵתיis masculine and plural.
Kautzsch argues that while the pronoun emphatically resumes the subject, the pronoun is
“attracted to the predicate” in gender and number. Kautzsch likely sees this attraction
stemming from the pronoun connecting the subject and predicate.123 In light of the
subject-verb disagreement in Arabic and biblical Hebrew (see n. 117 above), the
disagreement between the pronoun and its referent should be of no concern.124
121

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:§306 (emphasis original).

122

Ibid. (italics added). In Arabic there are two types of plurals: ‘sound’ and ‘broken.’ ‘Sound
plurals’ are those plural words that retain the vowels and consonants of their respective singular forms
(ibid., 1:§300). ‘Broken plurals’ are “more or less altered from the singular by the addition or elision of
consonants, or the change of vowels” (ibid.). Sound and broken plurals also differ in meaning. Sound
plurals refer to “several distinct individuals of a genus” (ibid., §306). Broken plurals, on the other hand,
refer to a collective (ibid.). For other reasons why the pronoun may differ in gender with its antecedent, see
Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§124; Howell, Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language,
1:546.
123

Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §141h, 145u. See also Joüon,
Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §149c. Both Gesenius-Kautzsch and Joüon-Muraoka
provide various reasons why the pronoun may disagree with regard to gender with its antecedent. The Van
Dyke Arabic translation of Lev 25:33 also has the female third person pronoun ( ِﻫﮬﮪھ َﻲhiya).
124

Holmstedt explains that the attraction of the pronoun to the predicate is explained by way of
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Moreover, the ancient versions—especially the LXX and the Vulgate—
demonstrate that the pronoun is not a copula.125 Take for example Deuteronomy 4:35:
ֹלהים ֵאין עו ֺד ִמ ְל ַבדּו ֺ׃
֑ ִ ַא ָתּה ָה ְר ֵא ָת ָל ַד ַעת ִכּי יְ הוָ ה הוּא ָה ֱא
You—you were shown to know that the Lord—He (is) God. (There is) none besides
Him.
The LXX picks up the pronoun  הוּאand renders it with οὗτος:
ὥστε εἰδῆσαί σε ὅτι κύριος ὁ θεός σου, οὗτος θεός ἐστιν, καὶ οὐκ ἔστιν ἔτι πλὴν αὐτοῦ.
Thus you to know that the Lord your God, This One is God, and there is not except
Him.
The Vulgate translates  הוּאwith the emphatic ipse:
ut scires quoniam Dominus ipse est Deus et non est alius praeter unum
the demonstrative pronoun. Demonstrative pronouns, according to Holmstedt, connect with their referents
in a manner different from anaphoric pronouns: demonstratives have a “spatial deictic nature.” Holmstedt
applies Holger Diessel’s definition of this spatial deictic function: the “relative distance” of someone,
something, or some place with respect to the “deictic center,” usually the location of the speaker.
According to Holmstedt, the tendency of demonstratives to point to the predicate is due to this spatial
deictic function. Therefore, Holmstedt posits that pronouns—as in Lev 25:33—that agree with the
predicate rather than the subject are likely related to demonstratives. He concludes, since third person
pronouns “may have had a demonstrative origin,” third person pronouns may have developed along the
same lines of the demonstrative copula. He cites Gen 27:21 as an example of a demonstrative copula:
ם־לֹא
ֽ ה ַא ָ ֥תּה ֶז֛ה ְבּ ִנ֥י ֵע ָ ֖שׂו ִא.
ַ Holmstedt translates this clause: “You . . . (are) my son Esau, or no?” (Holmstedt,
“Nexus between Textual Criticism and Linguistics,” 487). Holmstedt misunderstands the function of the
demonstrative pronoun. In biblical Hebrew, demonstrative pronouns may serve either as the initiator of a
nominal clause or in qualifier apposition to a noun. When the demonstrative  זֶ הis in apposition it often
attaches the alerting he: מּוֹעד ַהזֶּ ה
ֵ ( ַלGen 17:21). See also Gen 7:1, 11; 12:7; 15:7; 18:25; Exod 1:18; 2:9;
Deut 1:6. Substituting for substantives, demonstrative pronouns also function as the announcement or
initiator of a nominal clause, as in Gen 5:1: ( זֶ ה ֵס ֶפר תּו ְֺלד ֹת ָא ָדםFuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax,
§20c). Likewise, the Arabic demonstrative is not a copula; rather, it functions in apposition and as a
substantive (Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§136b). See 3:5e in chap. 3 regarding
apposition. In interrogative statements, the demonstrative  זֶ הis usually attached to words “in a manner
often not reproducible in Engl. idiom,” adding to the question “directness and force” (BDB, 261c). In
Holmstedt’s example, Gen 27:21, the demonstrative  זֶ הis functioning not as a copula, but strengthens the
interrogative statement that is introduced by the interrogative particle ה: “are you really my son Esau?” See
Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §57; Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley,
§136c. Joüon-Muraoka, however, notes that  זֶ הis added to interrogative words “without any notable
change in meaning” (Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §143g). Compare the function
of  זֶ הwith the Arabic demonstrative pronoun ( َﺫذﺍاdhā “this”). Wright notes that the pronoun dhā is often
added to the interrogatives ( َﻣﻦman “who”) and ( َﻣﺎmā “what”) “to render the interrogation more lively”
(Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§170). Moreover, the accents prevent the demonstrative in
Gen 27:21 from functioning as a copula. In order for Holmstedt’s argument to work, the construction of
Genesis 27:21 should be that of a casus pendens, according to his criteria. The accents for casus pendens
follow a pattern different from that found in Holmstedt’s example of Gen 27:21 (see table 2 below). If the
construction in Gen 27:21 was a casus pendens construction, a strong disjunctive accent would be expected
on ה ַא ָתּה,
ַ grouping  זֶ הwith the following words. Holmstedt’s own example fails to support his argument.
125

The Targums mirror the constructions in the Masoretic Text.
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That you may know that God, Himself is God and there is not another except Him.
The LXX and the Vulgate also translate the pronoun even if it disagrees in person with
the pronominal subject. Consider Nehemiah 9:6:
ַא ָתּה־הוּא יְ הוָ ה ְל ַב ֶדְּך
You (are) He—the Lord alone.
Notice how the LXX translates the pronoun, demonstrating the emphasis of the
statement:
Σὺ εἶ αὐτὸς κύριος µόνος
You are He, the Lord alone.
The Vulgate reads,
tu ipse Domine solus
You (are) He alone, O God.
The ancient versions give no indication that the pronoun —הוּאwhen it separates the
subject and predicate in verbless nominal clauses—functions as a copula element. The
ancient versions clearly reflect traditional Semitic syntax; the copula pronoun theory
cannot be substantiated.
The pronoun  הוּאin Genesis 2:14c is a separating pronoun, not a copula.126
126

Bandstra’s translation of this clause is correct: “And the fourth river, it is Perat.” Bandstra
does not label the pronoun as a copula. It appears that he sees the casus pendens construction in this clause,
though he does not specifically label it so (Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 131, 138-39). Regarding the copula in
Semitic languages, Ihab Griess—in personal conversations with Russell Fuller—explains that while Arabic
does not have a to be verb, the copula is “under the surface.” Personal conversation with Russell Fuller on
February 12, 2014. In his analysis of the relevance of Arabic in biblical Hebrew grammar, Griess seems to
indicate that pronouns and the verb  היהare used as copulas. He writes, “This copula can be an obvious
one, in the form of the verb היָ ה,
ָ or an implied one in the form of a personal pronoun.” He goes on to
explain that these “copula pronouns” may function as a verb “because of the peculiar way in which the verb
‘to be’ is encoded in them in these particular types of structures” (Griess, Syntactical Comparisons, 259).
Fuller, who often confers with Griess regarding Arabic grammar, explains that Griess agrees with
traditional Arabic grammar: pronouns are not copulas and Semitic does not have a copula verb. Fuller goes
on to explain that Griess uses the term ‘copula’ in his analysis because he has the English reader in mind:
many of these types of clauses are easily translated into English with “to be” (personal conversation with
Russell Fuller on February 12, 2014). Like Griess, Ewald explains that the pronoun הוּא, in verbless
nominal clauses, “indicates” the ‘to be’ verb (Ewald, Syntax of the Hebrew Language, trans. Kennedy, 135).
Driver emphasizes that the pronoun is not a copula. In the example ֺ ( יְ הוָ ה הוּא נַ ֲח ָלתוDeut 10:9; 18:2),
Driver stresses that ֺ “ הוּא נַ ֲח ָלתוis a complete sentence; and the pronoun here merely resumes the subj. with
emphasis.” He continues, “the copula is not expressed by the pronoun, but is understood: in translating,
however, it is generally convenient to drop the pronoun, and hence the substantive verb seems to be its only
representative” (Driver, Treatise, 270; italics are original).
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The pronoun  הוּאseparates the two definite nouns  ַהנָּ ָהרand פ ָרת,
ְ indicating that the
nominal clause is a statement and not apposition. More specifically, 2:14c is a type of
casus pendens construction.
In casus pendens a noun is suspended and appears to be out of place with the
following clause. The suspended noun is resumed in the following nominal or verbal
clause. The verb of the verbal clause, or the noun of the nominal clause, according to
Semitic grammarians, is “preoccupied” with the resumed noun/pronoun. Casus pendens,
therefore, is labeled ‘preoccupation’; in Arabic the term is ( ﺇإِ ْﺷﺘِﻐَﺎﻝلishtighāl,
“preoccupation”).127 In 2:14c, the separating pronoun  הוּאresumes the suspended
substantive יעי
ִ הנָּ ָהר ָה ְר ִב.
ַ The proper name  ְפ ָרתis “preoccupied” with the pronoun הוּא.
The pronoun  הוּאfunctions as the initiator of the second nominal clause הוּא ְפ ָרת, which
in turn serves as the announcement of the entire casus pendens construction.
The accents corroborate the casus pendens construction and prevent the
pronoun  הוּאfrom being read as a copula. In a casus pendens construction, the suspended
substantive is given the strongest disjunctive accent in the segment. In 2:14c (see table 2
below), the suspended substantive יעי
ִ  ַהנָּ ָהר ָה ְר ִבis given the strongest disjunctive accent in
the silluq segment: the tiphcha. The tiphcha separates the suspended substantive from
הוּא ְפ ָרת, itself a nominal clause. The pronoun  הוּאresumes the suspended substantive
and functions as the initiator of the nominal clause. It is connected with its
announcement  ְפ ָרבwith the conjunctive accent merecha; nominal clauses consisting of
127

Griess, Syntactical Comparisons, 232-33; ִFuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §14;
Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §156a. The retrospective pronoun of causus pendens
differs from the retrospective pronoun in a relative clause. The retrospective pronoun of relative clauses
defines the role of the antecedent in the relative clause; the suspended noun and the retrospective noun/
pronoun of casus pendens is an emphatic construction. Kautzsch warns his readers that casus pendens in
biblical Hebrew syntax should not be understood as an anacoluthon. The “principal subject” is not “as it
were, floating in the air.” Kautzsch contends that casus pendens are “to the Semitic mind . . . correctly
formed as ordinary noun- and verbal-clauses” (Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley,
§143c n2). Driver echoes the validity of the casus pendens construction in Semitic grammar. He argues
that biblical Hebrew utilizes casus pendens to prominently highlight the subject by placing it at the
forefront of the clause, and to avoid “an unwieldy sentence” (Driver, Treatise, 265).
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two words are typically joined with a conjunctive accent.128

Table 2. Accentual pattern in casus pendens
֥הוּא ְפ ָ ֽרת

יעי
֖ ִ וְ ַהנָּ ָ ֥הר ָ ֽה ְר ִב

Announcement of the entire nominal clause.

Subject of the entire nominal clause.

Separating pronoun הוּא: retrospective

Suspended noun of casus pendens.

pronoun, pointing back to suspended noun;
initiator of the second nominal clause.
פ ָרת:
ְ preoccupied with  ;הוּאannouncement
of the second nominal clause.

2:16c [אכל׃
ֽ ֵ ֹ ]א ֥כֹל תּ
ָ
The infinitive absolute often functions as the accusative of absolute object—
ْ ( ﺍاَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﻔﻌُﻮ ُﻝل ْﭐٱﻟ ُﻤal-maf‘ūlu l-muṭlaqu), or ( ﺍاَ ْﻟ َﻤﺼْ َﺪ ُﺭرl-maṣdaru).129 It is absolute in that it does
ُ َ ﻄﻠ
ﻖ
not limit the verb by a person or thing (direct object), and it does not limit the verb by
time, place, or manner (adverbial accusative).130 Ibn Barūn describes the absolute object
as the “truest object” for it is the very action brought about by the subject.131
When the absolute object is undefined by adjectives and adverbs, it serves to
128

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §14a n49.

129

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§26; Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax,

§13b.
130

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §13b.

131

Ibn Barūn highlights the importance of the absolute object even in Arabic grammar: “Hence
al-Mubarrad and other Arab grammarians consider it prior to all other objects” (Wechter, Ibn Barūn’s
Arabic Works, 52). See also Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:§195; Griess, Syntactical
Comparisons, 139-43.
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emphasize, strengthen, or magnify, the verb.132 For example, chapter 56:4 of the Qur’an
reads:
ﺖ ْﭐٱﻷَﺭرْ ﺽضُ َﺭر ًّﺟﺎ
ِ ﺇإِ َﺫذﺍا ُﺭر ﱠﺟ
’idhā rujjati l-’arḍu rajjan
When the earth will be shaken a shaking
The absolute object  َﺭر ًّﺟﺎrajjan strengthens the idea of the verb. A smoother translation
reads: “When the earth will be greatly shaken.”133 Also, the infinitive absolute
strengthens the verb in Genesis 22:17:
י־ב ֵרָך ֲא ָב ֶר ְכָך וְ ַה ְר ָבּה ַא ְר ֶבּה ֶאת־זַ ְר ֲעָך
ָ ִכּ
For a blessing I will bless you and a multiplying I will multiply your seed
A smoother translation reads: “I will greatly bless you and I will abundantly multiply
your seed.”134
In Genesis 2:16c,  ָאכֹלis the pure object brought about by the agent of the verb.
The absolute object emphasizes its verb: “an eating you shall eat,” or “you shall certainly
eat.” The Lord emphasizes that Adam may eat from all the trees of the garden.135
2:17b [אכ֖ל ִמ ֶ ֑מּנּוּ
ַ ֹ ]לֹא ת
֥
In prohibitions such as this, the negative particle  לֹאwith the imperfect
indicative is a stronger negation than  ַאלwith the jussive.  לֹאwith the indicative demands
132

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§26a; Howell, Grammar of the Classical
Arabic Language, 1:140-41; Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §131l-q; Joüon,
Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §123d; Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §13b,c, e.
The absolute object also functions adverbially, explaining or illustrating the manner or quality of action.
The illustrating absolute object is usually employed with other infinitive absolutes, participles, or adjectives
(Griess, Syntactical Comparisons, 140; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§26b; Fuller and Choi,
Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §13e-i).
133

See also 4:164; 80:25; 89:21 of the Qur’an.

134

See also Gen 16:10; 18:10; Exod 3:7; Num 13:30; 15:35.

135

The LXX expresses the absolute object of Hebrew with the dative: βρώσει φάγῃ. F. C.
Conybeare and St. George Stock, Grammar of Septuagint Greek (1905; repr., Peabody, MA: Hendrickson
Publishers, 1995), §61; Herbert Weir Smyth, Greek Grammar, rev. ed., rev. Gordon M. Messing
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1963), §1577.
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obedience.136
2:17d []מו ֺת ָתּ ֽמוּת׃
֥
The absolute object  מו ֺתemphasizes the verb: “you will absolutely die.”137
2:18b [ֺ א־טו ֺב ֱהי֥ ו ֺת ָ ֽה ָא ָ ֖דם ְל ַב ֑דּו
֛ ֹ ]ל
Bandstra categorizes the infinitival clause ֺ  ֱהיו ֺת ָה ָא ָדם ְל ַבדּוas an embedded
clause. He writes, “Before being embedded, this clause would have been, the human is to
himself, i.e. the human is alone.”138 How this analysis contributes to the understanding of
the nominal clause in 2:18b is not clear; the translation of the unembedded infinitival
clause is not necessary. The infinitival clause is a substantival clause, which functions in
the place of a genitive, accusative, or nominative.139 In 2:18b, the substantival clause is
functioning in the place of the nominative and is the initiator of the nominal clause: “the
existing of the man by himself (is) not good.”140
2:18c [הּ־לּו ֺ ֵ ֖עזֶ ר ְכּנֶ גְ ֽדּו ֺ׃
֥ ]א ֱע ֶשׂ
ֶֽ
The verb  ֶא ֱע ֶשׂהis possibly a hidden cohortative, adding emphasis to the will
and intention of the Lord. This verb could also be translated as a simple future indicative,
but even this expresses to some degree the intention or volition of the Lord.

136

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §42a.

137

ُ َﻣﻮْ ﻳﯾًﺎ ﻳﯾَ ُﻤ
The Van Dyke Arabic translation also emphasizes the verb with an absolute object: ﻮﺕت
(mawtan yamūtu). As in 2:16c, the LXX has the cognate dative: θανάτῳ ἀποθανεῖσθε. The Vulgate has the
cognate ablative: morte morieris (Conybeare and Stock, Grammar of Septuagint Greek, §61).
138

Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 146.

139

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §39.

140

In 2:18b the announcement  לֹא־טו ֺבprecedes the initiator. The announcement must precede
the initiator when the announcement is emphatic; the negative particle  לֹאemphasizes ( טו ֺבFuller and Choi,
Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §11ff, §41g).
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2:19e [ ֺא־לו
֑ ] ִל ְר ֖או ֺת ַמה־יִּ ְק ָר
The  ל+ infinitive construct introduces a purpose clause, stating God’s intention
for bringing the animals and birds to Adam. The verbal clause ֺ  ַמה־יִּ ְק ָרא־לוis a
substantival clause functioning as the accusative of direct object to the infinitive
construct.141
The interrogative pronoun  ַמהis the interrogative pronoun for things: “what
name.” This pronoun may occur in in the nominative, genitive, or accusative; in 2:19e,
the pronoun is the accusative of direct object to the following verb.142 The prepositional
phrase ֺ  לוmay be an improper object, substituting for an accusative of direct object.143
2:19f [א־לו ֺ ֽ ָה ָא ָ ֛דם ֶנ ֶ֥פשׁ ַח ָיּ֖ה ֥הוּא ְשׁ ֽמו ֺ׃
֧ ]וְ כֹ ֩ל ֲא ֶ֨שׁר יִ ְק ָר
The noun  כֹלis in the nominative, functioning as the initiator of the nominal
clause. The  ֲא ֶשׁרclause is a substantival clause, standing in the place of the genitive to
the noun כֹל.144
Bandstra is correct that  נֶ ֶפשׁ ַחיָּ הrefers back to ֺ לו. But how can this conclusion
be justified? A proper understanding of the accents enables the reader to correctly
analyze the function of this phrase in the relative clause. The Masoretes often employed
the accents to mark off parenthetical statements. A parenthetical statement is marked on
the right by a subordinate accent, and is marked on the left by the subordinate’s
141

As in 2:18b, Bandstra translates the verbal clause before it is embedded in the infinitival
clause (Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 150). Again, this does not contribute to the understanding of the clause.
142

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §56f, j. Blau emphasizes that the interrogative
pronouns  ִמיand  ַמהare substantival, they “do not refer to a head but are the heads themselves” (Blau,
Phonology and Morphology of Biblical Hebrew, 185). Based on his examples, it appears that Blau labels
the initiator of a nominal clause “head.” This coincides with Semitic grammar. Wright notes that when the
Arabic interrogative pronouns “ َﻣ ْﻦwho?” and “ َﻣﺎwhat?” stand alone, they also take the nominative,
genitive, or accusative cases (Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:§353).
143

A preposition with its genitive standing in the place of an accusative of direct object is
called an ‘improper object’ (Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §13s).
144

See Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §39; Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar,
trans. Cowley, §138e; Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §158l, m. See also Ruth 1:8d
in chap. 4, for  ֲא ֶשׁרas a substantival clause.
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governing accent.145 In 2:19f, the parenthesis is marked on the right by the tebir, and on
the left by the tebir’s governing accent, the tiphcha:
א־לו ֺ ֽ ָה ָא ָ ֛דם ] ֶנ ֶ֥פשׁ ַח ָיּ֖ה [ ֥הוּא ְשׁ ֽמו ֺ׃
֧ וְ כֹ ֩ל ֲא ֶ֨שׁר יִ ְק ָר
And all which the man called to it (namely, the living things)—it (is) its name
The nominal clause resumes with a separating pronoun הוּא, absolutely
identifying the name given by Adam with the named animal.
2:20c [א־מ ָ ֥צא ֵ ֖עזֶ ר ְכּנֶ גְ ֽדּו ֺ׃
ָ ֹ ]וּל ָא ָ ֕דם ֽל
ְ
The verbal clause is preceded by the prepositional phrase ל ָא ָדם,ְ placing the
emphasis on Adam. The accents highlight the contrast by positioning the heaviest
disjunctive accent of the tiphcha segment on ל ָא ָדם,ְ the zaqeph gadol.146 The vav
introduces an adversative clause, contrasting 2:20b and 2:20c. Although Adam saw and
named every living being, and saw that that every animal was paired male and female, he
did not find anyone corresponding to himself.
Bandstra translates “ ְל ָא ָדםand for the man.”147 Although he is correct in that
the prepositional phrase refers back to the same person in 2:20a, Bandstra’s translation
requires a qamets under the lamed. Most likely  ָא ָדםshould be understood as the proper
name Adam.148
145

William Wickes, A Treatise on the Accentuation of the Twenty-one So-Called Prose Books of
the Old Testament (1970; repr., Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2010), 42-43; Russell T. Fuller and
Kyoungwon Choi, “Hebrew Accents,” in Biblical Hebrew Syntax: A Traditional Semitic Approach (Grand
Rapids: Kregel, forthcoming), §9.C.2.
146

Wickes, Accentuation of the Twenty-One So-Called Prose Books, 47; Fuller and Choi,
“Accents,” §9.A.1. See also Gen 24:21 and Num 14:32. A heavy disjunctive accent is also placed on the
object when it precedes the verb: Gen 9:13; 2 Kgs 23:19.
147

Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 148, 153-54. However, in his analysis of the function of each word
in the clause he renders the prepositional phrase “and to a human” (ibid., 153). It is not clear how he
moves from this to his final translation “for the man.” He does note on p. 154 that there is no article on
( ָא ָדםibid., 154). The editor of Genesis in BHS, O. Eissfeldt, wants to emend the text to read ָל ָא ָדם
apparently to avoid the reading “to Adam.” But the text and the context make it clear that the particular
individual—Adam, the first created human being—is in view.
148

This is how the LXX, Vulgate, NASB, KJV, ESV, NIV, and JPS translate the prepositional
phrase.  ָא ָדםdoes occur without the article when used as a proper name (Gen 3:17, 21). The ASV renders
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The agent of the verb  ָמ ָצאis not clear. The agent could be ֹלהים
ִ  ;יְ הוָ ה ֱאin 2:19d
the Lord brings the animals to Adam to see what he would name them. After all the
animals passed before Adam, it was the Lord who saw that there was no helper for Adam.
However, the agent of the verb  ָמ ָצאin 2:20c may also be the indefinite
personal subject: “It was not found for Adam.”149 In English, for example, the indefinite
subject is found in sentences like “They say an apple a day keeps the doctor away.” In
Arabic and in Hebrew, the 3ms verb is often used when the subject is indefinite. For
example, in Genesis 11:9 the subject is not known:
ל־כּן ָק ָרא ְשׁ ָמהּ ָבּ ֶבל
ֵ ַע
Therefore, one called its name Babel.

150

The indefinite subject is more clearly expressed in biblical Hebrew and in Arabic with a
definite or indefinite participle—of the same root as the verb—functioning as the agent.151
Chapter 12:10 in the Qur’an reads:
ﻗَﺎ َﻝل ﻗَﺂﺋِ ٌﻞ ﱢﻣ ْﻨﻬﮭُﻢ
qāla qā’ilun minhum
One who says said among them152
Likewise, in biblical Hebrew, Numbers 6:9 reads:
וְ ִכי־יָמוּת ֵמת
And if one who dies dies

153

In the two examples above the participles are indefinite; Deuteronomy 17:6 provides an
example with a definite participle:
יוּמת ַה ֵמּת
ַ ֹלשׁה ֵע ִדים
ָ ל־פּי ְשׁנַ יִם ֵע ִדים או ֺ ְשׁ
ִ ַע
Upon the mouth of two witnesses or three witnesses, the one who dies will be put to
the prepositional phrase “but for man,” the singular collective for mankind.
149

This is how the NASB, NIV, ESV, KJV, and ASV understand the verbal clause in 2:20c.

150

See also Gen 16:14; 19:22; Exod 15:23; 2 Sam 2:16.

151

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:132; Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar,
trans. Cowley, §144d-e; Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §155d.
152

See also 18:19; 37:51; 70:1

153

See also Amos 9:1.
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death.154
Most likely the verb  ָמ ָצאin 2:20c is a verb with an indefinite subject (the participle is
implied): “but for Adam, (a finder) did not find a helper corresponding to him.”155
In 2:20c the vav-consecutive chain is interrupted by the prepositional phrase
ל ָא ָדם.ְ To continue the past tense, completed action communicated by the previous vavconsecutives, the perfect of  ָמ ָצאis used to 2:20c.156
2:21c []וַ יִּ ַ ֗קּח ַא ַח ֙ת ִמ ַצּ ְלע ָֹ֔תיו
The numeral  ֶא ָחדfunctions more adjectivally than other numerals; however, it
functions as a substantive when followed by the preposition מן.
ִ 157 The numeral is the
accusative of direct object to the verb יִ ַקּח. The prepositional phrase  ִמ ַצּ ְלע ָֹתיוis in proper
annexation to  ַא ַחתwith an explicit partitive מן:
ִ “one from a rib of him.”158
2:23b [וּב ָ ֖שׂר ִמ ְבּ ָשׂ ִ ֑רי
ָ ]ז ֹאת ַה ֗ ַפּ ַעם ֶ ֚ע ֶצם ֵ ֽמ ֲע ָצ ַ֔מי
֣
The demonstrative pronoun  זֹאתwithout the alerting  הoften functions as the
initiator of a nominal clause. Functioning as the initiator in 2:23b,  זֹאתalso refers back to
 ִא ָשּׁהin 2:22. The noun  ַפּ ַעםis functioning adverbially, expressing time in the nominal
clause: “This, now.”
The article on  ַפּ ַעםis a definite article, of which there are two types: particular
and generic. The particular definite article sets apart a noun from its class; the generic
definite article refers to a group or class without singling out a certain individual from
that group or class. The particular definite article is often used to refer to a noun that is
154

See also Num 15:4; Deut 22:8; 2 Sam 17:9; Isa 16:10; 28:4; Jer 9:23; Ezek 33:4.

155

This reading is supported by the LXX and Vulgate. Both versions have passive verbs:
εὑρέθη and inveniebatur, respectively.
156

Notice that the nominal clause in 2:19f also breaks the vav-consecutive chain; it also uses
the perfect of  היהto indicate past, completed action.
157

See Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §142d.

158

See Gen 2:4a above.
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present to a speaker, as in Genesis 31:48:
וּבינְ ָך ַהיּו ֺם
ֵ אמר ָל ָבן ַהגַּ ל ַהזֶּ ה ֵעד ֵבּינִ י
ֶ ֹ וַ יּ
And Laban said, “This heap—a witness between me and between you this day.”
The article on  גַּ לis the definite article of presence because the heap is present and in the
mind of the speaker, Laban. The article on  יו ֺםis also the particular definite article of
presence. The article of presence is often used on nouns of time to indicate present time:
“this day.” In Genesis 2:23b, the article on  ַפּ ַעםis the particular definite article of
presence: “now.” Delitzsch comments on this clause: “When reviewing the animals the
man found himself again and again disappointed, he fell asleep longing for a companion;
his desire was now suddenly fulfilled.”159
The main break of 2:23 falls on the appositive  ִמ ְבּ ָשׂ ִריwith the athnach. The
logical placement of the main break would be after ה ָא ָדם,
ָ to set off the direct speech of
Adam. However, the main break is often delayed to emphasize the speaker’s main point,
rather than to set off the direct speech.160 The placement of the athnach puts the weight
on Adam’s statement that he has finally found one like himself.
2:25a [רוּמּים
ִ֔ יה ֙ם ֲע
ֶ ֵ]וַ ִ ֽיּ ְהי֤ וּ ְשׁנ
The numeral יהם
ֶ ֵ ְשׁנis a substantive in the nominative; it is the agent of the verb
יִ ְהיוּ. The adjective רוּמּים
ִ  ֲעis the accusative of situation: “and the two of them existed in
the status of naked.” See Genesis 3:1a in chapter 3 below for more detail on  היהand the
accusative of situation.

159

Franz Delitzsch, A New Commentary on Genesis, trans. Taylor (New York: Scribner &
Welford, 1889), 1:143-44. In contrast, Driver and BDB contend that the demonstrative pronoun  זֹאתrefers
to ה ַפּ ַעם:
ַ “now at length.” BDB, 822a; S. R. Driver, The Book of Genesis: With Introduction and Notes
(London: Methuen and Company, 1904), 43. But, as noted by Delitzsch,  ַה ַפּ ַעםalready has the idea of
“now, this time” without the demonstrative (Gen 29:35; 30:20; 46:30) (Delitzsch, New Commentary on
Genesis, trans. Taylor, 1:144).
160

Wickes, Accentuation of the Twenty-One So-Called Prose Books, 35.
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2:25b [ֺ ]ה ָא ָ ֖דם וְ ִא ְשׁ ֑תּו
ָֽ
This is a parenthetical statement, clearly identifying the agent of the verb יהם
ֶ ְֵשׁנ
in 2:25a: “The two of them, namely the man [or Adam] and his wife, existed in the status
of naked.” The parenthesis is marked off on the right by the zaqeph on רוּמּים
ִ ע,ֲ and on the
left by the athnach on ֺ וְ ִא ְשׁתּו:161
יִתבּ ָ ֹֽשׁשׁוּ׃
ְ רוּמּים ] ָ ֽה ָא ָ ֖דם וְ ִא ְשׁ ֑תּו ֺ [ וְ ֖לֹא
ִ֔ יה ֙ם ֲע
ֶ ֵוַ ִ ֽיּ ְהי֤ וּ ְשׁנ
And the two of them existed in the status of naked—namely, Adam and his wife—
and they were not ashamed.
Conclusion
This chapter provided a grammatical analysis of Genesis chapter 2 according
to a traditional Semitic grammar. Many comparisons with Arabic grammar were made to
illustrate how Arabic informs and instructs biblical Hebrew grammar. Arabic categories
such as the accusative of specification and other case functions were demonstrated to be
legitimate categories for biblical Hebrew. Traditional Semitic terms ‘initiator,’ ‘agent,’
and ‘announcement’—terms used to describe nominal and verbal clauses—were
introduced. Various uses of the Hebrew article were presented: the generic use of the
definite article; the dominant use of the non-definite article. Moreover, the descriptions
on the function of the accents were given to illustrate how they inform interpretation.
Chapter 2 also provided numerous interactions with various linguists to
demonstrate how their methods misunderstand biblical Hebrew. Barry Bandstra’s
commentary on Genesis provided the main source of interaction. In 2:4 the masoretic
accents confirm that Bandstra’s division of verses 4 and 5 is not possible. In 2:6,
Bandstra’s strict adherence to the non-past tense of the imperfect verb leads him to mistranslate the frequentative imperfect verbs. In 2:10, Bandstra also incorrectly explains
that the biblical Hebrew participle functions at times as a finite verb. Bandstra’s
conclusion led to a more expansive interaction with other linguists who argue in favor of
161

See 2:19f above for another example of a parenthetical statement.
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describing the participle as a finite verb. It was demonstrated that neither Arabic nor
biblical Hebrew describe the participle in this manner; the Semitic participle is a verbal
noun that describes a person or thing in a fixed state. Arabic also demonstrated the
importance of knowing the case system—which is still extant in biblical Hebrew—and
indicated the error of categorizing  הוּאas a copula. In each instance, Arabic provided the
categories and definitions needed to clearly understand these issues in biblical Hebrew.
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CHAPTER 3
GRAMMATICAL ANALYSES AND METHODOLOGICAL
COMPARISONS BASED ON GENESIS 3:1-24
This chapter analyzes Genesis 3 according to a traditional Semitic approach.
Like chapter 2, this chapter provides traditional categories and terms used to describe
biblical Hebrew grammar, but it also includes interactions with biblical Hebrew
grammarians who apply linguistic principles. Bandstra’s commentary on Genesis
continues to serve as the basis of comparison between the traditional approach and newer
linguistic methods. The analysis of Genesis chapter 3 does not include all twenty-four
verses. Verses are selected to highlight particular points of traditional Hebrew grammar,
or to contrast traditional and linguistic methodologies/conclusions.
Grammatical Analysis
The division of verses into smaller sections typically follows the breaks
marked by the stronger disjunctive accents athnach, zaqeph, and tiphcha. The divisions
serve as a means for quick reference.
3:1a []וְ ַהנָּ ָח ֙שׁ ָה ָי֣ה ָע ֔רוּם
Bandstra describes the function of  היהas a “relational process,” a process that
“sets up a relationship between two items.”1 The relationship may be established by
placing two nouns in juxtaposition, or by connecting the two nouns with היה. The
relational process may ascribe a quality to a noun, or provide the identity of someone or
1

Barry Bandstra, Genesis 1-11: A Handbook on the Hebrew Text, Baylor Handbook on the
Bible Series (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2008), 13.
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something.2 According to Bandstra’s description, the nominal clause in Genesis 3:1a
attributes the quality of “crafty” to the snake: the snake=crafty. Bandstra’s analysis
follows recent descriptions of the Hebrew nominal clause and the use of היה.
Recent linguistic Hebraists, such as Christo van der Merwe, Jackie Naudé, and
Jan Kroeze, define the nominal clause as a verbless clause with an implied “to be” verb.
In the glossary of their reference grammar, however, they also seem to imply that the
nominal clause may include the copula היה.3 Bruce Waltke and Michael O’Connor also
formally define nominal clauses as verbless clauses, and all of their examples of nominal
clauses lack היה.4 In their discussion on apposition, they do seem to indicate that  היהmay
be used to join a substantive and a noun.5 Waltke and O’Connor categorize  היהas a
2

Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 13.

3

Christo H. J. van der Merwe, Jackie A. Naudé, and Jan H. Kroeze, A Biblical Hebrew
Reference Grammar, Biblical Languages: Hebrew 3 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000), 63, 356,
361. In their formal definition of ‘nominal clause’ they state that the copula “has to be inserted in English”;
it appears that they are describing only nominal clauses without ( היהibid., 361). However, in their
definition of “copula” they state that  היהis “often omitted,” indicating that it does function as a copula in
nominal clauses (ibid., 356).
4

Bruce K. Waltke and M. O’Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake,
IN: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 129-135. In fairness, older grammarians can also view  היהas a copula. In his
revision of Gesenius’ grammar, E. Rödiger writes, “More seldom the copula is expressed by the substantive
verb היָ ה.”
ָ He gives Gen 1:2 as an example: “and the earth was ()היְ ָתה
ֽ ָ waste and empty.” E. Rödiger,
Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, 14th ed., trans. T. J. Conant (New York: D. Appleton, 1846), §141. In
Kautzsch’s revision of Gesenius, Kautzsch argues that a connection between the subject and predicate may
be established “by the help of the verb היָ ה.”
ָ He states that in Gen 1:2 the verb  היהis used to describe a
state which “might also appear in the form of a pure noun-clause.” He notes that examples like Gen 1:2
“can scarcely be regarded as properly verbal clauses.” Moreover, he claims that in later Old Testament
books “ היהcomes very near to being a mere copula.” E. Kautzsch, ed., Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, 28th
ed., trans. A. E. Cowley, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), §141g, i. Heinrich Ewald states that היה
“gradually comes to be employed somewhat more freely, for our verb to be.” However, the verb “always
remains far from being identical with our modern verb to be.” Heinrich Ewald, Syntax of the Hebrew
Language of the Old Testament, trans. James Kennedy, Ancient Language Resources (1891; repr., Eugene,
OR: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 2004), 136, 137. Paul Joüon views  היהas a “copula with a temporal sense
like the English verb to be” in verses like Gen 1:2. Paul Joüon, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. T.
Muraoka, Subsidia Biblica 14 (Rome: Editrice Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 2000), §154m. On the other
hand, a more recent grammarian, Alviero Niccacci, writes, “the verb hyh is not a copula but a normal verb
since its presence is not optional in a main sentence.” Alviero Niccacci, “Simple Nominal Clause (SNC) or
Verbal Clause in Biblical Hebrew Prose,” Zeitschrift für Althebraistik 6, no. 2 (1993):216.
5

Waltke and O’Connor, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 228.
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“dummy verb,” basing their conclusion on the work of John Lyons. The “dummy verb”
is required in a verbless clause “to mark in the surface structure tense, mood, or aspect.”6
Cameron Sinclair expands on Waltke and O’Connor’s conclusions regarding
היה. Sinclair argues that like the English “to be,”  היהmay have glosses “different from
those associated with their uses as copulas.”7 Sinclair maintains that “being,”
“occurring,” and “existing” are glosses that are needed when a clause with  היהhas no
predicate, or a prepositional phrase replaces an “overt predicate complement.”8
In 3:1a,  וְ ַהנָּ ָחשׁ ָהיָ ה ָערוּםis a nominal clause furnishing a description of ;הנָּ ָחשׁ
ַ
however, linguistic Hebraists misunderstand the function of היָ ה.
ָ As mentioned in
Genesis 2:7d in chapter 2,  היהis not a copula verb like the English “to be,” or the Greek
εἰµί.9 The verb  היהdoes not make statements of “A=B in some way,” as the nominal
clause implies; rather, the verb means “to exist, to happen.” The meaning of  היהis not a
mere gloss when “to be” does not work. “To be” is often helpful in providing a smooth
English translation. However, the smooth translation “to be” does not reflect an accurate
Semitic understanding of the verb.
The biblical Hebrew  היהis virtually identical to the Arabic verb ( ﻛﺎﻥنkāna).
Kāna is not an abstract or substantive verb that “unites the predicate with the subject of a
nominal sentence, . . . but, like all other verbs, [it is] an attributive, ascribing to the
6

Waltke and O’Connor, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 72; John Lyons, Introduction
to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: University Press, 1971), 322-23.
7

Cameron Sinclair, “Are Nominal Clauses a Distinct Clausal Type?,” in The Verbless Clause in
Biblical Hebrew: Linguistic Approaches, ed. Cynthia L. Miller, Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic
1 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1999), 52.
8

Ibid., 53. For example, Jer 1:11, according to Sinclair, has a prepositional phrase as the
predicate: וַ יְ ִהי ְד ַבר־יְ הוָ ה ֵא ַלי. Gen 1:5, however, does not have a predicate: י־ע ֶרב וַ יְ ִהי־ב ֶֹקר
ֶ וַ יְ ִה. He argues that
these verses require the glosses “happening,” or “occurring” (ibid.). These “glosses” demonstrate that
Sinclair must admit that  היהas a being verb does not work. The simplest explanation is that  היהis a real
verb.
9

W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language: Translated from the German of Caspari and
Edited With Numerous Additions and Corrections, 3rd ed., ed. W. Robertson Smith and M. J. de Goeje
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1951), 2:§122.
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subject the attribute of existence.”10 The verbs kāna and  היהare real verbs that express
real action: “to become,” “to exist.”11 The predicate of kāna is not in the nominative;
rather, the predicate is an adverbial accusative.12 Moreover, the predicate of kāna is
either an indefinite adjective or noun, or an indefinite participle.13 Take for example a
verse from the Qur’an in chapter 76:17:
ً َِﻭوﻳﯾُ ْﺴﻘَﻮْ ﻥنَ ﻓِﻴﯿﻬﮭَﺎ َﻛﺄْﺳًﺎ َﻛﺎﻥنَ ِﻣﺰَﺍا ُﺟﻬﮭَﺎ ﺯزَﻧ َﺠﺒ
ﻴﯿﻼ
wayus’qawna fīhā kā’san kāna mizājuhā zanjabīlan.
“And they will be made to drink a cup; its mixture exists in the status of ginger.”
The subject of kāna in 76:17 is ( ِﻣﺰَﺍا ُﺝجmizāhu “mixture”), which is in the nominative (-u).
ً ِ( ﺯزَﻧ َﺠﺒzanjabīlan
The predicate, which is in the accusative (-an), is the indefinite noun ﻴﯿﻼ
“ginger”). Furthermore, chapter 2:93 reads:
َﺇإِﻥن ُﻛﻨﺘُﻢ ﱡﻣ ْﺆ ِﻣﻨِﻴﯿﻦ
’in kuntum mu’minīna
“If you exist in the status of those who believe.”
10

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§122. Elsewhere Wright notes that kāna
(Ethiopian kōna) “does not occur in Hebrew in the sense of to be, exist, happen, though it is so used in
Syriac (rare) and Phœnician. The construction of the Æthiopic verb is the same as that of the Arabic; in the
other Semitic languages, which have lost the final flexional vowels, the case of the predicate cannot be
observed, but doubtless it was the accusative.—In Hebrew the radical  כוןretains its original signification of
to stand . . . and the place of َ َﻛﺎﻥنis supplied by  ָהיָ הor הוָ ה,
ָ Aram. הוָ א,
ֲ . . . of which the predicate must also
be looked upon as in the accusative” (ibid., 2:§41 Rem. d). Ihab Griess notes that  ָהיָ הis “the equivalent of
the Arabic ‘ﻛﺎﻥن.’” Ihab Joseph Griess, Syntactical Comparisons Between Classical Hebrew and Classical
Arabic: A Study Based on the Translation of Mohammad ‛Id’s Arabic Grammar (Lewiston, NY: The Edwin
Mellen Press, 2008), 87. William Wickes, concerning the predicate of  היהwrites, “In reality this word is,
as we learn from the Arabic, in the adverbial accusative.” He points out that Job 30:29 (יתי ְל ַתנִּ ים
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li’awlādi l-wuḥūshi “As a brother I have become to the children of wild beasts”). Furthermore, he writes,
Ps 122:2 (“ ע ְֹמדו ֺת ָהיוּ ַרגְ ֵלינוּAs standers their feet exists.”) is similar to the Arabic phrase ﻗَﺂ ِﺩد ًﻣﺎ َﻛﺎﻥنَ َﺯز ْﺑ ٌﺪ
(qā’iman kāna zabdun “In the status of a stander Zaydun exists.”). William Wickes, A Treatise on the
Accentuation of the Three So-Called Poetical Books of the Old Testament, (1970; repr., Eugene, OR: Wipf
& Stock, 2010), 44n16.
11

For example, Driver explains that  ָהיָ ה נַ ַערis literally translated “(he) existed as a youth.” נַ ַער
is in the accusative (Driver, Treatise, 204 n3).
12

Similar to Classical Arabic, َ َﻛﺎﻥنkāna in Modern Arabic is not a copula and takes an
accusative. Farhat J. Ziadeh and R. Bayly Winder, An Introduction to Modern Arabic (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1966), 75. See also Driver, Treatise, 204 n3; Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans.
Muraoka, §125w n1; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§42, §122.
13

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§44 Rem. C.
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In 2:93, the indefinite participle َ( ُﻣ ْﺆ ِﻣﻨِﻴﯿﻦmu’minīna “believers”) is in the accusative case
(-a).14
In biblical Hebrew,  היהis a verb and it takes a predicate in the accusative.15
Like kāna,  היהoften takes an indefinite participle as its predicate. For example, Genesis
37:2 reads,
ת־א ָחיו ַבּצֹּאן
ֶ ע־ע ְשׂ ֵרה ָשׁנָ ה ָהיָ ה ר ֶֹעה ֶא
ֶ ן־שׁ ַב
ְ יו ֵֺסף ֶבּ
Joseph, a son of seventeen years, existed in the status of a man who shepherds the
sheep with his brothers.16
 היהalso takes an indefinite adjective or indefinite noun as its predicate. For example, in
1 Samuel 3:1, the word of the Lord is described as rare in Israel:
ְוּד ַבר־יְ הוָ ה ָהיָ ה יָ ָקר ַבּיָּ ִמים
And the word of the Lord existed in the status of rare in those days.17
The predicate of  היהis often a prepositional phrase, indicating that the
predicate is in the place of the accusative.18 As the case endings were dropped,
prepositional phrases after  היהbegan to substitute for adverbial accusatives.19 Verses like
14

There are many examples in the Qur’an that demonstrate the proper grammatical
construction of clauses with kāna. The following examples occur first four chapters alone: 2:28, 31, 41, 65,
91, 98, 111, 140, 143, 184, 185, 196, 213, 248, 278, 282; 3:49, 67, 79, 93, 97, 103, 110, 139, 156, 159, 168,
175, 183; 4:1, 2, 6, 11, 12, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 43, 46, 47, 56, 58, 66,
72, 76, 86, 89, 92, 94, 96, 97. These examples include verses with indefinite nouns or participles in the
accusative.
15

Russell T. Fuller and Kyoungwon Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax: A Traditional Semitic
Approach (Grand Rapids: Kregel, forthcoming), §13aa n44; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language,
2:§41, §122; Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §125w n1; Driver, Treatise, 161n3;
Mortimer Sloper Howell, A Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language: Translated and Compiled from the
Works of the Most Approved Native or Naturalized Authorities (Allahabad, India: North-Western Provinces
and Outh Government Press, 1883-1911), 2-3:167.
16

Other examples include Gen 1:6; 4:2; 21:20; Exod 3:1; Lev 13:45; 15:19; Num 14:33; Deut
28:29; Josh 9:21; Judg 1:7; 11:10; 16:21; 1 Sam 2:11; 2 Sam 3:6, 17.
17

Other examples include Gen 10:8; 17:1; 24:41; 44:10; Exod 26:24; Lev 11:36, 44; Num 9:6;
15:40; 32:22; Deut 23:11; Josh 2:20; 2 Sam 6:22; 19:12; 22:24; I Kgs 9:8.
18

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §13ii.

19

Rödiger, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Conant, §87. Commenting on Gen 41:19 and
42:38, Isaac Jerusalmi notes that the “ לshould not be taken too literally, because it has an Adverbial
function and seems to ‘hide’ an Adverbial Accusative.” Isaac Jerusalmi, The Story of Joseph (Genesis 37;
39-47): A Philological Commentary, 2nd rev. ed., Auxiliary Materials for the Study of Semitic Languages 1
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Exodus 4:4, clearly illustrate the actual meaning of היה.
אמר יְ הוָ ה ֶאל־מ ֶֹשׁה ְשׁ ַלח יָ ְדָך וֶ ֱאחֹז ִבּזְ נָ ֑בו ֺ וַ יִּ ְשׁ ַלח יָ דו ֺ וַ יַּ ֲחזֶ ק בּו ֺ וַ יְ ִהי ְל ַמ ֶטּה ְבּ ַכ ֽפּו ֺ׃
ֶ ֹ וַ יּ
And the Lord said unto Moses, “Stretch out your hand, and grasp its [the snake’s]
tail.” And he stretched out his hand, and he seized it. And it existed as a staff in his
hand.”20
The verb  יְ ִהיin Exodus 4:4 is describing an event that occurred. The  לprepositional
phrase substitutes for the accusative of situation, demonstrating that  היהis a verb, not a
copula.
Furthermore, Exodus 8:13 demonstrates that  היהis a real verb, not a “dummy
verb” or a copula:
וּב ְבּ ֵה ָ ֑מה
ַ ת־ע ַפר ָה ָא ֶרץ וַ ְתּ ִהי ַה ִכּנָּ ם ָבּ ָא ָדם
ֲ שׂוּ־כן וַ יֵּ ט ַא ֲהר ֹן ֶאת־יָ דו ֺ ְב ַמ ֵטּהוּ וַ יַּ ְך ֶא
ֵ
וַ יַּ ֲע
ל־א ֶרץ ִמ ְצ ָ ֽריִם׃
ֶ ל־ע ַפר ָה ָא ֶרץ ָהיָ ה ִכנִּ ים ְבּ ָכ
ֲ ָכּ
And they did thus. And Aaron stretched out his hand with his staff, and he struck
the dust of the earth. And gnats came into existence among man and among beast.
All the dust of the land became gnats in all the land of Egypt.
In the clause after the athnach, the verb  ָהיָ הis expressing an action: something happened.
This clause is not equating the dust of the land with the gnats: all of the dust of the
land=gnats. However,  ָהיָ הis depicting the event of the dust becoming gnats in Egypt. In
the verbal clause preceding the athnach,  וַ ְתּ ִהיis not making the statement, “The gnats
were in the land.” Rather,  וַ ְתּ ִהיdetails the event of the coming into existence of the gnats.
These two clauses are not making simple nominal statements, but detailing real action.21
Contrary to Bandstra, therefore,  ָהיָ הin Genesis 3:1a is not establishing a
“relational process.” The verb  ָהיָ הis describing an event that took place; the indefinite
adjective  ָערוּםis the adverbial accusative of situation, describing the condition in which
the snake existed.
In biblical Hebrew, A=B statements are constructed not with היה, but with
(Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, 1981), 87, 138 (italics original).
20

Other examples of היה, followed by prepositional phrases, that demonstrate the meaning of
 היהinclude Gen 1:14; 2:10; 9:3; Exod 4:3; Lev 13:2.
21

The NASB, ESV, KJV, ASV, and NIV translate  ָהי ָהas “became.” The LXX uses the aorist of
γίνοµαι. Although γίνοµαι takes a predicate in the nominative, it conveys an action more so than εἰµί.
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verbless nominal clauses. For example, in Genesis 29:17 a verbless nominal clause
furnishes a description of Leah’s eyes:
וְ ֵעינֵ י ֵל ָאה ַרכּו ֺת
And the eyes of Leah (were) weak.

22

In this clause no action is depicted, it is purely descriptive: Leah’s eyes=weak. In Psalm
23:1 a verbless nominal clause furnishes the identity of the initiator of the clause:
יְ הוָ ה ר ִֹעי
The Lord (is) my shepherd.
If Moses intended to make a purely descriptive statement about the serpent in Genesis
3:1a, he would have constructed the clause in the following manner:
וְ ַהנָּ ָחשׁ ָערוּם
Now the snake (was) crafty.
The proper analysis of 3:1a is the clause is a compound nominal clause. The
initiator is the definite noun הנָּ ָחשׁ.
ַ The initiator is labeled by Arab grammarians “that
with which a beginning is made”; the nominal clause in 3:1a breaks the flow of the
previous narrative to begin a new account.23 The announcement of the nominal clause
may be verbless, which is purely descriptive, or it may consist of a verbal clause. The
announcement in the nominal clause of Genesis 3:1a is the verbal clause היָ ה ָערוּם:
ָ the
snake existed in a cunning manner. The compound nominal clause in 3:1a has “two
faces”: it is descriptive, and yet it partakes in the action of  היהas well.24 Genesis 3:1a is
not making the statement snake=crafty, but it is describing the status or condition in
which the snake existed.

22

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §11c.

23

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§113.

24

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §38d. See Gen 2:4a and 2:5a in chap. 2. Even in
Modern Arabic grammar, noun-before-verb clauses are nominal clauses (Ziadeh and Winder, Introduction
to Modern Arabic, 23).
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3:1c [אכ ֔לוּ
ְ ֹ ]לֹא ֽת
֣
The negative particle  לֹאwith the imperfect indicative demands obedience:
“you shall not eat.” This is in contrast with the negative particle אל,
ַ which is softer and
requests obedience: “please do not eat.”25
3:2b [אכל׃
ֽ ֵ ֹ ץ־ה ָ ֖גּ ן נ
ַ ]מ ְפּ ִ ֥רי ֵ ֽע
ִ
The prepositional phrase ץ־הגָּ ן
ַ  ִמ ְפּ ִרי ֵעis placed before the verb for emphasis.26
The accents also indicate emphasis by placing the heaviest disjunctive accent, the
tiphcha, of the clause on the prepositional phrase. Eve is contrasting and emphasizing the
trees from which they may eat, and the forbidden tree (Gen 3:3).27
Although the verb is preceded by a prepositional phrase, the clause is a verbal
clause. Objects, adverbs, and prepositional phrases may precede finite verbs. However,
if a noun as a subject precedes the verb, it is a nominal clause, as in 3:1a above. The
clause in 3:2b focuses on the action of eating; the clause does not center on the agents of
the verb, Adam and Eve.
3:3a [ ְֺ֒ך־הגָּ ן
ַ שׁר ְבּתו
֣ ֶ ]וּמ ְפּ ִ ֣רי ָה ֵע ֮ץ ֲא
ִ
The relative clause makes an indicative statement about its antecedent noun,
clarifying the definite antecedent. In 3:3a, Eve is defining more clearly the identity of the
forbidden tree. A relative clause may consist of a nominal, verbal, or adverbial clause. In
3:3a, the relative clause is an adverbial clause of place. In biblical Hebrew, as well as in
Arabic, relative clauses have an explicit or implicit retrospective pronoun that refers back
25

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §42a. The LXX reflects the strong negation with
the double negative: Οὐ µὴ φάγετε.
26

Ibid., §11uu.

27

Gen 3:3a also places a prepositional phrase, along with its relative clause, before the verb. It
receives a segolta, a subordinate accent to athnach. The subordinate accent that stands furthest from its
governing accent is the heaviest disjunction in the segment. The segolta in Gen 3:3 stands further from the
athnach than the zaqeph, and is the heaviest disjunctive accent in the athnach segment. William Wickes, A
Treatise on the Accentuation of the Twenty-one So-Called Prose Books of the Old Testament (1970; repr.,
Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2010), 47.
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to the antecedent. The retrospective pronoun determines the function of the antecedent in
ﺍاَﻟ ﱠ
the relative clause.28 In Arabic grammar, the retrospective pronoun is called ﻀ ِﻤﻴﯿ ُﺮ ْﭐٱﻟ َﻌﺎٓﺋِ ُﺪ
ُﻮﻝل
ِ ﱠﺍاﺟﻊُ( ﺇإِﻟَﻰ ْﭐٱﻟ َﻤﻮْ ﺻ
ِ ( )ﭐٱﻟﺮaḍ-ḍamīru l-‘ā’yidu—or, r-rāji‘u—’ilā l-mawṣūli “the pronoun which
returns to, or falls back upon, the conjunctive noun”). The shorter name for this pronoun
29
is  ﺍاَ ْﻟ َﻌﺂﺋِ ُﺪal-‘ā’yidu or ﱠﺍاﺟ ُﻊ
ِ  ﺍاَﻟﺮar-rāji‘u.

In Arabic and in biblical Hebrew the retrospective pronoun may be implied.30
In Genesis 3:3a, an implied pronoun  הוּאis the initiator, with the adverbial phrase as the
announcement: “in the midst of the garden (is) it.”
3:3b [אכ ֙לוּ ִמ ֶ֔מּנּוּ
ְ ֹ ֹלהים ֤לֹא ֽת
ִ֗ ]א ַ ֣מר ֱא
ָ
The prepositional phrase, with its relative clause, in 3:3a is in a casus pendens
construction;  ִמ ְפּ ֵרי ָה ֵעץis the hanging case. The 3ms suffix on the preposition  ִמ ֶמּנוּin
3:3b is the retrospective pronoun pointing back to the hanging case in 3:3a. The verb
אכלוּ
ְ ֹ  תis ‘preoccupied’ with the suffix on the preposition מ ֶמּנוּ.
ִ The disjunctive accent
segholta in 3:3a separates the hanging case from the rest of the construction.31 The casus
pendens construction is emphatic; Eve is emphasizing the forbidden tree. Furthermore,
the use of  ִמ ֶמּנּוּmakes the emphasis stronger because it could have been left out; ( ִמ ְפּ ִריsee
3:3a) is itself emphatic because of its placement before the verb אכלוּ
ְ ֹ ת.32
3:4b [א־מו ֺת ְתּ ֻמ ֽתוּן׃
֖ ֹ ]ל
ֽ
The negative particle  לֹאis not the strong prohibition found in 3:1c and 3:3b;
28

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §21a, §43b.

29

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§175.

30

Griess, Syntactical Comparisons, 71. Kautzsch notes that the retrospective pronoun may be
omitted “when it would be a separate pronoun representing a nominative of the subject” in nominal clauses
(Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §138b).
31

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §14. See also Gen 2:14c in chap. 2.

32

Ibid., §11uu.
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rather, it is the negation of facts or statements. The statement in 3:4b is made emphatic,
however, by the accusative of absolute object מו ֺת. When the infinitive absolute is not
limited by adjectives or adverbs it usually emphasizes the verb as in 3:4b: “dying you
will not die” or “you will surely not die.”33
3:5a [ֹלהים
ִ֔ ]כּי י ֵ ֹ֣ד ַע ֱא
ִ֚
Bandstra labels the participle  י ֵֹד ַעas a finite verb and translates it as the English
present tense: “because deity knows.”34 However, the biblical Hebrew participle is not a
verb but a verbal noun describing the fixed state of a person or thing. Bandstra’s
translation of Genesis 3:5a calls for the imperfect, not the participle: ֹלהים
ִ כּי יֵ ַדע ֱא.
ִ
Bandstra’s translation communicates that God has begun to know and is in the process of
knowing. However, the participle  י ֵֹד ַעdescribes God as in the state of knowing: God is
One Who knows. In 3:5a there is no progression of action, the present tense is derived
from the context. The grammatical construction in Genesis 3:5a furnishes a description
of God; it does not relate a verbal action of God’s doing.
Jan Joosten contends that the predicative participle represents “an action as
contemporary with the moment of speaking.”35 Joosten does make a distinction in the
kinds of present time that depends on word order; he posits that the difference in word
order (Subject-Participle, or Participle-Subject) is “an opposition of aspect.36 If the word
order is Subject-Participle, the clause conveys the ‘cursive present’; similar to the
imperfect indicative in Greek, the ‘cursive present’ is “represented as a line contemporary
33

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §13c, §17e.

34

Bandstra, Genesis, 165, 175. Bandstra labels the participle “Finite > ptc ms.” According to
his terminology, ‘Finite’ is part of the ‘Mood’ system and is the “main verb of a clause in BH that is
congruent with the Subject in person, number, and gender” (ibid., 4). Commenting on יתם
ָ  ַמ ְשׁ ִחin Gen 6:13,
Bandstra writes, “The participle used as a Finite verb may signal imminent action” (ibid., 360).
35

Jan Joosten, “The Predicative Participle in Biblical Hebrew,” Zeitschrift für Althebraistik 2
(1989):129. See also Gen 2:10a in chap. 2.
36

Ibid., 130.
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with the moment of speaking.” He notes that the main function of the Subject-Participle
clause is “to represent an action as actually going on at the moment of speaking.” If the
word order is Participle-Subject, the clause expresses the ‘constative present’; similar to
the aorist indicative in Greek, the ‘constative present’ is “represented as a point
simultaneous with the moment of speaking.” The main function of Participle-Subject
clauses is “the expression of an action as present but not actually going on; the action is
represented as a fact.”37
According to Joosten’s criteria, the participle in Gen 2:10a ( )וְ נָ ָהר י ֵֹצא ֵמ ֵע ֶדןis a
‘cursive present.’ Because Moses is describing something in the past, it is likely that
Joosten would describe the participle as conveying the ‘historic present.’ He notes that
the ‘historic present’ is used to relate “in a vivid way” a movement “which presents itself
to a static situation.”38 Based on his explanation, then, the participle in Gen 2:10a
describes an action in the past that the speaker represents as ongoing, for vividness, at the
time of speaking.
The participle in Gen 3:5a, on the other hand, is, according to Joosten’s
criteria, a ‘constative present.’ The predicative participle  י ֵֹד ַעis not expressing an action
ongoing at the moment of speaking, but an action “represented as a fact.”39 Satan,
therefore, is representing as fact that God knows Adam and Eve will know good and evil
if they eat the fruit.
Genesis 2:10a in chapter 2 demonstrated that the participle is not a verb. The
participle does express tense, but the tense is derived only from its context.40 The aspect
37

Joosten, “Predicative Participle in Biblical Hebrew,” 130.

38

Ibid., 143.

39

Ibid., 130.

40

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §16a. In Arabic the context also determines the
tense of the participle. Wright explains that the time of a participle “can be deduced only from some other
word in the sentence, which points to a specific time, from the nature of the thing or the character of the
thought, or from the connection of the context. The nomen agentis [active participle] or patientis [passive
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of the participle is also derived from context. Russell Fuller explains that when the
participle describes an abiding activity, the participle is similar to the imperfect in aspect.
When the participle describes an abiding state, the participle is similar to the perfect in
aspect.41 When the participle is the announcement, or predicate, of a verbless nominal
clause, the participle usually reflects the aspect of the imperfect; the participle as
announcement is descriptive.42
The issue of word order with predicative participles hinges on what the author/
speaker wants to emphasize.43 The order Subject-Participle is the normal word order for
nominal clauses: because the announcement qualifies the initiator, the initiator is first.44
In Genesis 2:10a, the clause demonstrates the normal word order for nominal clauses: the
participle  י ֵֹצאqualifies נָ ָהר, so the order is Subject-Participle. However, if the author/
speaker wants to emphasize the participle, the participle as announcement is placed
before the initiator.45 In Genesis 3:5a, Satan emphasizes  י ֵֹד ַעby placing it before the
initiator ֹלהים
ִ א:
ֱ Satan stresses that God is a Knower that Adam and Eve will know good
and evil if they eat the fruit.
Contrary to Joosten, the word order in clauses with predicative participles does
not determine the aspect of the present tense. Context determines that  י ֵֹצאin Genesis
2:10a is in the past tense.46 Because  י ֵֹצאexpresses an abiding activity, the aspect is like
the imperfect; more specifically, it is similar to the frequentative imperfect: “and a river
participle] itself does not include the idea of any fixed time” (Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language,
2:§73; emphasis added).
41

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §16a.
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Ibid., §16c.
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See Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§113.
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(was) one that would continually go out from Eden.”47 In Genesis 3:5a, context
determines that  י ֵֹד ַעis in the present tense. Because  י ֵֹד ַעexpresses an abiding state, the
aspect is more like the perfect, completed action with present and abiding results: “God is
One Who knows and continues to know.”48
3:5b []כּי ְבּיו ֺ֙ם ֲא ָכ ְל ֶכ֣ם ִמ ֶ֔מּנּוּ
ִ֗
The  ִכּיparticle introduces a substantival clause functioning as the accusative of
direct object to the participle  י ֵֹד ַעin 3:5a. The substantival clause extends from 3:5b to
end of the verse. The prepositional phrase  ְבּיו ֺםis substituting for an adverbial accusative
of time. The infinitive construct  ֲא ָכ ְל ֶכםis in the genitive to בּיו ֺם,
ְ limiting the
prepositional phrase: “in the day of the eating of you.” The suffix on the infinitive
construct is not the direct object, but the subject of the infinitive construct.49
3:5c []וְ נִ ְפ ְק ֖חוּ ֵ ֽעינֵ ֶיכ֑ם
The vav on the perfect is energic and “converts” the perfect to a future tense.
This particular usage of the energic vav + perfect may occur when it is the apodosis to a
temporal clause.50
The Masoretes often arrange the accents to break a sentence logically: dividing
a temporal clause from a main verbal clause, an apodosis from its protasis, etc.51 In Gen
3:5 the logical placement of the athnach is on מ ֶמּנּוּ,
ִ dividing the apodosis introduced by
the first  ִכּיclause from the protasis introduced by וְ נִ ְפ ְקחוּ. However, the main break of the
47

See Gen 2:6b in chap. 2.
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This aspect of the perfect is similar to the Greek perfect (Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew

Syntax, §3h).
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Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §115e; Joüon, Grammar of Biblical
Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §124g.
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Cf. Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §112oo.
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Russell T. Fuller and Kyoungwon Choi, “Hebrew Accents,” in Biblical Hebrew Syntax: A
Traditional Semitic Approach (Grand Rapids: Kregel, forthcoming), §9.B.5.
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sentence falls within the protasis, on the verb וְ נִ ְפ ְקחוּ. The Masoretes often delay the
major pause in order to highlight the main emphasis of the sentence. In 3:5c, the position
of the athnach emphasizes the opening of Adam and Eve’s eyes once they eat the fruit.
Had the athnach been placed on מ ֶמּנּוּ,
ִ the sentence would have simply divided the
apodosis from the protasis. As it stands, however, Satan continues to twist the Lord’s
words, emphasizing that God knows that Adam and Eve’s eyes will be opened, and they
will not die, if they eat the fruit.52
3:5d [אֹלהים י ְֹד ֵ ֖עי ֥טו ֺב וָ ָ ֽרע׃
ִ֔ ית ֙ם ֵ ֽכּ
ֶ ִ]וִ ְהי
The participle  י ְֹד ֵעיis in the accusative of situation to יתם
ֶ ִוִ ְהי. The accusative of
situation describes the state or condition of a person or thing.53 The accusative of
situation is generally a descriptive noun: an adjective or a participle.54 The participle is
ideally suited to function as an accusative of situation, as it depicts an agent in a habitual
or continual state or activity. The participle as an accusative of situation is always
indefinite, and “often resembles the aspect of the imperfect”: “And you will exist like
God, in the status of ones who abide as knowers of good and evil.”55
The nouns  טו ֺבand  ָרעare in conjunctive apposition: the conjunctive vav joins
52

Fuller and Choi, “Hebrew Accents,” §9.C.1.
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §13z.
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Ibid., §16k, l; Franz Delitzsch, A New Commentary on Genesis, trans. Taylor (New York:
Scribner & Welford, 1889), 1:153. It is also possible to translate אֹלהים
ִ “ ֵכּas gods.” This is how Targum
Onqelos (בר ִבין
ְ )כ ַר,
ְ LXX (ὡς θεοὶ), and the Vulgate (sicut dii) translate the phrase. Therefore, אֹלהים
ִ  ֵכּis in
the place of the accusative of situation, with the participial phrase, י ְֹד ֵעי טו ֺב וָ ָרע, functioning adjectivally to
אֹלהים
ִ כּ:
ֵ “you will exist in the status of gods, knowers of good and evil.” However, three things make “like
God” the likely reading of Gen 3:5d. First, the placement of the zaqeph on אֹלהים
ִ  ֵכּmakes it more likely
that  י ְֹד ֵעי טו ֺב וָ ָרעis functioning as an accusative of situation to יתם
ֶ ִוִ ְהי, rather than אֹלהים
ִ כּ.
ֵ Had the zaqeph
been placed on יתם
ֶ ִוִ ְהי, then אֹלהים
ִ  ֵכּcould be read as the accusative of situation. Second,  היהoften takes
participles as accusatives of situation. Third, the context of Gen 3:22 gives stronger indication that
אֹלהים
ִ  ֵכּshould be translated “like God.”
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two nouns that are in the same case.56 The two nouns are in the genitive and function as
the objects of the participle י ְֹד ֵעי. In Arabic grammar, two words in conjunctive
apposition share the same meaning “to the point that they can make two independent
clauses.”57 In 3:5a  י ְֹד ֵעי טו ֺב וָ ָרעbecomes two clauses:  י ְֺד ֵעי טו ֺבand י ְֺד ֵעי ָרע.
3:6b [אכל׃
ֽ ַ ֹ ישׁהּ ִע ָ ֖מּהּ וַ יּ
֛ ָ ם־ל ִא
ְ ַ]וַ ִתּ ֵ ֧תּן גּ
Bandstra argues that the particle  גַּ םrefers back to “an earlier text notion.” In
3:6b he contends that the particle  גַּ םrefers back to Eve taking the fruit, communicating to
the reader that it has happened a second time.58 However, the particle  גַּ םmakes a strong
statement about a noun, usually the following noun, as with ישׁהּ
ָ ל ִא.ְ With the particle גַּ ם,
Moses emphasizes that Adam was with Eve in the midst of her temptation.59
3:7b []וַ ֵיּ ֣ ְד ֔ע ּוּ
In 3:5e, the participle of  ידעdescribes Adam and Eve as people in the fixed
state of knowing good and evil. In contrast, the imperfect of  ידעin 3:7b focuses on the
action of Adam and Eve knowing that they are naked. In that moment, the action of
Adam and Eve knowing began and was completed.
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Griess, Syntactical Comparisons, 205. See also Gen 2:4a in chap. 2 regarding conjunctive
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Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §153. BDB notes that  גַּ םemphasizes
“sometimes the thought of an entire sentence, but more usually the word immediately following” (BDB,
169a. Emphasis added.). Muraoka, however, argues that the use of  גַּ םand other particles for emphasis is
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made without the particle גַּ ם, so it’s placement in the clause is emphatic. Moreover, the context of 3:6
makes it evident that Adam’s presence is emphasized. The entire account of Eve’s temptation from 3:1 to
3:5 involves only the snake and Eve; Adam is not mentioned until Eve hands him the fruit.
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3:7d [רוּ ֲע ֵל֣ה ְת ֵא ָ֔נה וַ יַּ ֲע ֥שׂוּ ָל ֶ ֖הם ֲח ֹג ֽר ֹת׃
֙ ַ ֽ]ו יִּ ְת ְפּ
Gen 3:1a demonstrated that nominal clauses are often descriptive. Nominal
clauses furnish a description of or an identity of the initiator. Verbal clauses, on the other
hand, concentrate on the action, what the agent is doing or has done, and not on the
description or identity of the agent.
A verbal clause consists of the ( ﺍاَ ْﻟﻔِ ْﻌ ُﻞal-fi‘lu “the action” or “verb”) and the
( ﺍاَ ْﻟﻔَﺎ ِﻋ ُﻞal-fā‘ilu “the agent”).60 The agent is expressed by the explicit or implicit suffixed
pronoun of the perfect or imperfect. The agent may also be identified by a word or
words.61 If a word(s) in the nominative functions as the agent, it must follow the verb,
otherwise the clause is nominal. The agent of the verbs  יִ ְת ְפּרוּand  וַ ֲעשׂוּis the implied
pronoun of the imperfect 3mp. The two verbal clauses point the reader’s attention to
Adam and Eve sewing fig leaves and making garments.
3:8a [ֹלהים ִמ ְת ַה ֵ ֥לְּך ַבּ ָ ֖גּ ן
֛ ִ הו֧ה ֱא
ָ ְת־קוֹל י
֨ ַ ֽ]ו יִ ְשׁ ְמ ֞עוּ ֶא
Since the works of Albrecht Goetze and Ernst Jenni, many recent grammarians
do not consider the Piel, Pual, or Hithpael to be intensive in meaning.62 The traditional
view of the Piel, according to Waltke and O’Connor, is “awkward.” Basing their
discussion on Jenni's work, Waltke and O’Connor primarily view the Piel as factitive
with originally intransitive Qal verbs, and resultative with originally transitive Qal
verbs.63 Bill Arnold and John Choi also express doubt regarding the traditional view of
the Piel, contending that the Piel describes the “bringing about of a state.”64 Van der
Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze simply list the factitive, resultative, and denominative as
60

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§113.

61
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University Press, 2008), 42-43.
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possible senses of the Piel. They assert that the Piel may share similarities with the Qal,
but the Piel must be considered independently from other stems.65
In Arabic and biblical Hebrew, grammarians have traditionally described the
Piel as the intensive/extensive verbal stem.66 Wright explains that in the intensive stem
an action may be completed with “great violence (intensive), or during a long time
(temporally extensive), or to or by a number of individuals (numerically extensive), or
repeatedly (iterative or frequentative).”67 Howell describes the Piel as “multiplying” the
root of the verb.68 According to Kautzsch the main idea of the Piel is “to busy oneself
65

Van der Merwe, Naudé, Kroeze, Biblical Hebrew Reference Grammar, 80-81.

66

William Chomsky, David Ḳimḥi’s Hebrew Grammar (Mikhlol): Systematically Presented and
Critically Annotated (New York: Bloch Publishing, 1952), 86; P. Paul Joüon, Grammaire de l’Hèbreu
Biblique (Rome: Institut Biblique Pontifical, 1947), §52a; Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §52f;
Edward Lipiński, Semitic Languages: Outline of a Comparative Grammar, Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta
80 (Leuven, Belgium: Uitgeverij Peeters en Departement Oosterse Studies, 1997) 382-83; Fuller and Choi,
Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §7c. Joüon favors the intensive Piel; however, in his revision and translation of
Joüon’s grammar, Muraoka expresses doubt of the existence of the link between the doubled radical and the
intensive meaning (Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §52a). Regarding the intensive
meaning of the Piel, see also Joshua Blau, Phonology and Morphology of Biblical Hebrew: An
Introduction, Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic 2 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2010), 229.
More recently, Jan Joosten argues for the intensiveness of the Piel, basing his work on N. J. C.
Kouwenberg’s work on the Akkadian D-stem. Kouwenberg revisits Goetze’s article and argues, contra to
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Gemination in the Akkadian Verb, Studia Semitica Neerlandica 32 (Assen, Netherlands: Van Gorcum,
1997), 19. The gemination of the second radical originally expressed emphasis or intensification. The Dstem marks a “high transitivity” in contrast to the transitivity of the G-stem. The doubling of the transitive
Akkadian D-stem primarily conveys a “plurality of various constituents of the sentence”: the action,
subject, direct object, or indirect object (ibid., 117, 442-43). Joosten seeks to “corroborate” Kouwenberg’s
main arguments with the biblical Hebrew Piel, arguing for the intensification of the Qal by the Piel. Jan
Joosten, “The Functions of the Semitic D stem: Biblical Hebrew Materials for a Comparative-Historical
Approach,” Orientalia 67 (1998):204. Joosten also contends for iconicity, observing that iconicity “is a
recognized linguistic reality” (ibid., 217). Joosten argues in favor of the traditional view of the Piel along
the lines of diathesis. He asserts that the base stem has a “basic dichotomy”: a base root may be active or
middle, or both. The Piel functions on the opposition of intensive:factitive. The intensive Piel modifies the
active base stem; the factitive Piel modifies the middle base stem (ibid., 204-05).
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eagerly with the action indicated by the stem.”69 Rödiger explains that the Piel indicates
intensity and repetition, the action being performed to multiple objects.70 Joshua Blau
contends that the intensity of the Piel is of quality (“ ָשׁ ַברbreak,” “ ִשׁ ֵבּרshatter”) and of
quantity (“ ָבּ ַתרcut one thing,” “ ִבּ ֵתּרcut several things”).71
Based on the traditional definitions given above, the examples linguistic
Hebraists give in support of the resultative Piel actually illustrate intensiveness/
extensiveness.72 For example, Waltke and O’Connor maintain that the Qal of פרשׁ
denotes the action of spreading one’s hands, as in Exodus 9:29:
תו֑ה
ָ ְת־כּ ַפּי ֶאל־י
ַ ת־ה ִעיר ֶא ְפר ֹשׂ ֶא
ָ אתי ֶא
ִ ְכּ ֵצ
“When I have gone out of the city, I will spread (Qal) my hands to YHWH”
On the other hand, they contend that the Piel of  פרשׁis the result of the action in the Qal,
a “terminal Aktionsart” (Isa 65:2):
ל־עם סו ֵ ֺ֑רר
ַ ל־היּו ֺם ֶא
ַ ֵפּ ַר ְשׂ ִתּי יָ ַדי ָכּ
73
“All day I hold my hands outstretched (Piel) to a rebellious folk.”
The Piel in Isaiah 65:2, however, illustrates that the action is extended temporally: the
Lord stretches out His hands for an extended period of time, ל־היּו ֺם
ַ כּ.
ָ The action is
intensified by extension as the Lord urges rebellious people to seek Him. In Exodus
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9:29, Moses spreads out his hands at one particular moment to end the plague of the hail.
According to Jenni, and Waltke and O’Connor, the oft-cited verb  שׁברis
resultative in the Piel: “to make (to be) broken.”74 Traditional Semitic grammar, however,
states that the Piel of  שׁברdepicts the intensification of the Qal: “to smash to pieces”
rather than “to break.” The intensification of  שׁברby the Piel is particularly clear in
contexts in which the object is smashed to a point that no part remains. For example, the
context of God’s commands to Israel to destroy idol worship indicates that the objects of
idolatry were to be obliterated, not simply put into a broken state. Deuteronomy 12:3
reads:
יהם ְתּגַ ֵדּ ֑עוּן
ֶ ֹלה
ֵ וּפ ִס ֵילי ֱא
ְ יהם ִתּ ְשׂ ְרפוּן ָבּ ֵאשׁ
ֶ ת־מ ֵצּב ָֹתם וַ ֲא ֵשׁ ֵר
ַ ת־מזְ בּח ָֹתם וְ ִשׁ ַבּ ְר ֶתּם ֶא
ִ וְ נִ ַתּ ְצ ֶתּם ֶא
ן־ה ָמּקו ֺם ַה ֽהוּא׃
ַ ת־שׁ ָמם ִמ
ְ וְ ִא ַבּ ְד ֶתּם ֶא
And you shall tear down their altars, and you shall smash to pieces their pillars.
And their Asherim you shall burn with fire, and the images of their gods you shall
hew down. And you shall blot out their name from this place.
The objects of foreign worship were not to remain in Israel and were to be wholly
destroyed. The action is intensified: the Israelites were commanded to smash the altars
and the pillars until they were no more. Moreover, the action is also extended to many
altars and pillars, not just one.75 In contrast, the Qal of  שׁברin Leviticus 11:33 expresses
the breaking of one object:
י־ח ֶרשׂ ֲא ֶשׁר־יִ פֹּל ֵמ ֶהם ֶאל־תּו ֺ֑כו ֺ כֹּל ֲא ֶשׁר ְבּתו ֺכו ֺ יִ ְט ָמא וְ אֹתו ֺ ִת ְשׁ ֽבֹּרוּ׃
ֶ ל־כּ ִל
ְ וְ ָכ
And any earthenware vessel, which anything from them may fall into its midst—all
which is in its midst it is unclean, and it you shall break.
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The Piel of שׁבר, therefore, is not describing a result but an intensified action.76
Arabic also demonstrates intensiveness in the Form II ( ﻓَ ﱠﻌ َﻞfa‘‘ala).77 In
chapter 28:19 of the Qur’an, the base form (Hebrew Qal) describes the killing of one
man:
ﺲ
ِ ٰﻳﯾَ ُﻤﻮ َﺳ ٰ ٓﻰ ﺃأَﺗُ ِﺮﻳﯾ ُﺪ ﺃأَﻥن ﺗَ ْﻘﺘُﻠَﻨِﻰ َﻛ َﻤﺎ ﻗَﺘ َْﻠﺖَ ﻧَ ْﻔﺴًﺎ ﺑِﭑﻷَ ْﻣ
yāmūsā ’aturīdu ’an taqtulanī kamā qatalta nafsan bil-’amsi
“O Moses, do you intend that you will kill me as you killed a person yesterday?”
Both ( ﺗَ ْﻘﺘُ َﻞtaqtula) and َ( ﻗَﺘ َْﻠﺖqatalta) describe the killing of one man. However, in chapter
7:141 the action is intensified and extended to many objects with the second form:
ﺏب ﻳﯾُﻘَﺘﱢﻠُﻮﻥنَ ﺃأَ ْﺑﻨَﺂ َء ُﻛ ْﻢ َﻭوﻳﯾَ ْﺴﺘَﺤْ ﻴﯿُﻮﻥنَ ﻧِ َﺴﺂ َء ُﻛ ْﻢ
ِ ﺍاﻝل ﻓِﺮْ ﻋَﻮْ ﻥنَ ﻳﯾَﺴُﻮ ُﻣﻮﻧَ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﺳ ُٓﻮ َء ْﭐٱﻟ َﻌ َﺬﺍا
ِ َﻭوﺇإِ ْﺫذ ﺃأَﻧ َﺠ ْﻴﯿ ٰﻨَ ُﻜﻢ ﱢﻣ ْﻦ َء
wa’idh ’anjaynākum min ’āli fir’awna yasūmūnakum sū’a l-’adhābi yuqattilūna
’abnā’akum wayastaḥyūna nisā’akum
“And when we delivered you from the people of Pharaoh—they were tormenting
you with respect to evil of torment. They were killing your sons and allowing to
live your women.”
The second form verb َ( ﻳﯾُﻘَﺘﱢﻠُﻮﻥنyuqattilūna) intensifies the action by extending the killing to
many sons. Furthermore, in Deuteronomy 12:3 of the Van Dyke Arabic translation, the
intensive form َ( ﺗُ َﻜ ﱢﺴﺮُﻭوﻥنtukassirūna “smash”) is used to translate the Hebrew שׁ ַבּ ְר ֶתּם.
ִ
The Hithpael stem is the reflexive of the Piel and also expresses intensive/
extensive action. Likewise, in Arabic the Form V ( ﺗَﻔَ ﱠﻌ َﻞtafa‘‘ala) is the reflexive of the
Form II ( ﻓَ ﱠﻌ َﻞfa‘‘ala). The  תof the Hithpael prefix, and the  ﺕتof the Arabic Form V
76

Arnold and Choi label the Piel of  שׁברas “frequentative.” They contend that verbs in the
frequentative Piel describe a “multiple, repeated, or busy action.” This use of the Piel, they contend, may
“take on the nuance” of intensiveness, but this nuance is for the most part difficult to identify (Arnold and
Choi, Guide to Syntax, 45). However, the intensiveness of the Piel is often evident when the object is
obliterated, as in the example in Deut 12:3 above. See also Exod 23:24; 34:13; Deut 7:4-5; 12:3; 2 Kgs
23:14. The LXX may also reflect the intensiveness of the Piel by adding a preposition to the verb. The
prepositions, according to Herbert Smyth, indicate the completion of an action. For example, the
preposition διά in composition indicates “intensity, continuance, or fulfillment.” Also, the preposition ἐκ
denotes “fulfillment, completion, thoroughness, resolution.” Herbert Weir Smyth, Greek Grammar, rev. ed.
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1963), §1648, §1680, §1685.3, §1688.2. Admittedly, the LXX
renders the Qal and Piel of  שׁברwith the same verb: συντρίβω.
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See Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:§40.
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prefix, gives the reflexive idea to these two verbal forms.78 Wright states that the Arabic
tafa‘‘ala has a second notion that is more common than the reflexive: the ‘effective.’ The
passive, explains Wright, indicates that a person receives the action of another. The
reflexive may also be the ‘effective,’ indicating that an act is performed on a person, or a
state is effected in that person, whether that action/state is caused by another or by that
person.79 Howell explains this second notion of the tafa‘‘ala form in this manner: it
“denotes affecting, or endeavouring to acquire.”80 The definitions of Wright and Howell
illustrate the personal interest expressed by the  תand the ﺕت.
In Genesis 3:8a, the Hithpael of  הלךdescribes God walking throughout the
garden. The action of the verb  הלךis intensified by extending the action to every place in
the garden. The  תof the Hithpael stem indicates that God was walking wherever it
pleased Him.81 No matter where Adam and Eve hid, they would be found.
Bandstra incorrectly analyzes the clause רוּח ַהיּו ֺם
ַ  ִמ ְת ַה ֵלְּך ַבּגָּ ן ְלas an asyndetic
relative clause modifying ֹלהים
ִ יְ הוָ ה ֱא. Relative clauses may omit the relative particle
א ֶשׁר.
ֲ If the asyndetic relative clause consists of a nominal clause, the antecedent is
typically an indefinite noun.82 The antecedent in 3:8a is definite: ֹלהים
ִ יְ הוָ ה ֱא. A relative
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Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, §1:47; Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax,

§7b.
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Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:§48.
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Howell, Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language, 2-3:261. Italics are original to the

quote.
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Cf. Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §54f. The extensiveness of the
Hithpael of  הלךis illustrated in Josh 18:4. In this passage, Joshua commands Israel to appoint men to walk
throughout Canaan to provide a description of the land. In 1 Sam 23:13, David and his men left Keilah and
“went wherever they could go” (NASB). See also Gen 13:17; Deut 23:15; 2 Sam 11:2. The Qal of הלך,
however, generally describes linear motion. For example, in Gen 11:31, Abram and his family went from
Ur to Haran. See also Gen 12:1, 5; 18:22; Exod 2:8. Howell explains that the  ﺕتof the tafa‘‘ala form (and
by implication the  תof the Hithpael) may depict a “repeated action in a leisurely manner” (Howell,
Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language, 2-3:263. Italics original.). See Ruth 1:3b in chap. 4 for a
discussion of the reflexive in Semitic grammar.
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §43a. This is the rule in Arabic. A relative clause,
without the relative particle, following an indefinite noun is called ٌﺻﻔَﺔ
ِ (ṣifatun “a descriptive or qualitative
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clause with a definite antecedent usually requires א ֶשׁר.
ֲ
If Bandstra were correct, and the relative clause of 3:8a is asyndetic, one would
also expect an explicit retrospective pronoun referring back to the antecedent. For
example, the asyndetic relative clause in Genesis 24:22 has the retrospective 3ms suffix
referring back to the antecedent נֶ זֶ ם:
ֺ וַ יִּ ַקּח ָה ִאישׁ נֶ זֶ ם זָ ָהב ֶבּ ַקע ִמ ְשׁ ָקלו
And the man took a gold ring which its weight (is) a beqa.
In Isaiah 51:7 the retrospective pronoun is the 3mp suffix:
ִשׁ ְמעוּ ֵא ַלי י ְֹד ֵעי ֶצ ֶדק ַעם תּו ָֺר ִתי ְב ִל ָתּם
Listen to me, knowers of righteousness, a nation who in its heart (is) My law.
The retrospective pronoun makes the relative clause evident.83
The correct analysis of the participle  ִמ ְת ַה ֵלְּךis that it is functioning as an
accusative of situation.84 The accusative of situation and the relative clause differ in that
the relative clause is like an adjective, describing an inherent quality or attribute of a
noun.85 An accusative of situation, on the other hand, describes the role, state, or
condition of a noun, or the manner of the action of a verb.86 The accusative  ִמ ְת ַה ֵלְּךin
sentence”) (Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§172). See also Joüon, Grammar of Biblical
Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §158b. Kautzsch argues that the presence of the particle  ֲא ֶשׁרafter an
indeterminate antecedent serves to emphasize the indeterminate antecedent (Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew
Grammar, trans. Cowley, §155d).
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Again, this is the rule in Arabic. Wright notes that ṣifatun “necessarily contains” a
retrospective pronoun (Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§173). For a definition of ṣifatun see
n. 82 above. The biblical Hebrew examples given above are of asyndetic relative clauses consisting of
nominal clauses. There are instances of asyndetic relative clauses without a retrospective pronoun. Such
cases are found when the relative clause is a verbal clause: the retrospective pronoun is the implied pronoun
of the verb. For example, in Gen 49:27 the retrospective pronoun is the implied 3ms pronoun of the verb:
יָמין זְ ֵאב יִ ְט ָרף
ִ ְבּנ.
ִ See Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §158a-c; Kautzsch, Gesenius’
Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §155e-g.
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See Gen 3:5e. The NASB, ESV, KJV, and ASV do not translate this clause as a relative
clause. Each English translation could be understood adverbially. Even in his translation, Bandstra does
not translate the clause as a relative clause but as an adverbial clause: “And they heard the voice of YHVH
deity walking in the garden at the wind of the day” (Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 165, 185).
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §43a.
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3:8a describes the state of the voice of the Lord at the time Adam and Eve hear His voice:
the voice was in the status of One Who is walking. The participle in this clause is not
describing a characteristic of the Lord.87
3:8c [ֹלהים
ִ֔ הו֣ה ֱא
ָ ְ]וַ יִּ ְת ַח ֵ֨בּא ָ ֽה ָא ָ ֜דם וְ ִא ְשׁ ֗תּו ֺ ִמ ְפּנֵ ֙י י
The verb  יִ ְת ַח ֵבּאappears to disagree in number to the nouns ֺ ה ָא ָדם וְ ִא ְשׁתּו.
ָ
However,  ָה ָא ָדםis the agent of the verbal clause, and it agrees with the verb in number
and gender. If a Semitic verb has multiple agents, the verb often agrees in number and
gender with the first agent.88
3:10b []את־ק ְֹלָך֥ ָשׁ ַ ֖מ ְע ִתּי ַבּ ָ ֑גּ ן
ֶ
The direct object is placed before the verb for emphasis. When the object is
placed before the verb, the particle  ֶאתis usually required.89
3:10d []וָ ֵא ָח ֵ ֽבא׃
The Niphal of  חבאin 3:10d and the Hithpael of  חבאin 3:8c both express
reflexive action: “he got himself hid.” However, the  תof the Hithpael in 3:8c expresses
Adam’s self-interest in hiding.90
In verse 10, Adam gives an account of his actions with three verbal clauses. As
mentioned in 3:7d, the verbal clause focuses on the action of the agent. Adam’s language
in his response to the Lord’s question is different from his language later in verse 12. In
verse 12, Adam uses nominal clauses, very descriptive and emphatic language, as he
87

See Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §118n, p. Moreover, the participle ִמ ְת ַה ֵלְּך
cannot be in apposition to ֹלהים
ִ  יְ הוָ ה ֱאbecause the appositive and its noun are not in the same case.
ֹלהים
ִ  יְ הוָ ה ֱאis in the genitive to קו ֺל, and  ִמ ְת ַה ֵלְּךis in the accusative (Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew,
trans. Muraoka, §126a, b; Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §22).
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Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§150. See Ruth 1:1e in chap. 4.
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §13n.
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See Gen 3:8a regarding the Hithpael, and Ruth 1:3b in chap. 4 regarding the Niphal.
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places the blame on Eve. In verse 10, however, Adam uses verbal clauses as he quickly
recounts his actions to the Lord.
3:11b []מי ִה ִגּ֣יד ְל ָ֔ך
ִ֚
The interrogative particle  ִמיis used for persons. The particle  ִמיmay occur in
the nominative, accusative, or genitive.91 In 3:11b the particle is in the nominative,
functioning as the agent of the verb הגִּ יד.
ִ
3:11d [ל־מ ֶ ֖מּנּוּ
ִ יתיָך ְל ִב ְל ִ ֥תּי ֲא ָכ
֛ ִ ִן־ה ֵ֗עץ ֲא ֶ ֧שׁר ִצוּ
ָ ]ה ִמ
ֲ
The interrogative particle  הintroduces a question that expects a positive,
negative, or uncertain answer; context must determine what answer is expected.92 In
3:11d, the Lord expects Adam to answer in the positive: he did eat from the forbidden
tree.
The relative clause defines the definite antecedent ה ֵעץ:
ָ the tree concerning
which the Lord commanded Adam. This particular relative clause has an explicit
retrospective pronoun in the 3ms suffix on the  ִמןpreposition. The relative clause consists
of a verbal clause.
The infinitive construct often explains a main verb, especially verbs of
wishing, permitting, and allowing. The infinitive  ֲא ָכלis in place of the accusative of
specification because it clarifies and limits the verb.93 The explanatory infinitive answers
the question “in terms of what,” or “with respect to what.”94 In 3:11d, the infinitive
clarifies the relationship between verb and object: the Lord commanded Adam in terms of
not eating from the tree. The infinitive construct is negated by ל ִב ְל ִתּי.ְ
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See n. 142 in chap. 2 above.
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §56a.
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See Gen 2:9b in chap. 2 above regarding the accusative of specification.
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §18l.
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3:12b [שׁר נָ ַ ֣ת ָתּה ִע ָמּ ִ ֔די
֣ ֶ ]ה ִא ָשּׁ ֙ה ֲא
ָֽ
The noun  ָה ִא ָשּׁהis defined by the following relative clause. The retrospective
pronoun determines the function of the antecedent in the relative clause. In 3:12b the
implied retrospective pronoun indicates that the antecedent is the accusative of direct
object: “who You gave her with me.” Moreover, the noun  ָה ִא ָשּׁהis in casus pendens,
which is resumed in 3:12c below.
3:12c [ן־ה ֵ ֖עץ
ָ ה־לּי ִמ
֥ ִ ָ]הוא ָנ ְֽתנ
ִ֛
As described in Gen 2:14c in chapter 2, casus pendens consists of a suspended
noun that appears to be out of place with the following clause. The suspended noun is
resumed in the following nominal or verbal clause. The verb of the verbal clause, or the
noun of the nominal clause, according to Semitic grammarians is “preoccupied” with the
noun or pronoun that refers back to the suspended noun. The retrospective pronoun of
casus pendens differs from the retrospective pronoun in a relative clause. The
retrospective pronoun of a relative clause defines the role of the antecedent in the relative
clause; the suspended noun and the retrospective pronoun of casus pendens is an
emphatic construction.95
In 3:12c the pronoun  ִהואresumes the noun א ָשּׁה,
ִ and yet  ִהואis also suspended.
The suspended words are resumed by the 3fs pronoun in נָ ְתנָ ה. Adam’s language is
highly emphatic as he tries to place the blame on his wife. This is in contrast to 3:10b
where he quickly outlines his actions to the Lord. Bandstra’s translation and analysis fail
to highlight the emphasis Adam places on Eve.96 A more literal rendering that illustrates
the urgency in Adam’s statement reads, “The woman—whom You gave to me—She! She
gave to me from the tree! And I ate.”
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §14a n48.
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Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 187, 194-96.
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3:13b [ה־זּ ֹאת ָע ִ ֑שׂית
֣ ]מ
ַ
Bandstra contends that the pronoun  זֹאתrefers back to Eve eating the fruit and
that her deed is the “goal”—or in more traditional terms ‘direct object’—of the verb
ע ִשׂית.
ָ 97 However, one would expect an  ֲא ֶשׁרbefore the verb if  זֹאתfunctions as the direct
object: [מה־זֹּאת ֲא ֶשׁר ָע ִשׂית ]א ָֹתהּ.
ַ 98
The pronoun זֹאת, without the alerting ה, is used as a demonstrative of time:
“what now?”99 Moreover, this construction is used to ask a rhetorical question to express
surprise or wonder. The interrogative with the pronoun makes the question more
“lively.”100 The Lord is not surprised or taken off guard by Eve’s action, but the statement
is one of exclamation.
3:14b [ל־ה ְבּ ֵה ָ֔מה
ַ ]א ֤רוּר ַא ָתּ ֙ה ִמ ָכּ
ָ
The indefinite passive participle  ָארוּרis functioning as the announcement of
the nominal clause. The initiator is the personal pronoun א ָתּה.
ַ The announcement is
placed before the initiator for emphasis. As discussed in 3:5a above, the participle ָארוּר
describes the abiding state of the serpent: “one who in the state of being cursed (are)
you.”
97

Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 197, 616. This is how the ESV, KJV, ASV, NASB, and NIV render

מה־זֹּאת.
ַ
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See Gen 44:5; 49:28; Exod 29:38.
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The alerting  הis the non-definite excessive definite article, occurring on words that are
already definite. This excessive article is labeled by Ibn Barūn an “alerting  ”הwhich draws the attention of
the reader to the word. Pinchas Wechter, Ibn Barūn’s Arabic Works on Hebrew Grammar and
Lexicography (Philadelphia: The Dropsie College for Hebrew and Cognate Learning, 1964), 25. For the
pronoun  זֹאתas a demonstrative of time, see Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §136d;
Blau, Phonology and Morphology of Biblical Hebrew, 178. See also 1 Sam 10:11. Delitzsch also
highlights the vividness of the statement made by the pronoun  זֹאתin Gen 3:13b; however, he renders the
statement “what is this” (Delitzsch, New Commentary on Genesis, trans. Taylor, 1:159).
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Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§170; Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar,
trans. Cowley, §136c, 148a. Joüon, however, notes that  זֶ הis added to the interrogative “ ָמהwithout any
notable change in meaning.” His translation of Gen 3:13b is identical to that of Bandstra and the major
English translations (Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §143g).
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3:15c [שׁוּפָך֣ ֔רֹאשׁ
ְ ְ]הוּא י
֚
The pronoun  הוּאbefore the verb emphasizes the agent of the verb שׁוּפָך
ְ ְי. In
3:15c and 3:15d, the independent pronouns serve to contrast the serpent and the seed of
the woman. The clause in 3:15c is a compound nominal clause and is another example of
casus pendens. The pronoun  הוּאis hanging, and the belated verb is preoccupied with the
implied pronoun of the imperfect 3ms, which resumes the pronoun הוּא.101
In 3:15c, the primary noun  רֹאשׁis in the accusative of specification. The
accusative of specification is typically a primary noun. Without the accusative of
specification the sentence would be unclear. The accusative of specification in 3:15c
defines the relationship between the object (the 2ms pronoun, referring to the serpent)
and the verb שׁוף.102 The seed of the woman will bruise the serpent in terms of the head.
If the accusative of specification had not been utilized, it would not have been clear
where the seed of the woman would strike the serpent.
Bandstra’s analysis of this clause illustrates the confusion modern linguistic
principles introduce into the study of biblical Hebrew. Bandstra rightly recognizes that
 רֹאשׁis not the object of the verb שׁוּפָך
ְ ְי, but the location where the serpent will be struck.
However, his description and labeling of the clause leaves one confused. He writes
concerning 3:15c, “The structure of the clause suggests  רֹאשׁspecifies the Scope: the
snake will be struck on the head. The Scope of a material process is a circumstantial
element, here the location of the blow, that is disguised as a Participant.”103
While his basic premise is evident, Bandstra’s analysis is cluttered
with unfamiliar words for a reader not versed in Bandstra’s particular linguistic model.
What exactly does Bandstra mean by “Scope,” or “material process, or “Participant?”
101

See Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley, §135a; Fuller and Choi, Biblical
Hebrew Syntax, §14.
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §13jj.
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Bandstra, Genesis 1-11, 203.
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Moreover, what does it mean for a Participant to be disguised? Attempts like Bandstra’s
to replace terms like ‘nominative’ and ‘accusative’ can only lead to more confusion for
the biblical Hebrew student.104 Bandstra’s analysis illustrates that the retention of the
labels ‘nominative,’ ‘genitive,’ and ‘accusative’ provides a simpler, clearer description of
the grammar. Obviously Bandstra recognizes  רֹאשׁis functioning adverbially; however
his analysis would be more clear if he labeled it as an adverbial accusative.
3:15d [שׁוּפנּוּ ָע ֵ ֽקב׃
֥ ֶ ]וְ ַא ָ ֖תּה ְתּ
Bandstra fails to mention the energic 3ms suffix on the verb שׁוף. His
translation of this clause indicates that he assigns no value to the energic nun: “And you
will strike them heel-wise.”105 Van der Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze contend that the
energic nun “has no semantic value.”106 Waltke and O’Connor appear non-committal on
the issue, merely stating that the “variety of uses leads many to contend” that the energic
endings do not express emphasis.107 Even Joüon argues against the energic meaning,
claiming that the “energic force is merely phonetic.”108
The emphasis of the nun—a remnant of a form similar to the Arabic energic
form yaqtulanna or yaqtulan—is evident particularly when it is placed in clauses with
other emphatic constructions.109 For example, the energic nun suffixes are placed in
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Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§19.
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clauses with an emphatic imperative and the particle נָ א. In Genesis 27:19, Jacob
implores his father Isaac to eat the dinner prepared for him and then bless Jacob:
קוּם־נָ א ְשׁ ָבה וְ ָא ְכ ָלה ִמ ֵצּ ִידי ַבּ ֲעבוּר ְתּ ָב ֲר ַכנִּ י נַ ְפ ֶ ֽשָׁך׃
Please, rise! Sit! And please eat from my game so that your soul may certainly bless
me.110
The energic nun also occurs in strong prohibition statements that contain  לֹאwith an
imperfect. The Lord strongly commands Israel not to eat the blood of an animal in
Deuteronomy 12:24-25:
ל־ה ָא ֶרץ ִתּ ְשׁ ְפּ ֶכנּוּ ַכּ ָ ֽמּיִם׃
ָ אכ ֶל֑נּוּ ַע
ְ ֹ לֹא תּ
הוה׃
ֽ ָ ְי־ת ֲע ֶשׂה ַהיָּ ָשׁר ְבּ ֵעינֵ י י
ַ וּל ָבנֶ יָך ַא ֲח ֶריָך ִכּ
ְ יטב ְלָך
ַ ִאכ ֶל֑נּוּ ְל ַמ ַען י
ְ ֹ לֹא תּ
You certainly shall not eat it. Upon the earth you shall certainly pour it out as
water. You certainly shall not eat it so that it will be good to you and your sons
after you. For you will do the right in the eyes of the Lord.111
In Numbers 23:25, a particularly strong prohibition consists of energic nuns found
alongside absolute objects emphasizing the  לֹא+ imperfect. In this verse, Balak is
incredulous that Balaam would bless Israel on two separate occasions.
ם־בּ ֵרְך לֹא ְת ָב ֲר ֶ ֽכנּוּ׃
ָ ַל־בּ ְל ָ֔עם גַּ ם־קֹב לֹא ִת ֳקּ ֶ ֑בנּוּ גּ
ִ אמר ָבּ ָלק ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ יּ
And Balak said unto Balaam, “Moreover, cursing you absolutely shall not curse
them! Moreover, blessing you absolutely shall not bless them!”112
The energy provided by the energic nun is also evident in its use in oath
clauses. For example, in 1 Samuel 26:10 David swears that Saul will assuredly meet his
proper end:
אמר ָדּוִ ד ַחי־יְ הוָ ה ִכּי ִאם־יְ הוָ ה יִ גָּ ֶ ֑פנּוּ אוֹ־יו ֺמו ֺ יָבוֺא וָ ֵמת או ֺ ַב ִמּ ְל ָח ָמה יֵ ֵרד וְ נִ ְס ָ ֽפּה׃
ֶ ֹ וַ יּ
And David said, “As the Lord lives, indeed the Lord will certainly strike him. Or his
day will come and he dies, or in battle he will go down and he will be swept away.”
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See also Num 22:6; 23:13 (the imperative is read as an emphatic, but pointed as a normal
imperative 2ms); 1 Sam 16:11 (without the particle  ;)נָ א26:8 (with the cohortative rather than the emphatic
imperative).
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See also 2 Kgs 4:29.
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The intensity of the situation is made even more clear in Num 24:10 when Balak claps his
hands in anger. Although energic endings were not used in Num 24:10, the physical action coupled with
the absolute object ()בּ ַר ְכ ָתּ ָב ֵרְך
ֵ illustrates the energy in Balak’s speech. The same energy present in Num
24:10 is the same energy present in Num 23:25. Moreover, notice in Num 23:25 the use of the particle גַּ ם.
Other examples with absolute objects and energic nuns are: Exod 22:15; Deut 7:26; 13:10.
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Also, in 2 Kings 3:14 Elisha vows before the king of Israel that were it not for
Jehoshaphat, Elisha would not have visited Jehoram:
הוּדה ֲאנִ י נ ֵ ֹ֑שׂא
ָ ְלוּלי ְפּנֵ י יְ הו ָֺשׁ ָפט ֶמ ֶלְך־י
ֵ ישׁע ַחי־יְ הוָ ה ְצ ָבאו ֺת ֲא ֶשׁר ָע ַמ ְד ִתּי ְל ָפנָ יו ִכּי
ָ אמר ֱא ִל
ֶ ֹ וַ יּ
ם־א ְר ֶ ֽאךָּ ׃
ֶ ם־א ִבּיט ֵא ֶליָך וְ ִא
ַ ִא
And Elisha said, “As the Lord of Hosts lives, Whom I stand before Him, that except
the face of Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, which I am a lifter, if I look upon you and if
I certainly see you.”113
When the energic nun is found in clauses that lack other emphatic
constructions, the context often provides enough evidence of the energy provided by the
nun. For example, the context of 1 Samuel 1:7 gives strong indications that the nun in
 ַתּ ְכ ִע ֶסנָּ הintensifies the action of the verb:
אכל׃
ֽ ַ ֹ ֹלתהּ ְבּ ֵבית יְ הוָ ה ֵכּן ַתּ ְכ ִע ֶ ֑סנָּ ה וַ ִתּ ְב ֶכּה וְ לֹא ת
ָ וְ ֵכן יַ ֲע ֶשׂה ָשׁנָ ה ְב ָשׁנָ ה ִמ ֵדּי ֲע
And thus it would happen year after year as often as the going up of her to the house
of the Lord, that she would cause her to be thoroughly vexed. And she would weep
and she would not eat.
The intensity of Peninnah’s actions against Hannah is illustrated by the fact that it drove
Hannah to weeping and to forgoing food. Peninnah would repeat her vexing every year
they went to the Lord’s house: שׁנָ ה ְב ָשׁנָ ה.
ָ In Genesis 31:39, the energic nuns give energy
to Jacob’s statements as he confronts Laban:
אתי ֵא ֶליָך ָאנ ִֹכי ֲא ַח ֶטּנָּ ה ִמיָּ ִדי ְתּ ַב ְק ֶ ֑שׁנָּ ה גְּ נֻ ְב ִתי יו ֺם וּגְ נֻ ְב ִתי ָ ֽליְ ָלה׃
ִ א־ה ֵב
ֵ ֹ ְט ֵר ָפה ל
Torn things I did not hide from you. I—I bore the full loss of them. From my hand
you required them to the fullest whether I stole them by day or I stole them by night.
The context of Jacob’s defense reveals that Jacob was angry with his father-in-law and
confronted him because he gave to Jacob Leah as a wife instead of Rachel (Gen 31:36).
Once he approaches Laban, Jacob immediately begins to defend his integrity in all his
dealings with Laban (Gen 31:36-42). In verse 39, Jacob emphasizes that he accepted full
responsibility for the loss of any part of Laban’s flock, and that Laban required an exact
repayment for those losses.114
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Other examples of the energic nun in oath clauses are Josh 6:26; 2 Kgs 2:2, 4, 6.
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See also Judg 19:22 and 1 Sam 12:10 for other examples in which the context indicates that
the energic nuns add energy.
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In addition to emphatic constructions and context, the certainty of the
speaker’s will in jussives and cohortatives is often conveyed with energic nuns. For
example, in Genesis 13:15 the certainty of the fact that the Lord will give Abram and his
descendants the land of Canaan is illustrated by the energic nun:
וּלזַ ְר ֲעָך ַעד־עו ָ ֺֽלם׃
ְ ר־א ָתּה ר ֶֹאה ְלָך ֶא ְתּ ֶנ֑נָּ ה
ַ ל־ה ָא ֶרץ ֲא ֶשׁ
ָ ת־כּ
ָ ִכּי ֶא
For all the land, which you are one who sees it, to you I will most certainly give it,
and to your seed forever.115
There are several examples in which the energic nun is found in promises made by the
Lord to individuals. In Genesis 13:17, the Lord reiterates to Abram that He will certainly
give him the land ()א ְתּנֶ נָּ ה.
ֶ In Genesis 21:13 and 18, the Lord promises Hagar to make
(ימנּוּ
ֶ )א ִשׂ
ֲ Ishmael into a great nation. In Genesis 26:3, the Lord instructs Abraham to stay
out of Egypt and to remain in Canaan, and He promises to bless him ( ָ)א ָב ְר ֶכךּ.
ֲ In Joshua
1:5, the Lord promises Joshua that He will be with him as He was with Moses, and that
He will not forsake him ( ָ)א ֶעזְ ֶבךּ.
ֶ
In Genesis 19:34, the energic nun on the cohortative conveys the determination
of Lot’s two daughters to carry out their heinous act:
ֺ ם־ה ַלּיְ ָלה וּב ִֹאי ִשׁ ְכ ִבי ִעמּו
ַ ַת־א ִ ֑בי נַ ְשׁ ֶקנּוּ יַ יִ ן גּ
ָ ן־שׁ ַכ ְב ִתּי ֶא ֶמשׁ ֶא
ָ ֵה
“Behold, yesterday I lay with my father. Let us make sure to cause him to drink
wine this night, and go in and lie with him.”116
In Exodus 15:2b, Moses and the people of Israel express in song their determination to
praise the Lord:
ֹלהי ָא ִבי וַ ֲאר ְֹמ ֶמנְ הו
ֵ זֶ ה ֵא ִלי וְ ַאנְ וֵ הוּ ֱא
This (is) my God and I will praise Him; the God of my father, and I will most
assuredly extol Him.
In Exodus 21:14, the gravity of the Lord’s command to punish a murderer is emphasized
115

The certainty expressed by the nun is made clear in Gen 15:8 when Abram asks how he will
know that he will possess the land. The energic nun is added to the verb ירשׁ, conveying the idea that there
is no doubt the land is possessed. The verse is translated, “And he said, ‘O Lord God, how will I know that
I will without a doubt possess the land?’”
116

The cohortative is ‘hidden’ because of the 3ms energic suffix. Context gives strong
indication that  נַ ְשׁ ֶקנּוּis a cohortative. For hidden cohortatives see Jerusalmi, The Story of Joseph, 23, 24.
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by the energic nun:
ל־ר ֵעהוּ ְל ָה ְרגו ֺ ְב ָע ְר ָ ֑מה ֵמ ִעם ִמזְ ְבּ ִחי ִתּ ָקּ ֶחנּוּ ָל ֽמוּת׃
ֵ וְ ִכי־יָ זִ יד ִאישׁ ַע
And if a man acts presumptuously concerning his friend to kill him with craftiness,
from My altar you will without question remove him so that he will die.117
The examples given above demonstrate the emphasis added by the energic
endings. Notice that the examples are all taken from direct speech. Energic endings are
expected in direct speech where speakers often exaggerate their speech to plead their
case, insist the seriousness of their statement, etc. Energic endings often stress the will or
desire of the speaker.118 Narrative, however, is seldom emphatic, writers of narrative
usually do not relate an account with emphasis. If emphasis is needed, narrative employs
different constructions (word order, absolute object, particles, etc.) Therefore, the energic
suffix in Genesis 3:15d (שׁוּפנּוּ
ֶ )תּ
ְ expresses the certainty of the serpent’s action: the
serpent will certainly bruise the heal of the woman’s seed.
The compound nominal clause in 3:15d is similar to that in 3:15c. The noun
 ָע ֵקבis in the accusative of specification. In light of 3:15c this clause is translated: “But
as for you—you will certainly bruise Him with respect to heel.”
3:16a ל־ה ִא ָ ֣שּׁה ָא ַ֗מר ַה ְר ָ ֤בּה ַא ְר ֶבּ ֙ה
ָ ]א
ֶֽ
[ִע ְצּבו ֵ ֺ֣נ ְך וְ ֵ ֽהר ֵֹ֔נְך
The infinitive absolute is the absolute object to the verb א ְר ֶבּה.
ַ 119 The absolute
object is emphasizing the verb: “increasing I will increase” or “I will certainly increase.”
The Hiphil of  רבהis causative: “to cause to be many” or “to increase.”
3:17c [אמֹר
֔ ית ֙יָך ֵל
ִ֙ ִ]א ֶ ֤שׁר ִצוּ
ֲ
The infinitive construct +  לis limiting the verb יתי
ִ ִ ִצוּby explaining the verb: “I
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Other examples of the energic nun expressing the certainty of the will of the speaker are Gen
9:5; Exod 16:4; 21:14; Num 14:24; 18:10, 13; Judg 4:22; 9:28; 1 Sam 6:2; 11:1; 17:27; 18:21.
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See Gen 2:16c in chap. 2 and 3:4b above.
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commanded you by saying.” This construction may be rendered in English: “I
commanded you by saying.”120
Cynthia Miller contends that לאמֹר,ֵ when it precedes direct speech as in 3:17c,
is not an infinitive construct. When  ֵלאמֹרintroduces direct speech, Miller maintains that
the infinitival form has become “grammaticalized”—it has lost its original function as an
infinitive—and has become a ‘complementizer.’121 She defines a ‘complementizer’ as a
word or particle that links a complement to its “matrix clause.” A ‘complement’ is “a
predication embedded within another predication (the matrix clause) where it functions as
an argument (subject or object) of the matrix clause.”122 One can become mired down by
the sheer volume of linguistic terminology, but it appears Miller designates ‘complement’
as a clause that functions as the subject or object to a main clause. This ‘complement’ is
linked to its main clause by a word or particle, the ‘complementizer.’ Therefore,
according to Miller,  ֵלאמֹרis a ‘complementizer’ that links direct speech to the main
clause.
Miller maintains that  ֵלאמֹרis not an infinitive construct when it introduces
direct speech because it does not follow typical infinitival syntax. Miller explains that
infinitival syntax contains two types of constructions. First, the infinitive functions as a
verbal complement, standing in a relationship to the main verb as the verb’s subject or
object. She gives 1 Kings 11:40 as an example:
וַ ַיְב ֵקּשׁ ְשֹׁלמֹה ְל ָה ִמית ֶאת־יָ ָר ְב ָעם
“Solomon sought to kill Jeroboam.”
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §18f. Kautzsch argues that  ֵלאמֹרis used so often
that is has “become stereotyped as an adverb” to introduce direct speech (Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew
Grammar, trans. Cowley, §114o). While  ֵלאמֹרis used primarily to introduce direct speech, it is still an
infinitive construct functioning in the same manner as other infinitive constructs.
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Cynthia L. Miller, The Representation of Speech in Biblical Hebrew Narrative: A Linguistic
Analysis, Harvard Semitic Monographs 55 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1996), 206.
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Ibid., 95. Parenthetical statements are original to the quote.
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The infinitive  ָה ִמיתfunctions as the “objective verbal complement” to the verb בקשׁ.123
Second, the infinitive functions as an embedded clause to mark purpose or result. She
cites Leviticus 14:36b as an example:
ת־ה ָ ֽבּיִת׃
ַ וְ ַא ַחר ֵכּן יָבֹא ַהכּ ֵֹהן ִל ְראו ֺת ֶא
“And after that the priest will come to see the house.”
The infinitive  ְראו ֺתexpresses the purpose of the verb בוא.124
Miller explains that both infinitival constructions share similar features. The
infinitives in both constructions may govern an object with the marker  ֶאתor with a
pronominal suffix. The two infinitival constructions may also govern adverbial or
prepositional phrases. The only difference, Miller asserts, is the way in which the
infinitive of each respective construction relates to the main verb, as described above.125
Miller does claim that  ֵלאמֹרis a true infinitive in some instances. She notes
that  ֵלאמֹרfunctions as the object of a verb in Genesis 26:7 and expresses purpose in
Esther 6:4.126 However, she denies that לאמֹר,ֵ when it introduces direct speech, explains
the main verb.127
Miller gives three arguments to demonstrate that  ֵלאמֹרis not a true infinitive
when it introduces direct speech. First, she contends  ֵלאמֹרdoes not govern objects (as an
independent noun or as a suffix), adverbial phrases, or prepositional phrases, and it is
never paired with another infinitival clause.128 Second, she insists לאמֹר,ֵ when it
introduces direct speech, is not an embedded clause functioning as a gerund because there
are cases in which it does not appear to explain the main verb. This is particularly true
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Miller, Representation of Speech, 175. The translation and italics are Miller’s.
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when the main verb is not a speaking verb, or a ‘non-metapragmatic’ verb. She gives 1
Kings 16:16 as an example:
ת־ה ֶ ֑מּ ֶלְך
ַ וַ יִּ ְשׁ ַמע ָה ָעם ַהחֹנִ ים ֵלאמֹר ָק ַשׁר זִ ְמ ִרי וְ גַ ם ִה ָכּה ֶא
“The people in the camp heard the following information (lit., heard saying) , ‘Zimri
was treacherous and even killed the king.’”
In this example, Miller asserts that  ֵלאמֹרcannot explain the main verb (“they heard by
saying”) and it cannot express purpose (“they heard in order to say”).129
Third, Miller argues that in clauses in which  ֵלאמֹרintroduces direct speech, the
main verb may have an infinitival verbal complement other than לאמֹר.ֵ She cites Joshua
18:8:
מר
ֹ ֗ ת־ה ָ֜א ֶרץ ֵלא
ָ תּב ֶא
ֺ ֨ ים ִל ְכ
֩ ת־הה ְֹל ִכ
ַ וַ יָּ ֻ ֥קמוּ ָה ֲאנָ ִ ֖שׁים וַ יֵּ ֵל֑כוּ וַ יְ ַצ֣ו יְ הו ֺֻ֡שׁ ַע ֶא
֠ ְלכוּ וְ ִה ְת ַה ְלּ ֨כוּ ָב ָ֜א ֶרץ וְ ִכ ְת ֤בוּ או ָֺת ֙הּ וְ ֣שׁוּבוּ ֵא ֔ ַלי
“So the men arose and went and Joshua commanded those going to map (lit., write)
the land (saying), ‘Go and walk around the land and map it and return to me. . . .’”
Miller asserts that the infinitive  ִל ְכתֹּבis the verbal complement to the verb  ;יְ ַצוtherefore,
 ֵלאמֹרcannot be the complement of יְ ַצו.130 Miller concludes that לאמֹר,ֵ when it introduces
direct speech, cannot be a real infinitive; rather,  ֵלאמֹרhas grammaticalized to a
complementizer that links the direct speech to the main clause.
Miller’s arguments against לאמֹר,ֵ when it introduces direct speech, are not
convincing. With regard to her first argument, —לאמֹרwhen
ֵ
introducing direct speech—
does govern an object. Take for example 2 Kings 22:10:
אמֹר ֵס ֶפר נָ ַתן ִלי ִח ְל ִקיָּ ה ַהכּ ֵ ֹ֑הן
֔ וַ יַּ גֵּ ד ָשׁ ָפן ַהסּ ֵֹפר ַל ֶמּ ֶלְך ֵל
Shaphan the scribe declared to the king, saying, “Hilkiah the priest gave a book to
me.”
Shaphan’s direct speech is a substantival clause: a clause that stands in the place of a
129

Miller, Representation of Speech, 184. The translation and parenthetical statement is
Miller’s. Miller provides a table listing all of the verbs used with לאמֹר.ֵ She divides the table into three
sections. The first section contains ‘metapragmatic’ verbs, which lists speaking verbs that occur before
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noun, functioning as a nominative, accusative, or genitive.131 The direct speech functions
as the object to the infinitive לאמֹר.ֵ
Furthermore, contrary to Miller,  ֵלאמֹרin Leviticus 11:1-2a does govern a
prepositional phrase:
ל־א ֲהר ֹן ֵלאמֹר ֲא ֵל ֶ ֽהם׃
ַ וַ יְ ַד ֵבּר יְ הוָ ה ֶאל־מ ֶֹשׁה וְ ֶא
מר
ֹ ֑ ל־בּנֵ י יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵאל ֵלא
ְ ַדּ ְבּרוּ ֶא
And the Lord said to Moses and to Aaron, saying to them, “Speak to the sons of
Israel, saying, . . .”
According to Miller, when  ֵלאמֹרintroduces direct speech, prepositional phrases
identifying the addressee(s) occur before  ֵלאמֹרand are governed by the main verb.
Because Moses and Aaron are identified as the recipients of the Lord’s direct speech
earlier in 11:1, Miller holds that the prepositional phrase  ֲא ֵל ֶהםis redundant and “coreferential” to the previous two prepositional phrases. She concludes, then, that  ֵלאמֹרin
Leviticus 11:1 is not a “true infinitive governing a following prepositional phrase.”132
Miller’s argumentation is tenuous; her dismissal of  ֵלאמֹרin Leviticus 11:1
simply because the referents are mentioned twice appears arbitrary. If  ֵלאמֹרcan govern a
prepositional phrase in Esther 6:4, even though it introduces indirect speech in this verse,
there is no reason  ֵלאמֹרcannot govern a prepositional phrase when it introduces direct
speech. The simple matter of redundancy is a strained justification to reanalyze the
infinitive construct. If  ֵלאמֹרin Leviticus 11:1 is not an infinitive construct because its
prepositional phrase is co-referential with the previous prepositional phrases, then there is
much in the Hebrew Bible to call into question. Prepositions are often repeated when
used on more than one noun; however, no grammarian calls the repetition of prepositions
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183).
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into question When more than one word in a construct package depends on the same
head noun, the head noun is often repeated. Nevertheless, the repetition of the head noun
does not alarm grammarians. The simplest explanation of Leviticus 11:1 is that  ֵלאמֹרis
an actual infinitive construct governing its own prepositional phrase.
In her second argument, Miller asserts that  ֵלאמֹרcannot be an embedded
infinitival clause when it it does not appear to explain the main verb, particularly when
the main verb is a non-speaking/non-psychological verb. However, the examples Miller
cites to support this argument in reality confirm לאמֹר,ֵ when it introduces direct speech,
to be a true infinitive construct.
For example, with some main verbs, Miller notes that the direct speech
introduced by “ ֵלאמֹרaccomplishes the action described in the verb,” as in Genesis 19:15:
ת־שׁ ֵתּי ְבנ ֶֹתיָך
ְ ת־א ְשׁ ְתָּך וְ ֶא
ִ מר קוּם ַקח ֶא
ֹ ֑ וַ יָּ ִאיצוּ ַה ַמּ ְל ָא ִכים ְבּלו ֺט ֵלא
ן־תּ ָסּ ֶפה ַבּ ֲעו ֺן ָה ִ ֽעיר׃
ִ ַהנִּ ְמ ָצאֹת ֶפּ
“The angels urged Lot (saying), ‘Get up! Take your wife and your remaining two
daughters lest you be swept away in the iniquity of the city.’”133
Miller states that the non-speaking verb  אוץmay take an explanatory infinitive, but ֵלאמֹר
in this instance is not an infinitival complement. She proposes that
instead, the action of (trying to) hurry Lot and his family was accomplished through
speaking. This subcategory of non-metapragmatic verbs approaches that of
metapragmatic verbs in that the quotation introduced with  ֵלאמֹרaccomplishes the
action described by the matrix verb.134
Miller comes close to describing  ֵלאמֹרas an infinitive construct functioning adverbially
in Genesis 19:15. She simply moves the adverbial function to the quotation, not לאמֹר.ֵ
Miller’s insistence that  ֵלאמֹרis not an infinitive construct precludes her from placing the
adverbial function on לאמֹר.ֵ Contrary to Miller,  ֵלאמֹרexplains the main verb by
explaining how the angels urged Lot; they urged him by saying, “Arise and go!” The
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direct speech is a substantival clause functioning as the object to לאמֹר.ֵ 135
In another category of non-speaking/non-psychological verbs, the verb
describes an action that occurs alongside the direct speech, as in Genesis 47:15:
ה־לּנוּ ֶל ֶחם וְ ָל ָמּה נָ מוּת נֶ גְ ֶ ֑דָּך ִכּי ָא ֵפס ָ ֽכּ ֶסף׃
ָ ל־מ ְצ ַריִם ֶאל־יו ֵֺסף ֵלאמֹר ָה ָב
ִ וַ יָּ בֹאוּ ָכ
“And all Egypt came to Joseph, saying, ‘Give us food! Why should we die in front
of you because our money is used up.’”136
Miller notes that one might suggest that  ֵלאמֹרis explaining the main verb: “they came in
order to say.” She asserts, however, this analysis of Genesis 47:15 is not feasible because
of examples like Exodus 5:14, in which subjects of main verbs are different from the
speaker(s) of the direct speech introduced by לאמֹר:
ֵ
יתם ָח ְק ֶכם
ֶ דּוּע לֹא ִכ ִלּ
ַ מר ַמ
ֹ ֑ ר־שׂמוּ ֲע ֵל ֶהם נֹגְ ֵשׂי ַפ ְרעֹה ֵלא
ָ וַ יֻּ כּוּ שׁ ְֹט ֵרי ְבּנֵ י יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵאל ֲא ֶשׁ
ם־היּֽ ו ֺם׃
ַ ַם־תּמו ֺל גּ
ְ ִַל ְלבֹּן ִכּ ְתמו ֺל ִשׁ ְלשׁ ֹם גּ
“The Israelite foremen whom the taskmasters of Pharaoh set over them were beaten
(saying), ‘Why did you not complete your quota of bricks yesterday or today as
previously?’”
According to Miller,  ֵלאמֹרin Exodus 5:14 is not explaining the main verb  יֻ כּוּbecause the
speakers of the direct speech—the taskmasters—are different from the subjects of the
passive verb—the Israelite foremen.137
In response to Miller’s analysis of Exodus 5:14, infinitive constructs are used
to explain passive verbs. In Deuteronomy 4:35, for example, the infinitive construct
explains why Israel was shown the Lord’s wonders:
ֹלהים ֵאין עו ֺד ִמ ְל ַבדּו ֺ׃
֑ ִ אתּה ָה ְר ֵא ָת ָל ַד ַעת ִכּי יְ הוָ ה הוּא ָה ֱא
ָ
You—you were shown so you would know that the Lord—He (is) God. There is
none besides Him.
Israel is the subject of the passive verb, but the Lord is the agent of the action.
Deuteronomy 4:35 demonstrates that it is feasible that  ֵלאמֹרin Exodus 5:14 and Genesis
135

The critique of Miller’s explanation of the third category of non-speaking/non-psychological
verbs is similar to the critique of her explanation of the first category. Many of the occurrences of  ֵלאמֹרare
in fact functioning adverbially.
136

Miller, Representation of Speech, 189. The translation and emphasis is Miller’s.

137

Ibid. The translation of Exod 5:14 and the parenthetical statement are Miller’s.
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47:15 explains the main verb in each verse, even if the speaker of the direct speech is
different than the agent of the main verb.138 However, Miller’s citation of Exodus 5:14 to
demonstrate that infinitive constructs cannot explain passive verbs fails to prove her
point. Infinitive constructs may also explain nominal statements.139 The infinitive
construct  ֵלאמֹרmodifies and explains  נֹגְ ֵשׂי ַפ ְרעֹהand not the passive verb וַ יֻּ כּוּ.
In her third argument against לאמֹר,ֵ Miller contends that לאמֹר,ֵ when it
introduces direct speech, cannot be a verbal complement when another infinitive
construct functions as the verbal complement to the main verb. Miller appears to say that
a verb cannot have multiple infinitives functioning as verbal complements.140 However,
consider 1 Kings 3:7:
לֹא ֵא ַדע ֵצאת וָ בֹא
I did not know going out or coming in.
1 Kings 3:7 demonstrates that a main verb can take two infinitival verbal complements; it
is possible, then, that  ֵלאמֹרis a complement to the main verb in Joshua 18:8.141
Miller appeals to metapragmatics to explain  ֵלאמֹרbecause  ֵלאמֹרdoes not
function as she expects an infinitive construct to function. Miller seems to argue that
לאמֹר,ֵ when it introduces direct speech, is unique; because it is unique, she reanalyzes
 ֵלאמֹרas a complementizer. However, if  ֵלאמֹרis truly unique, then one would not expect
it to function like other infinitive constructs. If  ֵלאמֹרis unique, not following typical
138

See also Lev 6:23; 16:10, 27. For impersonal clauses rendered, “It was said, saying” see
Gen 22:20; 38:13, 24; Josh 2:2; 1 Sam 15:12.
139

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §18f.
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Miller writes, “An infinitive functioning as a verbal complement bears a syntactic relation to
the matrix verb as either subject or object” (Miller, Representation of Speech, 177). With respect to Josh
18:8 she writes, “The infinitive  לכתבis the complement of the verb ‘to command’;  לאמרcannot possibly be
understood as a verbal complement of the same matrix verb” (ibid., 185; emphasis added.).
141

However, in Josh 18:8 Miller incorrectly designates  ִל ְכתֹּבas the verbal complement to the
main verb וַ יְ ַצו. The accents indicate that  ִל ְכתֹּבis to be read with ת־הה ְֹל ִכים
ַ ;א
ֶ the infinitive construct and the
participle are linked together by the conjunctive accent little telisha. The infinitive  ִל ְכתֹּבexplains the
participle הה ְֹל ִכים:
ַ “the ones who are goers to write the land” (Miller, Representation of Speech, 185).
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infinitival syntax, then Miller’s arguments are unnecessary. Just because  ֵלאמֹרacts
differently from Miller’s expectations there is no reason to declare that  ֵלאמֹרis not an
infinitive construct, or to speculate that it has “grammaticalized” into a
“complementizer.” Instead of conjectures and speculations, it is best to view —לאמֹרin
ֵ
every occurrence—as an infinitive construct that introduces a substantival clause.
3:17d [אכ֖ל ִמ ֶ ֑מּנּוּ
ַ ֹ ]לֹא ת
֥
This verbal clause is a substantival clause functioning as the object to the
infinitive construct  ֵלאמֹרin 3:17c. The negative particle  לֹאwith the imperfect indicative
demands obedience.142 The 3ms suffix on the  ִמןpreposition is the retrospective pronoun
pointing back to the antecedent  ָה ֵעץin 3:17b.
3:17f [אכ ֔ ֶלנָּ ה
ֲ ֹ ]בּ ִע ָצּב ֙ו ֺן ֽתּ
ְ
The energic 3fs suffix on אכל
ַ ֹ  תּcommunicates the unwavering will of the Lord:
Adam will certainly eat from the ground by the sweat of his brow.143
3:20b [ל־חי׃
ֽ ָ יְתה ֵ ֥אם ָכּ
֖ ָ ]כּי ִ ֥הוא ָ ֽה
ִ֛
The independent pronoun הוא,
ִ the initiator of the nominal clause, is emphatic
since it is not needed due to the 3fs pronoun in היְ ָתה.
ָ BDB highlights the function of the
pronoun by translating the clause, “for she (and no one else) was the mother of all
living.”144 The noun  ֵאםis indefinite; however BDB, the NASB, ESV, KJV, NIV, and
ASV translate it as a definite noun, “the mother.” In 3:20b,  ֵאםis indefinite because it is
the accusative of situation.145 Typically the accusative of situation requires an indefinite
142

See 3:1c above.
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See 3:15d above.
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BDB, 215b; Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §19f; Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew
Grammar, trans. Cowley, §135a. See also Ruth 1:1e in chap. 4.
145

See 3:1a above.
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descriptive noun: an adjective or participle. However, the accusative of situation may
consist of a primary noun as long as it is indefinite. The clause is then rendered: “She—
she existed in the status of mother of every living thing.”146
3:22a [ֹלהים ֵ ֤הן ָ ֽה ָא ָד ֙ם ָהיָ ֙ה ְכּ ַא ַ ֣חד ִמ ֶ֔מּנּוּ
ִ֗ הו֣ה ֱא
ָ ְאמר׀ י
ֶ ֹ ֣]וַ יּ
The particle  ֵהןis a particle of interjection, calling attention to something that is
noteworthy, a surprise, or unexpected. It is often used in prose to point out something
that demands action or informs a particular conclusion.147 In 3:22a, the outcome of Adam
and Eve’s sin leads the Lord to take action, expelling the couple from the Garden of
Eden.
The numeral  ַא ַחדprimarily acts as an adjective. Joüon notes that when  ַא ַחדis
in the construct or precedes a preposition it functions as a substantive.148 The
prepositional phrase  ְכּ ַא ַחדis in place of the accusative of situation: “Behold, the man
exists in the status of one from Us.”
3:22b []ל ַ ֖ד ַעת ֣טו ֺב וָ ָ ֑רע
ָ
The infinitive construct +  לis explanatory, clarifying the verb  ָהיָ הin 3:22a:
“Adam and Eve exists as one from Us in terms of knowing good and evil.” The noun טו ֺב
is the accusative of direct object to ל ַד ַעת.ָ The noun  ַרעis in conjunctive apposition
to  ;טו ֺבthe vav is the conjunctive vav linking two words in the same case. The noun רע,ַ
therefore, is the accusative of direct object to ל ַד ַעת.ָ
146

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §13z. Mohammad ‛Id notes that the word in the
accusative of situation “has to be indefinite” (Griess, Syntactical Comparisons, 151). On the other hand,
Wright notes a few cases in which the word in the accusative may be definite (Wright, Grammar of the
Arabic Language, 2:§44).
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See BDB, 243c; Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §105d. Joüon and
Kautzsch include  ֵהןunder conditional clauses and not clauses of interjection. While the particle is used in
conditional clauses, the context of Gen 3:22 lends towards an interjection like ( ִהנֵּ הJoüon, Grammar of
Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §167l; see also Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. Cowley,
§159w).
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Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §142b.
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3:22c []וְ ַע ָ ֣תּה׀ ֶפּן־יִ ְשׁ ַל֣ח יָ ֗דו ֺ וְ ָל ַק ֙ח ַ ֚גּם ֵמ ֵע֣ץ ַ ֽה ַח ִ֔יּים
The particle  ֶפּןnegates a purpose clause; it is typically attached to
the imperfect in the subjunctive mood. In contrast to the indicative, which is a statement
of fact, the subjunctive expresses an action that may or may not happen . The tense of the
subjunctive is future, which easily lends toward a hypothetical situation. Literally
translated, the negated purpose clause reads, “and now, with the intention that he may not
stretch out his hand.”
The vav on  ָל ַקחis energic and continues the subjunctive mood and future tense
of the preceding imperfect.149 The energic vav may be either logical (“and so”), or
temporal (“and then”). The energic vav in 3:22c is temporal, expressing actions in
succession. The particle  גַּ םstrengthens the statement מ ֵעץ ַה ַחיִּ ים.
ֵ The Lord makes a
strong statement that the situation would be even worse if Adam took of the fruit of the
tree of life.
3:24c []וְ ֵ֨את ַל ַ֤חט ַה ֶ֙ח ֶר ֙ב ַה ִמּ ְת ַה ֔ ֶפּ ֶכת
The Hithpael of  הפךextends the action of the Qal: “to turn over and over”
rather than “to turn.”150 The participle is in qualifier apposition to ה ֶח ֶרב.
ַ
Conclusion
Chapter 3 provided a grammatical analysis of Genesis chapter 3 according to a
traditional Semitic grammar. Like chapter 2, the analysis interacted with Bandstra and
other grammarians who apply modern linguistic principles. The analysis did not proceed
verse-by-verse, but was more selective. Verses were chosen to highlight certain features
of biblical Hebrew grammar, or to defend traditional analysis in light of modern linguistic
arguments. Traditional descriptions of nominal and verbal clauses were given and
illustrated in Genesis 3:1a and 3:7d. The Semitic understanding of the  תof the Hithpael
149

Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §119w.
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Cf. Jdg 7:13; Job 37:12.
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was explained in Genesis 3:8a, and the accusative of specification was introduced in
Genesis 3:15c. In Genesis 3:1, the traditional understanding of  היהwas defended against
current trends to translate the verb as a copula. In Genesis 3:5a, it was demonstrated that
the tense and aspect of a participle is derived from the context; contrary to Joosten, the
predicative participle is not a present tense verb. In Genesis 3:8 it was demonstrated that
the Piel, and by extension the Hithpael, denotes intensiveness/extensiveness. In Genesis
3:17, Miller’s arguments against  ֵלאמֹרas an infinitive construct were shown to be
incorrect. In each case the traditional Semitic analysis provides a clearer and more
accurate description of the syntax.
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CHAPTER 4
GRAMMATICAL ANALYSES AND METHODOLOGICAL
COMPARISONS BASED ON RUTH 1:1-22
This chapter analyzes the grammar of Ruth 1:1-22 according to a traditional
Semitic approach. Like chapters 2 and 3, this chapter provides traditional categories and
terms used to describe biblical Hebrew grammar, but it also includes interactions with
biblical Hebrew grammarians who apply linguistic principles. Robert D. Holmstedt’s
commentary on Ruth serves as the basis of comparison between the traditional approach
and newer linguistic methods. The analysis of Ruth chapter 1 does not include all
twenty-two verses. Verses are selected to highlight particular points of traditional
Hebrew grammar, or to contrast traditional and linguistic methodologies/conclusions.
Grammatical Analysis
The division of verses into smaller sections typically follows the breaks
marked by the stronger disjunctive accents athnach, zaqeph, and tiphcha. The divisions
serve as a means for quick reference.
1:1a [ימי ְשׁ ֣ ֹפט ַהשּׁ ְֹפ ִ֔טים
֙ ֵ ]וַ יְ ִ֗הי ִבּ
Holmstedt argues that the verb  היהdoes not take an ‘accusative complement,’
only ‘nominal complements’ or ‘oblique complements.’1 Contrary to Holmstedt, the verb
 היהdoes take an accusative. See the discussion of the proper function of  היהin Genesis
3:1a in chapter 3, and Ruth 1:2c and 1:11d below.
1

Robert D. Holmstedt, Ruth: A Handbook on the Hebrew Text, Baylor Handbook on the
Hebrew Bible Series (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2010), 52.
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1:1b []וַ יְ ִ ֥הי ָר ָ ֖עב ָבּ ָ ֑א ֶרץ
Holmstedt contends that the “basic word order” in Biblical Hebrew is SubjectVerb (S-V). Holmstedt bases his definition of “basic word order” on Anna Siewierska’s
definition: “stylistically neutral, independent, indicative clauses with full nouns phrase . .
. participants, where the subject is definite, agentive, and human, the object is a definite
semantic patient, and the verb represents an action, not a state or an event.”2 According
to Holmstedt, the S-V word order has “the greatest descriptive adequacy,” able to explain
any deviation from this “basic” order.3
According to Holmstedt, variations from the basic S-V word order happen for
different reasons. The word order may change, for example, because of the syntax of an
interrogative clause. A verb may be “raised” to the front of a clause due to “trigger”
words like  לֹא, ֲא ֶשׁר, and כּי.
ִ 4 Clauses with a modal verb often reflect a V-S word order
because modals, according to the definition of “basic word order,” are not indicative.5
If a clause exhibits a V-S word order and does not have a trigger word, the verb
must “contain a Topic or Focus operator.”6 Holmstedt defines ‘Topic’ as “thematic
information” that sets a scene or distinguishes one theme from other themes.7 ‘Focus’ is
defined as “information contrasted with possible alternatives.”8 Holmstedt cites Ruth
2

Robert Dean Holmstedt, “The Relative Clause in Biblical Hebrew: A Linguistic Analysis”
(PhD diss., University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2002), 129; Anna Siewierska, Word Order Rules, Croom
Helm Linguistics Series (London: Croom Helm, 1988), 8.
3

Robert D. Holmstedt, “Word Order in the Book of Proverbs,” in Seeking Out the Wisdom of
the Ancients: Essays Offered to Honor Michael V. Fox on the Occasion of His Sixty-Fifth Birthday, ed.
Ronald L. Trowel, Kelvin G. Friebel, and Dennis R. Magary (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2005), 152.
4

Robert D. Holmstedt, “Word Order and Information Structure in Ruth and Jonah: A
Generative-Typological Analysis,” Journal of Semitic Studies 54, no. 1 (2009):124, 125.
5

Ibid., 124; Holmstedt, “Relative Clause in Biblical Hebrew,” 139.

6

Holmstedt, “Word Order and Information Structure,” 138.

7

According to Holmstedt, ‘theme’ is defined as “old/known (or presupposed) information” in a
narrative (Holmstedt, “Word Order and Information Structure,” 128).
8

Ibid.; Holmstedt, Ruth, 10.
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4:17 as an example of a Focus initial verb:
ד־בּן ְלנָ ֳע ִמי
ֵ יֻ ַלּ
A son was born to Naomi.
Holmstedt argues that the indicative verb  יֻ ַלּדin Ruth 4:17 was moved to the front of the
clause because it contains a Focus operator, highlighting the fact that despite all odds a
son is born to Naomi.9
In his search for the basic word order in Genesis, Ruth, Jonah, and Proverbs,
Holmstedt disregards clauses that begin with the wayyiqtol forms. Holmstedt states that
it is “methodologically precarious” to include the wayyiqtol when determining basic word
order due to wayyiqtol’s morphological form.10 The wayyiqtol “skews the data towards a
VS analysis.”11 Holmstedt goes on to posit that a statistically dominant form may be due
to a certain text type, and “clause type frequency must be qualified appropriately and may
not represent the basic word order in the grammar of that language.”12
Holmstedt dismisses wayyiqtol and its V-S word order, maintaining that
wayyiqtol is moved to the front of the clause due to a trigger particle. He bases his
argument on the “traditional” understanding that the doubling of the yod represents an
assimilated particle.13 Although Holmstedt is unsure of what particle assimilated into the
9

Holmstedt, “Word Order and Information Structure,” 128, 138; idem., Ruth, 10, 16. Gen 21:7
exhibits a V-S word order: אמר ִמי ִמ ֵלּל ְל ַא ְב ָר ָהם ֵהינִ ָיקה ָבנִ ים ָשׂ ָרה
ֶ ֹ ( וַ תּAnd she said, “Who would have said to
Abraham, ‘Sarah has suckled sons?’”). Holmstedt dismisses the V-S word order of the  ֵהינִ ָיקהverbal clause
as a “more pragmatically influenced word order,” because it could be argued that the V-S word order
“reflects Sarah’s incredulity about her own ability to birth and suckle at ninety years of age” (idem.,
“Relative Clause in Biblical Hebrew,” 141-42).
10

Holmstedt, “Relative Clause in Biblical Hebrew,” 133.
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Ibid.
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Holmstedt, “Word Order and Information Structure,” 118.
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Ibid., 125. Holmstedt directs his readers to Waltke and O’Connor’s discussion of wayyiqtol,
who abridge Péter Kustár’s survey of the debate. Bruce K. Waltke and M. O’Connor, Introduction to
Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 544-45. Holmstedt also cites a brief survey
by Leslie McFall that lists a few of the various suggestions for the assimilated particle in wayyiqtol. For
example, Albert Schultens contends that the doubled yod represents the ו+definite article. Hubert Grimme
suggests that the dagesh forte designates ו+the particle ל. Leslie McFall, The Enigma of the Hebrew Verbal
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preformative, and despite differing opinions regarding the assimilated particle, he asserts
that “most hypotheses” agree that the unknown particle is a complementizer.14 Holmstedt
System: Solutions from Ewald to the Present Day, Historic Texts and Interpreters in Biblical Scholarship 2
(Sheffield: Almond Press, 1982), 216-17. E. Rödiger notes that previous editions of Gesenius’ grammars
argue that the verb  ָהוָ הcontracted with the imperfect; however, Rödiger contends in the fourteenth edition
that the vav-consecutive on the imperfect is a “strengthened form of Vav copulative.” E. Rödiger, ed.,
Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, 14th ed., trans. T. J. Conant (New York: D. Appleton, 1846), §48b. More
recently, David Testen argues for an “original ‘emphasizing’ particle *l” to explain the doubling of the first
letter with the Arabic and Hebrew article. This same particle *l is at the heart of his understanding of the
doubled preformative in wayyiqtol. By his own admission, Testen states that the particle *l cannot be
“proved in the technical sense of the word” and that “incontrovertible empirical data” does not exist for this
particle. He looks to problematic forms to serve as indications of the possibility of *l in biblical Hebrew;
for example, the “riddle of the development of the article,” the verb  לקח, and the puzzling form of the
interrogative  הin Leviticus 10:19 (יטב
ַ ִ)היּ.
ַ David D. Testen, Parallels in Semitic Linguistics: The
Development of Arabic la- and Related Semitic Particles, Studies in Semitic Languages and Linguistics 26
(Leiden: Brill, 1998), 183-98. In his work on the Hebrew verbal system, John Cook states that Testen’s
conclusion is “preferable syntactically” to explain the V-S word order of wayyiqtol clauses. John Andrew
Cook, “The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System: A Grammaticalization Approach” (PhD diss., University of
Wisconsin-Madison, 2002), 257 (italics are original); John A. Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb:
The Expression of Tense, Aspect, and Modality in Biblical Hebrew, Linguistic Studies in Ancient West
Semitic 7 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2012), 258.
14

In his dissertation Holmstedt admits that “we cannot be certain of the historical nature of the
doubling in the wayyiqtol . . . whatever it was, it was a complementizer” (Holmstedt, “Relative Clause in
Biblical Hebrew,” 153). In his commentary on Ruth, Holmstedt explains that the assimilated particle in
wayyiqtol—“whatever the gemination . . . used to be (it is now unrecoverable)”—triggers the change in
word order (Holmstedt, Ruth, 55). In a footnote in his dissertation, Holmstedt offers the suggestion that the
doubling of the preformative is from an assimilated nun. In this particular footnote, Holmstedt observes
that most grammarians highlight the fact that the doubled preformative preserves the original patakh of the
conjunction. Holmstedt faults these grammarians for not explaining why the original patakh is preserved.
Holmstedt attempts to answer the question “why” by positing that the doubled preformative is due to the
assimilated nun, similar to the assimilated nun of the definite article (he cites Testen’s Parallels in Semitic
Linguistics). The original conjunction, therefore, was וַ ן. Furthermore, Holmstedt contends, citing G.
Hatav, the semantics of וַ ן, which is found only in narrative, is similar to the semantics of the definite article:
“both serve to add specificity to the respective items.” The article refers to specific people or things in the
narrative, while the “narrative verb refers to specific events/actions in the narrative” (Holmstedt, “Relative
Clause in Biblical Hebrew,” 152-53n36). However, in Arabic and in biblical Hebrew, one characteristic
that sets a noun apart from a verb is that the noun can take the definite article. The verb, on the other hand,
cannot take an article. Ihab Joseph Griess, Syntactical Comparisons Between Classical Hebrew and
Classical Arabic: A Study Based on the Translation of Mohammad ∁Id’s Arabic Grammar (Lewiston, NY:
The Edwin Mellen Press, 2008), 21-24. The Karaites describe the Hebrew noun in the same manner. In a
beginning grammar by an anonymous author, the Karaite grammarian notes that the interrogative  הcan be
added to the “three parts of speech, i.e., the noun, the verb, and the particle. . . . But the definite article is
used only with nouns.” Nadia Vidro, A Medieval Karaite Pedagogical Grammar of Hebrew: A Critical
Edition and English Translation of Kitāb al-‛Uqūd fī Taṣārīf al-Luġa al-‛Ibrāniyya, Cambridge Genizah
Studies Series 6 (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 34-35 (The translation is Vidro’s, emphasis added). Holmstedt does
not say  וַ ןis a definite article, but it is “semantically similar” to the article. However, his explanation of —וַ ן
“the narrative verb refers to specific events/actions in the narrative”—implies that a verb can be singled out
from other verbs in the same way an article singles out an individual thing/person from other things/persons
(Holmstedt, “Relative Clause in Biblical Hebrew,” 152-53n36). Verbs in Hebrew, and Arabic, cannot be
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defines a ‘complementizer’ as a syntactic position which indicates “the head of the
complementizer phrase;” any word that fills this position Holmstedt designates as
‘complementizer.’15 Due to the assimilated complementizer, the wayyiqtol is “triggered”
and moves to the front of the clause. Holmstedt, therefore, does not take the wayyiqtol
clause into consideration in his search for the basic word order.
Holmstedt’s analysis of the wayyiqtol is not convincing. Although various
grammarians over the centuries sought to explain the doubling of the yod by an
assimilated particle, this understanding is not necessarily correct. Arabic provides a
simpler, and more likely, explanation for wayyiqtol.
Arabic has two conjunctions to express “and”:  َﻭوwa and َ ﻑفfa. The conjunction
wa is the simple conjunction “and.” The conjunction fa—ﺐ
ٍ ( َﺣﺮْ ﻑفُ ﺗَﺮْ ﺗِﻴﯿḥarfu tartībin, the
“particle of classification”)—unites two words, indicating that the two words
“immediately succeed or are closely behind one another.”16 The fa particle also joins two
clauses, signifying that the latter clause succeeds the former in time or that the two
clauses are “internally linked” (i.e. cause and effect relationship). The fa particle is
usually rendered “and so” or “and then.”17 Paul Joüon describes the fa particle as the
“energic et” (energic ‘and’).18
The biblical Hebrew  וseems to serve both functions. To express the simple
‘and’ (Arabic wa) the weak conjunctive vav is applied. On the other hand, the energic
singled out in this manner; that function is assigned only to the article and nouns.
15

Holmstedt, “Relative Clause in Biblical Hebrew,” 153, 153n40.

16

W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language: Translated from the German of Caspari and
Edited With Numerous Additions and Corrections, 3rd ed., ed. W. Robertson Smith and M. J. de Goeje
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1951), 1:§366.
17

Ibid.
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Paul Joüon, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. and rev. T. Muraoka, Subsidia Biblica 14
(Rome: Editrice Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 2000), §115b.
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vav (Arabic fa) has the strong vocalization ⚀ ַ וto express succession.19 The wayyiqtol is
not “triggered” but is following the normal syntax for verbal clauses.
Even if Holmstedt were correct, and the doubled preformative of wayyiqtol
indicates an assimilated particle, wayyiqtol clauses would still be a verbal clause. The
presence of a particle before a verb does not change the fact that the clause relates an
action. If a particle, or an object, or an adverb precedes a verb, the clause remains a
verbal clause. However, if the subject precedes the verb, then the clause is nominal.20
The verb and the subject cannot switch word order without changing the meaning of the
clause. Commenting on Genesis 37:3, Isaac Jerusalmi notes that the S-V clause
 וְ יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵאל ָא ַהבis properly translated “As for Israel, well/why he loved.” If the author had
wanted to say “And Israel loved” he would have used a verbal clause: וַ יֶּ ֱא ַהב יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵאל.21 The
two clauses are not interchangeable. Biblical Hebrew does not have one base word order
from which all irregularities are derived. Biblical Hebrew consists of two primary clause
types—verbal and nominal—each with its own syntax and its own purpose.22
According to Holmstedt’s statistics, the book of Genesis is comprised of 2,113
19

The symbol ⚀ indicates the doubling of the tense indicator of the imperfect. In the perfect,
the energic vav is often evidenced by a shift of the accent to the ultima:  וְ ָק ַ֫ט ְל ִתּיversus וְ ָ ֽק ַט ְל ִ֫תּי. In several
forms of the perfect and imperfect, however, the vav-consecutive is indistinguishable from the simple
conjunctive vav. In these cases, Joüon rightly notes that context, syntax, and comparisons with Arabic aid
in discerning between a simple or energic vav (Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka,
§115c). Joshua Blau posits that the doubling of the preformative in the imperfect preserves the original
patakh of the conjunction, thereby marking the conjunction as energic. Joshua Blau, Phonology and
Morphology of Biblical Hebrew: An Introduction, Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic 2 (Winona
Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2010), 190, 285-86. Joüon notes that the energic form only occurs in situations of
succession (Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §115c).
20

The verb in a nominal clause primarily functions as the announcement, furnishing a
description of the initiator. See 2:4a in chap. 2 and 3:7d in chap. 3 above.
21

Isaac Jerusalmi, The Story of Joseph (Genesis 37; 39-47): A Philological Commentary, 2nd
rev. ed., Auxiliary Materials for the Study of Semitic Languages 1 (Cincinnati: Hebrew Union CollegeJewish Institute of Religion, 1981), 5.
22

Russell T. Fuller and Kyoungwon Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax: A Traditional Semitic
Approach (Grand Rapids: Kregel, forthcoming), §38; Kyoungwon Choi, “An Analysis of Subject-BeforeFinite-Verb Clauses in the Book of Genesis Based on Traditional Grammarians” (PhD diss., The Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary, 2006), 142n10.
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wayyiqtol clauses; as such, Holmstedt hesitates to incorporate the wayyiqtol in his study
on word order.23 However, the fixed word order of wayyiqtol clauses and its
“overwhelming predominance” in Hebrew narrative should clue the reader that this is the
basic word order for verbal clauses, and the preferred clause to relate narrative. A casual
reading of biblical Hebrew narrative demonstrates that verbal clauses are ideally suited
for narratives. Verbal clauses recount events, relate actions, and carry a narrative.24
Holmstedt admits that only a few clauses in the book of Ruth follow his
criteria for the S-V basic word order. His explanation for the sparse examples of S-V
clauses in the book of Ruth is that narratives are “informationally complex.”25 A more
accurate description is that there are a large number of V-S clauses in Ruth because the
wayyiqtol carries the narrative. Nominal clauses break the vav-consecutive chain usually
to give an announcement about a noun or subject (Ruth 4:1), or to describe a person or
thing (Ruth 4:18).26 The book of Ruth has sparse examples of S-V clauses because V-S
clauses—verbal clauses—are the predominant clause type in narrative.27
23

Holmstedt, “Relative Clause in Biblical Hebrew,” 133n7.

24

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §38c.

25

Holmstedt, Ruth, 12.

26

Nominal clauses may carry a part of a narrative (Gen 44:3). See also the discussion of
Longacre’s work in chap. 1. Theoretically, an entire narrative could be carried by nominal clauses;
however, according to Russell Fuller, Ihab Griess states that the narrative would be “too flat” (personal
conversation with Russell Fuller on May 28, 2014).
27

The definitions of nominal and verbal clauses are, according to William Wright, “the constant
rule in good old Arabic, unless the desire to emphasize a part of the sentence be the cause of a change in its
position.” He also notes that Arab grammarians “attach no small importance” to the difference between the
two clauses (Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§113; emphasis added.). Biblical Hebrew
grammarians also emphasize the importance of the nominal and verbal clause. Although rejecting these
definitions, Kautzsch admits that they are “indispensable to the more delicate appreciation of Hebrew
syntax.” He goes on to note that the difference between a verbal and nominal clause “involves fundamental
differences in meaning.” E. Kautzsch, ed., Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, 28th ed., trans. A. E. Cowley, 2nd
ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), §140e. Ewald contends that the word order of verbal and nominal
clauses are “of the highest importance and significance throughout the whole language: it is substantially
carried out in the Arabic also, and is thus one of the most important peculiarities of the Semitic.” Heinrich
Ewald, Syntax of the Hebrew Language of the Old Testament, trans. James Kennedy, Ancient Language
Resources (1891; repr., Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 2004), 153.
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The morphology of the verb also indicates the predominance of V-S clauses.
In the perfect verbal form the verbal root precedes the pronoun: “ ָק ַט ְל ִתּיkilled, I.”28
ُ  ﻗَﺘ َْﻠqataltu “killed, I.”29 Likewise, the
Hebrew is similar to Arabic in this regard: ﺖ
imperfect exhibits verb-first word order: (“ ִתּ ְק ְט ִליin the process of) killing, she.” The
preformatives of the imperfect are not pronouns, but substitutes for pronouns indicating
the aspect of the imperfect.30 The subject pronouns of the imperfect are explicit in the
2fs, 2mp/fp, and 3mp/fp forms; the other imperfect forms have an implied pronoun.31
The biblical Hebrew imperfect mirrors the imperfect of Arabic: ’ ﺃأَ ْﻗﺘُ ُﻞaqtulu “(in the
process of) killing, I.”32 Verbal morphology demonstrates that verb-before-subject is the
primary word order in biblical Hebrew.
Arabic—classical and modern—confirms that the primary word order is verbbefore subject. Wright explains that the most significant change in word order is when
the subject comes before a verb. When the subject precedes the verb the clause ceases to
be a verbal clause and is now a nominal clause.33 Arabic permits an object or particle to
precede the verb in a verbal clause; this does not change the nature of a verbal clause.
Mohammad ‛Id writes, “For a genuine verbal sentence, the verb must precede and the
subject follows. Thus, when we speak of ‘word order’ in the verbal sentence, it primarily
28

The perfect 3ms and 3cp have implicit pronouns (Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax,

§2a, §3a).
29

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:§94. See Gen 2:5c in chap. 2.

30

Mortimer Sloper Howell, A Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language: Translated and
Compiled from the Works of the Most Approved Native or Naturalized Authorities (Allahabad, India: NorthWestern Provinces and Outh Government Press, 1883-1911), 1:519; 2-3:11. See also Griess, Syntactical
Comparisons, 59-60; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:94.
31

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §2a, §4. The imperative forms demonstrate that the
preformatives of the imperfect are not pronouns. Once the preformatives are removed, the imperative is
left with the verbal root, followed by the suffixed pronoun: “ ִק ְט ִליkill, you.”
32

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:§94. See Gen 2:6a in chap. 2.

33

Ibid., 2:§119.
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concerns the position of the object,” which may precede the verb in a verbal clause.34 In
their grammar on modern Arabic, Farhat Ziadeh and Bayly Winder indicate that the
verbal clause is the dominant clause type in Arabic and that “the verb always comes
before its subject.”35 Arabic grammarians give no indication that the nature of a verbal
clause is affected by any particle or word preceding it, other than the subject. Arabic
does not support Holmstedt’s S-V notions.
Furthermore, Holmstedt’s argument is made untenable by his analysis of verses
such as Ruth 4:15:
ר־א ֵה ַב ֶתְך יְ ָל ַדתּוּ
ֲ ִכּי ַכ ָלּ ֵתְך ֲא ֶשׁ
For your daughter-in-law, who loves you, she bore him.
According to Holmstedt,  ִכּיclauses typically trigger verbs to move to the front of the
clause, altering the normal S-V word order. However, in Ruth 4:15 the noun  ַכ ָלּ ֵתְךis at
the front, not the verb יְ ָל ַדתּוּ. Holmstedt works around this difficulty by stating that “the
Focus-fronted subject phrase” ר־א ֵה ַב ֶתְך
ֲ “ ִכּי ַכ ָלּ ֵתְך ֲא ֶשׁis moved to its position after VS
inversion, a move that results in a surface order of SV.”36 In other words, Holmstedt
seems to indicate that the members of the clause move twice. With such explanations,
any grammatical description is possible. Holmstedt needlessly complicates biblical
Hebrew.37
34

Griess, Syntactic Comparisons, 131.

35

Farhat J. Ziadeh and R. Bayly Winder, An Introduction to Modern Arabic (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1966), 23 (emphasis original).
36

Holmstedt, Ruth, 208-09.
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In Ruth 1:14c, Holmstedt states that the S-V order of the clause  וְ רוּת ָדּ ְב ָקה ָבּהּis not basic;
this is despite the fact that he has argued for a basic S-V word order for biblical Hebrew. Holmstedt makes
this assertion about Ruth 1:14c because the clause, according to Holmstedt, is “Focus-marking,” or
contrasting Ruth with Orpah (Holmstedt, Ruth, 10, 86). According to Holmstedt, and Siewierska, the S-V
clause must be “stylistically neutral” (Holmstedt, “Word Order and Information Structure,” 116;
Siewierska, Word Order Rules, 8). Therefore, the S-V order in Ruth 1:14c is not basic because it contrasts
Ruth and Orpah. Furthermore, he argues that the particle  ִכּיcauses a verb to move to the front of its clause
(Holmstedt, Ruth, 12; Holmstedt, “Word Order and Information Structure,” 125). However, in the  ִכּיclause
in Ruth 1:17, וּבינֵ ְך
ֵ כּי ַה ָמּוֶ ת יַ ְפ ִריד ֵבּינִ י,
ִ the noun precedes the verb. Holmstedt argues that the noun “has been
raised even higher than the verb” because it is contrasting “not with contextual alternatives, but with logical
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The  ִכּיclause in Ruth 4:15 consists of a nominal clause, which places the focus
on Ruth. Ruth is described in 4:15 as the one who bore Obed, the one who loves Naomi,
and the one who is better to Naomi than seven sons. According to the women who are
blessing Naomi, Naomi’s restoration has been brought to fruition through Ruth. The
correct analysis of the nominal clause in 4:15 is not double movement of clausal
constituents; rather, the women bless Naomi with descriptive nominal clauses.
“Double movement” or “raising higher than” is unnecessary to describe word
order in biblical Hebrew clauses. If an author or speaker wishes to convey an action, a
verbal clause is used; if an author or speaker wishes to provide a description or the
identification of an initiator, a nominal clause is used. The traditional Semitic definitions
for nominal and verbal clauses, and the description of their respective functions, explain
the word order in any clause—in narrative or poetry—simply and accurately.
1:1c [הוּדה
֗ ָ ְ]וַ ֙ ֵיּ ֶלְך ִ֜אישׁ ִמ ֵ ֧בּית ֶל ֶ֣חם י
The noun  ִאישׁis indefinite because the man is grammatically unknown, being
unknown to the reader. Indefinite nouns are nouns that refer to a class or a genus without
singling out a particular member(s) of that class or genus. The indefinite  ִאישׁmeans any
alternatives—those established solely from the shared knowledge of the speaker-listener outside of a
particular discourse.” The noun  ַה ָמּוֶ תis contrasted with any other reason why Ruth would leave Naomi
(Holmstedt, Ruth, 92). It appears that Holmstedt must multiply the number of categories, and bend and
stretch the syntax to force the text to fit his notions of how the syntax should be. The issue in biblical
Hebrew clauses is not trigger words, but whether the author/speaker needs a verbal clause or a nominal
clause to communicate the idea. Ruth 1:14c is basic nominal clause word order. The word order did not
switch twice because of “Focus-marking.” Compound nominal clauses (nominal clauses in which the
announcement is a verbal clause; see Gen 2:5a in chap. 2), as in Ruth 1:14c and 1:17, implicitly or
explicitly express contrast. Wright explains that, in Arabic, the announcement of a compound nominal
clause implicitly or explicitly contrasts with the announcement of another announcement, “having not the
same predicate but a different or even an opposite one.” He gives as an example, ﻰ
( َﺯز ْﻳﯾ ٌﺪ َﻣﺎﺕتَ َﻭو ُﻋ َﻤ ُﺮ َﺣ ﱠzaydun
māta wa‛umaru ḥayya “Zeid is dead, but Omar is alive.”) (Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language,
2:§119; see also Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §38d). In Wright’s example, the nominal clause
regarding Omar is contrasting with the nominal clause regarding Zeid. Holmstedt misunderstands the
nature and syntax of nominal clauses; his arguments for triggers and constituent movement are ad hoc. See
Ruth 1:14c below for a description of the syntax.
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man without defining which man from that class.38 Just as definite nouns are defined
more precisely by adjectives or adverbial phrases—“ ָה ֵעץ ַהגָּ דו ֺלthe tree, the great one,”
“the great tree”—indefinite nouns may be specialized.
An indefinite noun may be limited, or clarified, without making the noun
definite. For example, in 1:1c, the indefinite noun  ִאישׁis specialized by the prepositional
phrase מ ֵבּית ֶל ֶחם.
ִ A certain individual is meant—a man from Bethlehem—but that
individual is still grammatically unknown. In verse 2, however,  ִאישׁis made definite
because he has been introduced to the reader and is now grammatically known: that man
who was mentioned before, who is from Bethlehem, his name is Elimelek.39
1:1e [וּשׁ ֵנ֥י ָב ָנֽיו׃
ְ ֺ ]הוּא וְ ִא ְשׁ ֖תּו
֥
Holmstedt notes that the independent pronoun and the addition of other
referents is “syntactically complex.” The difficulty for Holmstedt seems to arise from the
pronoun  הוּאresuming אישׁ,
ִ and the additional subjects—וּשׁנֵ י ָבנָ יו
ְ ֺ —א ְשׁתּוnot
ִ
matching the
verb  יֵ ֶלְךin number.40 The syntax of this clause is strange to English speakers, primarily
with regards to the singular verb and multiple subjects. However, 1:1e follows typical
Semitic syntax. Because the agent  ִאישׁis separated from the additional subjects
וּשׁנֵ י ָבנָ יו
ְ ֺ  ִא ְשׁתּוby a prepositional phrase and an infinitival clause, the pronoun  הוּאis
needed to resume the agent of the verb יֵ ֶלְך.41 Moreover, because the pronoun resumes the
subject אישׁ,
ִ the pronoun is emphatic: “the man, he and his family (to the exclusion of
others) went to Moab.”42 With regard to the disagreement in number between the verb
38

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §33.

39

Ibid.

40

Holmstedt, Ruth, 57-58.

41

See Gen 13:1; Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §146c; Griess,
Syntactical Comparisons, 211.
42

This does not imply that others did not go to Moab, but that the author is focusing on
Elimelek and his family, to the exclusion of others. See BDB, 215b; Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew
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and the subjects in 1:1e, it is typical for Semitic verbs to disagree with their subjects.43
William Wright notes that when a verb has multiple agents, the verb will often agree with
the nearest agent in gender and number.44
The pronoun הוּא, and the nouns ֺ  ִא ְשׁתּוand שׁנֵ י ָבנָ יו,
ְ are in conjunctive
apposition; the conjunctive vav links two or more words that are in the same case. The
pronoun הוּא, and the nouns  ִא ְשׁתּand  ְשׁנֵ יare in the nominative, as they are the agents of
the verb וַ יֵּ ֶלְך.45 The Van Dyke Arabic translation demonstrates that these nouns are in the
same case:
ُﻫﮬﮪھُ َﻮ َﻭوﭐٱ ْﻣ َﺮﺃأَﺗُﻪﮫُ َﻭوﭐٱ ْﺑﻨَﺎﻩه
huwa wa’amra’atuhu wa’abnāhu
He and his wife and his two sons
In the noun ُ( َﻭوﭐٱ ْﻣ َﺮﺃأَﺗُﻪﮫwa’amra’atuhu) the nominative ending -u stands between the noun
and the 3ms suffix ُ( ﻩه-hu). In the noun ُ( َﻭوﭐٱ ْﺑﻨَﺎﻩهwa’abnāhu) the dual nominative ending -ā
stands between the noun and the 3ms suffix ُ( ﻩه-hu).
1:2a ימ ֶלְך וְ ֵשׁ ֩ם ִא ְשׁ ֨תּו ֺ נָ ֳע ִ֜מי
ֶ֡ שׁם ָה ִ ֣אישׁ ֱ ֽא ִל
֣ ֵ ְ]ו
ֽי־ב ָנ֣יו ׀ ַמ ְח ֤לו ֺן וְ ִכ ְלי ֙ו ֺן ֶא ְפ ָר ִ֔תים
ָ וְ ֵ ֥שׁם ְשׁ ֵנ
[הוּדה
֑ ָ ְִמ ֵ ֥בּית ֶל ֶ֖חם י
Holmstedt remarks that there are two syntactically possible referents for the
noun א ְפ ָר ִתים.
ֶ First,  ֶא ְפ ָר ִתיםmay refer to the immediately preceding names  ַמ ְחלו ֺןand
כ ְליו ֺן.
ִ According to this reading, only the two sons are identified as Ephrathites. Second,
Grammar, trans. Cowley, §135a; Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §19f.
43

See n. 117 in chap. 2.
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Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§150. Duncan Steward notes that the verb
“agrees with that subject which . . . is of the best person; the first person being better then the second.”
Duncan Steward, A Practical Arabic Grammar (London: John W. Parker, 1841), 231-32; Silvestre de Sacy,
Grammaire Arabe, vol. 2, 3rd ed. (Tunis, Tunisia: Societe Anonyme de l’Imprimerie Rapide, 1905), §408.
See also William Chomsky, David Ḳimḥi’s Hebrew Grammar (Mikhlol): Systematically Presented and
Critically Annotated (New York: Bloch Publishing, 1952), 347. Note especially Num 12:1, in which Aaron
is a subject, even though the verb is feminine: וַ ְתּ ַד ֵבּר ִמ ְריָם וְ ַא ֲהר ֹן. The verb  ְתּ ַד ֵבּרagrees in gender and
number with the first agent, מ ְריָם.
ִ
45

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §25a. The 3ms suffix on ֺ  ִא ְשׁתּוis in the genitive;
the noun and its 3ms suffix, בנָ יו,
ָ are also in the genitive. See Gen 2:4a in chap. 2 above.
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 ֶא ְפ ָר ִתיםmay refer to the two sons, Elimelek, and Naomi. For the second option to work,
Holmstedt asserts that  ֶא ְפ ָר ִתיםis the predicate of a “null-subject, null-copula” clause:
“(they) (were) Ephrathites from Bethlehem of Judah.”46 Holmstedt rightly identifies
Elimelek, Naomi, and their two sons as the referents to ;א ְפ ָר ִתים
ֶ however, as with 1:1c,
the accents indicate that only one reading is possible.
The noun  ֶא ְפ ָר ִתיםis in apposition to the previous three nominal clauses.
William Wickes notes that the accents typically keep together words in apposition, as in
Genesis 4:1: ֺ ת־חָוּ֣ה ִא ְשׁ ֑תּו
ַ א.
ֶ The two nouns in apposition in Genesis 4:1 are kept together
by the conjunctive accent munach. The entire appositional phrase in Ruth 1:2a is
contained in the zaqeph segment.47 Within the zaqeph segment, however, the main
dichotomy is made by the pashta, separating the appositive  ֶא ְפ ָר ִתיםfrom the nominal
clauses it modifies.48 Wickes states that the appositive may be separated from its
antecedent; this separation is often made when a “nominal expression” of several words
is in place of a noun.49
If an appositional phrase consists of long “nominal expressions,” Wickes notes
that the accents will follow the general rules for dichotomy.50 The main break of a
segment is often postponed until the main point of a clause is made; anything following
the main dichotomy supplements or qualifies the main statement.51 In Ruth 1:2a, the
main dichotomy of the zaqeph segment is delayed until all the names of Elimelek’s
46

Holmstedt, Ruth, 60.

47

Wickes, Accentuation of the Twenty-one So-Called Prose Books, 53.
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The pashta is the near subordinate to the zaqeph; the far subordinate of the zaqeph is the
rebia. When both subordinates are present in the zaqeph segment, the rebia marks the heaviest disjunction.
In the absence of the far subordinate, as in Ruth 1:2a, the near subordinate pashta marks the heaviest
disjunction.
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Wickes, Accentuation of the Twenty-one So-Called Prose Books, 53.
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Ibid.
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Ibid., 32.
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family are given; after the main break marked by pashta, the family members are
qualified by the noun א ְפ ָר ִתים.
ֶ
Holmstedt maintains that it is syntactically possible that  ֶא ְפ ָר ִתיםrefers only to
Mahlon and Chilion. However, the three nominal clauses are all contained in the pashta
segment, indicating that they are to be read together, and that they are all modified by
א ְפ ָר ִתים.
ֶ Wickes states that nouns “in the same construction and joined by” a vav are kept
together by the accents.52 The zaqeph segment in 1:2a does not have its remote
subordinate, rebia; therefore, pashta marks the heaviest disjunction in the zaqeph
segment and governs all three nominal clauses. Within the pashta segment, the first
nominal clause naming Elimelek is marked off by pashta’s remote subordinate, pazer,
and its conjunctive accents. The second nominal clause is marked off by pashta’s near
subordinate, geresh, and its conjunctive accents. The third nominal clause is immediately
governed by the pashta and its conjunctive accents. The accents cannot allow  ֶא ְפ ָר ִתיםto
modify Mahlon and Chilion alone. See table 3 below for a summary of the accentual
pattern in 1:2a.

Table 3. Accentual pattern of the appositional phrase in Ruth 1:2a
ֶא ְפ ָר ִ֔תים

֣יו׀מ ְחל֤ ו ֺן וְ ִכ ְלי ֙ו ֺן
ַ ֽי־ב ָנ
ָ וְ ֵ ֥שם ְשׁ ֵנ

וְ ֵשׁ ֩ם ִא ְשׁ ֨תּו ֺ נָ ֳע ִ֜מי

ימ ֶלְך
ֶ֡ שׁם ָה ִ ֣אישׁ ֱ ֽא ִל
֣ ֵ ְו

Appositive:

Third nominal clause:

Second nominal

First nominal clause:

modifying all three

governed by pashta

clause: governed

governed by pazer

nominal clauses.

and its conjunctives.

by geresh and its

and its conjunctives.

conjunctives.
Pashta segment, governing the clauses modified by א ְפ ָר ִתים.
ֶ
Zaqeph segment, governing the entire appositional statement.

52

Wickes, Accentuation of the Twenty-one So-Called Prose Books, 53. Italics are original.
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1:2c [יוּ־שׁם׃
ֽ ָ ]וַ ִ ֽיּ ְה
The particle  ָשׁםis an adverbial accusative of place, answering the question
‘where’ Elimelek and his family lived. The accusative of place may be specific—a
common noun (house, village, etc.) or a place name—or it may be unspecified, indicating
a general direction.53 The accusative of place in 1:2c is unspecified, giving a general
location in Moab where Elimelek and his family lived.54 If a town name was given, the
accusative of place would be specific.
Holmstedt labels  ָשׁםas an “oblique (i.e., non-accusative) complement” of the
verb היה. According to Holmstedt, oblique complements are one type of verbal
complement, another being an accusative complement (direct object).55 Holmstedt
restricts the accusative too narrowly. In Arabic and biblical Hebrew the direct object,
absolute object, and adverbial object are in the accusative.56 The particle  ָשׁםis in the
place of an accusative, functioning adverbially to the verb היה. The particle  ָשׁםis similar
to the Arabic particle ( ﺛَ ﱠﻢthamma “there”); thamma is not declinable, but as it functions
adverbially it stands in the place of an accusative.57 If the accusative of place were a
noun, not a particle, it would be in the accusative case. For example, in Exodus 21:13,
the noun  ָמקו ֺםis in the accusative, indicating an unspecified place:
ֹלהים ִאנָּ ה ְליָ ֑דו ֺ וְ ַשׂ ְמ ִתּי ְלָך ָמקו ֺם ֲא ֶשׁר יָ נוּס ָ ֽשׁ ָמּה׃
ִ וַ ֲא ֶשׁר לֹא ָצ ָדה וְ ָה ֱא
And he who does not lie in wait, and God allows to fall to his hand, then I will
appoint to you a place which he may flee to there.
Van Dyke’s Arabic translation of Exodus 21:13 demonstrates the accusative function: َﻣ َﻜﺎﻧًﺎ
53

Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §13v-w; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic
Language, 2:§44b.
54

Arab grammarians label the accusative of time or place ُ( ﺍاَﻟﻈﱠﺮْ ﻑفal-ẓarfu “the vessel”)
“because time and place are, as it were, the vessels in which the act or state is contained” (Wright,
Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:§221, 2:§44).
55

Holmstedt, Ruth, 5, 61.
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §13a.
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BDB, 1027a; Griess, Syntactical Comparisons, 23, 143-44; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic
Language, 1:§362. Furthermore, ( ﺛَ ﱠﻢthamma “there”) has an accusative vowel, -a.
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(makānan “place”), the accusative ending being -an.
ﻚ َﻣ َﻜﺎﻧًﺎ ﻳﯾَ ْﻬﮭﺮُﺏبُ ﺇإِﻟَ ْﻴﯿ ِﻪﮫ
َ َ ﻓَﺄَﻧَﺎ ﺃأَﺟْ َﻌ ُﻞ ﻟ،٬ ﺑَﻞْ ﺃأَﻭوْ ﻗَ َﻊ ﭐٱ•ُ ﻓِﻲ ﻳﯾَ ِﺪ ِﻩه،٬َﻭوﻟ ِﻜ ﱠﻦ ﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻱي ﻟَ ْﻢ ﻳﯾَﺘَ َﻌ ﱠﻤ ْﺪ
walkinna ’l-ladhī lam yata‛ammad, bal ’awqa‛a l-lāhu fī yadihi, fa’anā ’aj‛alu
makānan yahrubu ’ilayhi
But whoever does not do so deliberately, but the Lord causes (him) to fall in his
hand, then I—I will make to you a place (which) they will escape to it.
Holmstedt defines ‘complement’ as a constituent that modifies verbs; even his
“non-accusative” oblique complements modify verbs.58 If a word or phrase is modifying
a verb directly (object, etc.), or obliquely/indirectly (time, place, etc.), then the word or
phrase is in the accusative. Arabic illustrates this, as shown in Exod 21:13.59 Holmstedt’s
analysis of  ָשׁםas a ‘non-accusative’ oblique complement is deficient.
1:3b [ֽיה׃
ָ וּשׁנֵ י֥ ָב ֶנ
ְ ]וַ ִתּ ָשּׁ ֵ ֥אר ִ ֖היא
As in 1:1e, Holmstedt argues that the pronoun  ִהיאis not the syntactic subject
of the verb ;תּ ָשּׁ ֵאר
ִ rather,  ִהיאis part of the compound noun phrase יה
ָ ֶוּשׁנֵ י ָבנ
ְ היא.
ִ The
syntactic subject of  ִתּ ָשּׁ ֵארis not expressed, according to Holmstedt, and the compound
noun phrase “is an adjunct that was added to specify ‘who was left.’”60 However, the
pronoun  ִהיאemphasizes the implied 3fs pronoun of the verb.61 The vav on יה
ָ ֶ ְשׁנֵ י ָבנis the
conjunctive vav, marking conjunctive apposition.
When a second subject is added to a verb, and the first subject is only included
in the explicit/implicit pronoun of the verb, the first subject must be resumed by a
pronoun.62 In 1:3b, the subject of the reflexive verb, Naomi, is the implied 2fs pronoun
of the verb תּ ָשּׁ ֵאר.
ִ 63 Because a second subject is added, the implied 2fs pronoun must be
58

Holmstedt, Ruth, 4.
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Griess, Syntactical Comparisons, 143-44.
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Holmstedt, Ruth, 62.
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §19h.
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Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. Muraoka, §146c.

63

Mortimer Howell explains that the subject of a passive/reflexive verb is not an ‘agent’
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resumed by the independent pronoun היא.
ִ
As in 1:1e, Arabic exhibits the same syntax with pronouns and conjunctive
apposition. Consider Van Dyke’s translation of Ruth 1:3b:
ْ ََﻭوﺑَﻘِﻴﯿ
ﺖ ِﻫﮬﮪھ َﻲ َﻭوﭐٱ ْﺑﻨَﺎﻫﮬﮪھَﺎ
wabaqiyat hiya wa’abnāhā
And she remained—she and her two sons.
The pronoun ( ِﻫﮬﮪھ َﻲhiya), though indeclinable, is in the place of the nominative. In the
noun ( َﻭوﭐٱ ْﺑﻨَﺎﻫﮬﮪھَﺎwa’abnāhā), the dual nominative ending -ā stands between the noun and the
3fs suffix ( ﻫﮬﮪھَﺎ-hā). The two nouns are in conjunctive apposition.64
The Niphal stem is the reflexive of the Qal or the Hiphil; the Niphal of  שׁארis
probably the reflexive of the Hiphil of שׁאר, as  שׁארdoes not occur in the Qal. With
Hebrew active verbs (Qal, Piel, Hiphil), an agent performs an action on an object. In
contrast, Hebrew reflexives express the result or effect of a Qal, Piel, or Hiphil action on
its object; the object of the active verb becomes the subject of the reflexive verb.65
Whereas the agent is in view with active verbs, the reflexive is “agentless.” The agent of
a Hebrew reflexive verb is neither assumed, nor implied, in the mind of the speaker or
author, even if the agent is known through context; only the state or effect is in view with
the reflexive.66
For example, in Judges 7:20 the agents אשׁים
ִ ֹלשׁת ָה ָר
ֶ  ְשׁperform an action on the
objects ה ַכּ ִדּים:
ַ
אשׁים ַבּשּׁו ָֺפרו ֺת וַ יִּ ְשׁ ְבּרוּ ַה ַכּ ִדּים
ִ ֹלשׁת ָה ָר
ֶ וַ יִּ ְת ְקעוּ ְשׁ
because the action is done to the subject; rather, he labels the subject of a passive/reflexive verb ‘pro-agent’
(Howell, Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language, 1:47).
64

Griess, Syntactical Comparisons, 211.
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Howell, Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language, 1:47. The pro-agent is the subject of
the reflexive, but not necessarily the agent of action.
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §7a; Chomsky, David Ḳimḥi’s Hebrew Grammar,
82; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Langauge, 1:§52, §53; Howell, Grammar of the Classical Arabic
Language, 2-3:273; Wheeler M. Thackston, An Introduction to Koranic and Classical Arabic (Bethesda,
MD: IBEX Publishers, 2000), 139-40.
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And the three companies blew the trumpets, and they broke the pitchers.
The active verb  יִ ְשׁ ְבּרוּis performed by the agents, the three companies, and the action is
extended to the vessels. However, if the author had described the result, the state of the
vessels produced by the Qal action, with no regard as to who or what put the vessels in
that state, he would have used a reflexive stem:
אשׁים ַבּשּׁו ָֺפרו ֺת וַ יִּ ָשּׁ ְברוּ ַה ַכּ ִדּים
ִ ֹלשׁת ָה ָר
ֶ יִת ְקעוּ ְשׁ
ְ ַו
And the three companies blew the trumpets, and the pitchers got themselves broken.
By using the Niphal of  שׁברthe primary focus is on the effect of breaking, not on who
broke the pitchers. In the Niphal form, agency is irrelevant.
In Ruth 1:3b, the Niphal of  שׁארis the reflexive of the Hiphil of שׁאר. This
verbal clause expresses the fact that Naomi was placed into the state of remaining alone;
no thought is given to the person(s) or thing(s) that put her into that condition. Literally
translated, the clause reads, “And she got herself left behind—she and her two sons.”
1:4a [מ ֲא ִביּ֔ ו ֺת
ֹ ֽ ]וַ יִּ ְשׂ ֣אוּ ָל ֶ֗הם נָ ִשׁ ֙ים
The two nouns  נָ ִשׁיםand  מ ֲֹא ִביּו ֺתare in qualifier apposition.67 In qualifier
apposition a descriptive noun, or semi-descriptive noun, modifies another noun through
apposition.68 In Ruth 1:4a, the nisbah noun  מ ֲֹא ִביּו ֺתis a semi-descriptive noun modifying
the antecedent נָ ִשׁים.69
As mentioned in 1:2a above, the accents typically join two words that are in
apposition.70 The appositional clause in 1:2a, however, demonstrates that the appositive
may be separated from its antecedent by a disjunctive accent. In 1:4a, the appositive is
also separated from its antecedent by a disjunctive accent. The rules for accents are
67

See Gen 2:7d and 2:13a in chap. 2, 3:5e in chap. 3.
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Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §23a.
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ُ َ ﺍاَﻟﻨﱢ َﺴﺒmeans “pertaining to” or “in relation to.” See Gen 2:13a in chap. 2.
Nisbah ﺎﺕت
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Wickes, Accentuation of the Twenty-one So-Called Prose Books, 53. See Gen 4:1:

ֺ ת־חָוּ֣ה ִא ְשׁתּו
ַ א.
ֶ
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general rules; for example, it is a general rule that the agent and its verb are joined by a
conjunctive accent. However, the placement of accents may be determined by other
considerations. For example, a major disjunctive may be delayed in order to emphasize a
certain point. In Genesis 3:5c, the athnach is delayed, placed in the middle of the
protasis, instead of between the apodosis and protasis, to highlight the fact that God
knows Adam and Eve’s eyes will be opened if they eat the fruit.71 Furthermore,
appositives may have a disjunctive accent for musical considerations, at other times for
emphasis. In Ruth 1:2a, the general rule for appositives was not followed because of the
long antecedent. In Ruth 1:4a, the appositives are marked with a disjunctive accent
because of the placement of the rebia.
Wickes notes that when a zaqeph clause consists of more than two words, and
the main break of the clause falls on the second word before the zaqeph, the main break is
marked by pashta. For example, in Genesis 2:10, the second word from the zaqeph is
וְ נָ ָהר:
וְ נָ ָה ֙ר י ֵֹצ֣א ֵמ ֵ֔ע ֶדן
And a river (was) a one that flowed from Eden.
The main break, however, may be marked by a rebia if, as Wickes explains, one of the
words following rebia is ‘long.’72 In Ruth 1:4a, the rebia designates the main dichotomy:
מ ֲא ִביּ֔ ו ֺת
ֹ ֽ וַ יִּ ְשׂ ֣אוּ ָל ֶ֗הם נָ ִשׁ ֙ים
And they took to themselves Moabite women.
The rebia is allowed in this clause because  מ ֲֹא ִביּו ֺתis considered ‘long.’
Because the rebia is used in 1:4a, it functions as the main dichotomy in the
zaqeph segment. Had the rebia not been placed on ל ֶהם,ָ and a conjunctive accent or an
accent subordinate to pashta (geresh) been placed on ל ֶהם,ָ then pashta would have
71

See Gen 3:5c in chap. 3 above.
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Wickes defines a ‘long’ word as a word that has two or more vowels before the accented
syllable. If the word has only one vowel preceding the accented syllable, the vowel must be a long vowel
with a metheg and must precede a shewa (Wickes, Accentuation of the Twenty-one So-Called Prose Books,
62n4, 76-77).
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marked the major disjunction in the segment, making the division of the apposition
emphatic. As it stands, pashta is the weaker disjunctive in the zaqeph segment of 1:4a.
Because rebia is the stronger disjunctive accent, it rejoins the two words in apposition
( נָ ִשׁיםand  )מ ֲֹא ִביּו ֺתeven though they are marked with a disjunctive accent.
Many examples have been given above demonstrating that the accents play a
large and important role in the study of biblical Hebrew syntax. In Ruth 1:2a Holmstedt
relies on context and other factors to determine the syntax of the appositional statement;
however, the accents clearly indicate the correct reading. In Genesis 2:4-5, the accents
and the paragraph markers prevent Barry Bandstra from forcing the text to fit his
particular reading.73 In Genesis 2:14c, the accents demonstrate that the clause is a casus
pendens construction and does not support the copula pronoun theory.74 In Genesis
2:19e, the accents aid the reader in navigating an otherwise syntactically difficult verse.75
In Genesis 3:5, the accents mark where the emphasis of the verse lies.76 The accents also
indicate that Cynthia Miller misreads a verse that she cites to support her arguments
against  ֵלאמֹרas an infinitive construct.77 The misuse, or disuse, of the accents by these
biblical Hebrew linguists, however, does not appear to stem from the principles of their
respective linguistic methods.
This chapter, and the previous three chapters, have demonstrated how biblical
Hebrew linguists have turned aside from traditional Hebrew grammar; however, it would
not be fair to say that any one who holds to modern linguistic principles necessarily
rejects the Masoretic accents. One linguist’s attitude towards the accents may have more
73

See Gen 2:4d in chap. 2.
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See Gen 2:14c in chap. 2.
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See Gen 2:19e in chap. 2 above.
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See Gen 3:6a in chap. 3.
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Cynthia Miller misreads Josh 18:8, incorrectly categorizing an infinitive as a complement to
the main verb rather than the preceding participle; see Gen 3:17c n. 141 in chap. 3.
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to do with how the accents were taught in beginning Hebrew.78 For example, it appears
that Holmstedt acknowledges to some small degree the credibility of the accents. In Ruth
2:14, Holmstedt considers the accents as he determines the syntax of the verse.79 On the
78

Lars Lode summarizes many Hebrew students’ introduction to the Masoretic accents by
stating many Old Testament scholars “both traditional and modern, do not pay much attention” to the
accents: “The vast majority of us were taught not to pay any attention to them, or at most we have learned
to recognize the middle of a verse by the accent Athnach, the upside-down v-shaped accent which occurs
under the last word of the first half of the verse. Some of us have studied the Table of Accents inserted in
our Biblia Hebraica, but few of us retain all their names, and rare are those who make constant use of the
accents in their study and teaching—except for the rabbis.” Lars Lode, “A Discourse Perspective on the
Significance of the Masoretic Accents,” in Biblical Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics, ed. Robert D.
Bergen (Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1994), 155. The unfamiliarity of the accents is not limited
to recent biblical Hebrew scholarship. S. R. Driver states that “experience tells me how liable they [the
accents] are to be overlooked.” He writes his chapter on the accents to “smooth the way” for those who
“have not the time or inclination” to closely study the accents. S. R. Driver, A Treatise on the Use of the
Tenses in Hebrew and Some Other Syntactical Questions, Ancient Language Resources (1892; repr.,
Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 2004), 101n1.
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Although Holmstedt briefly interacts with the accents in Ruth 2:14, his conclusion is
incorrect. Ruth 2:14 may be read one of two ways. First, it may be read, “And Boaz said to her at the time
of eating, ‘Approach here and eat from the bread . . .’” Second, it may be read, “And Boaz said to her, ‘At
the time of eating, approach here and eat from the bread . . .’” The Hebrew, with accents, reads,
ן־ה ֔ ֶלּ ֶחם וְ ָט ַ ֥ב ְל ְתּ ִפּ ֵ ֖תְּך ַבּ ֑חֹ ֶמץ
ַ ֹלם וְ ָא ַכ ְ֣ל ְתּ ִמ
֙ אמר֩ ֨ ָלה ֜ב ַֹעז ְל ֵע֣ת ָה ֗א ֶֹכל ֹ֤גּ ִ ֽשׁי ֲה
ֶ ֹ וַ יּ. Holmstedt asserts that “ ְל ֵעת ָהא ֶֹכלis
ambiguously placed,” modifying either the main verb אמר
ֶ ֹ  יor the verb  גּ ִֹשׁיin the direct quote. He argues
that the accents “do little to clarify their own interpretation,” since, as he claims, the rebia on  ָהא ֶֹכלand the
geresh on  ב ַֹעזare not “high level disjunctives.” Holmstedt prefers the second reading, contending that the
“narrative flow” indicates that Ruth has sat down to eat. What is more, Holmstedt asserts that the accents
primarily function as marks for chanting and not for syntax; Holmstedt writes, “the  טעמיםmark prosody
and not syntax . . . and so they are not strong support for any syntactic decision.” (Holmstedt, Ruth,
132-33). Holmstedt dismisses rebia and geresh because they are not “high level disjunctives”; however,
rebia and geresh are just as clear in marking the syntax of a clause as athnach and zaqeph. Furthermore, to
separate the syntax from the chanting would render the text senseless. The liturgical purpose of the accents
would be worthless if the accents do not mark the syntax. Israel Yeivin insists that the chanting and the
syntax are closely tied together: “the chant is dependent on the text, and emphasizes the logical
relationships of the words.” Israel Yeivin, Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah, trans. and ed. E. J. Revell,
The Society of Biblical Literature Masoretic Studies 5 (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1980), #178.
Holmstedt’s view of the accents is misinformed; his analysis of Ruth 2:14 reflects his weak view of the
accents. In many verses words could go with other words that follow or with words that precede them.
Scholars usually depend on their own devices, but the accents reveal the syntax of clauses, and the rebia in
Ruth 2:14 clearly indicates the correct reading. The athnach governs the clause introducing the direct
speech and the direct speech, with the zaqeph marking the main break in the athnach clause. The two
accents subordinate to zaqeph are pashta and rebia; the rebia, the remote subordinate accent to zaqeph,
marks the main break in the zaqeph segment. Therefore, the verb אמר
ֶ ֹ וַ יּ, with its agent and two
prepositional phrases, fall under the domain of rebia:  ְל ֵעת ָהא ֶֹכלcannot be separated from the preceding
verbal clause. Contrary to Holmstedt, the correct reading is, “And Boaz said to her at the time of eating,
‘Approach here and eat from the bread . . .’” (NASB, ESV, and ASV follow this reading). The
prepositional phrase  ְל ֵעת ָהא ֶֹכלmodifies the verb אמר
ֶ ֹ וַ יּ. See Joüon, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans.
Muraoka, §15k.
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other hand, his analysis of the first three verses of Ruth demonstrates he does not strictly
follow the accents.80 In his analysis of Genesis chapters 2 and 3, Barry Bandstra typically
divides his clauses according to the Masoretic accents. However, he ignores the accents
in his revision of Genesis 2:4-5.81
Lars Lode acknowledges the credibility of the accents and attempts to
understand the accents through the lens of discourse linguistics. Lode lists three
“deficiencies” of the traditional understanding of the accents. First, “it is rather
cumbersome to learn the rules as to where to make the next cut.”82 Second, he notes that
the accents do not always divide the verse syntactically or semantically. Third, the
accents do not take into consideration units larger than the verse.83
Regarding Lode’s first point, one should not be driven to force a foreign
paradigm over the accents simply because the accents are too cumbersome. The
masoretic tradition, however, is not concerned with modern notions of simplicity or
complexity. The masoretic accents are not cumbersome but complex. The accents have a
certain simplicity, dividing verses into its components. Yet, the system is genius because
it works on many levels: varying the musical melody, marking emphasis, indicating the
syntax and meaning, etc. Compared to many modern grammarians’ understanding of
biblical Hebrew syntax, the accent system handed down by the Masoretes is simple.
Lode goes on to add that the Masoretic system “is rather awkward from a
European point of view.” He continues, “Why have as many as eighteen disjunctive
markers? After all, English can cope with seven . . . , eight if you count parentheses.”84
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Barry Bandstra, Genesis 1-11: A Handbook on the Hebrew Text, Baylor Handbook on the
Bible Series (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2008), 119. See chap. 2 above.
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Lode confuses modern punctuation with the musical chanting indicated by the accents.
English punctuation marks may at times parallel the accents, but these are two very
different systems. To Lode’s second point, therefore, he is correct that the accents do not
always break the verse according to the syntax. However, Lode should have been aware
that when the accents do not indicate the syntax of a clause, they often mark the main
emphasis of a clause. Lode’s own reading of Israel Yeivin’s work on the accents should
have informed him of this fact.85
And to Lode’s third point, the paragraph markers  פand  סin BHS are
concerned with larger units.86 The accents, however, are concerned with indicating the
relationship of words. Yeivin explains that the chanting of the text, while enhancing “the
beauty and solemnity of the reading,” was to make the text clear and intelligible to the
hearer. Yeivin writes, “the chant is dependent on the text, and emphasizes the logical
relationships of the words.”87 Lode cannot simply revise the masoretic system of accents
simply because it does not conform to Western notions of punctuation.
Biblical Hebrew grammarians have traditionally held the masoretic accents in
high regard. Gesenius-Kautzsch writes,
according to their original design they have also a twofold use which is still of the
greatest importance for grammar (and syntax), viz. their value (a) as marking the
tone, (b) as marks of punctuation to indicate the logical (syntactical) relation of
85

See Yeivin, Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah, trans. and ed. E. J. Revell, #178.
Furthermore, the accents also break the verse according to musical considerations, often grouping words
that do not go together or separating words that should be joined. Fuller notes that in Gen 4:1,
ק֚ ו ֺל ְדּ ֵ ֣מי ָא ִ֔חיָך, the three words are in construct and should be joined syntactically. However, because of
musical factors the first word is often marked with a disjunctive accent. In Gen 4:1, the first word of the
construct chain is separated from the other two words by the disjunctive yethib (Fuller and Choi,
“Accents,” §1n8). Modern hymns also group words according to musical considerations, often going
against normal syntax. For example, in the first verse of The Lord’s My Shepherd, I’ll Not Want, the lyrics
“He makes me down to lie” are grouped with the first half of the verse, “The Lord’s My Shepherd, I’ll not
want”; however, syntactically the words should be grouped with the second half of the verse, “In pastures
green.” William Whittingham et al., “The Lord’s My Shepherd, I’ll Not Want” (no. 50), in The Hymnal for
Worship and Celebration (Waco, TX: Word Music, 1986).
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single words to their immediate surroundings, and thus to the whole sentence.88
Wickes explains that the Hebrew name for accents demonstrates their importance:
Indeed their very name, ט ָע ִמים,
ְ points to the importance attached to them in this
respect: they were so called because they were considered really to indicate the
‘meanings.’89
G. H. Ewald observes that the accents and the syntax go hand-in-hand:
By further consideration and investigation in this way, there will always be found a
beautiful harmony between the accentuation and the syntax, so that each may afford
explanation and support to the other. Whether we start with the syntax, and come to
understand it without knowing anything yet of the accentuation . . . , or proceed
from the latter to the former, accurate investigation will always lead to the same
result, so that he who has a correct understanding of the syntax, has already nearly
mastered the accentuation also, and he who understands the latter will always find
himself more easily at home in the former. But this is, at the same time, the highest
praise that can be given to the accentuation.90
In his treatise on the Hebrew verb, S. R. Driver explains why he inserts a chapter on the
accents:
The purport of this chapter will not, it is hoped, be misunderstood. Some
acquaintance with accents is indispensable to the Hebrew student: not only for the
single object, with a view to which this account of them has been inserted here, but
upon more general grounds as well: they frequently offer material assistance in
unraveling the sense of a difficult passage; and the best authorities continually
appeal to them, on account of their bearing upon exegesis.91
A. B. Davidson emphatically defends the study of the accents:
Some people may think any labour bestowed upon the accents ill-spent. But, surely,
no labour is ill-spent which is spent upon the text of Scripture. And it must not be
forgotten that accents and vowels are of the same authority, both having sprung
entire from the head of the Masorete, and whoso condemns the one condemns the
other. No doubt those whose condemnation falls so ruinously upon the accents,
would dispense with the vowels as well. Would many of them feel the loss of
dispensing with the consonants also? . . . And, indeed, every man in this or almost
any other age, since the renascence of Hebrew learning, who has any claim to be
regarded as a Hebrew scholar, has investigated the laws of the accents.92
James D. Price emphasizes that the accents preserve the ancient and traditional
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understandings of the text:
The accents complement the grammar and the syntax of Hebrew, preserving the
traditional understanding of the text, an understanding with roots in the deep
recesses of antiquity. No serious expositor of Scripture should neglect such
important keys to Biblical exposition.93
Indeed, the importance of the accents was heralded long before these grammarians.
For centuries the Jews have given great attention to the accents and how they
group words. The rabbis teach that the chanting of scripture goes as far back as Ezra.
The Babylonian Talmud (TB) Megillah 3a teaches that Ezra the scribe, in Nehemiah 8:8,
taught the people the scriptures with the accents:
Has not R. Iḳa said in the name of R. Ḥananel who had it from Rab: What is meant
by the text, And they read in the book, in the law of God, with an interpretation, and
they gave the sense, and caused them to understand the reading? ‘And they read in
the book, in the law of God’: this indicates the [Hebrew] text; ‘with an
interpretation’: this indicates the targum; ‘and they gave the sense’: this indicates
the verse stops; ‘and caused them to understand the reading’: this indicates the
accentuation, or, according to another version, the massoretic notes?—These had
been forgotten, and were now established again.94
Furthermore, the TB ‛Erubin 21b states,
Raba made this exposition: What [are the implications of] what was written in
Scripture, And besides that Koheleth was wise, he also taught the people knowledge;
yea, he pondered, and sought out, and set in order many proverbs? ‘He [also]
taught the people knowledge’ implies that he taught it with notes of accentuation
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and illustrated it by simile.95
In TB Megillah 32a, those who do not read Scripture according to the accents are
chastised:
R.Shefatiah further said in the name of R. Joḥanan: If one reads the Scripture
without a melody or repeats the Mishnah without a tune, of him the Scripture says,
Wherefore I gave them also statutes that were not good etc.96
The accents were of such great importance that, according to TB Nedarim 37b, there
were those whose occupation was to teach the accents.97
Although the system of the accents may be strange to Western readers, with
“cumbersome” rules, nevertheless, the accents are vital to an accurate understanding of
biblical Hebrew syntax. This dissertation has demonstrated the usefulness and the need
of the accents in translation and interpretation. The accents correct many of the mistakes
in Bandstra’s and Holmstedt’s analyses.98
1:4d []וַ ֵיּ ְ֥שׁבוּ ָ ֖שׁם ְכּ ֶ ֥ע ֶשׂר ָשׁ ִנֽים
As in 1:2c, the particle  ָשׁםis in the place of an adverbial accusative of place.
The particle is indicating an unspecified place; the exact location of where Naomi and her
family lived is not known.
1:6d [ֺ ת־ע ֔מּו
ַ י־פ ַ ֤קד יְ הוָ ֙ה ֶא
ָ ]כּ
ִֽ
Holmstedt reemphasizes his contention that the normal word order in biblical
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Hebrew is S-V. He points out that verbs tend to move to the front of a clause when the
clause is fronted by a “trigger word.” He bases his conclusion on the observation that “a
high percentage” of V-S clauses have a particle— ֲא ֶשׁר,  ִכּי, etc.—in front of the verb.
Most S-V clauses, he continues, are not fronted by a triggering constituent; therefore, the
basic word order in biblical Hebrew is S-V.99
The change in word order in Hebrew, and in Arabic, is not dependent on
particles. If an author wants to depict an action, a verbal clause—with the verb preceding
the subject—is used. If an author wants to furnish a description, a nominal clause—with
the subject first—is used. William Wright comments, “This is the constant rule in good
old Arabic [and biblical Hebrew], unless the desire to emphasize a part of the sentence be
the cause of a change in its position.”100
According to Holmstedt, if 1:6d did not have the trigger word כּי,
ִ the clause
would read:
יהוה פקד את־עמו
The Lord visited His people.

101

However, the  ִכּיclause consists of a verbal clause because the author wants the reader to
focus on the action: the Lord visited His people. The author could have easily placed יהוה
before the verb, but this provides a description of the Lord: the Lord, He is One who
visited His people.102
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1:7a [ה־שׁ ָמּה
ָ֔ יְת
ָ שׁר ָה
֣ ֶ ן־ה ָמּקו ֺ֙ם ֲא
ַ ]וַ ֵתּ ֵ֗צא ִמ
Relative clauses must have a pronoun that connects the clause to the
ﺍاَﻟ ﱠ
antecedent. According to Mohammad ‛Id, the retrospective pronoun—(ُﱠﺍاﺟﻊ
ِ ﻀ ِﻤﻴﯿ ُﺮ ْﭐٱﻟ َﻌﺎٓﺋِ ُﺪ )ﭐٱﻟﺮ
ُﻮﻝل
ِ ( ﺇإِﻟَﻰ ْﭐٱﻟ َﻤﻮْ ﺻaḍ-ḍamīru l-‘ā’yidu—or, r-rāji‘u—’ilā l-mawṣūli “the pronoun which returns
to, or falls back upon, the conjunctive noun”)—links the relative clause and the
antecedent “in a way that its absence dismantles the entire complex.”103 The retrospective
pronoun defines the syntactic role the antecedent takes within the relative clause.104 In
1:7a, the particle  ָשׁ ָמּהsubstituting for a retrospective pronoun, defines the role of the
antecedent  ַה ָמּקו ֺםas an adverbial accusative of place.105 The retrospective pronoun is
often implied when the relationship between the antecedent and the relative clause is
unambiguous.106
Holmstedt seems to indicate that the use of a retrospective pronoun is partly
dependent on the verb in a relative clause. For example, in 1:7a  ָשׁ ָמּהis used because of
the antecedent מקו ֺם,
ָ and because of the verb היְ ָתה.
ָ 107 However, the verb does not
determine whether or not a retrospective pronoun is used; relative clauses require a
retrospective pronoun, explicitly or implicitly. The verb may determine the function of
the retrospective pronoun in the relative clause, but it does not determine whether or not
it is used. In 1:7a,  ָשׁ ָמּהsubstitutes for the retrospective pronoun because the antecedent
6:6, 9; 8:6, 7; Joel 1:6, 19: 2:22; 4:8; Obad 18; Zeph 2:14; Zech 13:3, 5; Mal 2:14; Ps 3:6; 53:6; 69:36;
103:16; 116:7; 119:78; 135:4; Job 3:25; 15:31; 19:6; 29:11; 30:26; 39:15; Prov 2:6; 3:26; 4:3; 5:3; 8:7;
22:23; 24:2; 28:22; Eccl 10:4; Lam 1:5; Ezra 7:10; Neh 9:33; 12:29; 1 Chr 4:14; 5:2; 22:9; 28:10; 2 Chr
10:1; 15:6; 31:10.
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is a noun of place, not because of the verb היְ ָתה.
ָ 108
1:8d [ם־ה ֵמּ ִ ֖תים וְ ִע ָמּ ִ ֽדי׃
ַ יתם ִע
֛ ֶ ]כּ ֲא ֶ ֧שׁר ֲע ִשׂ
ַ
According to Holmstedt, the article on  ַה ֵמּ ִתיםis a “relative word,” although the
antecedent of this supposed relative clause is not explicit. He translates the participle as a
relative clause: “(those) who died,” “(those) who are dead.” Holmstedt builds his case
for the article as relative marker on instances in which a definite participle modifies an
indefinite noun.109
For a participle to be attributive, it must match its antecedent in definiteness or
indefiniteness. Because biblical Hebrew exhibits examples in which a definite participle
follows an indefinite antecedent— ֲע ָב ִדים ַה ִמּ ְת ָפּ ְר ִציםin 1 Samuel 25:10, for example—
Holmstedt contends that another explanation must be sought to replace the traditional
‘attributive participle.’110 Holmstedt turns to a phenomenon generally found in the later
biblical Hebrew books in which a particle, pointed like the article, is used as a relative
marker.
The particle ⚀ ַהcan function as a relative marker; however, Holmstedt
observes that seventeen out of eighteen occurrences in biblical Hebrew place the particle
on the perfect verb. He goes on to note that most cases of the particle ⚀ ַהas relative
marker are found in later books (Ezra, 1 Chr, etc.), though there are “a number of
occurrences” in earlier books (Gen, Ruth, etc.).111 If, Holmstedt reasons, instances of the
article as relative marker can be found in biblical Hebrew, then “we should investigate
whether there are other heretofore unidentified environments” in which the article marks
108
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a relative clause. In order to find other cases of the article as relative marker, Holmstedt
turns to Modern Hebrew and the work of Tal Siloni.112
According to Holmstedt, Siloni argues that many languages have a morpheme
that “qualifies” as a relative marker for certain types of clauses. This morpheme may be
covert (as in French or English), or it may be overt as in Hebrew. Holmstedt explains
that Siloni identifies this morpheme in modern Hebrew as a morpheme that looks and
sounds like the definite article, but has a different function than the article.113 Siloni
concludes that in modern Hebrew ⚀ ַהis similar to the relative marker ⚀;שׁ
ֶ he labels ⚀ ַהa
‘semi-relative.’114
To explain why definite participles follow indefinite nouns, Holmstedt adopts
Siloni’s ⚀ ַהas semi-relative for biblical Hebrew. For example, the definite participle
 ָהע ָֹלהin Judges 21:19 follows the indefinite noun מ ִס ָלּה:
ְ
ית־אל ִמזְ ְר ָחה ַה ֶשּׁ ֶמשׁ
ֵ ימה ֲא ֶשׁר ִמ ְצּפו ֺנָ ה ְל ֵב
ָ יָמ
ִ ִהנֵּ ה ַהג־יְ הוָ ה ְבּ ִשׁלו ֺ ִמיָּ ִמים
וּמנֶּ גֶ ב ִל ְלבו ָֺנֽה׃
ִ ית־אל ְשׁ ֶכ ָ֑מה
ֵ ִל ְמ ִס ָלּה ָהע ָֹלה ִמ ֵבּ
“See—the festival of Yhwh (is) at Shiloh from year to year, which is north of
Bethel, on the east of a highway that goes up from Bethel to Shechem.”115
Because the participle and its antecedent disagree in definiteness, Holmstedt argues that
the participle cannot be attributive; the article on the participle introduces a relative
clause. Holmstedt goes on to add that the semi-relative ⚀ ַהhelps explain similar
constructions that have an indefinite noun with a definite adjective. For example, 1
Samuel 16:23 reads,
רוּח ָה ָר ָעה
ַ וְ ָס ָרה ֵמ ָע ָליו
“And a spirit that (was) evil would depart from him”
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116

The definite participle  ָה ָר ָעהis the relative for the antecedent רוּח.
ַ
Holmstedt contends
that categorizing ⚀ ַהas a semi-relative prevents “stretching” the grammar to reconcile the
disagreement between a definite participle and its indefinite antecedent.117
Holmstedt concludes that ⚀ ַהas a relative marker resembles typical relative
clauses in that, like  ֲא ֶשׁרrelative clauses, ⚀ ַהrelative clauses may have a covert
antecedent (‘headless ⚀ ַהrelative’). Holmstedt defines a headless relative clause as one
that “may lack an overt head,” as in Ezekiel 3:1:
ר־תּ ְמ ָצא ֱאכו ֺל
ִ ן־א ָדם ֵאת ֲא ֶשׁ
ָ אמר ֵא ַלי ֶבּ
ֶ ֹ וַ יּ
118
“And he said to me: Son of Man, eat (e) what you find.”
Holmstedt cites Genesis 14:10 as an example of a headless ⚀ ַהrelative clause:
לוּ־שׁ ָמּה וְ ַהנִּ ְשׁ ָא ִרים ֶה ָרה ָנּֽסוּ׃
֑ ָ ְך־סד ֹם וַ ֲעמ ָֹרה וַ יִּ ְפּ
ְ וְ ֵע ֶמק ַה ִשׂ ִדּים ֶבּ ֱאר ֹת ֶבּ ֱאר ֹת ֵח ָמר וַ יָּ נֻ סוּ ֶמ ֶל
“And the valley of Siddim had many tar pits and the kings of Sodom and Gomorah
fled and they fell there and Ø (those) who remained fled to the hills.”
According to Holmstedt, the relative “ ַהנִּ ְשׁ ָא ִריםmakes clear” that the antecedent cannot be
the kings of Sodom and Gomorah. The relative, then, must refer to the remaining three
kings who accompanied the kings of Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen 14:8); the antecedent is
a ‘null head’ (marked by Ø). Holmstedt labels these types of relative clauses
‘headless.’119
Holmstedt goes to great lengths to defend his semi-relative ⚀ ַהtheory;
however there are simpler explanations for attributive participles with indefinite
antecedents, and headless relative clauses. First, the seeming lack of agreement in
definiteness between attributive participles and their antecedents should not necessarily
drive Holmstedt to search for another explanation. While definite participles and
117
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adjectives do follow indefinite antecedents, the antecedents may be considered definite in
themselves. Driver notes that the antecedents that lack an article are often words that are
considered familiar items, “which were felt to be sufficiently definite in themselves.”120
For example, in Judges 21:19 (see above), the highway may very well be a road familiar
to the reader; because of its familiarity  ְמ ִס ָלּהlacks the article. Likewise, in 1 Samuel
16:23 (see above), רוּח
ַ lacks the article, but it is clearly the same evil spirit mentioned in
verse 14. Because there is only one evil spirit that tormented Saul—the evil spirit—no
article is needed in verse 23.121
Furthermore, in Isaiah 7:20, Isaiah certainly has in mind a particular razor
when he prophesies:
ת־הרֹאשׁ וְ ַשׂ ַער ָה ַרגְ ָל֑יִ ם
ָ ַבּיּו ֺם ַההוּא יְ גַ ַלּח ֲאד ֹנָ י ְבּ ַת ַער ַה ְשּׂ ִכ ָירה ְבּ ֶע ְב ֵרי נָ ָהר ְבּ ֶמ ֶלְך ַאשּׁוּר ֶא
And in that day, the Lord will shave the head and hair of the feet with the hired
razor from beyond the river, namely the king of Assyria.
In Judges 16:27, the antecedent is “limited in virtue of its own character”:
ֹלשׁת ֲא ָל ִפים ִאישׁ וְ ִא ָשּׁה ָהר ִֹאים ִבּ ְשׂחו ֺק ִשׁ ְמשׁו ֺן
ֶ ל־הגָּ ג ִכּ ְשׁ
ַ וְ ַע
And upon the roof (were) about three thousand men and women seeing in the
playing of Samson.
The antecedents to —הר ִֹאיםthe
ָ
nouns  ִאישׁand —א ָשּׁהare
ִ
likely definite due to their
limitation by ֹלשׁת ֲא ָל ִפים
ֶ כּ ְשׁ.
ִ 122 Kautzsch contends that the definite attribute often follows
an antecedent without the article in certain reoccurring phrases, such as “particularizing
the gates . . and courts.”123 For example, Jeremiah has one gate in mind when he writes in
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Jeremiah 38:14,
הו֑ה
ָ ְישׁי ֲא ֶשׁר ְבּ ֵבית י
ִ ל־מבוֺא ַה ְשּׁ ִל
ָ וַ יִּ ְשׁ ַלח ַה ֶמּ ֶלְך ִצ ְד ִקיָּ הוּ וַ יִּ ַקּח ֶאת־יִ ְר ְמיָ הוּ ַהנָּ ִביא ֵא ָליו ֶא
And the king Zedekiah sent, and he took Jeremiah the prophet to him, unto the third
entrance which (is) in the house of the Lord.
The antecedent  ָמבוֺאis definite in itself, for Jeremiah does not refer to any entrance.124 In
biblical Hebrew, definite participles and adjectives do follow antecedents lacking the
article; however, this seeming difficulty can be explained.125 The lack of agreement in
number, gender, and definiteness is not uncommon in Semitic. Holmstedt’s conjecture of
the relative ⚀ ַהis unnecessary.
Second, Holmstedt’s description of ‘headless’ relative clauses are better
designated as substantival clauses. According to Holmstedt, a ‘headless’ relative clause is
a relative clause whose antecedent is “syntactically real but phonologically null”; the
antecedent is there but not seen.126 For an example of a headless relative clause,
Holmstedt cites Genesis 27:45:
ֺ ית לּו
ָ ר־ע ִשׂ
ָ ף־א ִחיָך ִמ ְמָּך וְ ָשׁ ַכח ֵאת ֲא ֶשׁ
ָ ַעד־שׁוּב ַא
“until the anger of your brother subsides and he forgets Ø what (=the thing that) you
did to him”127
Holmstedt explains that Ø marks the position of the covert antecedent; the antecedent
must be determined through context.128 Other examples of headless relative clauses
include those in which  ֲא ֶשׁרis coupled with a preposition, as in Isaiah 2:8:
ְל ַמ ֲע ֵשׂה יָ ָדיו יִ ְשׁ ַתּ ֲחווּ ַל ֲא ֶשׁר ָעשׂוּ ֶא ְצ ְבּע ָֹתיו
“to the work of (their) hands they bow down, to Ø (the work/idols) that (their)
fingers have made”129
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Headless relative clauses also follow “free-standing” prepositions, such as  יַ ַעןin Joshua
14:14:
ן־יְפנֶּ ה ַה ְקּנִ זִּ י ְלנַ ֲח ָלה ַעד ַהיּו ֺם ַה ֶזּ֑ה
ֻ ה־ח ְברו ֺן ְל ָכ ֵלב ֶבּ
ֶ יְת
ָ ל־כּן ָה
ֵ ַע
ֹלהי יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵ ֽאל׃
ֵ יַ ַען ֲא ֶשׁר ִמ ֵלּא ַא ֲח ֵרי יְ הוָ ה ֱא
“Because of this, Hebron became an inheritance for Caleb, son of Jephunneh the
Kenizzite, until this very day because Ø (of the fact) that he was fully after Yhwh,
the God of Israel.”130
Holmstedt fails to recognize, however, that in each of the examples cited, the  ֲא ֶשׁרclause
is functioning substantively. Again, Holmstedt’s notions are unhelpful.
The biblical Hebrew particle  ֲא ֶשׁרfunctions in a manner similar to the Arabic
relative pronoun  ﺍاَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻯىal-ladhī. Wright explains that al-ladhī functions in one of two
ways: as an adjective or as a substantive. When al-ladhī functions adjectively it is a
relative clause and must agree with its antecedent with regard to gender, number, and
case.131 For example, the Qur’an chapter 2:47 reads,
ْ ٰﻳﯾَﺒَﻨِ ٓﻰ ﺇإِﺳ ٰ َْٓﺮ ِءﻳﯾ َﻞ ْﭐٱﺫذ ُﻛﺮ
ُ ُﻭوﺍا ﻧِ ْﻌ َﻤﺘِ َﻰ ﭐٱﻟﱠﺘِ ٓﻰ ﺃأَ ْﻧ َﻌ ْﻤ
ﺖ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴﯿ ُﻜ ْﻢ
yābanī ’is’rā’īla ’udhkurū ni‛matiya l-latī ’an‛amtu ‛alaykum
O sons of Israel, remember my favor which I bestowed (it) upon you!
The relative clause marked by ( ﭐٱﻟﱠﺘِ ٓﻰl-latī “which”) follows the definite antecedent ﻧِ ْﻌ َﻤﺘِ َﻰ
(ni‛matiya “My favor”); the antecedent is made definite by the 1cs suffix. Likewise,
Numbers 1:5 in the Van Dyke Arabic bible reads,
ﺎﻝل ﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﯾﻦَ ﻳﯾَﻘِﻔُﻮﻥنَ َﻣ َﻌ ُﻜ َﻤﺎ
ِ َﻭوﻫﮬﮪھ ِﺬ ِﻩه ﺃأَ ْﺳ َﻤﺎ ُء ﭐٱﻟﺮﱢ َﺟ
wahādhihi ’asmā’u r-rijāli l-ladhīna yaqifūna ma‛akumā
And these (are) the names of the men who they stand with you.
The relative clause marked by َ( ﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﯾﻦl-ladhīna “who”) functions adjectivally, modifying
the definite antecedent ﺎﻝل
ِ ( ﭐٱﻟﺮﱢ َﺟr-rijāli “the men”).
Wright goes on to explain that when the relative pronoun al-ladhī functions
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substantively, al-ladhī stands “in whatever case the preceding governing word requires,
be it noun, verb, or particle.”132 In the Qur’an chapter 1:7, the relative pronoun stands in
the place of the genitive to the head noun َﺻ ٰ َﺮﻁط
ِ (ṣirāṭa):
ﺻ ٰ َﺮﻁطَ ﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﯾﻦَ ﺃأَ ْﻧ َﻌ ْﻤﺖَ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴﯿ ِﻬﮭ ْﻢ
ِ
ṣirāṭa l-ladhīna ’an‛amta ‘alayhim
the path (of) those You have bestowed favors on them
In chapter 3:72 of the Qur’an, the relative pronoun and its clause is in the place of the
genitive to the prepositions ﺏب
ِ (bi “in”) and ( َﻋﻠَﻰalā “on, upon”):
ُ ٓ ﻮﺍا ﺑِﭑﻟﱠ ِﺬ
ْ ُﻧﺰ َﻝل َﻋﻠَﻰ ﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﯾﻦَ َءﺍا َﻣﻨ
ْ َُءﺍا ِﻣﻨ
ﺎﺭر
ِ ﻯى ﺃأ
ِ َﻮﺍا َﻭوﺟْ ﻪﮫَ ﭐٱﻟﻨﱠﻬﮭ
’āminū bi’l-ladhī ’unzila ‛alā l-ladhīna ’āmanū wajha n-nahāri
Believe in that which was revealed on those who believed at the beginning of the
day.
Genesis 43:16 reads,
 ﻗَﺎ َﻝل ﻟِﻠﱠ ِﺬﻱي َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺑَ ْﻴﯿﺘِ ِﻪﮫ،٬ﻓَﻠَ ﱠﻤﺎ َﺭرﺃأَﻯى ﻳﯾُﻮ ُﺳﻒُ ﺑَ ْﻨﻴﯿَﺎ ِﻣﻴﯿﻦَ َﻣ َﻌﻬﮭُ ْﻢ
falammā ra’ā yūsufu banyāmīna ma‛ahum, qāla lil-ladhī ‘alā baytihi
And when Joseph saw Benjamin with them, he said to he who (was) over his house
The relative pronoun and its clause is in the place of the genitive to the pronoun ( ِﻝلli
“to”).
The relative pronoun al-ladhī may also be in the place of an accusative. For
example, the Qur’an chapter 5:52 reads,
ٌﻓَﺘَ َﺮﻯى ﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﯾﻦَ ﻓِﻰ ﻗُﻠُﻮﺑِ ِﻬﮭﻢ ﱠﻣ َﺮﺽض
fatarā l-ladhīna fī qulūbihim m-maraḍun
And you see those who in their hearts (is) a disease
The relative pronoun َ( ﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﯾﻦl-ladhīna) is in the accusative to the verb ( ﻓَﺘَ َﺮﻯىfatarā).
Chapter 6:51 of the Qur’an reads,
ََﻭوﺃأَﻧ ِﺬﺭرْ ﺑِ ِﻪﮫ ﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﯾﻦَ ﻳﯾَﺨَﺎﻓُﻮﻥن
wa’andhir bihi l-ladhīna yakhāfūna
And warn with it those who fear
The relative pronoun َ( ﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﯾﻦl-ladhīna) is in the place of the accusative of direct object to
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the verb ْ( َﻭوﺃأَﻧ ِﺬﺭرwa’andhir). Moreover, the relative also functions as an accusative in Van
Dyke’s translation of Genesis 44:1:
ﺛُ ﱠﻢ ﺃأَ َﻣ َﺮ ﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻱي َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺑَ ْﻴﯿﺘِ ِﻪﮫ
thumma ’amara l-ladhī ‘alā baytihi
Then he commanded those who were over his house.
The relative pronoun ( ﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻱيl-ladhī) is in the place of an accusative of direct object to the
verb ’( ﺃأَ َﻣ َﺮamara).
Lastly, the relative pronoun may stand in the place of a nominative, as in
Joshua 10:11:
ْﻒ
ِ َﻭوﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﯾﻦَ َﻣﺎﺗُﻮﺍا ﺑِ ِﺤ َﺠﺎ َﺭر ِﺓة ْﭐٱﻟﺒَ َﺮ ِﺩد ﻫﮬﮪھُ ْﻢ ﺃأَ ْﻛﺜَ ُﺮ ِﻣﻦَ ﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﯾﻦَ ﻗَﺘَﻠَﻬﮭُ ْﻢ ﺑَﻨُﻮ ﺇإِ ْﺳ َﺮﺍاﺋِﻴﯿ َﻞ ﺑِﺎﻟ ﱠﺴﻴﯿ
wal-ladhīna mātū biḥijārati l-baradi hum ’aktharu mina l-ladhīna qatalahum banū
’isrā’īla bis-sayfi
And those who died by the hailstones—they (were) more than those who the sons of
Israel killed by the sword.
The first occurrence of the relative pronoun َ( َﻭوﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﯾﻦwal-ladhīna) in Joshua 10:11 is in the
place of the nominative. In this construction it is the hanging case in a casus pendens
construction; it is resumed by the pronoun ( ﻫﮬﮪھُ ْﻢhum “they”), which is the initiator of a
nominal clause.133 Furthermore, the Qur’an chapter 2:4 reads,
ُ
ُ
َ ِﻧﺰ َﻝل ِﻣﻦ ﻗَ ْﺒﻠ
َ ﻧﺰ َﻝل ﺇإِﻟَ ْﻴﯿ
َﺍاﺧ َﺮ ِﺓة ﻫﮬﮪھُ ْﻢ ﻳﯾُﻮﻗِﻨُﻮﻥن
ِ ﻚ َﻭوﺑِﭑﻝلْ َء
ِ ﻚ َﻭو َﻣﺎٓ ﺃأ
ِ َﻭوﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﯾﻦَ ﻳﯾ ُْﺆ ِﻣﻨُﻮﻥنَ ﺑِ َﻤﺎٓ ﺃأ
wa’alladhīna yū’minūna bimā ’unzila ’ilayka wamā ’unzila min qablika
wabil’ākhirati hum yūqinūna
And those who they are believing in what was sent down to you, and what was sent
down from before you, and in the Hereafter, they—they truly believe.
The substantival use of the relative pronoun al-ladhī is further supported by the function
of ( َﻣﺂmā “what”) in chapter 2:4 of the Qur’an. Wright explains that when al-ladhī
functions substantively, it functions in the same manner as the relative pronouns ( َﻣﺎmā)
and ( َﻣ ْﻦman “who, what”).134 In chapter 2:4 of the Qur’an, both َ( َﻭوﭐٱﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﯾﻦwa’alladhīna) and
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ٓ( َﻭو َﻣﺎwamā) are functioning substantively: wa’alladhīna is in the place of the nominative
and is in casus pendens, resumed by the pronoun ( ﻫﮬﮪھُ ْﻢhum “they”).135 The pronoun mā is
in the accusative to the verb َ( ﻳﯾ ُْﺆ ِﻣﻨُﻮﻥنyū’minūna “believe”).
In biblical Hebrew —א ֶשׁרsimilar
ֲ
to  ﺍاَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻯىal-ladhī—may function adjectively as
a relative clause, or substantively and stand in the place of a genitive, accusative, or
nominative. The three examples Holmstedt cites in support for his headless relative
clauses are explained by the substantival function of א ֶשׁר.
ֲ In Genesis 27:45,  ֲא ֶשׁרis in
the place of an accusative of direct object. In Isaiah 2:8,  ֲא ֶשׁרis in the place of the
genitive to the preposition ל. In Joshua 14:14,  ֲא ֶשׁרis functioning in the place of an
adverbial accusative. The syntax of —א ֶשׁרin
ֲ
the light of Arabic grammar—contradicts
Holmstedt’s views of the semi-relative ⚀ ַהand headless relative clauses.
Holmstedt’s apparent difficulty with the definite participle is likely due to his
view of the participle—according to Holmstedt, the participle encodes activity and not a
quality.136 Holmstedt misunderstands the nature of Semitic participles. As explained in
Genesis 2:10a in chapter 2 above, the participle denotes a person or thing in a continuous
action or habitual state.137 Because the participle denotes an agent, not an action, it takes
on characteristics of a noun: gender, number, definiteness. However, the agent takes part
in the action of the verb, therefore the participle also shares verbal characteristics: aspect,
governing objects.138 While the participle denotes an agent partaking in an action, the
participle is not a verb. The verb describes an action originating and its movement: an
action beginning and continuously happening (imperfect), or an action beginning and
135
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moving to completion (perfect). The verb has a point of origin.139 The participle, on the
other hand, describes an agent in an abiding state.140
Because of the nominal nature of participles they may be used substantively, as
 ַה ֵמּ ִתיםin Ruth 1:8d. The definite participle  ַה ֵמּ ִתיםdescribes Elimelek and his two sons as
agents who are in the continual state of dead: “those who are in the abiding state of
dead.”141 Moreover, as a substantive,  ַה ֵמּ ִתיםis the object of the preposition עם.
ִ
1:11d []וְ ָהי֥ וּ ָל ֶכ֖ם ַל ֲאנָ ִ ֽשׁים׃
As mentioned in 1:1a above, Holmstedt contends that the verb  היהdoes not
take ‘accusative complements.’ He labels prepositional phrases that modify ‘ היהoblique
complements, specifying “necessary details of location, manner, etc.”142 However,
prepositional phrases stand in the place of accusatives and modify verbs adverbially, a
function of accusatives.143 Many prepositions are former nouns in the accusative; these
nouns were consistently used adverbially and later developed into prepositions.144
The correct analysis of  ַל ֲאנָ ִשׁיםis that it substitutes for an accusative of
situation, describing the state or condition of a noun.145 In Ruth 1:11d,  ַל ֲאנָ ִשׁיםdescribes
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the condition of Naomi’s hypothetical sons: “That they may exist to you in the status of
husbands?”
1:12c [שׁ־לי ִת ְק ָ ֔וה
֣ ִ ֶתּי י
֙ ִ ]כּי ָא ַ֙מ ְר
ִ֤
Holmstedt states that the “existential predicator”  יֶ שׁis not needed in this
verbless clause to show possession. He contends that the clause could have easily read
 ִלי ִת ְקוָ הor ת ְקוָ ה ִלי.
ִ In 1:12c, Holmstedt categorizes  יֶ שׁas a copula, highlighting the nonexistence of Naomi’s hope.146
Holmstedt does not provide an explanation for his assertion that  יֵ שׁis a copula.
He does point his readers to Joüon-Muraoka’s “incomplete description” of  יֵ שׁas copula.
Joüon-Muraoka explains that יֵ שׁ, and its negative אין,
ֵ “are not simple copulas, but they
add to the copulative notion that of existence, especially local.”147 In his description of
participles as adjectives, John Cook gives examples of clauses with the particle יֵ שׁ,
labeling the particle a ‘copula.’ For example, he cites Judges 6:13:
ִבּי ֲאד ֹנִ י וְ יֵ שׁ יְ הוָ ה ִע ָמּנוּ וְ ָל ָמּה ְמ ָצ ַא ְתנוּ ָכּל־זֹאת
“Please, my lord, if Yhwh is with us, why has all this happened to us?”
He also cites Genesis 43:4:
א ֶכל׃
ֹ ֽ ת־א ִחינוּ ִא ָ ֑תּנוּ נֵ ְר ָדה וְ נִ ְשׁ ְבּ ָרה ְלָך
ָ ִאם־יֶ ְשָׁך ְמ ַשׁ ֵלּ ַח ֶא
“If you are sending our brother with us, we will go down and buy food for you.”148
Basing his analysis on Leon Stassen’s work, Cook asserts that non-verbal elements may
function as a copula.149
in chap. 3 above.
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Hebrew, as well as Arabic, does not have a copula form. As described in
Genesis 3:1a in chapter 3, statements that declare that A=B in some way are made with
verbless nominal clauses. For example, in Genesis 29:17 a verbless nominal clause
furnishes a description of Leah’s eyes:
וְ ֵעינֵ י ֵל ָאה ַרכּו ֺת
And the eyes of Leah (were) weak.
In Genesis 29:17, a one-to-one statement is being made: Leah’s eyes=weak. No form of
a copula is used in these constructions.
Moreover,  יֵ שׁis a substantive meaning “being, substance, existence.”150 The
substantive  יֵ שׁtranslates easily into English as “is, are, was, were,” but BDB stresses that
it functions not “as a mere copula, but implying existence with emphasis.”151 Though
they are not verbs, the particles  יֵ שׁand  ֵאיןare approaching verbal forms. The fact that
they are approaching verbal forms is made manifest by that they may be followed by an
accusative, indicating that the particles  יֵ שׁand  ֵאיןare not copulas. For example, 2 Kings
10:15 reads,
ת־ל ָב ְבָך יָ ָשׁר
ְ אמר ֵא ָליו ֲהיֵ שׁ ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ יּ
And he said to him, “(Is) your heart right?”
Also, Haggai 2:17 reads,
ין־א ְת ֶכם ֵא ַלי נְ ֻאם־יְ הוָ ה
ֶ וְ ֵא
“But you (are not) to Me,” declares the Lord.
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َ ’( ﺃأﻳﯾaysa “he is”) is “unused” (ibid., 1:§182 Rem. a).
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“yes, of course.”153 Therefore, in Genesis 43:4,  יֵ שׁemphasizes Jacob’s existence as one
who sends his son Benjamin to Egypt. The conditional clause could have read,
ת־א ִחינוּ ִא ָתּנוּ
ָ ִאם ַא ָתּה ְמ ַשׁ ֵלּ ַח ֶא
If you (are) one who is a sender of our brother with us
However, as the verse stands, the clause is read, “If you are without a doubt one who is a
sender of our brother with us.” The emphasis provided by  יֵ שׁis made even more clear
when considered in the context of the verse. Joseph’s brothers cannot return to Egypt to
buy more grain unless they bring Benjamin back to Egypt; if they fail to do so they would
be put to death (Gen 42:18-20). In Ruth 1:12c,  יֵ שׁemphasizes the existence of the hope
for a husband and sons for Naomi in her hypothetical question: “If I said, ‘Really and
truly (there is) the existence to me hope.’”
The nominal clause in Ruth 1:12c, שׁ־לי ִת ְקוָ ה
ִ ֶי, is an assertion of existence or
possession emphasized by יֶ שׁ.154 A prepositional phrase, or an adverbial phrase, followed
by an indefinite noun is an assertion of existence or possession.155 The word order of the
clause in 1:12c is required because the initiator is indefinite; if the initiator is indefinite,
and the predicate is a preposition with its genitive, then the word order must be PredicateSubject.156 Contrary to Holmstedt, then,  ִלי ִת ְקוָ הand  ִת ְקוָ ה ִליare not interchangeable
because they communicate two different meanings.
The phrase  ִת ְקוָ ה ִליis a phrase, but not a sentence. This construction is a
means by which possession is shown, but the head noun is kept indefinite. For example,
153
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The nominal clause שׁ־לי ִת ְקוָ ה
ִ ֶ יis functioning substantively as the direct object of the verb

א ַמ ְר ִתּי.
ָ
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 ִתּ ְקוָ ִתיmeans “my hope”; in this construction “hope” is made definite by the 1cs suffix.
However,  ִתּ ְקוָ ה ִליmeans “a hope to me”; “hope” is kept indefinite and is not
particularized.157 For example, 1 Samuel 16:18 reads,
יתי ֵבּן ְליִ ַשׁי ֵבּית ַה ַלּ ְח ִמי י ֵֹד ַע נַ גֵּ ן וְ גִ בּו ֺר ַחיִ ל וְ ִאישׁ ִמ ְל ָח ָמה וּנְ בו ֺן
ִ אמר ִהנֵּ ה ָר ִא
ֶ ֹ וַ יַּ ַען ֶא ָחד ֵמ ַהנְּ ָע ִרים וַ יּ
ָדּ ָבר וְ ִאישׁ ֑תּ ַֹאר וַ יהוָ ה ִע ֽמּו ֺ׃
Then one from the youths answered, and he said, “Behold, I have seen a son of
Jesse the Bethlehemite—a knower of playing music, and mighty of strength, and a
man of war, and one who understands a word, and a man of form. And the Lord (is)
with him.”
Although he is described, the son to whom the youth is referring is unknown because the
noun is indefinite: בּן ְליִ ַשׁי.
ֵ 158 The youth could be referring to any one of Jesse’s
remaining sons. However, if the youth had said  ֶבּן־יִ ַשׁיthen he would be referring to a
particular son to the exclusion of others. The construction indefinite-noun+ לallows the
head noun to remain indefinite.159
Holmstedt is not lost on the emphasis made by  יֵ שׁin 1:12c.160 However, the
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Although  ֵבּןis indefinite, it is specialized by the numerous descriptions given by the youth.
‘Specialization’ is a means by which an indefinite noun is limited without making it definite. So, in 1 Sam
16:18, the youth is narrowing the potential group of Jesse’s sons by describing him, but it is still not known
who the son is the youth is describing (Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §33).
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There are examples of nominal clauses in which the indefinite noun precedes the
prepositional phrase. For example, Gen 43:23 reads שׁלו ֺם ָל ֶכם.
ָ Exod 28:43 has ֺ ח ַקּת עו ָֺלם לו,
ֻ and Exod
34:19 ל־פּ ֶטר ֶר ֶחם ִלי
ֶ כּ.
ָ Wright indicates that there are times when the indefinite initiator may come first in a
nominal clause. The indefinite initiator is first when the nominal clause is a wish, as in Gen 43:23. The
examples in Exod 28:43 and 34:19 are permissible according to Wright because they are not technically
indefinite. He writes, “Indefinite . . . is here to be taken in the sense [not only of not being defined by the
article or the genitive of a defined word, but even] of not having a genitive after it” (Wright, Grammar of
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Hebrew Syntax, §11h, i, j, dd; Howell, Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language, 1:112-14). According
to Wright’s explanation, then,  ֵבּןin Ruth 1:12c cannot come first because it does not govern a noun in the
genitive. However, ֺ  ֻח ַקּת עו ָֺלם לוof Exod 28:43 and ל־פּ ֶטר ֶר ֶחם ִלי
ֶ  ָכּof Exod 34:19 may come first because
the head nouns, although indefinite, govern a genitive (Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§127).
See also Gen 31:35; Judg 3:19; 6:23. Exod 22:2 is an example in which a indefinite initiator precedes a
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tendency of biblical Hebrew linguists to quickly jump to the conclusion that a particle or
a pronoun is a copula indicates a top-down approach to the study of biblical Hebrew
grammar. Reading their works, it seems that biblical Hebrew linguists begin their
analyses with English translations of biblical Hebrew. Then, based on English renderings
of Hebrew clauses, assertions are made regarding biblical Hebrew syntax. For example,
in English  יֵ שׁeasily translates as “there is/are”; therefore,  יֵ שׁis a copula.
While it is simplistic to say that linguists make grammatical assertions from
English translations, they do import “observations” from other world languages into
biblical Hebrew grammar.161 A more sensible approach would seem to be to study
biblical Hebrew grammar on its own terms, in light of other Semitic languages and
according to native grammarians, and then compare it to other world languages to see if
certain aspects of the languages are shared. A study of biblical Hebrew grammar, in light
of Arabic and other Semitic languages and according to native grammarians, indicates
that there is no copula; therefore, היה,  הוּאand  יֵ שׁdo not function as copulas, no matter
how other world languages function. One cannot force paradigms from other languages
onto biblical Hebrew if biblical Hebrew does not support that particular paradigm.
1:12d [֤יתי ַה ַ ֙לּיְ ָל ֙ה ְל ִ֔אישׁ
ִ ִַ]גּ֣ם ָהי
The noun  ַה ַלּיְ ָלהis in the adverbial accusative of time, modifying the verb יתי
ִ ִהי.
ָ
The final qamats he ending is a remnant of the old accusative ending -a.162 Arabic still
retains the accusative ending: َ( ﭐٱﻟﻠﱠ ْﻴﯿﻠَﺔl-llaylata “tonight”).163 Consider Van Dyke’s
translation of Ruth 1:12d:
ﺻﻴﯿ ُﺮ ٰﻫﮬﮪھ ِﺬ ِﻩه ﭐٱﻟﻠﱠ ْﻴﯿﻠَﺔَ ﻟِ َﺮﺟ ُِﻞ
ِ َﺃأَ ْﻳﯾﻀًﺎ ﺑِﺄَﻧﱢﻲ ﺃأ
161
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’ayḍan bi-’annī ’aṣīru hādhihi l-llaylata li-rajuli
Also with me, will I attain it [my hope] tonight with regard to a man?
The article on  ַליְ ָלהis the definite article of presence: this article is used for nouns present
to a speaker. The article of presence is often used for nouns of time indicating the
present: “tonight.”164
1:13a [שׁר יִ גְ ָ ֔דּלוּ
֣ ֶ ]ה ָל ֵ ֣הן ׀ ְתּ ַשׂ ֵ֗בּ ְרנָ ה ַ ֚עד ֲא
ֲ
Holmstedt identifies the relative clause as a headless relative clause.165
However, as explained in 1:8d above,  ֲא ֶשׁרmay function adjectivally (as a relative clause)
or substantively (as a substantival clause), similar to the Arabic relative pronoun  ﺍاَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻯىalladhī. In 1:13a,  ֲא ֶשׁרis functioning as a substantival clause, standing in the place of a
genitive to the preposition עד.
ַ
1:13e [הוה׃
ֽ ָ ְ]כּי־יָ ְצ ָ ֥אה ִ ֖בי יַ ד־י
ִֽ
Holmstedt remarks that the  ִכּיclause in this verse is another example of the
verb being “triggered” to the front of the clause by the particle כּי.
ִ 166 However, see 1:1b
and 1:6d above.
1:14b []וַ ִתּ ְב ֶכּ֖ינָ ה ֑עו ֺד
Holmstedt contends that in many languages adverbs are particularly important
in determining phrase structures.167 He goes on to add that  עו ֺדis especially important in
biblical Hebrew due to the small number of adverbs in the language. For example, he
notes that  עו ֺדmay precede a verb, as in Exodus 4:6 and 1 Samuel 16:11. In Ruth 1:14b,
the particle  עו ֺדfollows the verb, indicating that the verb was triggered to the front of the
164
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clause by the wayyiqtol form.168 It is not exactly clear how  עו ֺדserves an important role
for Holmstedt in phrase structure; perhaps it provides support to his constituent
movement theory.
Adverbs usually follow a verb in a verbal clause, although they may precede
the verb. The adverb is usually emphasized when it is placed before a verb. Objects and
prepositional phrases may also precede a verb, usually for emphasis. However, a subject
cannot precede a verb, otherwise the verbal clause would then be a nominal clause.169
Ruth 1:14b offers nothing significant to the study of phrase structure except that it
provides an example of normal verbal clause syntax.
1:14c []וַ ִתּ ַ ֤שּׁק ָע ְר ָפּ ֙ה ַל ֲחמו ָֺ֔תהּ וְ ֖רוּת ָ ֥דּ ְב ָקה ָ ֽבּהּ׃
The wayyiqtol chain is broken with a nominal clause: וְ רוּת ָדּ ְב ָקה ָבּהּ. In
narrative, when a wayyiqtol chain is broken the reader should take note. Typically the
flow of narrative is interrupted to provide an announcement to describe a person or
situation, or to contrast the initiator of the nominal clause with something else in the
narrative.170 In Ruth 1:14c, the nominal clause furnishes a description of Ruth in order to
provide a contrast to Orpah. The vav is the adversative vav.171
The accents for the nominal clause in 1:14c follow the pattern typical for
nominal clauses. The heaviest disjunctive—the tiphcha—falls on the initiator רוּת. This
accentual pattern causes the reader to pause on רוּת, alerting the reader that something
will be said about her.172 This clause is not, “but Ruth clung to her.”173 While this
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translation picks up on the contrast, it does not put the necessary emphasis on Ruth. A
more accurate translation of 1:14c would read,
And Orpah kissed her mother-in-law, but as for Ruth—she clung to her.174
1:16c [וּב ֲא ֶ ֤שׁר ָתּ ֨ ִלינִ ֙י ָא ֔ ִלין
ַ ל־א ֶ֨שׁר ֵתּ ְל ִ֜כי ֵא ֗ ֵלְך
ֲ ]כּי ֶא
ִ֠
Both prepositional phrases contain an  ֲא ֶשׁרclause that is functioning
substantively; both  ֲא ֶשׁרclauses are in the genitive to their respective prepositions.175 The
prepositional phrases are placed before their verbs for emphasis. Ruth is stressing to
Naomi that no matter where she goes, Ruth will follow: “For unto wherever you go, I will
go. And in wherever you stay, I will stay.”176
1:16d [ֹלהי׃
ֽ ָ אֹלהיִ ְך ֱא
֖ ַ ֵ]ע ֵ ֣מְּך ַע ִ֔מּי ו
ַ
In Genesis 3:1a in chapter 3, it was explained that statements declaring “A=B
in some way” are not made with the verb היה. Biblical Hebrew, as well as Arabic, use
verbless nominal clauses to equate two things. Chapter 3:181 of the Qur’an reads,
َﻭوﻧَﺤْ ﻦُ ﺃأَ ْﻏﻨِﻴﯿَﺂ ُء
wanaḥnu ’aghniyā’u
We (are) rich
This verbless nominal clause states that the speakers are equivalent to those who are rich:
we=rich. In chapter 9:101 of the Qur’an, the writer states that Bedouins=hypocrites:
َﺏب ُﻣ ٰﻨَﻔِﻘُﻮﻥن
ِ َﻭو ِﻣ ﱠﻤ ْﻦ َﺣﻮْ ﻟَ ُﻜﻢ ﱢﻣﻦَ ﭐٱﻷَ ْﻋ َﺮﺍا
wamimman ḥawlakum mina l-’a‛rābi munāqifūna
Ruth 1:14; Holmstedt, Ruth, 67.
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And from those around you from the Bedouins (are) hypocrites
Moreover, in Psalm 25:10, David declares that the ways of the Lord=lovingkindness and
truth:
ל־א ְרחו ֺת יְ הוָ ה ֶח ֶסד וֶ ֱא ֶמת
ָ ָכּ
All the ways of the Lord (are) lovingkindness and truth.
In Genesis 41:26, Joseph interprets Pharaoh’s dreams and states,
ֶשׁ ַבע ָפּר ֹת ַהטֹּבֹת ֶשׁ ַבע ָשׁנִ ים
The seven good cows (are) seven years.
Joseph equates the seven fat cows with the seven good years: seven fat cows=seven good
years.
Griess explains that when the predicate of the verbless nominal clause is
indefinite, as in the first three examples above, the clause is descriptive.177 When the
predicate is definite, “the definiteness of the predicate in this case overlaps it with the
subject to the point of complete identification. . . . It is a procedure of attributing the
second component to the being of the definite first component.”178 In Genesis 41:26, for
example, the seven years are completely identified as the seven fat cows.
Ruth 1:16d consists of two verbless nominal clauses, and both predicates are
made definite by the 1cs suffix. In both clauses Ruth is completely identifying herself
with the Israelites and with the God of Israel: your people=my people, your God=my
God. Ruth is wholly forsaking her old life in order to be with Naomi.
1:17b []וְ ָ ֖שׁם ֶא ָקּ ֵ ֑בר
The Niphal of  קברis the reflexive of the Qal. Although the context may
indicate the agent(s), the reflexive is not concerned with the agent(s) of the action. The
reflexive denotes the effect, result, or state of the object of the active verb.179 In 1:17b,
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Ruth is the object of the active Qal of  ;קברthe Niphal expresses the result of the Qal of
קבר: “there I will get myself buried.” The agent(s) who bury Ruth is not important, they
are neither implied nor assumed by the reflexive form.
1:18b [י־מ ְת ַא ֶ ֥מּ ֶצת ִ ֖היא ָל ֶל ֶ֣כת ִא ָ ֑תּהּ
ִ ]כּ
ִֽ
The Hithpael of  אמץdenotes an act performed on the subject or a state
produced in the subject, whether by the subject or someone else.180 The  תof the Hithpael
often indicates personal interest.181 In 1:18b, the Hithpa”el of  אמץdescribes Ruth as one
who put herself in a strengthened state.
In this clause, the indefinite participle  ִמ ְת ַא ֶמּ ֶצתfunctions as the announcement
of a nominal clause. Since the participle as announcement is indefinite, the verbless
nominal clause in 1:18b is descriptive. Moreover, the participle does not focus on the
action of strengthening, but the agent who is strengthened, namely Ruth. Ruth is
described as one who put herself in a strengthened state.
1:20d [אד׃
ֹ ֽ י־ה ַ ֥מר ַשׁ ַ ֛דּי ִ ֖לי ְמ
ֵ ]כּ
ִ
The accusative of absolute object is an infinitive absolute of the same root as
the verb that it modifies. The absolute object often emphasizes the verb.182 The absolute
object may be strengthened by the noun מאֹד,
ְ as in Numbers 22:17:
י־כ ֵבּד ֲא ַכ ֶבּ ְדָך ְמאֹד
ַ ִכּ
And I will most certainly honor you, exceedingly so.
However, the absolute object may be omitted and implied if the clause has the noun מאֹד,
ְ
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stative, and the absolute object may be implied: “For Shaddai has certainly exceedingly
made me bitter.”
Conclusion
This chapter provided a grammatical analysis of Ruth 1 according to a
traditional Semitic approach. Comparisons were made with grammarians who apply
modern linguistic principles, primarily Robert Holmstedt, in order to demonstrate how a
traditional Semitic approach provides a simpler, clearer, and more accurate analysis. In
Ruth 1:1b it was argued that the overwhelming evidence of biblical Hebrew narrative
fails to support Holmstedt’s assertion of the basic S-V word order. In Ruth 1:2a, the
masoretic accents demonstrate that multiple possible readings of the clause is not
plausible, contra Holmstedt. Traditional Semitic grammar illustrates that the definite
participle in Ruth 1:8d cannot function as a headless relative clause as Holmstedt claims.
The conclusions provided by linguistic methodologies do not deal with biblical Hebrew
on its own terms, but often force Hebrew into foreign paradigms. Arabic grammar and
grammarians provide the truest measure of the accuracy of biblical Hebrew grammar.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
Although linguistic Hebraists are dissatisfied with traditional grammatical
analysis, traditional Semitic grammar—primarily based on Arabic grammar and
grammarians—still provides the most simple, clear, and accurate description of biblical
Hebrew grammar. In this dissertation, analyses of Genesis 2 and 3, and Ruth 1 were
provided to introduce traditional Semitic categories and descriptions. For example, in
chapter 2, the Arabic case endings demonstrated that the terms ‘nominative,’ ‘accusative,’
and ‘genitive’ still serve as efficient and accurate labels in biblical Hebrew. In chapter 3,
the traditional Semitic understanding of  היהand  ﻛﺎﻥنmakes it clear that  היהis not a copula
verb. In chapter 4, the masoretic accents provided clear direction in determining the
correct syntax and word groupings of several verses.
Opportunities were also taken to contrast traditional analyses with those of
modern linguists. Barry Bandstra’s commentary on Genesis and Robert Holmstedt’s
commentary on Ruth (both from the Baylor Handbook on the Hebrew Text series) served
as the main points of contact with modern linguists. Bandstra’s and Holmstedt’s
conclusions were tested in the light of traditional Arabic and Hebrew grammar, and their
conclusions were often found to be insufficient. For example, in chapter 2, Bandstra
misses the frequentative function of the imperfect verb. In chapter 3, Bandstra
misunderstands the syntax of asyndetic relative clauses. In chapter 4, Holmstedt wrongly
labels a definite participle as a headless relative clause, and his conjecture of the primacy
of S-V word order was refuted.
Other biblical Hebrew linguists were considered when certain significant
181

grammatical issues were examined. For example, in chapter 2 and appendix 2, Jan
Joosten’s and John A. Cook’s views of the biblical Hebrew participle was shown to be
inconsistent with Arabic grammar. In chapter 2, Jan Kroeze’s idiosyncratic nomenclature
was shown to add more confusion to the study of biblical Hebrew grammar than the
historically significant terms ‘nominative’ and ‘accusative.’ In chapter 3, Cynthia
Miller’s contention that לאמֹר,ֵ when it introduces direct speech, is not an infinitive
construct was discredited from biblical examples.
The intention of this dissertation was not to disprove any particular linguistic
theory; rather, this dissertation demonstrated that a number of conclusions of linguistic
Hebraists are insubstantial and are contrary to traditional Semitic grammar. Biblical
Hebrew grammarians who apply modern linguistic principles have divorced biblical
Hebrew grammar from its Semitic foundation. As such, modern linguistic Hebraists have
introduced a litany of new and often idiosyncratic terms for biblical Hebrew syntax, and a
host of new readings of the text. Without Arabic grammar serving as a safe guide,
grammarians have looked to other languages—Mandarin Chinese, Basque, and Shilluk,
to name a few—to inform their analyses of biblical Hebrew.
With numerous linguistic methods often come contradictory opinions on
biblical Hebrew syntax. The biblical Hebrew student finds a situation in which one must
learn a particular linguistic method with its particular terminology. Reading the work of
another linguist requires the student to learn a new linguistic system. With numerous
linguistic methods come numerous and varied opinions on biblical Hebrew syntax.
However, from its inception biblical Hebrew grammar was studied in light of
her sister language, Arabic. Saadiah Gaon, and Jewish grammarians after him, mined the
riches of Arabic grammar to shed light on Hebrew. Early Christian Hebrew grammarians
followed their Jewish predecessors, and continued to study biblical Hebrew against the
backdrop of Arabic. While disagreements occur between traditional grammarians, they
generally agree on major points of biblical Hebrew grammar. A student of biblical
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Hebrew can move from the works of Gesenius-Kautzsch, to S. R. Driver, to JoüonMuraoka with relative ease because Arabic is foundational to these grammars.
In the end, the crux of the issue lies in how one views native grammarians. Do
native Jewish and Arab grammarians provide an adequate description of their respective
languages? Or, are native grammarians ill-suited to provide a sufficient analysis of their
language? This issue of the assessment of native grammarians is aptly summed up in the
quotes of two grammarians. Mortimer Sloper Howell writes regarding Arabic grammar
that
the learner should have recourse to the teaching of the native Grammarians, and
eschew the unauthorized conjectures of foreign scholars. This method possesses 3
obvious advantages:–the native teachers are more likely to be safe guides than their
foreign rivals; their works form a better introduction to the commentaries and
glosses indispensable for the study of many works in Arabic literature; and their
system of grammar must be adopted as the basis of communication with
contemporary scholars of Eastern race.1
Walter Gross is diametrically opposed to Howell’s view. Commenting on the
correspondence between Arabic grammatical labels and their “Greco-Roman grammatical
counterparts” in biblical Hebrew grammar, he writes,
European philology, oriented toward linguistic history and comparative Semitic
languages, thus encountered the native Arabic grammarians, all of whom had lacked
concepts of linguistic development; who had investigated the language only through
a few of its literary manifestations such as the Qur’ān, classical poetry, and the socalled Bedouin language; who had paid homage to a peculiar concept of analogy;
and whose notions of grammar had been influenced by theological and juridical
modes of thought.2
Modern speakers of Arabic would reject Gross’ view. If medieval Arab grammarians are
not well-suited then neither are modern Arab grammarians, when a simple comparison
shows that they are identical.3 In fact, native grammarians—medieval and modern—are
1

Mortimer Sloper Howell, A Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language: Translated and
Compiled from the Works of the Most Approved Native or Naturalized Authorities (Allahabad, India: NorthWestern Provinces and Outh Government Press, 1883-1911), 1:1.
2

Walter Gross, “Is There Really a Compound Nominal Clause in Biblical Hebrew?,” in The
Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew: Linguistic Approaches, ed. Cynthia L. Miller, Linguistic Studies in
Ancient West Semitic 1 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1999), 22.
3

A comparison of modern grammars—such as, An Introduction to Modern Arabic by Farhat
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ideally suited to describe their respective languages. Modern biblical Hebrew students
would do well to look to them as their “safe guides.”

Ziadeh and Bayly Winder, and the grammatical explanations on corpus.quran.com—with older grammars
demonstrates that medieval and modern Arabic grammatical descriptions are identical.
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APPENDIX 1
EXCURSUS: GEOFFREY KHAN’S USE OF
COMPARATIVE SEMITICS TO DEFEND
THE COPULA PRONOUN THEORY
Footnote 112 in chapter 2 lists various grammarians who hold to a copula
pronoun, one of whom is Geoffrey Khan. Khan argues for the copula pronoun, appealing
to other Semitic languages to bolster his argument. However, traditional Semitic
grammarians also defend their arguments regarding the resumptive pronoun on
comparisons with other Semitic languages, primarily Arabic. Khan only alludes to native
Semitic grammarians, choosing to reinterpret comparative Semitic data through his
particular linguistic lens. Traditional Hebraists, on the other hand, look to native Semitic
grammarians as the authority on Semitic grammar.
Khan conducts a comparative study to determine if the biblical Hebrew
pronoun in verbless nominal clauses functions as a copula, building his case on a
comparison with Modern Neo-Aramaic dialects. He asserts that Modern Neo-Aramaic is
related to Hebrew and a comparison between the two languages “is likely to bring greater
insight . . . than would a comparison with a totally unrelated language.”1 Neo-Aramaic
dialects, he contends, are related “genetically to certain forms of earlier literary
Aramaic”; therefore, some Christian Neo-Aramaic dialects can inform the syntax of
Classical Syriac. Furthermore, because biblical Hebrew was translated into Classical
Syriac, Classical Syriac—with the insights gained from Neo-Aramaic—is likely to shed
1

Geoffrey Khan, “Some Aspects of the Copula in North West Semitic,” in Biblical Hebrew in
its Northwest Semitic Setting: Typological and Historical Perspectives, ed. Steven E. Fassberg and Avi
Hurvitz (Jerusalem: Hebrew University Magnes Press and Eisenbrauns, 2006), 157.
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light on biblical Hebrew grammar.2
Khan contends that the enclitic pronouns (what Khan labels ‘present copula’)
in some dialects of the North Eastern Neo-Aramaic (NENA) group “correspond” to the
inflection of present tense R3-yod verbs (see table A1 below).3 He notes that the enclitic
pronoun in these dialects “has an inflection varying for persons and number and
corresponds, in most respects, to the conjugation of verbs.”4

Table A1. Abridgment of Khan’s present copula and present tense verb conjugations5
Jewish
Sulemaniyya

Qaraqosh

Jewish Arbel

Enclitic

3ms

-y, -ye

-ilǝ

-ile

Pronouns

2ms

-yet

-iyǝt

-wet

1ms

-yena

-iyǝn

-wen

Present Tense of

3ms

šate

šatǝ

šate

R3-yod verb šty

2ms

šatet

šatǝt

šatet

1ms

šatena

šatǝn

šaten

(Present Copula)

“to drink”

In the dialects Ṭuroyo and modern Mandaic—“Neo-Aramaic dialect groups
adjacent to NENA”—Khan notes that the present copula “is clearly a pronominal element
2

Khan, “Some Aspects of the Copula,” 158.

3

Ibid., 159.

4

Ibid., 158. Khan notes that the NENA dialects do have hwy verbs—“the descendant of the
verb ‘to be’ in earlier Aramaic”—but that these verbs “express the future, subjunctive and imperative.” The
enclitic pronouns, on the other hand, “expresses the indicative present of the verb ‘to be’” (ibid., 159).
5

Ibid., 159.
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rather than a verb” (see table A2 below).6 Khan posits that the pronouns in Ṭuroyo and
modern Mandaic “corresponds” to the pronouns in Sryiac and Jewish Babylonian
Talmudic Aramaic, “in which the present tense copula is pronominal.” Khan quotes two
examples from the Syriac: “’alāhā zaddīk-ū ‘God is righteous’ (literally: God righteoushe), ’urḥā da-šrārā ’alīṣā-y ‘The road of truth is painful’ (literally: the-road of-truth
painful-it).”7 According to Khan, the pronouns -ū and -y in Syriac are present copulas.

Table A2. Abridgment of Khan’s pronominal paradigm for Ṭuroyo and modern Mandaic8

Ṭuroyo

Modern Mandaic

Independent Pronoun

Enclitic copula

3ms

hūwe

-yo

2ms

hat

-hat

1ms

’uno

-no

3ms

hūy

-ye

2ms

at

-at

1ms

an, anā

-nā, nan

Khan notes six features of the NENA dialects that demonstrate how the
pronoun has lost its pronominal properties and has adopted the “properties of verbal
copula.”9 First, the third person pronominal element has become “generalized”
throughout the paradigm, serving as the “base for inflections taken over from the present
6

Khan, “Some Aspects of the Copula,” 160.

7

Ibid., 161 (parenthetical statements are Khan’s).

8

Ibid., 160, 161.

9

Ibid., 162.
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verbal paradigm.” According to Khan, this “generalization” of the third person pronoun
indicates that the pronoun has lost “its original referential properties.”10 Second, the
pronoun has cliticized, attaching to nouns and adjectives.11 Third, the pronoun
corresponds to the verbal inflection of R3-yod present tense verbs.12 Fourth, the pronoun
exhibits a “regular unmarked use.” Fifth, the third person pronoun is often paired with
another pronoun functioning as the subject, often a first or second person pronoun. Sixth,
the pronoun has a “distributional equivalence with the verbal copula hwy.”13
Khan posits that to the extent that the biblical Hebrew pronominal copula
reflects these six features indicates the extent that the biblical Hebrew pronoun has
shifted towards a “fully-fledged” copula.14 One feature biblical Hebrew shares with
NENA dialects is that the third person pronoun has “generalized,” losing its “referential
properties.” According to Khan, biblical Hebrew demonstrates this generalization of הוּא
in examples in which  הוּאdisagrees in number with a first or second person pronominal
subject.15 He also observes that the pronoun  הוּאis often connected by a maqqeph to the
first or second person subject, indicating that the pronoun—like the pronoun in NENA
dialects—has cliticized. He notes, however, that “this clitic status [in biblical Hebrew] is
by no means a regular feature.”16 Furthermore, like NENA dialects, biblical Hebrew
shows evidence of pairing the pronoun with a pronominal subject.17 Examples of
10

Khan, “Some Aspects of the Copula,” 161.

11

For example, according to Khan, in Christian Qaraqosh the enclitic pronoun -ilǝ on the
adjective bāš is a copula: ’ǝbrux bāš-ilǝ “Your son is good” (ibid., 163).
12

See table A1 above.

13

Khan, “Some Aspects of the Copula,” 162.

14

Ibid., 173.

15

Ibid., 171-72, 173

16

Ibid., 172-73.

17

Ibid., 170-71, 173.
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nominal clauses with  הוּאfollowed by clauses with  היהalso indicates that the pronoun in
biblical Hebrew has begun to shift towards a copula.18 He concludes that in biblical
Hebrew the process of the pronoun developing into a copula has begun, although the
pronoun has not “acquired the full complement of copula properties.”19
While Khan looks to other Semitic languages to inform his arguments, he
reinterprets Semitic grammar to fit his notions of the copula pronoun. For example, Khan
recognizes that Arab grammarians view the resumptive third person pronoun as a
separating pronoun and not a copula. He is also aware that in situations in which the
nominal predicate is indefinite, Arab grammarians still label the resumptive pronoun as a
separating pronoun. However, Khan dismisses the Arab grammarians and labels the
pronoun a copula.
Regarding clauses with a resumptive pronoun and an indefinite nominal
predicate, he argues that the pronoun does not serve to differentiate between a modifier
and a predicate. With or without the pronoun, the indefinite nominal can “only be
interpreted” as a predicate.20 For example, Khan cites a clause from al-Mas‛ūdī’s Murūj
al-dhahab (III, 16.9):
wal‛andbīl huwa ṭā’irun ṣaġīrun yakūna bi’arḍi lhind wassind
“The ‛andbil is a small bird which lives in India and Sind.”21
According to Khan, the pronoun huwa (“it”) does not determine whether ṭā’irun ṣaġīrun
(“a small bird”) is a modifier to wal‛andbīl (“the ‛andbil”) or a predicate because without
the pronoun it is clear that ṭā’irun ṣaġīrun is a predicate. Therefore, Khan determines
that all occurrences of resumptive pronouns—traditionally labeled separating pronouns—
18

Khan, “Some Aspects of the Copula,” 173.

19

Ibid.

20

Khan cites William Wright, Ibn Ya‛īš, and Sībawayhi. Geoffrey Khan, Studies in Semitic
Syntax, London Oriental Series 38 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), 49-50.
21

The transliteration system is the same used by Khan, and the translation is Khan’s (Khan,
Studies in Semitic Syntax, 49).
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are copulas.
Khan misses the fact, however, that a nominal clause with a resumptive, or
separating, pronoun may often be a casus pendens construction. In casus pendens, a
separating pronoun may stand between a definite subject and an indefinite nominal
predicate; the pronoun resumes the subject. The examples he cites of resumptive
pronouns with indefinite predicates are illustrations of casus pendens. For example, see
the analysis of Murūj al-dhahab III, 16.9 in table A3 below.

Table A3. Casus pendens construction of Murūj al-đahab III, 16.922
wal‛andbīl
“the ‛andbil”
Initiator of the entire
nominal clause.
Suspended indefinite noun.

huwa
“it (is)”

ṭā’irun ṣaġīrun yakūna
bi’arḍi lhind wassind
“a small bird which lives in
India and Sind.”
Announcement of the entire nominal clause, itself a
nominal clause.
Separating pronoun,
ṭā’irun ṣaġīrun: preoccupied
resuming the suspended
with the preceding pronoun.
noun wal‛andbīl. Initiator
Announcement of the
of the second nominal
second nominal clause.
clause.

Furthermore, despite ṭā’irun ṣaġīrun lacking the article, Arab grammarians explain that
indefinite nouns qualified by adjectives or “an expression equivalent to an adjective”
approaches definiteness. Indefinite nouns approaching definiteness is called ٌﺼﻴﯿﺺ
ِ ﺗ َْﺨ
takhṣīṣun.23 The indefinite ṭā’irun ṣaġīrun is modified by a relative clause—yakūna
22

Khan, Studies in Semitic Syntax, 49. The clause yakūna bi’arḍi lhind wassind is a relative
clause to the indefinite antecedent ṭā’irun ṣaġīrun. A relative clause can omit the relative pronoun if the
antecedent is indefinite; the necessary retrospective pronoun is the implied pronoun of the verb yakūna.
See Gen 3:8a in chap. 3.
23

W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language: Translated from the German of Caspari and
Edited With Numerous Additions and Corrections, 3rd ed., ed. W. Robertson Smith and M. J. de Goeje
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1951), 2:§75 fn, §127 fn.
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bi’arḍi lhind wassind—which points back to the antecedent with the implied pronoun of
the verb yakūna.24 The separating pronoun followed by an indefinite predicate is
admissible in Arabic syntax.
Moreover, Khan recognizes that a literal translation of clauses with “copula
pronouns” renders the pronoun as a separating pronoun. He quotes from classical Syriac,
“’alāhā zaddīk-ū ‘God is righteous’ (literally: God righteous-he), ’urḥā da-šrārā ’alīṣā-y
‘The road of truth is painful’ (literally: the-road of-truth painful-it).”25 His literal
translations reflect the separating pronoun, revealing an admission that the pronoun is not
a copula. Similarly, Theodor Nöldeke labels the pronoun a copula; however, he
recognizes the true nature of the pronoun: “First of all, the 3rd pers. pron. serves as such
[as a copula], being really a reference indicating or recalling the subject.”26 While they
contend that the pronoun is a copula, Khan and Nöeldeke in the end admit that the true
function of the third person pronoun is a pronoun not a copula.
Khan also reinterprets Semitic grammar in his paradigm of R3-yod present
tense verbs.27 It is apparent that this paradigm is the paradigm for R3-yod participles:
compare the Aramaic ms participle  ָבּנֵ הwith the 3ms “present tense verbs” in table 4
above. Khan again reinterprets Semitic grammar: participles are not verbs but verbal
nouns of the agent.28
Khan’s dependence on NENA dialects to elucidate the separating pronoun in
24

Moreover, in this construction, the predicate ṭā’irun ṣaġīrun is absolutely identified as
wal‛andbīl. In absolute identification the subject is “exclusively and completely” identified with the
predicate; the subject and predicate are interchangeable. Russell T. Fuller and Kyoungwon Choi, “Hebrew
Accents,” in Biblical Hebrew Syntax: A Traditional Semitic Approach (Grand Rapids: Kregel,
forthcoming), §11v, §16h.
25

Khan, “Some Aspects of the Copula,” 161.

26

Theodor Nöldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar, trans. James A. Chrichton (Winona Lake,
IN: Eisenbrauns, 2001), §311 (emphasis added).
27

Khan, “Some Aspects of the Copula,” 159. Also, see table A1 above.

28

See Gen 2:10a in chap. 2, Gen 3:5a in chap. 3, Ruth 1:7a in chap. 4, and appendix 2.
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biblical Hebrew grammar is problematic. Although Khan gathers his textual data from
native speakers of NENA dialects, his grammar of these dialects is not based on native
grammarians. For example, he notes that he constructs his grammars on the dialects of
the Jews of Arbel, Urmi, and Qaraqosh through the lens of discourse analysis.29 Khan’s
grammars of these dialects, therefore, were developed through his own reading and
understanding of these languages. In his study on the biblical Hebrew pronoun הוּא,
Khan resorts to the NENA dialects because “a comparison with Neo-Aramaic . . . casts
light on the earlier period by demonstrating that a certain type of proposed historical
development is at least possible.”30 However, the historical development of the NENA
dialects is not fully understood. On the back cover of his grammar of the dialect of Urmi,
it is observed that some of the linguistic developments in Urmi “have come about due to
its close contact over many centuries with the non-Semitic languages of the region.”31 It
is not clear to what extent other non-Semitic languages have influenced the pronoun in
these dialects; dialects of the NENA group should be used cautiously in biblical Hebrew
grammar studies.
Contrary to the NENA dialects, Arabic has a long history of native
grammarians who have discussed the separating pronoun for centuries. A comparison
between the NENA dialects and Arabic would likely demonstrate that the use of the
pronoun in the NENA dialects mirrors that of Arabic. Just as Arabic was the key in
unlocking Akkadian and Ugaritic, it is more likely that Arabic is the key to understanding
the NENA dialects. Therefore, Arabic, not the NENA dialects, gives clarity to the
29

Geoffrey Khan, A Grammar of Neo-Aramaic: The Dialect of the Jews of Arbel, Handbuch
der Orientalistik; Erste Abteilung: Der Nahe und Mittlere Osten (Leiden: Brill, 1999), 14; Khan, Studies in
Semitic Syntax, xxxiv; Geoffrey Khan, The Jewish Neo-Aramaic Dialect of Urmi, Gorgias Neo-Aramaic
Studies 2 (Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press, 2008), xviii; Geoffrey Khan, The Neo-Aramaic Dialect of
Qaraqosh, Studies in Semitic Languages and Linguistics 36 (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 20.
30

Khan, “Some Aspects of the Copula,” 157 (italics added).

31

Khan, The Jewish Neo-Aramaic Dialect of Urmi. Italics added.
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separating pronoun in biblical Hebrew.
By reinterpreting Semitic grammar through discourse analysis, Khan
reanalyzes the biblical Hebrew pronoun  הוּאthrough the paradigm of the NENA dialects.
Khan lists two factors that lead him to this conclusion. First, the pronoun  הוּאoften
disagrees in number with first or second person pronominal subjects. Second, the
pronoun  הוּאoften precedes an indefinite subject. Semitic grammar, however, allows for
these “incongruences.” For example, Arabic often allows the pronoun  ﻫﮬﮪھُ َﻮhuwa to
disagree with its subject, as in 2 Samuel 7:28:
ُ•ﺃأَ ْﻧﺖَ ﻫﮬﮪھُ َﻮ ﭐٱ
’anta huwa allāhu
You—He (is) God32
Hebrew also allows disagreement in number, as in Isaiah 43:25:
ָאנ ִֹכי ָאנ ִֹכי הוּא מ ֶֹחה ְפ ָשׁ ֶעיָך
I, even I—He Who (is) One Who wipes out your transgressions33
In Aramaic the separating pronoun may also disagree with the pronominal subject in
number, as in Daniel 2:38:
אשׁה ִדּי ַד ֲה ָבא
ָ ַאנְ ְתּה־הוּא ֵר
You—it (is) a head of gold
Furthermore, Arabic admits an indefinite predicate after a separating pronoun, as in the
Qur’an chapter 11:19:
َﺍاﺧ َﺮ ِﺓة ﻫﮬﮪھُ ْﻢ ٰ َﻛﻔِﺮُﻭوﻥن
ِ َﻭوﻫﮬﮪھُﻢ ﺑِﭑﻝلْ َء
wahum bil-‛ākhirati hum kāfirūna
And they, in the Hereafter—they (are) disbelievers
Biblical Hebrew also places an indefinite predicate after a separating pronoun, as in
Joshua 22:22:
32

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§124; Mortimer Sloper Howell, A Grammar of
the Classical Arabic Language: Translated and Compiled from the Works of the Most Approved Native or
Naturalized Authorities (Allahabad, India: North-Western Provinces and Outh Government Press,
1883-1911), 1:546.
33

Paul Joüon, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. and rev. T. Muraoka, Subsidia Biblica 14
(Rome: Editrice Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 2000), §154i-j; E. Kautzsch, ed., Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar,
28th ed., trans. A. E. Cowley, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), §141h.
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ֹלהים יְ הוָ ה הוּא י ֵֹד ַע
ִ ֹלהים יְ הוָ ה ֵאל ֱא
ִ ֵאל ֱא
34
The true God, the Lord God, the true God, the Lord God—He (is) a Knower
Semitic grammarians are not concerned with Western notions of grammatical precision;
these “incongruences” are permissible in Semitic grammar. Linguistic Hebraists should
not force a foreign paradigm over Arabic or biblical Hebrew grammar to solve the
incongruences of Semitic grammar.

34

S. R. Driver, A Treatise on the Use of the Tenses in Hebrew and Some Other Syntactical
Questions, Ancient Language Resources (1892; repr., Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 2004), 269.
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APPENDIX 2
EXCURSUS: JOHN A. COOK’S
VIEW OF THE PARTICIPLE
In his analysis of  ַה ֵמּ ִתיםin Ruth 1:8d, Robert Holmstedt states that recent
research indicates that participles are “adjectives that encode an activity or event rather
than a quality.”1 Holmstedt cites the works of John A. Cook, who incorporates the
participle in his description of the biblical Hebrew verbal system, placing the participle in
the class of ‘adjective.’2 In Arabic, the participle is labeled a ‘verbal adjective’; William
Wright explicitly states that the participle is an adjective derived from a verb.3 A
distinction must be made, however, between Wright’s description of the verbal adjective
and Cook’s placement of the participle in the class of ‘adjective.’
According to traditional Semitic grammar, the participle “designates a person
or thing, to which the verbal idea closely attaches itself and consequently remains
unmovable.”4 The participle focuses on the person or thing in a fixed state, not on the
action. The verb, on the other hand, centers on an action coming into being and the
1

Robert D. Holmstedt, Ruth: A Handbook on the Hebrew Text, Baylor Handbook on the
Hebrew Bible Series (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2010), 74.
2

John Cook, “The Hebrew Participle and Stative in Typological Perspective,” Journal of
Northwest Semitic Languages 34, no. 1 (2008):1-19; idem., Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb: The
Expression of Tense, Aspect, and Modality in Biblical Hebrew, Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic 7
(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2012), 224.
3

W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language: Translated from the German of Caspari and
Edited With Numerous Additions and Corrections, 3rd ed., ed. W. Robertson Smith and M. J. de Goeje
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1951), 1:§229.
4

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§72. See E. Kautzsch, ed., Gesenius’ Hebrew
Grammar, 28th ed., trans. A. E. Cowley, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), §116a; Russell T. Fuller
and Kyoungwon Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax: A Traditional Semitic Approach (Grand Rapids: Kregel,
forthcoming), §16a.
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movement of that action. While the imperfect may resemble the participle, Arab
grammarians explain the idea of the imperfect as one of “constant renewal or repetition.”
The participle, according to Arab grammarians, is the idea of “fixedness, immobility.”5
The participle is the ‘noun of the agent.’
Cook begins his analysis of the biblical Hebrew participle by noting the
“unevenness” of studies on the participle. He notes that older studies describe the
“double nature” of the participle, in that it acts like a noun and a verb. Recent studies, he
continues, depict the participle as an “intermediate” form between the noun and verb.
The “intermediate” form of the biblical Hebrew participle is in contrast to the Modern
Hebrew participle which, Cook notes, “is clearly either a noun or a verb.” 6
Cook prefers to place biblical Hebrew participles in the class of ‘adjective.’
Cook explains that participles are adjectival in that “their adjectival character is
demonstrated by their gender-number agreement morphology and attributive syntactic
function.”7 Furthermore, like adjectives, the participle may function substantively as
nouns.8 The ambiguity of the participle, according to Cook, arises when the participle is
used as a predicate because the participle shares “morphological and morphosyntactic
features with both the verbal and the nominal systems.”9 The main difficulty, according
to Cook, comes from biblical Hebrew’s tendency for a “zero-copula strategy for nominal
and adjectival predicates.” In other words, nominal and adjectival predicates often occur
“unsupported” by a “an auxiliary or copular supportive item,” just as finite verbal forms
are unsupported. He cites Jeremiah 33:22 to illustrate how the biblical Hebrew participle
5

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§72n.

6

Cook, “The Hebrew Participle and Stative,” 1.

7

Ibid., 2.

8

Ibid., 3.

9

Ibid.
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acts like a noun and a verb:
ת־ה ְלוִ יִּ ם ְמ ָשׁ ְר ֵתי א ִֹתי
ַ ַא ְר ֶבּה ֶאת־זֶ ַרע ָדּוִ ד ַע ְב ִדּי וְ ֶא
I will multiply the seed of David my servant and the Levites, my servants/who serve
me/the ones serving me.
According to Cook, the participle  ְמ ָשׁ ְר ֵתיrequires a “nominal analysis” because it is in the
construct form, and yet it also requires a verbal analysis because it takes a direct object
א ִֹתי.10
Cook posits that the ambiguities expressed by the participle indicate that they
should be classified as adjectives. According to Cook, the ambiguities of the participle
“are representative of the sorts of ambiguities that characterize the word class of adjective
in languages generally.”11 Cook develops his argument for the participle as adjective, and
the participle’s role in the verbal system, by applying Leon Stassen’s description of
various constructions for intransitive predication.
According to Cook, Stassen provides four categories that describe how
intransitive predicates are constructed. First, ‘event predicates’ are typically formed with
verbs, and do not require a copula or auxiliary word. An example of the ‘event predicate’
is the sentence “John walks.” Second, the ‘class-membership predicate’ (“John is a
carpenter”) is constructed via a “nominal strategy”; in this construction a non-verbal
copula or a “zero copula” is used. Cook explains that the non-verbal copula is either a
pronoun or particle. Third, for “locative expressions,” a “verbal support element” is
employed; this verbal element is a copula marked with tense, aspect, modality, and
person agreement. An example of the “locative expression” is the sentence “John is in
the kitchen.” Fourth, property predicates (adjectives, etc.) do not have a construction that
is specific to them; however, property predicates may use any of the previous three
10

Cook, “Hebrew Participle and Stative,” 4-5; idem., Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 223.
The translation is Cook’s.
11

Cook, “Hebrew Participle and Stative,” 5.
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constructions described above.12
Cook maintains that each of Stassen’s predication categories can be found in
biblical Hebrew. He cites Genesis 6:4 as an example of verbal predication:
יָמים ָה ֵהם
ִ ַהנְּ ִפ ִלים ָהיוּ ָב ָא ֶרץ ַבּ
“The Nephilim were in the land in those days.”
2 Kgs 19:15 serves as an example of a nominal predication with a pronominal copula:
ֹלהים ְל ַב ְדָּך
ִ ַא ָתּה־הוּא ָה ֱא
13

“You are God alone”

Cook goes on to note that prototypical biblical Hebrew adjectives (not
participles or statives) may also follow one of the three types of predication. In Gen
29:31, the adjective is predicated with a ‘zero copula’ construction (Stassen’s second
category):
וְ ָר ֵחל ֲע ָק ָרה
“But Rachel (was) barren”
The adjective is also predicated with a pronominal copula (Stassen’s second category) in
Lam 1:18:
ַצ ִדּיק הוּא יְ הוָ ה
“Yhwh is righteous”
Adjectives may also be encoded by the locative strategy (Stassen’s third category) with a
verbal copula, as in Gen 11:30:
וַ ְתּ ִהי ָשׂ ַרי ֲע ָק ָרה
14

“Now Sarai was barren”

According to Cook, unlike prototypical adjectives, biblical Hebrew participles
can mark an event predication (Stassen’s first category) as well as nominal and locative
predications (Stassen’s second and third categories). For example, Cook asserts 1 Kgs
12

Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 225-26; idem., “Hebrew Participle and Stative,” 6.
Cook cites Stassen’s English examples for each construction. Leon Stassen, Intransitive Predication,
Oxford Studies in Typology and Linguistic Theory (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 12.
13

Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 226-27. Translations and emphasis are Cook’s.
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Ibid., 226-27. Translations and emphasis are Cook’s.
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13:1 encodes a event:
ל־ה ִמּזְ ֵבּ ַח
ַ וְ יָ ָר ְב ָעם ע ֵֹמד ַע
“Jeroboam (was) standing beside the altar.”

15

Whereas event predicates are typically encoded with verbs (Stassen’s first category),
participles typically encode event predicates with null-copula or non-verbal copula
constructions (Stassen’s second and third categories). Cook concludes, “the Participle
represents a ‘nominal takeover’ of event predicates, whereby a nominal predicate
encoding strategy is applied to event predicates, which are more prototypically encoded
to the verbal strategy.” This “nominal takeover” of the participle in event predicates
leads Cook to include participles in his study of the Hebrew verbal system. He cautions
his readers, though, that “there is no evidence that the Participle stops being adjectival at
any time in the history of Hebrew”; the participle “continues to be used in both nominal
and verbal slots in the grammar.”16
Cook maintains that the predicative participle marks progressive-imperfective
action. There is, according to Cook, semantic overlap between yiqtol and the participle as
in Gen 37:15b-16a:
ת־א ַחי ָאנ ִֹכי ְמ ַב ֵקּשׁ
ַ אמר ֶא
ֶ ֹ ה־תּ ַב ֵקּשׁ׃ וַ יּ
ְ וַ יִּ ְשׁ ָא ֵלהוּ ָה ִאישׁ ֵלאמֹר ַמ
“The man asked him, ‘What are you looking for?’ He said, ‘I (am) looking for my
brothers.’”
According to Cook, the participle and imperfect in Genesis 37:15 and 16 are “in close
juxtapositioning.”17 However, he continues, the participle, compared to yiqtol, is “a
younger (progressive) gram developing along the same progressive-imperfective path.”18
The participle, therefore, communicates “an agent in the midst of an activity,” the time of
15

Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 227. Translations and emphasis are Cook’s.

16

Ibid., 228.

17

Ibid., 224. The translation and emphasis is Cook’s.

18

Ibid., 230.
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which is determined by context.19
In summary, Cook contends that the participle is not a verbal form, in contrast
to Jan Joosten, who argues that the participle is a verbal form (see Gen 2:10a in chap. 2
above). The participle, according to Cook, is a grammatical construction (‘gram’) used in
event predicates, which “are more prototypically encoded by the verbal strategy.”20 The
stative, in contrast, “represents an early nominal takeover that eventually developed into a
verbal encoding.”21 Although the participle is not a verb, Cook proposes that it “plays a
role” in the biblical Hebrew verbal system.22
The biblical Hebrew participle, however, describes a quality or characteristic
of an agent, it is not a verb (contra Joosten) nor is it a part of the verbal system. Cook
cites Genesis 37:15b-16a (see above) to demonstrate what he considers semantic overlap
between yiqtol and the participle. However, Wright explains that while the participle and
the imperfect convey continuous action they are different:
The difference between them is, that the concrete verbal noun [the participle]
designates a person or thing, to which the verbal idea closely attaches itself and
consequently remains immovable; whilst the Imperfect, as a verbum finitum,
expresses the verbal idea as movable and indeed in constant motion.23
Furthermore, G. H. Ewald explains,
The participle does not represent the action as proceeding from a person (as the
person of a verb does), but it represents a person (or thing) as that to which the
action is to be attributed; the chief thing in it is the idea of the personal noun, to this
person, however, the action is simply ascribed as belonging to it.24
The imperfect and the participle convey two different ideas.
19

Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 230.

20

Ibid.

21

Ibid.

22

Ibid., 223, 228.

23

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§72.

24

Geo. Henry Aug. Ewald, A Grammar of the Hebrew Language of the Old Testament, trans.
John Nicholson (London: Williams and Norgate, 1836), 221. See also Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew
Syntax, §16a.
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Traditional Semitic grammar prevents Cook from claiming that the participle is
part of the verbal system. For example, in 1 Kings 13:1, Cook explains that the participle
 ע ֵֹמדdescribes an event: ל־ה ִמּזְ ֵבּ ַח
ַ וְ יָ ָר ְב ָעם ע ֵֹמד ַע. He translates this clause, “Jeroboam (was)
standing beside the altar.” However,  ע ֵֹמדdescribes Jeroboam, depicting him in a abiding
state of standing: “and Jeroboam (was) one who was standing beside the altar.”25
Furthermore, in his example Deuteronomy 31:3, the nominal clause consists of the
emphatic separating pronoun:
ֹלהיָך הוּא ע ֵֹבר ְל ָפנֶ יָך
ֶ יְ הוָ ה ֱא
The Lord your God—He (is) One who passes before you.
Although action is present in the participle ע ֵֹבר, the participle is depicting the noun of the
agent: God is One who passes by.
Cook also views the participle  ע ֵֹברin 1 Kings 20:39—functioning as the
predicate of the copula —וַ יְ ִהיas describing an event:
וַ יְ ִהי ַה ֶמּ ֶלְך ע ֵֹבר
26

“The king was passing by.”

However,  ע ֵֹברis functioning as an adverbial accusative of situation to the verb וַ יְ ִהי: “the
king existed in the situation of one who was in the continual state of passing by” (for a
discussion on  היהtaking an accusative see Gen 3:1a in chap. 3 above).
The tense of a participle can only be determined by the main verb of the clause
or context.27 In the example above, 1 Kings 20:39, the participle  ע ֵֹברis in the past
because of the preceding verb וַ יְ ִהי. Context also determines the tense of a participle. For
25

Russell T. Fuller and Kyoungwon Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax: A Traditional Semitic
Approach (Grand Rapids: Kregel, forthcoming), §16. Furthermore, this construction is a situation clause.
Participles are ideal for situation clause because they describe the agent in a abiding state or a continual
activity. The vav is the vav of situation, and the action is contemporaneous with the action of the verb in
the previous clause: ית־אל
֑ ֵ ל־בּ
ֵ יהוּדה ִבּ ְד ַבר יְ הוָ ה ֶא
ָ ֹלהים ָבּא ִמ
ִ וְ ִהנֵּ ה ִאישׁ ֱא. See ibid., Biblical Hebrew Syntax,
§49b.
26

Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 228.
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Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§73; Fuller and Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax,

§16a.
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example, in Genesis 2:10, context determines that the participle  י ֵֹצאis in the past.28
Furthermore, Joshua Blau explains that the participle “has not yet been
absorbed into the verbal system in Biblical Hebrew.” He goes on to state that clauses in
which the participle is functioning as the predicate “are ordinary nominal clauses,”
evidenced by the fact that nominal clauses with participial predicates are negated not by
—לֹאwhich negates verbal clauses— but rather by —איןwhich
ֵ
negates nominal clauses.29
Consider Genesis 41:8:
וְ ֵאין־פּו ֵֺתר או ָֺתם ְל ַפ ְרעֹה
And there was not one who was an interpreter of it for Pharaoh.30
While the participle easily translates into English as a verb, the participle is not
a verb, nor are they part of the verbal system. Even as predicates in verbless clauses,
participles are similar to adjectives because they are descriptive of a person or thing.
Predicate adjectives and participles easily translate into the present tense because they are
predicates of nominal clauses. Nominal clauses, being descriptive, are usually in the
present tense. The distinction between verbal and nominal clauses, and understanding the
true nature of the participle in Arabic and Hebrew, prevents grammarians from including
the participle in the biblical Hebrew verbal system.

28

See Gen 2:10a in chap. 2.

29

Joshua Blau, Phonology and Morphology of Biblical Hebrew: An Introduction, Linguistic
Studies in Ancient West Semitic 2 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2010), 225-26.
30

Other examples include Gen 41:24, 39; Exod 5:11; 22:9; 1 Sam 26:12. Fuller and Choi,
Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §41z.
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APPENDIX 3
RESPONSES TO THE EXTERNAL READER
John A. Cook served as the external reader for this dissertation. In his external
reader report, Cook critiques the basic premise of this dissertation and many of its
conclusions. Several questions raised by Cook were addressed in the main body of the
dissertation where necessary, either by adding more citations, adding more
argumentation, or by rewording an argument. In this appendix, four issues are addressed
which the author deemed necessary to devote more space: the author’s description of
Arabic grammar, the Semitic understanding of the reflexive Niphal (Ruth 1:3b and 1:17b
in chap. 4), the purpose and use of the masoretic accents (Ruth 1:4a in chap. 4), and casus
pendens (Ruth 1:14c in chap. 4).
The Author’s Description of Arabic Grammar
Cook makes a serious claim against the author’s description of Arabic
grammar. Cook states that the author essentially argues
that Biblical Hebrew should be treated as Arabic according to Russell Fuller’s
understanding of Arabic grammar. This is especially evident when the author
appeals to Russell Fuller’s interpretation of Arabic grammarians over and against
alternative, independent readings of those grammars.1
The author’s thesis would be undermined if Cook was correct. However, the author
appeals to an Arabic grammatical tradition in which Fuller, William Wright, Ihab Griess,
Mortimer Howell, Farhat Ziadeh, and Mohammad ‛Id stand.
The author approached Scott Bridger, a professor of Arabic and Islamic
studies, to determine if the description of Arabic grammar in this dissertation is unique to
1

John A. Cook, external reader report of author’s dissertation, August 9, 2014. Emphasis

added.
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Fuller or if it stands within the Arabic grammatical tradition. Having read the author’s
descriptions of Arabic grammar, Bridger writes,
Richard McDonald’s dissertation submitted to the faculty of The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary defends a long-standing approach to Hebrew grammar rooted
in comparative Semitics. This is an approach that has been challenged recently on a
number of fronts by scholars conversant in the theories and categories of modern
linguistics and discourse analysis. The biggest challenge to the newer approaches,
however, is the predominance of the traditional view that analyzes Biblical Hebrew
grammar through the lens of Arabic grammar. This tradition was developed in the
Middle Ages by Jewish grammarians (native Arabic speakers themselves) who
relied on Arab grammarians and continues to be the exemplary paradigm for
analyzing shared features among Semitic languages (Arabic, Hebrew, Aramaic,
Syriac, etc.). Among the reasons for this is the fact that Arabic is widely regarded as
a conservative language because it preserves grammatical structures and features
that are viewed as paradigmatically Semitic. As far as I can tell, this was the most
common view held by those under whom I studied at such institutions in the Middle
East as: the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Bir Zeit University, the University of
Jordan, the Fajr Center for Arabic Language in Cairo, and the University of Haifa.
After reading through McDonald’s dissertation and his analysis, he clearly stands
within this established tradition. His detractors seemingly want to challenge these
existing categories and the established norms so that Biblical Hebrew conforms to
Indo-European grammatical classifications rather than viewing the language within
the broader landscape of the Semitic family; a family that places Arabic at the head.
By challenging these trends, McDonald’s dissertation represents a clarion call for
scholars of Biblical Hebrew to place a priority on cultivating an awareness of the
resources that have been and continue to be available within the broader Semitic
family, especially Arabic, before resorting to the modern trends of fashionable
scholarship.2
To the extent that the descriptions in this dissertation accurately reflect Arabic grammar,
the author and Fuller stand within the Arabic grammatical tradition.
The Semitic Understanding of the Reflexive Niphal
In Ruth 1:3b and 1:17b in chapter 4, the author argues that a traditional Semitic
understanding of the reflexive Niphal indicates that the reflexive verb is agentless. With
biblical Hebrew active verbs, an agent performs an action on an object. Reflexive verbs,
however, express the result or effect of the active verb; the agent of a biblical Hebrew
reflexive verb is neither assumed, nor implied, in the mind of the speaker or writer.3 This
2

J. Scott Bridger, email message to author, October 14, 2014.

3

Russell T. Fuller and Kyoungwon Choi, Biblical Hebrew Syntax: A Traditional Semitic
Approach (Grand Rapids: Kregel, forthcoming), §7a.
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understanding of the reflexive led to the following literal translation of Ruth 1:17b:
וְ ָשׁם ֶא ָקּ ֵבר
And there I will get myself buried.
Cook describes the literal translations of the reflexive in this dissertation as “strained.”
He goes on to write,
The author has misunderstood the reflexive voice in the most basic way: reflexive
constructions are defined as those in which the agent and patient of the activity are
identical. There is an overt concern to express agent in a reflexive construction,
making it impossible to interpret these cases as reflexives since the patient lacks the
ability to act as agent (i.e., inanimate pitcher, dead person).4
Semitic grammarians, however, define ‘reflexive’ differently. Arabic has a
verbal form identical to the biblical Hebrew Niphal: ’ ﺍاِ ْﻧﻔَ َﻌ َﻞinfa‛ala.5 Wheeler M.
Thackston clearly explains the reflexive stem:
The medio-passive [other grammarians say ‘reflexive’] Form VII [’ ﺍاِ ْﻧﻔَ َﻌ َﻞinfa‛ala]
differs in signification from the true passive . . . in that the agency of the action is
completely disregarded in the medio-passive. It is true that personal agents cannot
be expressed in the true passive—nor, for that matter, with Form VII; nonetheless,
the fact of there being an agent is inherent in the true passive. In a sentence such as
( ﻗﻄﻊ ﺭرﺃأﺳﻪﮫquṭi‛a ra’suhu, “His head was cut off.”) the agency of an executioner—or
at least an instrument such as a sword—is very much in the mind of the speaker,
while in the medio-passive construction ( ﺍاﻧﻘﻄﻊ ﺭرﺃأﺳﻪﮫinqaṭa‛a ra’suhu, “His head got
cut off”) the activity/passivity of the verbal notion does not pertain. What is of
importance is the result, the fact that a head was severed from a body.6
Furthermore, William Wright states that the ’infa‛ala often demonstrates an “effective
signification” (’ ﺍاِ ْﻧ َﺤﻄَ َﻢinḥaṭama, “to become broken, to break into pieces”), or it may
imply “that a person allows an act to be done in reference to him, or an effect to be
4

John A. Cook, external reader report of author’s dissertation, August 9, 2014.
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Mortimer Sloper Howell, A Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language: Translated and
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Language (Bethesda, MD: IBEX Publishers, 2000),139-40.
6

Thackston, Introduction to Koranic and Classical Arabic, 139. David Ḳimḥi notes that “some
verbs in Nif‛al bear no reference at all to an agent or performer of the action.” William Chomsky, David
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Publishing, 1952), 82.
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produced upon him (َ’ ﺍاِ ْﻧ َﺨ َﺪﻉعinkhada‛a “to let oneself be deceived”).7
Moreover, Arabic has a form similar to the biblical Hebrew Hithpael: ﺗَﻔَ ﱠﻌ َﻞ
(tafa‘‘ala). Wright notes that the most common meaning for this form is ‘effective’: “the
effective implies that an act is done to a person, or a state produced in him, whether it be
caused by another or by himself.” For example,  ﺗَ َﻌﻠﱠ َﻢta‛allama means “to become
learned.”8
Just as in Arabic, the biblical Hebrew reflexive Niphal and Hithpael disregard
the agent and express the result of the action. Consider Genesis 37:35:
יְמ ֵאן ְל ִה ְתנַ ֵחם
ָ ַל־בּנ ָֹתיו ְלנַ ֲחמו ֺ ו
ְ ל־בּנָ יו וְ ָכ
ָ וַ יָּ ֻקמוּ ָכ
Then all of his sons and his daughters rose to comfort him, but he did not allow to
get himself comforted.
While the translation of Genesis 37:35 may sound strange, it accurately reflects the
Semitic understanding of ‘reflexive.’
In response to the author’s examples of pitchers and a dead person as the
subjects of reflexive verbs (see Ruth 1:3b and 1:17b in chap. 4), Cook writes, “There is
an overt concern to express agent in a reflexive construction, making it impossible to
interpret these cases [the author’s examples] as reflexives since the patient lacks the
ability to act as agent (i.e., inanimate pitcher, dead person).”9 However, according to
Semitic grammar, inanimate objects, etc. may be the subjects of reflexive verbs precisely
because reflexive verbs describe the result and are not concerned with the agent.10
7

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1:§52, §53.

8

Ibid., 1:§48 (italics original). Cf. Thackston, Introduction to Koranic and Classical Arabic,
174. Wright’s term ‘effective’ is what Thackston means by his statement that the result of the action is
important in reflexive verbs.
9

John A. Cook, external reader report of author’s dissertation, August 9, 2014.
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See the examples provided by the Arabic grammarians: a goblet (Thackston, Introduction to
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Consider Numbers 16:31:
יהם׃
ֽ ֶ ל־ה ְדּ ָב ִרים ָה ֵ ֑א ֶלּה וַ ִתּ ָבּ ַקע ָה ֲא ָד ָמה ֲא ֶשׁר ַתּ ְח ֵתּ
ַ וַ יְ ִהי ְכּ ַכֹּלתו ֺ ְל ַד ֵבּר ֵאת ָכּ
And it happened according to the completion of him to speak all of these words, and
the ground which (was) under them got itself split.
In this example, the agent who split the ground (an inanimate subject) is of no concern;
the Niphal  ִתּ ָבּ ַקעexpresses the result of the action: the ground got itself split.
Cook’s critique of the author’s description of the Niphal sharpens the
difference in approaches to biblical Hebrew syntax. Arabic, because it has the same
construct as the biblical Hebrew Niphal, should play a predominant role in determining
the definition of the reflexive. The explanation offered in chapter 4 rests on the Arabic
definition of ‘reflexive.’ Cook’s definition, however, does not depend on Arabic
grammar. While Cook’s definition of ‘reflexive’ may be accurate for other languages, it
is not the correct definition for biblical Hebrew. Cook is at complete odds with Semitic
grammar. Arabic, having the same verbal forms as biblical Hebrew, provides a more sure
and more accurate definition of ‘reflexive.’
The Purpose and Use of the Masoretic Accents
In Ruth 1:4a of chapter 4, the author highlights the importance of the masoretic
accents and their significance in marking the syntax of a clause. When the accents do not
mark the syntax they often indicate the main emphasis of a clause, or the accents may
group words due to musical considerations.
In footnote 79 the author interacts with Robert Holmstedt and his reading of
Ruth 2:14. The author highlights Holmstedt’s comments regarding the accents.
Holmstedt states that the accents “mark prosody and not syntax . . . and so they are not
strong support for any syntactic decision.”11 Contrary to Holmstedt, the author contends
that the accents allow for only one possible reading for the words in dispute in Ruth 2:14.
11

Robert D. Holmstedt, Ruth: A Handbook on the Hebrew Text, Baylor Handbook on the
Hebrew Bible Series (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2010), 132.
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Regarding the author’s interaction with Holmstedt, Cook writes,
In a lengthy footnote the author engages Holmstedt’s assertion that the accents do
not primarily mark syntactic divisions, contending that “to separate the syntax from
the chanting would render the text senseless. The liturgical purpose of the accents
would be worthless if the accents do not mark the syntax” . . . It is unfortunate that
the author has done no research on the accentuation system to discover that the
primary function is in fact debated.12
Cook proceeds to point the author to Bezalel Elan Dresher’s work, who argues that the
main function of the accents is to mark prosody.13
However, Dresher states that while the accents’ primary function is prosodic,
“a prosodic representation is based on syntax and in some cases coincides with it.”14
Dresher states that the accents and syntax often do not coincide: “where syntactic and
prosodic representations diverge, phonology follows the prosodic structure.”15 While the
author may not fully agree with Dresher’s arguments, he does agree with Dresher that
when the accents do not mark the syntax they are concerned with the grouping of
words.16
Of course, the experts in the field of masoretic accents acknowledge that the
accents do not always follow the syntax. William Wickes acknowledges as much, noting,
The accentuators did not hesitate to make the strict rules for logical (or syntactical)
division give way, when they wished to express emphasis, or otherwise give effect
to the reading. . . .
. . . Even with what may seem to us its shortcomings and superfluities, it fixes
the sense in a far more effective and satisfactory way than our modern system of
12

John A. Cook, external reader report of author’s dissertation, August 9, 2014. However, the
author never states that the accents primarily marks syntax. In his critique of Lars Lode’s view of the
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punctuation.17
Elsewhere he writes,
The question how the position of the dichotomy (main or minor) was fixed, has
been already answered. It is found, where the main logical pause of the clause, or
the rules for syntactical division require it. But, as has been pointed out, . . . there
are many notable exceptions. I would here only once more remind the reader that
we have to do with a system of public recitation, the main object of which (like that
of all effective delivery) was to bring out and impress upon the minds of the hearers
the full meaning of the Sacred Text. And I would add that unless we are prepared to
recognise the utmost freedom in the application of the dichotomy, we shall never be
able to explain to ourselves the accentual division.18
Consider Exodus 24:4:
וּשׁ ֵ ֤תּים ֶע ְשׂ ֵר ֙ה ַמ ֵצּ ָ֔בה ִל ְשׁ ֵנ֥ים
ְ הוה וַ יַּ ְשׁ ֵכּ֣ם ַבּ ֔בּ ֶֹקר וַ ִיּ ֶ֥בן ִמזְ ֵ ֖בּ ַח ַ ֣תּ ַחת ָה ָ ֑הר
֔ ָ ְל־דּ ְב ֵ ֣רי י
ִ תּב מ ֶֹ֗שׁה ֵ֚את ָכּ
ֹ ֣ וַ יִּ ְכ
ָע ָ ֖שׂר ִשׁ ְב ֵ ֥טי יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵ ֽאל׃
And Moses wrote all the words of the Lord. And he rose early in the morning, and
he built an altar under the mountain ⎟ and twelve pillars for the twelve tribes of
Israel.
In this example, the athnach (marked by ⎟ in the translation) separates the two objects:
the altar and the twelve pillars. The logical place for the athnach is on יְ הוָ ה, separating
the first two verbal clauses from the last. By placing the main pause of the sentence
between the two objects, the author focuses the reader on the altar and pillars.19
Notice the placement of the athnach in Genesis 22:10:
ת־בּנֽ ו ֺ׃
ְ ת־ה ַמּ ֲא ֶכ ֶ֑לת ִל ְשׁ ֖חֹט ֶא
ֽ ַ וַ יִּ ְשׁ ַל֤ח ַא ְב ָר ָה ֙ם ֶאת־יָ ֔דו ֺ וַ יִּ ַ ֖קּח ֶא
And Abraham stretched out his hand, and he took the knife ⎟ to slay his son.
In Genesis 22:10, the logical place for the athnach is on ֺ יָ דו, separating the two verbal
clauses. By placing the main pause on ת־ה ַמּ ֲא ֶכ ֶלת
ַ  ֶאthe author draws the readers attention
to the fact that Abraham took up the knife.20 Although the accents do not always mark
the syntax, the meaning of the text is nevertheless clearly delineated by the accents.
The author interacts with Holmstedt in chapter 4 in order to highlight how
17

William Wickes, A Treatise on the Accentuation of the Twenty-One So-Called Prose Books of
the Old Testament, (1970; repr., Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2010), 4. Italics original.
18

Ibid., 31. Italics original.

19

Ibid., 34.

20

See also Gen 4:14; 6:9; Exod 4:16; Dan 6:12.
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Holmstedt dismisses the accents when determining the syntax of Ruth 2:14. Again,
Holmstedt claims that the accents “mark prosody and not syntax . . . and so they are not
strong support for any syntactic decision.”21 The author’s statement in footnote 79—“to
separate the syntax from the chanting [of the text as marked by the accents] would render
the text senseless”—indicates that the syntax and the chanting/phrasing cannot be
separated.22
Contrary to Cook, there is actually no debate concerning the primary function
of the accents. The accents bring out the meaning of the text. In fact, the Hebrew word
for the accents——ט ֲע ִמיםhas
ַ
the notion of “meaning” or “understanding.”23 No one
competent in the accents claims that they are merely markers for syntax, like punctuation
marks. They are part of a chanting or musical system meant to focus on the meaning of
the text. Sometimes the accents focus on the meaning best by going against the syntax;
however, the meaning will not be obscured, but enhanced. Many hymns do the same
thing; the phrasing of verses often go against the syntax due to musical reasons or to
emphasize the meaning.24 But like the masoretic accents, the syntax in hymns can only
be disregarded if the meaning is not affected. In Ruth 2:14, of course, the accents and
syntax must be consistent or the meaning is compromised.
The experts in the field recognize that the meaning of a text is compromised if
the accents and syntax are not consistent. William Wickes, for example, who argues for
meaning as the primary function of the accents, has chapters devoted to the syntactic
importance of the accents. Moreover, he has a large appendix explaining the accents in
21

Holmstedt, Ruth, 132.

22

Cf. Dresher, “The Prosodic Basis of the Tiberian Hebrew System of Accents,” 6, 7-8; Israel
Yeivin, Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah, trans. and ed. E. J. Revell, The Society of Biblical Literature
Masoretic Studies 5 (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1980), #178.
23

Marcus Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the
Midrashic Literature (New York: The Judaica Press, 1985), 543b.
24

See n. 85 in chap. 4.
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difficult passages, which he generally explains syntactically. In his volume on the poetic
accents, Wickes praises those responsible for the accents for their understanding of
Semitic syntax. Commenting on  היהtaking an adverbial accusative, he writes,
In reality this word is, as we learn from the Arabic, in the adverbial accusative. The
ُ ﺃأ ًﺧﺎ ُﻛ ْﻨ.
passage from Job [Job 30:29] is rendered in the Polyglot Vers. ُﻮﺵش
ِ ﺖ ِﻷَﻭوْ َﻻ ِﺩد ْﺁآﻟ ُﻮﺣ
And [ ע ְֹמדו ֺת ָהיוּ ַרגְ ֵלינוּin Ps 122:2] answers to ( ﻗَﺂ ِﺩد ًﻣﺎ َﻛﺎﻥنَ َﺯز ْﺑ ٌﺪWright, Arab. Gr. ii. p.
109). We see then in the accentuation a fine appreciation of the grammatical
construction.25
To disconnect the syntax and the accents as Holmstedt suggests would often make the
chanting of the Hebrew Old Testament nonsense. It would certainly confuse Ruth 2:14.
Furthermore, Cook writes, “His [the author’s] defense of the syntactic
character of the accent system amounts to no more than special pleading and appeal to
tradition.”26 The author does appeal to tradition, but so does Cook. To what else can we
appeal when referring to the Hebrew Old Testament? Anyone who cites the Masoretic
Text—its consonants, its vowels, and its accents—appeals to tradition, the masoretic
tradition. Cook appeals to that tradition when it is convenient, and rejects it when it is
not.
Casus Pendens
In footnote 172 of chapter 4, the author explains that the nominal clause in
Ruth 1:14c is another example of casus pendens. Ruth 1:14c reads,
וְ רוּת ָדּ ְב ָקה ָבּהּ
But as for Ruth—she clung to her.
Cook writes in response, “According to such a claim, every clause with overt subject
preceding the verb is a case of casus pendens . . . This is a preposterous and a grave
25

William Wickes, A Treatise on the Accentuation of the Three So-Called Poetical Books of the
Old Testament, (1970; repr., Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2010), 44n16. The Arabic transliteration for Job
30:29 is ’akhan kuntu li’awlādi l-wuḥūshi (“As a brother I have become to the children of wild beasts”). Ps
122:2 with accents reads ע֭ ְֹמדו ֺת ָהי֣ וּ ַרגְ ֵל֑ינוּ. The Arabic phrase similar to Ps 122:2 is transliterated is qā’iman
kāna zaydun (“In the status of a stander Zaydun exists.”).
26

John A. Cook, external reader report of author’s dissertation, August 9, 2014. Italics

original.
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misunderstanding of casus pendens.”27
According to Semitic grammarians, it is not preposterous that every clause in
which a noun precedes the verb is a casus pendens construction. Farhat Ziadeh and
Bayly Winder explain,
Nominal sentences have no verb by definition but only a subject and a predicate.
However, it frequently happens that the predicate itself contains a verb. Thus, for
instance, the sentence The man came his father would be a normal way of saying
The man’s father came. In this case the word man is the subject of the nominal
sentence, and the whole clause came his father, is the predicate. The clause [the
predicate] itself is verbal (because it begins with a verb) and father is the subject of
the verb. One may also say The man came where man is the subject and the clause
came is the predicate. The clause [the predicate] is verbal with a verb and an
understood subject referring back to man. In such nominal sentences the subject is
used first for emphasis.28
The last two sentences of Ziadeh’s and Winder’s quote corresponds with the description
of a casus pendens clause.29 Mohammad ‛Id notes that casus pendens can be “casemarked . . . as a subject (mubtada’) of a nominal sentence and the following verbal clause
as its predicate.”30 To label noun-before-finite-verb clauses ‘casus pendens’ is to follow
traditional Semitic grammar.31
Ihab Griess notes that a typical casus pendens construction in Arabic, in which
a noun precedes the verb, resembles the example in Genesis 34:8:
ְשׁ ֶכם ְבּנִ י ָ ֽח ְשׁ ָקה נַ ְפשׁו ֺ ְבּ ִב ְתּ ֶכם
Shechem, my son—his soul longs for your daughter.
27

John A. Cook, external reader report of author’s dissertation, August 9, 2014.
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Farhat J. Ziadeh and R. Bayly Winder, An Introduction to Modern Arabic (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1966), 23-24.
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See Gen 2:14c in chap. 2.
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Ihab Joseph Griess, Syntactical Comparisons Between Classical Hebrew and Classical
Arabic: A Study Based on the Translation of Mohammad ‛Id’s Arabic Grammar (Lewiston, NY: The Edwin
Mellen Press, 2008), 233 (emphasis added).
31

See also Isaac Jerusalmi, The Story of Joseph (Genesis 37; 39-47): A Philological
Commentary, 2nd rev. ed., Auxiliary Materials for the Study of Semitic Languages 1 (Cincinnati: Hebrew
Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, 1981), 5. Cf. Paul Joüon, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew,
trans. and rev. T. Muraoka, Subsidia Biblica 14 (Rome: Editrice Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 2000), §156e
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In this example,  ֶשׁ ֶכם ְבּנִ יis resumed by the 3ms pronoun on נֶ ֶפשׁ.32 However, Griess
continues, the suspended noun may also be resumed by the implied pronoun of the verb,
as in Genesis 37:3:
ל־בּנָ יו
ָ וְ יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵאל ָא ַהב ֶאת־יו ֵֺסף ִמ ָכּ
Now Israel—he loved Joseph more than his brothers.
In Genesis 37:3,  יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵאלis resumed by the implied 3ms pronoun of the verb א ַהב.
ָ 33 Isaac
Jerusalmi explains that in casus pendens constructions like that in Genesis 37:3, the
subject is emphasized, and at times indicates a switch in topics.34
Semitic grammarians would view Cook’s view of casus pendens as
preposterous. Once again, Cook demonstrates the stark difference between linguistic
methods and traditional Semitic grammar.

32

Cf. Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 2:§120.

33

Griess, Syntactical Comparisons, 234-35; Jerusalmi, Story of Joseph, 5.

34

Jerusalmi, The Story of Joseph, 5, 40, 42, 136.
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ABSTRACT
GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS BIBLICAL
HEBREW TEXTS ACCORDING TO A TRADITIONAL
SEMITIC GRAMMAR
Richard Charles McDonald, Ph.D.
The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 2014
Chair: Dr. Russell T. Fuller

Although linguistic Hebraists are dissatisfied with traditional grammatical
analysis, this dissertation demonstrates that traditional Semitic grammar—primarily
based on Arabic grammar and grammarians—still provides the most simple, clear, and
accurate description of biblical Hebrew grammar. Chapter 1 illustrates the role of Arabic
grammar in the study of Biblical Hebrew grammar. From the inception of biblical
Hebrew grammatical studies, Jewish scholars drew from the insights of Arabic grammar.
For centuries afterwards, Jewish and Christian Hebrew grammarians followed this
method. In recent decades, grammarians have turned to modern linguistic principles,
leading to a misunderstanding of various points of Biblical Hebrew syntax.
Chapters 2 and 3 analyze the syntax of select verses in Genesis 2 and 3,
respectively. Barry Bandstra’s Genesis commentary in the Baylor Press series serves as
the main point of comparison between the traditional Semitic approach and the modern
linguistic approach. Each chapter introduces typical categories and definitions of
traditional Semitic grammar, and critiques Bandstra’s analysis when it contradicts Semitic
grammar. Both chapters discuss a few main grammatical issues; in these discussions,
other linguistic Hebraists are taken into consideration. For example, chapter 2 argues that
the terms ‘nominative,’ ‘genitive,’ and ‘accusative,’ are still valid grammatical categories

in biblical Hebrew syntax, contra Jan Kroeze. Chapter 2 also contends that the pronoun
 הוּאis not a copula. Chapter 3 demonstrates that the Hebrew verb  היהis not a copula but
a real verb showing action, and that the energic suffixes on the imperfect do, in fact, have
semantic value and do show emphasis.
In chapter 4, the analysis shifts to Ruth 1. Robert Holmstedt’s commentary on
Ruth from the Baylor Press series serves as the point of reference. There are three main
discussions in the chapter. First, the chapter outlines biblical Hebrew word order in
opposition to Holmstedt’s claim that the typical word order is Subject-Verb. Second, the
chapter demonstrates that the masoretic accents are crucial for biblical Hebrew syntax.
Third, the chapter critiques Holmstedt’s theory that the particle ⚀ ַהmarks headless
relative clauses. The remainder of the verses are utilized to highlight traditional analysis
or to contradict Holmstedt.
Appendix 1 outlines Geoffrey Khan’s use of comparative Semitics to defend
his copula pronoun theory. The excursus contends that Khan reinterprets Semitic
grammar through discourse analysis, and that his copula pronoun theory cannot be
substantiated. Appendix 2 differentiates between the participle as a verbal adjective (the
traditional Semitic definition), and John A. Cook’s placement of the participle in the class
of ‘adjective.’ This appendix maintains that the participle cannot be included in the
biblical Hebrew verbal system. Appendix 3 responds to Cook’s critiques regarding the
author’s Arabic descriptions, the analysis of the reflexive Niphal, the use of the masoretic
accents, and casus pendens.
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